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ABSTRACT 

 
Autonomous vehicles have become a reality. This novel form of transport is expected to 

enhance road safety, provide comfort for drivers and decrease traffic problems. From a 

human factors’ perspective, however, this advanced technology can give rise to negative 

effects. Considerable human factors’ research on automated driving has already been 

undertaken on issues such as loss of situation awareness, vigilance decrement, suboptimal 

mental workload, over trust, distrust and acceptance of automated driving systems. 

Nevertheless several gaps still remain, particularly, how people in different age spectrum 

consider this novel technology?: what is the main factor to predict acceptance of the 

technology?: and how can the transition between automated and manual driving be 

managed safely in ways that drivers find acceptable?. To answer these empirical 

questions, four detailed studies were performed: i) public opinion; ii) factors influencing 

users’ acceptance; iii) the impact of control transition between automated and manual 

driving on drivers’ mental workload and driving performance; and iv) appropriate 

strategies to deal with system failure. To specifically answer those initial research 

questions and achieve the accurate results, the whole research process has been 

undertaken in four individual studies, using various research designs and methods of data 

collection (focus groups, a survey and two experiments using a driving simulator) in order 

to address these gaps in existing research. The specific research questions and objectives 

are pointed out in individual studies. Results of the focus group study revealed the 

different opinions toward autonomous driving and provided suggestions to develop the 

technology in the future. Key among these were the participants cited almost equal 

numbers of positive and negative opinions on the technology. Older people favoured 

automated driving technology more than others and younger people considered more 

negative opinions than other groups. Moreover, various options of autonomy, specific 

software for people with a disability or older people and ease of use were pointed out for 

the system development. Findings from the survey presented factors that predict users’ 

intention to use autonomous driving. The predictive models between the U.K and 

Thailand are different. In addition, the participants from Thailand were willing to use 

highly automated driving than the U.K.’s participants. The results of the focus group and 

survey also revealed that people were concerned about the technology especially when 

the system failure. Thus, the first driving simulator study was conducted to investigate 

the effects of control transition between automated and manual driving. The findings 

found the negative effects of transition control between automated and manual driving on 



drivers’ mental overload and driving performance degradation. Finally, the second 

driving simulator study reported the situation criticality and difficulty when the driver 

took over control from automated driving. It found that the autonomous system bringing 

the vehicle to a controlled stop is an appropriate strategy when the autonomous system 

fails. These main findings have important implications for consideration by technology 

makers and designers when designing automated vehicles. For example, at present, the 

dominant strategy in the case of automation failures is to hand back control to the driver. 

The results of this research suggest that the vehicle should bring itself to a controlled stop. 
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CHAPTER 1   

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Chapter Summary 

This research is about the human factors that are involved in automated driving. The 

chapter starts by describing the topic of automated driving and identifying key literature 

in relation to it, specifically with regards to stakeholders’ views, acceptance, the effects 

of automated driving on drivers’ mental workload and performance and an appropriate 

way to deal with a system’s failure. In addition, it highlights gaps in the existing research. 

Then the aims and objectives of the research are specified. Finally the structure of the 

thesis is outlined. 

1.2 General Introduction 

Sophisticated Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) have been in development 

for thirty-years (Lu & Winter, 2015). Some systems are already available in the car 

industry such as Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), Lane Keeping Assistance (LKA), 

Collision Warning System, and Anti-lock Braking System. More advanced technology, 

namely highly automated driving (HAD), has been tested, and it is expected to be widely 

in use on public roads in the near future. Along with the development of the technology, 

there have been various relevant empirical studies in human factor research which have 

investigated the impact of automated driving on these factors and on drivers’ performance 

such as users’ opinions and acceptance of the technology (e.g. Bazilinskyy, Kyriakidis, 

& De Winter, 2015; Buckley, Kaye, & Pradhan, 2018; Rahman, Lesch, Horrey, & 

Strawderman, 2017; Schoettle Brandon, 2014).  

Research has also been conducted on the effects of prolonged use of autonomous vehicles 

on driving performance (e.g. De Winter, Happee, Martens, & Stanton, 2014; Gold et al., 

2017; Heikoop, de Winter, van Arem, & Stanton, 2016; Kandemir, Handley, & 

Thompson, 2016; Kyriakidis et al., 2017). In addition there have been relevant studies 

regarding system failure and transition control between automated and manual driving 

(e.g. Dogan et al., 2017; Eriksson & Stanton, 2017; Hergeth, Lorenz, & Krems, 2017; 

Merat, Jamson, Lai, Daly, & Carsten, 2014; Vogelpohl, Kühn, Hummel, Gehlert, & 

Vollrath, 2018; Zhang, de Winter, Varotto, Happee, & Martens, 2019) and design of 

human-automation interactions (e.g. Bazilinskyy, Petermeijer, Petrovych, Dodou, & de 

Winter, 2018; Cabrall, Eriksson, Dreger, Happee, & de Winter, 2019; Inagaki, 2006; 
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Miller & Parasuraman, 2007; Saffarian, de Winter, & Happee, 2012). The following 

paragraphs identify the research gaps from previous studies and introduce potential 

studies to fill these gaps. 

In the domain of the users’ opinions and acceptance of autonomous driving technology, 

a great deal of previous research has been done to investigate these aspects. For example, 

a focus group study by Yim (1997) investigated consumer opinion on the automated 

highway system and related technology. The results indicated that whilst the participants 

perceived the benefits of technology they also had some concerns about the system. More 

recently, Politis et al., (2017) conducted a mixed methods study, combining survey and 

focus groups, to investigate attitudes regarding autonomous vehicles among UK drivers. 

The authors reported that the views and concerns about the technology were related to 

different characteristics of the group, specifically gender and age. However, there is still 

a gap in the knowledge in that there is limited research about specific groups, particularly 

older and younger people. Moreover, there are few previous studies which focus on 

consumer views about the way to develop such automated driving technology. Therefore, 

a focus group was undertaken to investigate the opinions about automated driving in 

specific groups and the way to develop the technology (Study 1). 

Studying factors influencing drivers’ acceptance of automated driving is also an 

important issue for developing the technology in the future. Several studies have applied 

empirical theories to predict users’ acceptance of the autonomous vehicle. However, few 

studies have been done to explore the relationship between psychological factors and the 

acceptance of highly automated driving (HAD). It is reasonable to assume that an 

integrated model would be better at explaining the intention to engage in highly 

automated driving (HAD) than a single theory (Taherdoost, 2018). Thus, there is a need 

to adopt an integrated theory to predict drivers’ acceptance of automated driving 

technology. Hence, in study 2, an online survey was conducted to determine the predictors 

and drivers’ intention to use the technology. 

In relation to human factors in automated driving, much research has assessed the 

psychological aspects of automated driving on drivers’ issues such as complacency, 

situation awareness, vigilance and mental workload (Cantin, Lavallière, Simoneau, & 

Teasdale, 2009; Heikoop et al., 2016; Jeon, Walker, & Gable, 2015; Kyriakidis et al., 

2017; Llaneras, Salinger, & Green, 2013; Young & Stanton, 2007). Suboptimal mental 
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workload (underload and overload) when using automated driving is an important topic 

that has been investigated by researchers in this domain. Some studies have shown that 

suboptimal mental workload can degrade driving performance (Merat & Lee, 2012). The 

previous research on mental workload and driving performance has been focused on static 

states of automated driving. However, in the case of shifting manual control to and from 

automated driving, this will impose differing cognitive demands on the driver. The 

question is raised as to how driving performance and a driver’s mental workload would 

be affected while switching control between automated driving and manual control. Thus, 

more research is needed to examine this issue. Therefore, in the third study, a driving 

simulator study was undertaken to quantify drivers’ mental workload and driving 

performance while experiencing transitional control between autonomous and manual 

driving. 

In partially and highly automated driving, there are some situations that the system cannot 

handle such as sensor limitations and an ambiguous environment, and the system requires 

the driver to take over control. Drivers’ ability to take over control from the system has 

been of interest to and measured by human factors’ researchers. For example, drivers’ 

ability and performance while resuming control from automated driving (Gold, Happee, 

& Bengler, 2018; Hergeth et al., 2017; Merat et al., 2014; Naujoks, Höfling, Purucker, & 

Zeeb, 2018), taking over time response (Eriksson & Stanton, 2017; Vogelpohl et al., 2018; 

Zeeb, Buchner, & Schrauf, 2015; Zhang et al., 2019) and design of vehicle driver 

interfaces (Banks & Stanton, 2016; Bazilinskyy et al., 2018; Telpaz, Rhindress, Zelman, 

& Tsimhoni, 2015; Flemisch et al., 2012). However, questions are raised as to should a 

driver resume control in a case of system failure?  Whether driver take-over control after 

the system failure or alternatively bringing the vehicle to a controlled stop, is the optimal 

strategy? There is a lack of empirical study which investigates this issue. Therefore, there 

is a need to test the optimal strategy after automated driving failure. To address these 

research questions, in study 4, a second driving simulator study was run to examine 

optimal take-over modes after automated driving failure. 

The next sections outline the research aims and objectives, and provide the structure of 

the thesis. 
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1.3  Research aims and objectives 

The main aims of this research are to investigate: 1) public opinions; 2) acceptance of 

automated driving technology; 3) the impact of the technology on drivers’ mental 

workload and driving performance, particularly in the situation of transition between 

different levels of automated driving; and 4) the preferable take-over modes after 

automated driving failure. A research design has been employed, with four studies, each 

using different research methods. Each study has specific objectives to achieve the aims. 

The specific objectives are to: 

1. Describe the development of automated driving technology. 

2. Review human factors’ psychology issues regarding automated driving technology. 

3. Assess the stakeholders’ opinions, potential benefits, perceived concerns and 

recommendations in relation to the development of automated driving. 

4. Survey the potential factors influencing public acceptance of automated driving. 

5. Quantify the impact of automated driving on a driver’s mental workload and 

performance while the driver is experiencing transitional control between automated 

driving and manual driving. 

6. Investigate situation criticality and task difficulty to indicate optimal take-over modes 

after automated driving failure. 

1.4 Outline of the Thesis 

As pointed out above, gaps in knowledge have been identified and four studies have been 

undertaken to fill the gaps. Therefore, this thesis is presented in eight chapters (Figure 

1.1). In the first chapter, the background to the issues of automated driving have been 

outlined, as well as the aims and objectives of the research, and the structure of the thesis. 

Chapter 2 is the first literature review which focuses on the development of automated 

driving technology. In particular, the definitions and levels of automated driving are 

considered and the technologies that already exist in the car industry are examined.  

Chapter 3 presents a literature review focusing on human factors’ issues of automated 

driving technology. Within the literature, several aspects are highlighted such as mental 

workload and matters relating to the acceptance of the autonomous driving technology. 

The research gaps are identified as potential for future studies. 
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Chapter 4 describes the focus groups which were undertaken to assess stakeholders’ 

opinions on automated driving (Study 1). Four different groups (younger people, middle-

aged, older and mixed-group) were involved in this study.  Research results reveal that 

each group has different opinions about automated driving technology. The findings are 

discussed, and suggestions are introduced for the car industry to design the technology.  

Chapter 5 provides the online survey (Study 2) which was conducted to investigate the 

factors influencing drivers’ acceptance of automated driving technology. An integrated 

model (Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB), 

Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT), Perceived Benefits 

(PB) and Perceived Concerns (PC)) were utilized to predict behavioural intention to use 

highly automated driving among the respondents from the United Kingdom and Thailand. 

The policy makers could apply these results to promote drivers’ acceptance of automated 

driving technology. 

Chapter 6 described a driving simulator study (Study 3) which was conducted to assess 

drivers’ mental workload and driving performance in several situations while the drivers 

were switching control between automated driving and manual driving. In general, it can 

be concluded that either takeover from automated driving or handover to automated 

driving increases mental overload and degrades driving performance. However, these 

negative effects were not found when switching control between highly automated 

driving (HAD) and adaptive cruise control (ACC). The main findings are discussed and 

provide some recommendations for technology developers and researchers in this 

research area. 

Chapter 7 outlines a further driving simulator study (Study 4), conducted to identify 

appropriate responses after automated system failure. The main findings show that taking 

over manual control from automated driving reveals a higher criticality and more 

difficulty than stopping manoeuvre, especially in a high urgency situation. Therefore, 

there is reason to suggest that the system stopping manoeuvre and bringing the vehicle to 

a controlled stop is a preferable strategy when there is autonomous vehicle failure 

especially in situations of urgency. These findings contribute knowledge in understanding 

how to design the system itself and specific roads for autonomous vehicles.  
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Chapter 8 provides the conclusions and discusses the findings from the four studies. It 

also considers the contribution that this research makes to knowledge and gives 

recommendations for future research.  

 

Figure 1. 1 Thesis Structure 

Chapter 1:

Introduction

Chapter 2: 

Driving Tasks and Automated Driving 

Chapter 3: 

The Negative Effects, Opinion, Acceptance and Designing of Automated Driving

Chapter 4: 

Understanding Stakeholder's Views, Preferences Concerning and Future 
Developments of  Automated Driving Technology 

Chapter 5: 

Factors Associated with behavioural Intention to Use Highly Automated Driving 
(HAD) : A survey of Public Opinion in the U.K. and Thailand

Chapter 6: 

Moving Between Automated and Manual Driving: 

Mental workload and Performance Implications

Chapter 7: 

Investigation An Appropriate Strategy After a Failure in Automated Driving

Chapter 8: 

Conclusions and Discussion
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1.5 Chapter Conclusions 

A series of studies on the human factors of autonomous driving have been introduced in 

this chapter.  The thesis involves eight chapters with chapter 1 introducing an overview 

of the four studies conducted in the research. Chapters 2 and 3 review literature on 

previous studies regarding human factors in automated driving. Chapters 4-7 describe the 

research methodology, results and discussion of studies 1-4.  In the last chapter, the 

conclusions are presented and suggestions are made for further research.  The next chapter 

describes previous driving research and the development of automated driving. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Driving Tasks and Automated Driving 

2.1  Chapter Summary 

To better understand the development of automated driving and human factors research 

on this novel technology, the literature review is categorised into two chapters. The first 

chapter (Chapter 2) looks at the literature in driving tasks and developing of automated 

driving. The next chapter (Chapter 3) points out the literature in the human factors 

perspectives.  This chapter is the first of two chapters. It discusses the driving tasks, 

drivers’ behaviour, vehicle control, automated driving, levels of automated driving and 

development of Intelligent Transport Technology. Currently, driving tasks are changing 

from manual driving to a greater use of autonomous driving. Thus, the human factors’ 

research has changed from examining manual driving behaviour such as driving at speed 

to the effects of automated driving on a driver’s ability and performance such as driving 

skill degradation. 

2.2  Introduction 

The act of driving has been defined as numerous highly dynamic tasks occurring within 

a changing environment (de Waard, 1996). Driving tasks are described as complex 

actions, both motor and cognitive, which are required to perform the activity (Hulse, Xie, 

& Galea, 2018). Driving is not only a physical performance (e.g. applying force on 

steering wheel and pedals) but also entails visual and cognitive aspects (Marquart, 

Cabrall, & de Winter, 2015). It requires ‘perceptual-motor skills’, and can be categorised 

into both closed- and open-loop skills (Cantin et al., 2009). Closed-loop skills are used 

when the driving environment is predictable and relatively stable. In contrast, open-loop 

is relevant in a dynamic environment. Paxion, Galy and Berthelon (2014) suggested that 

driving complexity depends on several elements including road design (city roads vs. 

rural roads vs. motorways), traffic flow (low density vs. high density), and road layout 

(straight vs. curves, even vs. inclined, junction vs. no junction). When driving, the driver 

is required to deal with both driving-related tasks such as vehicle control and non-driving 

related tasks such as advertising signs (Lansdown, Stephens, & Walker, 2015).   

As mentioned above, nowadays, manual driving is gradually being replaced by automated 

driving. Engaging in an autonomous vehicle, the driver is not required to pay attention to 

the full driving activity all of the time. The roles of the driver might shift from an active 
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operator to a passive monitor (Banks & Stanton, 2019). For example, in Adaptive Cruise 

Control (ACC), the longitudinal control (speed and headway) is operated by the 

autonomous system. Engaging in the ACC system, the driver needs to operate only lane 

keeping (Stanton & Young, 2005). Moreover, in higher levels of autonomous driving, 

Highly Automated Driving (HAD), both longitudinal and lateral controls are operated by 

the autonomous system. As a result, the driver is potentially allowed to engage in non-

driving related tasks such as reading, emailing or eating (Banks & Stanton, 2019). The 

human factors of these issues are considered in more detail in chapter 3. The following 

paragraphs describe drivers’ behaviours and characteristics in the driving task, along with 

the development of, and definitions for, automated driving.  

2.2.1 Drivers’ Behaviours and Characteristics in Driving Tasks 

It has been reported that a driver’s behaviour is a critical factor in road safety (Hulse et 

al., 2018). Drivers’ behaviours and characteristics can be influenced by several factors, 

for example, the vehicle, type of road, environmental conditions and human factors. In 

other words, these factors can affect the driver’s actions in a real traffic situation (Lu, 

Happee, Cabrall, Kyriakidis, & de Winter, 2016). In terms of drivers’ human factors, 

these may involve physical characteristics, mental characteristics and individual features 

such as gender, age, driving experience and education level (Lu et al., 2016). Previous 

research has reported that drivers’ human factors are the direct cause of road accidents 

(Özkan, Lajunen, & Summala, 2006).  

The subject of drivers’ behaviour has been the interest of researchers in the driving 

research domain for a long time. In particular, aberrant driving behaviour issues have 

been investigated across different countries, such as Spain (Gras, Sullman, Cunill, 

Aymerich, & Font-mayolas, 2005), New Zealand (Sullman, Meadows, & Pajo, 2002) and 

Greece (Kontogiannis, Kossiavelou, & Marmaras, 2002). In this research area, self-report 

measures have been cited as useful and efficient methods for measuring aberrant driving 

behaviour (Lajunen, Parker, & Summala, 2004). Dozens of self-report questionnaires 

have been developed for investigating driver behaviour. For example, the Driver 

Behaviour Questionnaire (DBQ), developed by Reason, Manstead, Strading, Baxter, and 

Campbell, (1990), has been utilized widely to survey driving style. Özkan et al. (2006), 

for example, used the Driver Behaviour Questionnaire (DBQ) to follow up drivers’ 

behaviour with 622 participants for three years. The authors found that male and young 

drivers had more violations for speeding and drink-driving than females and older drivers. 
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On the other hand, female drivers made more errors and lapses. DBQ can be categorised 

into errors, lapses, and violations (depending on the version of the DBQ) (Gras et al., 

2005; Kontogiannis et al., 2002; Lajunen et al., 2006; Parker, Reason, Manstead, & 

Stephen, 1995; Reason et al., 1990; Sullman et al., 2002). The next paragraphs give some 

examples of aberrant driving behaviours. 

Aberrant driver behaviour has been defined as human failure (HSE, 2009).  Errors and 

violations are included in this definition of aberrant driver behaviour. To better 

understand these terms, De Winter and Dodou (2012); Kontogiannis et al. (2002); and 

Reason et al. (1990) concluded that drivers’ errors and violations are mediated by 

different psychological mechanisms and different meaning. Errors are the result of 

performance limitations of the driver such as perception, attention and information 

processing abilities (Lajunen et al., 2004), or “an action or decision which is not intended” 

(HSE, 2009, p.13). On the other hand, violations are a deliberate deviation from a rule or 

procedure (i.e. breaking the rules) (HSE, 2009). It reflects driving styles and habits that a 

driver chooses to undertake which may be a consequence of social and motivational 

factors (Lajunen et al., 2004). For example, disregard of the speed limit on the motorway 

has been found to be the most reported aberrant driving behaviour (Gras et al., 2005; 

Sullman et al., 2002). 

Human errors are categorized into three components: slips (attentional failure), lapses 

(memory failure) and mistakes (rule-based and knowledge-based mistakes) (Reason et 

al., 1990; Wickens & Hollands, 1999, p.493). Stanton and Salmon (2009) provided 

examples of error types in driving as: slips (e.g. misread road signs and press accelerator 

instead of brake); lapses (e.g. failure to recall road just travelled); and mistakes (e.g. 

underestimating speed of oncoming vehicle). Human violations are divided into three 

components: i) routine “(breaking the rule or procedure becomes a normal way of 

working)”; ii) situational “(breaking the rule is due to pressure from the job (e.g., being 

under time pressure, insufficient staff for the workload, no appropriate equipment 

available, or extreme weather conditions)” and iii) exceptional “(when something has 

gone wrong and to solve a new problem there is a need to break a rule (HSE, 2009, pp.16-

17). In driving, Stanton and Salmon (2009) categorized driver violations into two main 

characteristics including ‘Intentional violation’ such as exceeding the speed limit and 

‘Unintentional violation’ such as unknowingly speeding. Previously, much research has 

focused on driver violations. 
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A meta-analysis by De Winter and Dodou (2012), for example, analysed the results from 

174 studies using the DBQ aberration and self-reported accidents. The results showed 

that violations and errors were positively correlated with accidents with overall 

correlations of .13 and .10, respectively. In contrast, errors and violations were negatively 

correlated with age, but positively with exposure (mileage and hours driven per week). 

This finding slightly differed from Reason et al's. (1990) study, in which they reported 

that age was negatively related to violations only. De Winter and Dodou (2012) also found 

that males reported fewer errors, but more violations than females. These findings are in 

keeping with Reason et al's. (1990) findings. More recently, Haghi et al. (2014) 

investigated drivers' aberrant behaviours in 540 taxi drivers in Iran. The results reported 

that the younger drivers were willing to practice aberrant behaviours more than older 

drivers. The authors gave the reason that the younger drivers lacked adequate skill and 

experience for driving. Moreover, younger drivers also have an intrinsic excitement 

whilst driving.  

Another factor, culture differences, has been found to influence driving style. To support 

this argument, Özkan et al. (2006) conducted a large-scale study of drivers in six 

countries. They compared the driving behaviours between Western/Northern European 

and Southern European/Middle Eastern countries and investigated the relationship 

between driving behaviour and the number of traffic accidents in each country. The 

findings demonstrated that driving style is related to traffic culture. Western and Northern 

European countries were named as ‘safe driving’ locations whereas Southern European 

and Middle Eastern countries were reported as areas of ‘dangerous driving’. The 

researchers found that in dangerous driving countries the scores for aggressive violations 

and errors were higher than in safe driving countries. Moreover, violations were found to 

significantly predict involvement in crashes (Gras et al., 2005; Kontogiannis et al., 2002; 

Sullman et al., 2002). Other dangerous activities while driving are also associated with 

car accidents and ‘near misses’. For example,  Lansdown (2012) conducted survey 

research to investigate the drivers’ distraction behaviours that might be linked to car 

accidents. The results indicated that the highest distracting activities while driving were 

writing a text message, reading a text message and using the telephone hand-held. The 

results from multiple regression analysis also found that mileage, previous 

convictions and frequency of accidents were the main significant factors predicting 

distracting behaviours while driving. 
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Other human factors have been found that may influence the drivers’ behaviours.  

Previous studies have reported that attitudes, personality and risk perception were 

significant predictors of driver behaviour. Ulleberg and Rundmo's (2003) study, for 

example, investigated three variables (personality, attitudes and risk perception) which 

were hypothesised to link with risky driving behaviours among 1932 young drivers in 

Norway. In that study, personality variables included ‘altruism (characterised by active 

concern for others), anxiety (a tendency to be fearful, prone to worry and being nervous), 

normlessness (i.e. the belief that socially unapproved behaviours are required to achieve 

certain goals), sensation-seeking (i.e. the need for excitement and stimulation) and 

aggression (the tendency to experience anger and frustration)’. Attitude scales involved 

traffic flow vs. rule obedience (i.e. there are many traffic rules which can be obeyed in 

order to keep up the traffic flow), speeding (i.e. if you have good skills, speeding is OK) 

and fun riding (i.e. adolescents have a need for fun and excitement in traffic). The risk 

perception factors asked about included the probability of being involved in a traffic 

accident and worries and concerns about being hurt in traffic. The dependent variables 

were risk-taking behaviour scales (subdivided into self-assertiveness, speeding and rule 

violation). The results suggested that the personality variables and risky driving behaviour 

were mediated through attitude. The authors described that personality primarily 

influences risky driving behaviour indirectly by affecting the attitudinal determinants of 

the behaviour. Another similar study by Machin and Sankey (2008) surveyed 159 

university students in Australia to explore the combined effects of specific five 

personality factors (anxiety, aggression, sensation-seeking, altruism and normlessness) 

and four components of risk perception (worry and concern, likelihood of accident, 

efficacy and aversion to risk-taking) on driving behaviour (speeding). The regression 

modelling indicated that the likelihood of having an accident, efficacy, aggression, 

sensation-seeking, and normlessness variables can positively predict speeding behaviour, 

while both altruism and aversion to risk-taking factors can negatively predict speeding 

behaviour.  

The above literature has reported previous research regarding drivers’ behaviour and 

characteristics. It focused on drivers’ aberrant behaviour. In driving research, there is a 

need to understand the driver role while controlling a vehicle.  
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2.2.2 Vehicle Control 

In vehicle control, the driver is required to control their vehicle as a primary task. Vehicle 

control involves ‘longitudinal driving’, movement along the driving direction, and ‘lateral 

driving’, movement in a perpendicular direction such as changing lane (Wang et al., 

2014). According to Wang et al. (2014), three factors contribute to driver vehicle 

operation: i) road perception; ii) decision making, and iii) the driver’s intentions and 

actions. In a driving loop, the driver needs to actively monitor information, recognise 

emerging situations, make decisions and respond as required in the driving task (Martens 

& Van Den Beukel, 2013). In detail, driving activity is identified as a hierarchy of tasks 

on three levels (de Waard, 1996; Paxion, Galy, & Berthelon, 2014). The first (top) level 

is the strategic level such as the choice of transportation, setting of a route destination, 

and route-choice. The second (intermediate) level is the manoeuvring level such as the 

reaction to other drivers’ behaviour or other traffic participants. The third (lowest) level 

is the control level, where the basic vehicle-control processes occur, such as managing 

the trajectory and lateral-position control. 

In summary, in driving tasks, drivers’ behaviours and characteristics are a result of many 

factors including: i) individual variables, e.g. gender, age, culture and experience, ii) 

personality factors, e.g. anxiety, aggression, sensation-seeking, altruism and 

normlessness, iii) risk perception and iv) individual attitude. Aberrant driving behaviours 

are separately categorized into two domains (errors and violations) which appear to have 

different psychological mechanisms. As a result, aberrant driving behaviours have been 

found to significantly link to the proportion of road accidents. In-vehicle control, the 

driver is required to control both longitudinal and lateral driving. In a driving loop, the 

driver needs to fully monitor information, recognise emerging situations, make decisions 

and respond as required in the driving task. It has been expected that autonomous vehicles 

can help to solve aberrant driving behaviours and support the driver to control the vehicle. 

Automated driving is becoming a major focus for automobile markets, public and 

academic sectors. The human factors’ research within the automotive domain is 

increasingly concentrating on automated driving. The following sections review the 

development of automated systems and focus on human factors’ perspectives in this 

research area.  
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2.3 Automated Driving 

Road vehicles are becoming increasingly automated. Over the last decades, intelligent 

automated vehicles have been gradually developed for many reasons, and interest in 

autonomic vehicles is still growing (Payre, Cestac, & Delhomme, 2014). Terms and levels 

of automated driving have been defined and categorized by organizations and researchers 

in this area. 

2.3.1 Definitions and Levels of Automated Driving 

Current definitions of automated driving have split the range into 5 or 6 levels from 

manual driving to fully automated driving (Table 2.1). National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration (NHTSA) has formalized five levels to describe the degree of 

automation:(a) level 0, no automation (the manual car); (b) level 1, function-specific 

automation (single autonomous system); (c) level 2, combined function automation 

(using automation to control two or more functions of the driving task); (d) level 3, limited 

self-driving automation (using automation to control all aspects of the driving task, but 

requires the driver to take-over control sometimes); and (e) level 4, fully or completely 

self-driving automation (no role for drivers) (NHTSA, 2013). 

The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) On-Road Automated Vehicle Standards 

Committee categorized six levels of the automatic car system: (a) no automation; (b) level 

1, driver assistance; (c) level 2, partial automation; (d) level 3, conditional automation; 

(e) level 4, high automation and (f) level 5, full automation (SAE, 2014).  

The German Federal Highway Research Institute (German BASt) categorized automated 

driving into five levels:  (a) level 0, driver only (driver executes manual driving task); (b) 

level 1, driver assistance; (c) level 2, partial automation; (d) level 3, high automation; 

and (e) level 4, full automation (Gasser & Westhoff, 2012). 
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Table 2. 1 Definitions and levels of automated driving 
 

Levels NHTSA, 2013 SAE, 2014 German BASt, 2012 

0 No Automation No Automation Driver Only 

1 Function-specific 

Automation 

Driver Assistance Driver Assistance 

2 Combined Function 

Automation 

Partial Automation Partial Automation 

3 Limited Self-Driving 

Automation 

Conditional 

Automation 

High Automation 

4 Fully or Completely 

Self-Driving 

Automation 

High Automation Full Automation 

5 - Full Automation - 

From a psychological perspective, Lu et al. (2016) described six levels or states of 

automated driving. Each state depends on two factors including switched and monitoring 

level alpha (the level of driver’s monitoring on driving tasks, ranging from 0 to 1). Figure 

2.1 illustrates the levels of automated driving proposed by Lu et al. (2016).  

 

 

Figure 2. 1 The distribution of the driving task (longitudinal control, lateral 

control, monitoring) between the driver and automation. (Lu et al, 2016) 

(Where, dx = driver longitudinal; dy = driver lateral; ax = automation longitudinal; ay = 

automation lateral; S = switch, K = proportional gain). 
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State 1 is ‘manual driving’, where both longitudinal (Sdx) and lateral (Sdy) manual controls 

are switched on, but both longitudinal (Sax) and lateral (Say) automated controls are 

switched off, and alpha is 1(the driver actively monitors the environment and is fully 

aware of the situation). State 2.1 is a ‘lateral control task’, Sax and Sdy are switched on, 

but Sdx and Say are switched off, and alpha is equal to 1. An example of this state is 

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) (the system’s assistance with longitudinal automation 

only). In contrast, State 2.2 is a ‘longitudinal control task’; both Sdx and Say are switched 

on, but Sax and Sdy are switched off, and alpha is equal to 1. This state represents driving 

assistance with lateral automation only. An example of this state is Lane Keeping 

Assistance (LKA). State 3 is where Sax and Say are switched on, but Sdx and Sdy are 

switched off, and the driver is required to monitor the vehicle all the time (alpha = 1). 

State 4: is where Sax and Say are switched on, but Sdx and Sdy are switched off, and the 

driver is not monitoring continuously (alpha between 0 and 1). An example of this state 

is Highly Automated Driving (HAD). In State 5, the driving conditions are the same as 

in state 3 and 4, but the driver is not required to be monitoring at all (alpha = 0).  

It should be noted that different states of autonomy might affect the driver’s human 

factors differently. It is considered that different levels of autonomy may affect drivers’ 

performance in different ways. The next chapter (Chapter 3) reviews human factors’ 

issues in different levels of automated driving. 

2.3.2 Development of Intelligent Transport Technology 

Nowadays, there are systems  already available such as anti-lock braking systems, 

collision warning systems, adaptive cruise control (ACC), lane-keeping assistance (LKA) 

(Lu & Winter, 2015), navigation systems and driver warning systems (Casner, Hutchins, 

Norman, & Promise, 2016). These advanced technologies are expected to improve traffic 

efficiency, lower fuel consumption, offer comfort for the driver and decrease traffic 

incident rates caused by unintentional human error (Lu & de Winter, 2015).   

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) has been available since 1995. Currently, such a system 

is the most popular feature of an autonomous driver support system (Kyriakidis, Happee, 

& De Winter, 2015). As described above,  while engaging in ACC mode, the speeding 

and headway are controlled automatically by the system, but the lateral control (lane 

keeping) still needs to be controlled by the driver (De Winter et al., 2014). Considerable 

research on human factors in ACC has been undertaken.  
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Highly Automated Driving (HAD) is a more advanced technology and it will be the result 

of driving advanced technology evolution in the next decade (De Winter et al., 2014). In 

HAD mode, both longitudinal and lateral control (speed, headway and lane-keeping) are 

controlled by the automatic systems. Thus, the driver may be allowed to temporary leave 

a steering wheel and engage in other non-related driving activities such as reading and 

emailing. The driver may change their attention from the driving tasks to undertake other 

tasks that depend upon incentive and motivation. In other words, the HAD system allows 

the driver to become hands-free, and also no longer requires permanent monitoring of the 

vehicle. However, Llaneras, Salinger, and Green (2013) defined these systems as the 

Limited Ability Autonomous Driving Systems (LAADS) in which speed and lane-

keeping are controlled by the system though this still requires the driver to monitor the 

systems and driving task. Based on the definitions of SAE (2014), engaging in the HAD 

system still requires the driver to resume control in some situations due to system 

limitations and potential failures. In addition, it has been suggested that the highly 

automated vehicle should be driven on a specific route and under certain conditions such 

as segregated areas, low speeds or high speed on motorway roads only (Kyriakidis et al., 

2017). The question is raised as to what is an appropriate strategy to respond when the 

system fails, and how to design roads for this kind of autonomous vehicle. The research 

regarding human factors of highly automated driving is intensively discussed in this field 

of research.  

The highest level of autonomous driving, Fully Automated Driving (FAD) is developing 

and is projected to reach the car market between 2040 and 2075 (Kyriakidis et al., 2015). 

It is expected that, while engaging in the FAD system, the driver will be able to fully 

leave the driving of the vehicle to the system and will be able to engage in other non-

driving related tasks without resuming control from the system. However, it has been 

predicted that the fully automated driving level 5 (SAE) will not be available for 

automotive markets for another ten years (Shin, Tada, & Managia, 2019). Thus, it seems 

that human factors’ research of FAD is still only a minor interest of researchers when 

compared to HAD.     

To develop the Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS), the special equipment and 

specific research require investigation. Litman (2017) described the special equipment 

and services which are required for autonomous vehicles including (1) automatic 

transmission; (2) sensor systems, e.g., optical, infrared, radar, ultrasonic and laser; (3) 

wireless networks for vehicle communication, access to maps, upgrading software, 
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reporting road condition emergency messages; (4) navigation, e.g., GPS system and 

special maps; (5) automated controls, e.g., steering, braking and signal; (6) high-

reliability standards of software and power supplies; and (7) additional testing, 

maintenance and repair costs for critical components. However, the focus of this thesis is 

not on technology development but on human factors’ issues of automated driving.   

In summary, the Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS) is increasingly being 

developed and some systems have been sold in the car market already. Several levels of 

automated driving have been introduced ranging from 0 to 5 (No Automation to Full 

Automation). Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), for example, is the most well-known 

system and it has been used on public roads. Highly Automated Driving has been tested 

and is predicted to be used widely in the near future. Although automated driving systems 

can help the driving task to be more comfortable, safety and human factors’ issues have 

been the subject of research in this area. The interesting questions are raised that do people 

accept this kind of novel transport? And this technology would yield the negative effects? 

These research questions need to be addressed.  

2.4 Chapter Conclusions 

According to the literature reviewed, it is reasonable to conclude that highly autonomous 

driving will replace manual driving in the near future.  Nowadays, human factors’ 

research in driving has focused on automated driving. However, these human factors’ 

issues regarding automated driving may be different depending on the varying levels of 

autonomous driving and the conditions. The next chapters discuss the human factors’ 

issues of automated driving in different conditions. 
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CHAPTER 3   

 The Negative Effects, Opinion, Acceptance and Designing of 

Automated Driving 

3.1 Chapter Summary 

The previous chapter reviewed the human factors’ issues of the driving tasks such as 

human error and violation in manual driving and introduced the development of 

autonomous driving technology. Such automation may pose new potential problems for 

the research community. In this chapter, four main research issues of automated driving 

are reviewed including i) the human factors’ research on automated driving which focuses 

on the effects of the system on driver’s performance, situation awareness, vigilance and 

mental workload; ii) human-automation interaction and design system, iii) attitude, 

opinion, acceptability and trust of the technology, and iv) the effects of control transition 

between automated and manual driving on driving performance. The research gaps are 

identified in this chapter for further study. 

3.2 Introduction 

The Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS) may help drivers in high demand 

driving environments, but it could also turn driving tasks from the driver being an active 

operator to a passive monitor with a monotonous task (Banks & Stanton, 2019; Nees, 

2017). Human factors’ research in vehicle automation has investigated these issues. First,  

prolonged use of highly autonomous vehicles could lead to the loss of ability to perceive 

and avoid danger (De Waard, 1996), loss of attention to a driving task and performance 

decrements (Körber, Cingel, Zimmermann, & Bengler, 2015; Llaneras et al., 2013). This 

research area is intensively described in the next section. Second, many studies have been 

conducted to investigate driver interaction with automation  (e.g., Bazilinskyy et al., 

2018; Cabrall et al., 2019; Carsten & Martens, 2019). For example, based on human-

machine interaction theory (HMI), Carsten and  Martens (2019) proposed a set of design 

principles for in-vehicle automated driving. This research area is explained in section 3.5. 

Thirdly, along with the developing technology, public opinion, acceptability and trust are 

important issues for the developers regarding how future technology should be designed. 

Previous studies have explored and focused on the significant factors that might influence 

users’ acceptance of autonomous driving technology (Madigan, Louw, Wilbrink, 

Schieben, & Merat, 2017; Nordhoff, Van Arem, & Happee, 2016;  Rahman et al., 2017). 
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Section 3.6 outlines the previous studies on this issue.  Finally, section 3.7, the literature 

review, also focuses on the impacts of control transition between automated and manual 

driving on drivers’ performance. However, there are gaps in the research. The following 

discusses these gaps in terms of these research domains.  

3.3 Human Factors’ Research on Automated Driving   

As mentioned, autonomous driving has been expected to offer not only enhanced road 

safety but also increasing efficiency of traffic flow, lower gas emissions and better fuel 

consumption (Kyriakidis et al., 2015). However, the current autonomous systems cannot 

guarantee one hundred percent crash-free driving (Merat et al., 2014). Previous research 

has indicated that automation can resolve inaccuracy and improve the variability of 

human task performance, but it also gives rise to new issues and safety concerns (Casner, 

Hutchins, Norman, & Promise, 2016.; Lu et al., 2016), with increased human cognition 

but decreased human action (Martens & Van Den Beukel, 2013). Many psychological 

issues have been cited as having a critical impact when driving with automation. In 

particular, driving at a highly autonomous level means that the driver may have to change 

their role from an ‘active operator’ to a ‘passive observer’ or from a controller to a 

supervisor (Banks & Stanton, 2019; Llaneras et al., 2013; Shen & Neyens, 2014). 

Consequently, the driver may lose the ability to drive. The following sections highlight 

the psychological issues regarding automated driving. 

Several empirical studies have shown that a highly automated system can lead to ‘out-of-

loop problems’ where the driver does not fully engage in the driving task and may divert 

their attention to other non-driving related activities (Kyriakidis et al., 2017; Richards & 

Stedmon, 2016). Shifting the driving task out of the control loop can lead to negative 

aspects of automated driving such as impaired situation awareness and reduced 

responsiveness (de Waard, 1999; van der Hulst, 1999). As a result, it might lead to 

detrimental consequences such as complacency, skill degradation, loss of situation 

awareness, vigilance decrements (Brookhuis, van Driel, Hof, van Arem, & Hoedemaeker, 

2009; De Winter, Happee, Martens, & Stanton, 2014; Inagaki, 2006; Kaber & Endsley, 

2003; Lu, Happee, Cabrall, Kyriakidis, & de Winter, 2016; Lu & Winter, 2015), mental 

overload and mental underload (Brookhuis et al., 2009; Brookhuis & Waard, 2009; Lu et 

al., 2016). For example, literature reviews by Saffarian, de Winter and Happee (2012) 

and Martens and van den Beukel (2013) summarized the main critical impacts of 

automation. They reported the negative effects of prolonged use of automation including 
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1) overreliance (e.g. becoming distracted and showing poor judgement leading to 

accidents), 2) behavioural adaption such as drivers adapting to higher speed and driving 

too close to the car in front, 3) suboptimal mental workload (e.g., reduced mental 

workload in routine situation and increased mental workload in unexpected situations), 

4) skill degradation (e.g.  decreased driving skills), 5) reduced situation awareness (e.g. 

decreased decision and response to the hazards), and 6) inadequate mental model of 

automation functioning (e.g. lack of understanding of the limitations of autonomous 

driving). It is evident that drivers’ mental workload, situation awareness, acceptability, 

and trust within automated driving are the main focus of this research area (Brookhuis et 

al., 2009; Pauzie & Orfila, 2016). The following sections consider these issues in more 

detail with a particular focus on situation awareness and mental workload. 

Situation awareness (SA) is defined as “the perception of the elements in the environment 

within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning and the projection 

of their status in the near future” (Endsley, 1988, p.36). In a driving task, ‘situation 

awareness is a critical factor in a driver’s ability to make a decision to avoid hazards, plan 

routes and maintain safe travel’ (Sirkin, Martelaro, Johns & Ju, 2017, p.406). Human 

factors’ researchers suggest that mental workload and situation awareness are the most 

important human factors’ constructs because they could affect driving performance and 

safety (De Winter et al., 2014; Stanton & Young, 2000). Decreased situation awareness 

could lead to performance degradation (Fernandes & Braarud, 2015). In automotive 

research, loss of situation awareness and suboptimal mental workload are important 

human factors’ issues when engaging with automated driving. Several studies have found 

that engaging with a highly automated vehicles can lead to poor performance in a situation 

awareness test (De Winter et al., 2014; Sirkin, Martelaro, Johns & Ju, 2017). For example, 

an empirical literature review by De Winter et al., (2014) concluded that engaging whilst 

undertaking automated driving (adaptive cruise control or highly automated driving) with 

non-driving related tasks could decrease situation awareness when compared to manual 

driving. In terms of situation awareness and driving performance, several studies have 

found that engaging in autonomous driving can affect a driver’s response to a critical 

situation. For example, Miller, Sun and Ju (2014) conducted a driving simulator study to 

test the impacts of engaging with different levels of autonomous driving systems on 

accident avoidance time. The results revealed that participants in all autonomous 

conditions (steering automation, autonomous speed control and fully autonomous) were 

significantly slower in reacting to the pedestrian incursion if compared to manual driving. 
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Another driving simulator study by Samuel, Borowsky, Zilberstein and Fisher (2016) 

measured the impact of vehicle automation on a driver’s ability to detect the hazards on 

the  roadway. The researchers concluded that the driver was not watching for hazards 

while the Autonomous Driving Suite (ADS) was in control. This can be explained in that 

while engaging in highly automated driving, the driver might divert their attention to non-

driving related tasks such as reading and then situation awareness deteriorates.   

The issue of the impact of autonomous technology on human mental workload has been 

investigated by researchers in many sectors such as aviation (Kantowitz, 2017), 

automotive (Gold, Berisha, & Bengler, 2015; Körber et al., 2015; Young & Stanton, 

2007) and nuclear plant (Reinerman-Jones, Matthews, & Mercado, 2016). In particular, 

suboptimal mental workload (underload and overload) is a consideration of concern in 

highly automated systems such as nuclear, process control, advanced driving technology 

and modern flight decks (Young et al., 2015). Marquart et al. (2015, p. 2855) described 

that poorly designed automated systems could lead to critical situations, using the phrase 

“99% boredom due to mental underload and 1% terror due to mental overload in case of 

emergencies”.  

In the automotive domain, much research has been successfully done which has 

investigated mental workload in vehicle automation. Casner et al. (2016), for example, 

reviewed the negative aspects of partially automated driving. Their findings indicated that 

navigation systems may influence the driver’s inattention and lead to skill atrophy. A 

literature review by De Winter et al. (2014) summarized the effects of Adaptive Cruise 

Control (ACC) and Highly Automated Driving (HAD) on drivers’ workload and situation 

awareness. The findings demonstrated that the mean of self-reported workload (NASA 

Task Load Index and Rating Scale Mental Effort) was decreased while the levels of 

automation increase (43.5%, 38.6% and 22.7% for manual driving, ACC and HAD 

respectively). It should be noted that higher levels of autonomy decrease mental 

workload. Again, the results from a literature review of De Winter et al. (2014) also 

reported that Highly Automated Driving (HAD) can cause a major change in workload 

and situation awareness compared with manual driving or driving with Adaptive Cruise 

Control (ACC). The authors reported that Highly Automated Driving (HAD) largely 

reduced drivers’ workload, but the ACC system did little to reduce drivers’ workload. 

This is because, in the ACC system, drivers are still dealing with the cognitive activity 

and physical activity of moving the pedals and steering wheel. As can be seen, highly 
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automated driving can decrease a driver’s mental workload. This raises the question as to 

whether a lower workload affects performance. Thus, mental underload is an important 

issue that has been the concern of researchers in the human factors of automation.   

Moreover, engaging with highly automated driving, or Level 3 ‘limited self-driving’ 

(NHTSA, 2013), the driver is expected to resume control when the system fails due to the 

system limitations (Merat et al., 2014). Recently, the autonomous system human factors’ 

research has been focusing on the impacts of immediate transitions from passive to active 

control or vice versa on drivers’ behaviour and performance. Most of the research in 

recent years has been to do with switching control between manual and automated driving 

such as Gold, Körber, Lechner and Bengler, (2016); Naujoks et al., (2018); and Vogelpohl 

et al., (2018). However, there has been relatively little research looking at the effects of 

control transition between automated and manual driving on driver mental workload and 

driving performance (Meray et al., 2014). Thus, the next chapter (Chapter 6) investigates 

the impacts of take-over control from automated driving, handover to automated driving 

and switching control between different levels of autonomous driving on drivers’ mental 

workload and driving performance.  

3.4 Mental Workload Evaluation  

Evaluating workload is an important component of system design and analysis 

(DiDomenico & Nussbaum, 2008). In a driving task, drivers’ mental workload 

assessments could be helpful in improving driving tasks to reduce the number of road 

accidents (Marquart et al., 2015). The level of mental workload cannot be directly 

quantified, but it can be monitored by the changing of the operator’s performance, 

physiologically and in terms of perception. This section describes the criteria for mental 

workload measurement along with several successful techniques. 

3.4.1 Measurement Criteria 

Over the last 40 years, several assessment methods have been proposed to utilize more 

techniques for investigating mental workload. These techniques can be performed in 

experimental or operational settings. In this section, several criteria for mental workload 

measurement and limitations are defined. As mentioned in the previous section, the 

results from workload measurements can predict the operator’s performance. According 

to Cain (2007), the main reasons for mental workload measurement are for quantifying 

the mental cost which is used to perform a certain task in order to predict operator and 
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systems’ performance. In driving research, Marquart, Cabrall and de Winter (2015) 

suggested that the assessment of drivers’ mental workload might be helpful for improving 

driving tasks to reduce the number of road accidents.  Several criteria have been proposed 

for selecting and developing measurement techniques. De Waard (1996) and Miller 

(2001) recommended that the most important criteria of mental workload measurement 

are high sensitivity, high reliability, and low primary task intrusion. Moreover, 

diagnosticity is also important. In greater detail, De Waard (1996), O’Donnell and 

Eggemeier (1986, pp.42.3-42.6) and Moustafa, Luz and Longo (2017) proposed the five 

principal criteria for selecting workload assessment techniques including i) sensitivity - 

capability to discriminate significant workload which is imposed by task(s); ii) 

diagnosticity- capability to discriminate amount of workload which is imposed by 

different operator resources; iii) intrusiveness - cause of primary task degradations; iv) 

implementation requirements - ease of implementing and v) operator acceptance - high 

operator acceptance (discussed more extensively in the following section). Each 

measurement technique has its own advantages and disadvantages and is appropriate for 

different contexts. The capabilities of four measurement categories were summarised in 

Table 3.1. The researchers suggest that using a combination of different measures of 

mental workload to get the most accurate assessment (Miller, 2001) provides a more 

comprehensive assessment than using only one technique (Strayer et al., 2015).
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Table 3. 1 The capabilities of four workload assessment categories  
 

Categorie Sensitivity Diagnosticity Intrusiveness Implementation 

Requirements 

Operator Acceptance 

1.  

Primary task 

measures 

Ability to 

discriminate 

overload from non-

overload 

- Not considered 

diagnostic.  

- Global measure 

Non-intrusive - Data collection can restrict 

use in operational 

environments 

- Requiring mock-ups 

simulator or operational 

equipment 

- No operator training required 

- No systematic data 

2.  

Secondary task 

measures 

-To assess reserve 

capacity which is 

afforded by a 

primary task 

- Ability to 

discriminate levels 

of capacity 

expenditure in non-

overload 

Ability to 

discriminate some 

different resources 

expenditure such as 

central processing 

versus motor 

Several embedded 

secondary tasks are 

adapted procedures 

to control intrusion  

- Data collection can restrict 

use in operational 

environments 

- Requiring mock-ups 

simulator or operational 

equipment 

- Some operator training is 

usually required 

- No systematic data 

- Some methods could 

distract the operator 

3. 

Physiological 

technique 

- Ability to 

discriminate levels 

of capacity 

expenditure in non-

overload 

- Choice of 

methods depends 

upon the purpose 

of measurement 

(general e.g. pupil 

diameter or specific 

- Intrusion is not a 

major problem 

- Some interference 

can occur  

- Instruments for collecting 

data can restrict 

- Requiring mock-ups 

simulator or operational 

equipment 

- No systematic data 
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source e.g., brain 

potential) 

 – Identifying locus 

of overload  

-No operator training required 

4. 

Subjective 

techniques 

- Ability to 

discriminate levels 

of capacity 

expenditure in non-

overload 

- Not considered 

diagnostic 

- A global measure 

and general 

screening of load 

- No intrusion 

problem 

- Minimal instrumentation is 

required   

- No systematic data 

 

(O’Donnell & Eggemeier, 1986, pp.42.3-42.6 and Rehmann, 1995, p.6) 
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In conclusion, the aforementioned criteria are valuable factors for evaluating mental 

workload measurement techniques. Several assessment techniques have been proposed, 

and there are five selection criteria to select the most appropriate methods. As can be 

seen, Sensitivity is the most important criterion for detect changing of workload. If 

research requires the main source of the workload, so diagnosticity is an important 

criterion. Moreover, intrusiveness is considered, particularly where additional secondary 

task measures and physiological technique might interfere with the primary task. 

Implementation requirement (ease of implementing) and operator acceptance also should 

be considered, especially in the field test environment. Generally, a useful mental 

workload assessment technique should have ‘high sensitivity, low intrusiveness on the 

primary task and high reliability, as well as showing concurrent and convergent validity’ 

(Longo, 2014 page number). These criteria have been applied to select appropriate 

techniques to measure drivers’ mental workload in a driving simulator study (Chapter 6). 

3.4.2 Mental Workload Measurement Techniques 

A taxonomy of mental workload measurement methods is described in this section. As 

mentioned earlier, mental workload level cannot be detected directly; however, it has 

been found that it relates to the limitation of individual internal resources to accomplish 

the task, and also involves a multi-dimensional variable. In addition, the mental workload 

is inferred from human behaviour, psychological process and physiological measurement 

(Cain, 2007). Dozens of mental workload measurement techniques have been developed 

and categorised into three main groups (O’Donnell and Eggemeier, 1986, p.42.2; Young 

et al., 2015; Miller, 2001 and Cantin et al., 2009) including i) performance-based 

measurement; ii) subjective measurement; and iii) physiological measurement. Rehmann 

(1995, p.4) expounded another viewpoint, a classified taxonomy of workload assessment 

method as four major categories including subjective, performance-based, physiological 

and analytical. The following explains each measurement in more detail. 

Performance measures of mental workload use operator behaviours to determine 

workload. In driving research, (Cantin et al., 2009; de Waard, 1996; Longo, 2015) 

distinguished driving performance measures are placed into two groups (primary task and 

secondary task measures). To define these terms, De Waard (1996) described a primary 

driving task as one where the driver can maintain their driving performance effectively 

and safely. Speed and accuracy, for example, have been widely used to reflect the 

performance of the primary task (Longo, 2014). In secondary task performance measures, 
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responding as rapidly as possible to an additional auditory stimulus has been concluded 

to be the indicator of secondary task performance in several studies (e.g., Brookhuis & 

Waard, 2009; Cain, 2007; de Waard, 1996; Faure, Lobjois, & Benguigui, 2016; Young, 

Brookhuis, Wickens, & Hancock, 2015).  

Subjective measures are developed based on the individual’s perceptions and feelings and 

require the individual to judge efforts that are associated with the performance of the 

particular task(s) (DiDomenico & Nussbaum, 2008). Subjective rating scales have been 

categorised into two groups (Da Silvaa, 2014; Longo, 2015; Miller, 2001; Silva, 2014) 

including i) unidimensional scale, that has only one dimension e.g. Modified Cooper-

Harper (MCH) (Cooper & Harper, 1984), Subjective Workload Dominance technique 

(SWORD) and Rating Scale Mental Effort (RSME) (Zijlstra, 1993); and ii) 

multidimensional scale, that has more complex dimensions, is more time consuming and 

more diagnostic e.g. NASA-Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) (Hart & Staveland, 1988) 

and Subjective Workload Assessment Technique (SWAT) (Reid & Nygren, 1988). Most 

multidimensional rating scales are more diagnostic than a unidimensional rating scale to 

provide various sources of workload; however, the unidimensional rating scale is 

reportedly more appropriate when assessing only overall mental workload (Longo, 2014). 

Psychophysiological assessment methods measure a change in operator physiology 

responses that are related to cognitive task demands. These methods can be derived from 

the operator’s physiological responses such as central nervous system responses and 

peripheral responses (O’Donnell and Eggemeier, 1986, p.42.2). Rehmann (1995) 

organised physiological measures into three main major categories (eye, brain and heart-

related measures) and other measures such as skin and muscle activity. This view was 

supported by O’Donnell and Eggemeier (1986) who sub-divided physiological 

measurements into four classes: brain, eye, cardiac and muscle function. In addition, 

Miller (2001) recommended five physiological measures including cardiac, respiratory, 

eye, speech and brain activity. Eye and heart measures have been accepted to measure 

mental workload in aviation simulation research rather than brain measures (Rehmann, 

1995). The author also reported that eye movement analysis/scanning behaviour is highly 

sensitive and highly diagnostic. Table 3.2 shows the examples of physiological measures. 
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Table 3. 2 Examples of physiological measures  
 

Physiological Measures Examples 

1. Eye Blink Measurement Blink rate, blink duration, pupil diameter and 

Electroocculogram (EOG)  

2. Measures of Cardiac 

Functions 

Heart Rate (HR), Heart Rate Variability (HRV), 

Inter-Beat-Interval (IBI) and Electrocardiogram 

(EKG)  

3. Measures of Brain 

Functions  

Electroencephalogram (EEG) 

4. Measures of Muscle 

Functions 

Electromyogram (EMG) 

5. Other Electrodermal Activity (EDA) and Hormone Levels 

The researchers suggested that a variety of workload methods should be applied (Cain, 

2007), and using combined multiple methods for maximum accuracy rather than only one 

measure (Longo, 2014). However, applying too many redundant methods should be 

avoided because this could produce conflicting results (Miller, 2001). The review by Cain 

(2007) concluded that the series of mental workload evaluations depends upon a feature 

of the study. For example, for a ‘predominantly psychomotor’ study, the Cooper-Harper 

Scale (Cooper & Harper, 1969), the Workload/Compensation/ Interference/ Technical 

Effectiveness (WCI/TE) Scale (Rehmann, 1995) and control movements per unit of time 

are recommended. For ‘communications’ studies, Modified Cooper Harper Scale (MCH), 

Multi-Descriptor Scale, Time Estimation, Pupil Diameter, Error Rate and 

Communication Time were found to be sensitive to mental workload (Cain, 2007). For 

‘cognitive (mediation)’ studies, MCH, WCI/TE, Time Estimation, Fixation Fraction, 

Mean Reaction Time and Mean Error Rate are sensitive and therefore useful (Cain, 2007).  

In summary (Table 3.3), several techniques have been developed to examine human 

mental workload. They are categorised into three main classes. Subjective rating is 

subdivided into unidimensional and multidimensional. NASA-TLX, SWAT, RSME and 

MCH are the most well-known examples of subjective-based techniques. These methods 

are based on opinion and perception of the task. Perception biases and preconceptions 

might be the main limitations of these techniques. However, they have been accepted and 
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used widely, especially in overall workload screening because most of them have high 

validity and no intrusion problem. Performance measures are categorised into primary 

task and secondary task measures. Primary performance measures are capable of 

discriminating the resource competition between individual differences (Cain, 2007 and 

Miller, 2001).  Moreover, secondary performance measures are useful for quantifying the 

individual’s spare attention capacity to indicate mental workload. However, the intrusion 

problem and implementation requirements are the main issues of these methods. 

Physiological techniques can represent the sources of workload directly and have high 

sensitivity in measurement, but results from these methods can easily be confounded by 

other external and extraneous interference. Measures of Eye Functions have been 

frequently used if compared with other physiological techniques due to being non-

obtrusive and non-distracting tools for assessing driver workload.  

 

Table 3. 3 Results, benefits and drawbacks of mental workload assessments  
 

Measurement techniques Result of 

increased 

workload 

Benefits Drawbacks 

1. Subjective 

1.1 Unidimensional 

- Modified Cooper-Harper 

Scale (MCH) 

- Overall Workload Scale 

- Rating Scale Mental Effort 

(RSME) 

1.2 Multidimensional  

- NASA-Task Load Index 

scale (NASA-TLX) 

- Subjective Workload 

Assessment Technique 

(SWAT) 

 

 

Higher rating 

 

Higher rating 

Higher rating 

 

 

Higher rating 

 

Higher rating 

 

 

Easy to administer, 

fast and accurate at 

measuring overall 

workload 

 

 

Accurate, valid, 

more diagnostic 

than 

unidimensional 

scale 

 

Not a diagnostic 

source of workload 

 

 

 

 

Takes a long time 

to administer and 

analyse 
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2. Performance 

2.1 Primary-task 

Performance Measures 

2.2 Secondary-task 

Measures 

 

Decrease 

 

Decrease 

 

Accurate  

 

Investigates spare 

mental capacity 

better than primary 

measures 

Not accurate when 

low levels of 

workload 

May interfere with 

the task 

3. Physiological 

3.1 Eye Blink Measurement 

 

 

3.2 Measures of Cardiac  

Functions 

- Heart Rate (HR) 

- Heart Rate variability 

(HRV) 

- Inter-Beat-Interval (IBI) or 

Heart Period (HP) 

3.3 Measures of Brain  

- Functions  

Electroencephalogram 

(EEG) 

- Electrooculogram (EOG) 

 

3.4 Measures of Muscle 

Functions 

- Electromyogram (EMG) 

 

Rate decrease; 

pupil diameter 

increase 

 

 

Increase 

Decrease 

Decrease 

 

Alpha waves 

replaced by Beta 

waves 

 

 

Fewer jumps in 

data 

 

 

Increase 

 

Non-obtrusive 

 

 

 

 

Easy to measure 

Better accurate 

than HR 

 

 

Extremely 

accurate, reliable  

 

 

Accurate for visual 

workload 

 

Accurate for visual 

workload 

 

Interfered by other 

factors such as 

environmental and 

emotional factors  

 

 

 

Obtrusive, requires 

special equipment 

and training 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is clear that the combined methods have been recommended cooperatively to predict 

human mental workload. Thus the combined methods have been chosen for the driving 

simulator study in chapter 6. 

3.5 Human-Automation Interaction and Design System 

One important aspect of human factors in automated driving is the interaction between 

the driver and an automated system. Human-Automation Interaction (HAI) is defined as 
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maintaining the interaction and communication between automated vehicle and driver. 

Human-automation interaction is an important aspect to design automated driving 

technology (Banks & Stanton, 2016; Sheridan, 1995). This is because the driver needs to 

understand the status of vehicle and limitations of the autonomous systems (Martens & 

Van Den Beukel, 2013). The human-automation interaction is based on a human-machine 

interaction (HMI) concept. Ideally, automation is expected to assist the human in the 

information processing process (acquisition, analysis, decision and selection) (Carsten, 

Lai, & Barnard, 2010). In the field of autonomous vehicles, HMI principles have been 

proposed for driver interaction with the automated vehicle (Carsten & Martens, 2019). 

The researchers posited that HMI design in automated vehicles includes i) providing an 

understanding of the automated vehicle’s capabilities and status; ii) engendering the 

correct level of trust; iii) stimulating the appropriate level of attention; iv) minimizing 

automation unpredictable; v) providing comfort to the users. Moreover, Saffarian, de 

Winter and Happee (2012) presented four potential solutions for interaction between 

driving automation and humans including i) shared control- the designers should design 

the systems to keep drivers involved in the control loop, understand the system’s 

capability and support driver’s situation awareness with minimum cognitive effort; ii) 

adaptive automation- adaptive interface should decrease the driver’s mental workload by 

filtering excess presentation of information according to situational requirements; iii) use 

of an information portal - the systems should be designed to provide augmented feedback 

and recommendations and highlight risky driving conditions; and v) training methods - 

the drivers should be introduced to the capability and limitations of automation. Thus, 

“development of HMIs and controllers for smoothly and safely transferring control 

authority between automation and human is a major challenge for human factors’ 

researchers in automated driving” (Lu & Winter, 2015, p. 2513). The following 

paragraphs review relevant research on the design of automated driving. 

Previously, much research has been undertaken regarding how to design automated 

driving. Kyriakidis et al., (2017) undertook qualitative research by interviewing 12 

researchers in the field of the human factors of automated driving to provide perspectives 

on the challenges in automated vehicle development. Findings indicated that further 

human factors’ research on automated vehicles should particularly focus on the 

interaction between automated systems, drivers and other road users to keep drivers in 

the loop of control of the vehicle.  Development of HMIs and controllers for effectively 

transferring control authority between automation and humans is a major challenge for 
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human factors’ researchers in automated driving. Studying appropriate feedback is an 

important issue of human-automation interactions. Previous studies on this issue are 

discussed in the following paragraphs.  

Appropriate feedback functions are required in autonomous systems (de Waard & van 

der Hulst, 1999; McCall, Achler, & Trivedi, 2004) to improve system transparency 

(Banks & Stanton, 2016). In the field of automated driving, warnings during transitions 

have been investigated frequently in human-automation interaction research. Beller et al. 

(2013) suggested that two human factors’ solutions (classical warnings approach and the 

use of uncertainty information) can reduce the driver’s out-of-the-loop control. To 

support this argument, the authors conducted a driving simulator study to assess the 

results of uncertainty information on improving driver’s behaviour in interaction with 

highly automated driving. The results demonstrated that the presentation of uncertain 

symbols increased the time to collision (decreased a chance to collision) in the case of 

automation failure. Driver interfaces to help maintain driving skill, wakefulness and 

attentiveness need to be designed for the automated vehicles of the future (Casner et al., 

2016). Development of human-automation interactions for safely transferring control 

between automation and drivers is a challenge for human factors in automated driving. 

Piechulla et al. (2003) conducted an experimental field study to test the hypothesis that a 

situation-adaptive man-machine interface can reduce the level of driving mental 

workload. In this study, the participants were assigned to drive in various situations using 

a driving simulator: driving without driver assistance; driving with Adaptive Cruise 

Control (ACC) and Heading Control (HC); and driving with ACC, HC and Adaptive 

Telephone Behaviour (ATB). Drivers’ mental effort was recorded by using 

psychophysiology measurements (ECG and EMG) and subjective measurement (NASA-

TLX self-report scale). The authors concluded that an adaptive man-machine interface 

can reduce drivers’ mental workload. Another study by Brookhuis et al. (2009) was 

conducted using a driving simulator to investigate the effects of Congestion Assistant 

(CA), a system that combines the features of a Congestion Warning System (acoustic 

warning and gas pedal counterforce) and a Stop & Go system, on mental workload and 

users’ acceptance in 37 drivers. The results revealed that driving with the Congestion 

Assistant leads to decreased driver mental workload when in a traffic jam. These studies 

have suggested that good design for automated driving can help to decrease driver’s 

cognitive load. Several important questions are raised as to what information to present 

and how, where, and when to present it. 
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Enhancing drivers’ awareness of hazards and keeping the driver in the loop of control is 

an important consideration of design functionalities for the autonomous system. It should 

be noted that information display characteristics may significantly affect the system’s 

safety, usability and acceptance of autonomous driving. Cellario (2001) and Kyriakidis 

et al. (2017) suggested that the information displays should include modality (auditory, 

visual, and or tactile), format (text, map, tone, or voice), location (concentration and 

distribution, and head-up or head-down) and time (start time, duration and frequency). In 

addition, the automated driving system’s interface should let the driver adjust various 

driving parameters and select one of these driving modes such as manual, supervised and 

automatic mode. To support this suggestion, Cellario (2001) and colleagues have 

developed interface prototypes for autonomous vehicles.  In the first prototype, a 

dashboard-integrated control panel includes buttons for setting the system’s driving 

mode, an LED-based display indicates the car’s position, and the audio message warns 

the driver of the detected dangerous condition and confirms a command’s reception via 

vocal messages. In the second prototype, a GUI on a Pocket PC shows automatic mode 

and the lane-following option. The PC-based prototype lets the user easily select the 

system’s driving modes and options while providing essential visual and auditory control 

feedback. In the field of driver-automation interaction, it has been recommended that 

further research on automated driving should focus on: i) designing automated vehicles 

that can inform capability and operational status; ii) drivers’ acceptance of automated 

systems; iii) determining interaction between an automated vehicle and humans; iv) 

establishing procedures while changing between automated mode; v) interaction between 

automated driving, drivers and other road users and; vi) training how to use automated 

vehicles (Kyriakidis et al., 2017). More research is still needed to explore those issues.   

In summary, the human-machine interactions is an important concept to develop in order 

to decrease the limitations of automated driving support systems (Figure 3.1). In recent 

years, autonomous driving has become highly and fully automatic. However, some 

researchers suggest that the driver’s role should still remain in the automated system 

rather than the vehicle be fully autonomous (Banks et al., 2014). Warning and feedback 

systems are examples of human-automation interactions systems which may help to 

maintain driving skill, wakefulness and attentiveness. Moreover, it is documented that 

adaptive man-machine interfaces can reduce workload (Piechulla et al., 2003), improve 

drivers’ ability to detect vulnerable road users (Rogé el al., 2014) especially in complex 

driving environments such as driving in fog and in a traffic jam (Brookhuis et al., 2009). 
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Design solutions with respect to avoiding complex confusion modes, understanding the 

limitations of autonomous driving, explaining the role of operator and system,  

maintaining the driver in the loop of control, enabling the driver to come back into the 

loop in a fast and easy way, and providing appropriate warnings are recommended to 

develop such automated driving systems (Martens & Van Den Beukel, 2013). Well-

designed automation is expected to prevent car accidents, minimize risk, and increase 

overall road safety. Although several effective ideas have been cited by researchers as to 

how to design autonomous driving, research with a focus on the users is lacking. There is 

a need to explore users’ opinions regarding the design of the technology. The next chapter 

(Chapter 4) investigates this issue. 

 

Figure 3. 1 Vehicle automation design (Martens & Van Den Beukel, 2013) 

3.6 Attitude, Opinion, Acceptability and Trust of Automated Driving 

Attitude, opinion, acceptability and trust are key criteria for developing autonomous 

driving. Public opinions on automated driving can enhance the understanding of which 

people will accept and use such advanced technology. In the human factors’ automation 

research, several studies have been undertaken to investigate the attitudes, opinions and 

acceptability of autonomous vehicles (e.g. Howard, Planning, & Planning, 2014; Payre et 

al., 2014; Schoettle, & Brandon, 2014). Most previous studies have reported both positive 

opinions on automated driving such as enhancing road safety and concerns about the 

technology such as security issues, data privacy, interacting with the technology, 

performance of automated vehicle compared with human driving, and high extra costs for 

the technology (Payre et al., 2014; Schoettle, & Brandon, 2014).   

Trust in technology is an important issue regarding how autonomous vehicles are used 

and interacted with (Walker, Stanton, & Salmon, 2016). Trust is defined as ‘the attitude 
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that an agent will help achieve an individual’s goals in a situation characterized by 

uncertainty and vulnerability’ (Lee and See, 2004, p.54). The researchers suggested that 

the user might use automation when trust exceeds self-confidence (Stanton & Young, 

2000). In other words, inappropriate levels of trust (under or over trust) might lead to 

misuse (rejecting) or disuse (becoming complacent about) technologies (Banks & 

Stanton, 2016; Pauzie & Orfila, 2016). A minimum level of trust is required for 

technology acceptance. However, being over trusting could influence the problem of 

insufficient attention. Some researchers have mentioned that having too much trust may 

be more dangerous than having insufficient trust (Carsten & Martens, 2019). Trust is a 

useful concept for vehicle designers and should be considered as an important factor in 

an automated design (Stanton & Young, 2000). Trust in technology has been a topic of 

interest in several applied domains including vehicle technology especially in respect of 

both partial and full automation.  

Although several studies have been successfully done to investigate the public’s opinions, 

acceptability and trust of this novel technology, there are relatively few studies that have 

tested specific groups such as younger drivers, workers and older drivers. To fill the 

research gap, a focus group study (Chapter 4) was conducted to address this issue. 

Moreover, to ensure that the technology will be used properly, there is a need to know the 

significant factors that influence public acceptance of autonomous driving technology.  

Therefore, a survey study (Chapter 5) was undertaken to explore these factors.  

3.7 The effects of transitional control between automated and manual driving on 

drivers’ performance. 

Engaging in partially or highly automated driving occasionally requires the driver to 

resume control when reaching a system operational limit. In the field of autonomous 

vehicles, several studies have investigated the impacts of control transition between 

automated and manual driving on drivers’ performance. The following sections describe 

the take-over process and situations and factors that influence takeover performance. 

3.7.1 Take-Over Process and Situations 

Take-Over Process 

To better understand the take-over process, based on Figure 3.2, Zhang et al. (2019) 

described the process of take-over procedure whereby when the system is approaching 

the limitation it requires the driver to resume control. The system might inform the driver 
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via take-over request (TOR), request to intervene (RtI) or take-over stimulus. The driver 

has to take action to intervene using manual control within the time budget (time period 

from take-over request to a critical event or system limitation). If drivers do not take over 

from automated driving  within the available time budget, serious safety problems might 

occur such as a collision (Gold et al., 2018). The first reaction after take-over stimulus 

might be to apply the brake and/or manipulate the steering wheel. The time period from 

take-over request to driver’s intervention is called Take-over Time (TOT). The following 

describes these terms in more detail. 

 

Figure 3. 2 Take Over Process (from Zhang et al., 2019) 

Take-Over Situations 

McCall et al. (2019) described take-over situations, suggesting that  there are five forms 

of take-over situation: i) scheduled; ii) non-scheduled system initiated; iii) non-scheduled 

user initiated; iv) non-scheduled user initiated emergency and; v) non-scheduled system 

initiated emergency In this study, the following describes the key differences and 

examples between system-initiated transition and driver-initiated transitions. 

1) Scheduled takeover 

This kind of take-over might be required when an autonomous vehicle is entering an 

unsuitable area for automated driving. The driver will be warned and asked to resume 

control at a suitable point. Ideally, the system would provide a warning before 

approaching a complex environment. Thus, the take-over should be completed in an 

appropriate time. 
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2) Non-scheduled system initiated take-over 

This would be the case due to a sudden change in road conditions and the system realising 

that the driver needs to take control. The driver might not have been expecting this 

situation. 

3) Non-scheduled driver initiated take-over 

This take-over occurs when the driver decides to control the vehicle yet there is no 

specific need to do so. For example, while engaging an autonomous vehicle, the driver 

may want to resume control in order to experience the excitement of driving. 

4) Non-scheduled driver initiated emergency 

In this case of take-over, the driver, for example, may have spotted a potential risk due to 

system failure and the driver needs to take immediate control. With this kind of take-over 

the driver might not have enough time for taking over properly. 

5) Non-scheduled system initiated emergency 

This emergency situation can occur as a result of an internal system failure. The system 

can no longer function and the driver is notified to take back control.  

An example of the system-initiated transition (Figure 3.3) is that while using a highly 

automated function, the system has an internal system error and the system gives a request 

to intervene (RtI). After preparing to resume manual control, the driver deactivates the 

autonomous mode and switches to manual control.  
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Figure 3.3 System-initiated transition from automated to manual driving 

(Marberger et al., 2017) 

On the other hand, in the event of driver-initiated transitions, for example, while 

engaging an autonomous system and approaching roadworks the driver observes that the 

autonomous vehicle is following lane markings designated for disabled drivers. The 

driver decides to take-over manual control from the autonomous system.  

In summary, there are several scenarios that require the driver to resume control from 

automated driving. Considerable research has focused on both non-scheduled system-

initiated emergency and non-scheduled driver-initiated emergency. The reason may be 

because these kinds of scenarios are dangerous ones. If the driver cannot respond 

appropriately within the time limit, serious incidents may occur such as a collision. The 

driving simulator study described in Chapter 7 explores this issue. The following 

discusses the potential factors that could influence drivers’ take-over performance.   

3.7.2 Factors that influence takeover performance 

Drivers’ takeover performance varies according to multiple factors. There are two main 

components that could influence take-over performance, human factors and external 

factors. 
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Human factors that influence take-over performance 

Previous studies have reported several human factors which can influence takeover 

performance from automated driving including: i) knowledge about the functions and 

limitations of the technology; ii) experience and trust; iii) demographic attributes such 

as age, driving experience and style of manual driving; iv) driver readiness such as 

sitting position and posture, engagement in non-driving related activities, drowsiness, 

lack of attention (mind wandering) and situation awareness. The following summarises 

previous studies on those issues. 

Studies have reported that drivers’ knowledge about the functions and limitations of 

autonomous vehicles could influence take-over performance from autonomous vehicles. 

For example, Itoh, Zhou and Kitazaki (2018)  suggested that it is necessary for drivers to 

have a good knowledge of the driving automation system to be used. These authors also 

described that people should understand when a driver must intervene and take over 

control because the system cannot handle the driving task appropriately.  Results from a 

driving simulator study by Zhou, Itoh and Kitazaki (2019) demonstrated that providing 

adequate knowledge about system limitations was important for drivers when 

transitioning from automated driving to manual driving. 

In terms of experience and trust, it was reported that drivers’ experience with using the 

technology could influence takeover performance. Previous studies have indicated that 

short term interaction experience with the system could lead to a better understanding of 

the system’s functions and limitations and increase trust, which in turn could lead to better 

takeover performance (Liu, Zhou, Itoh, & Kitazaki, 2018; Zhou et al., 2019). Where there 

is long-term experience with no or few system disengagements, this could lead to a 

driver’s over-reliance on the system and complacency that may negatively affect takeover 

performance (Victor et al., 2018). On the other hand, with long-term experience and many 

system disengagement occurrences, this could lead to the driver not trusting the system 

which might improve takeover performance (Körber, Baseler, & Bengler, 2018).   

Demographic characteristics such as a driver’s age can relate to the driver’s perceptions, 

cognition and physical limitations, and these might affect take-over performance. Older 

drivers can suffer from visual, cognitive and physical impairments (Marshall, 2008) 

which might impact on take-over performance. To support this argument, a driving 

simulator study by Wu et al. (2019) found that older drivers reacted more slowly in both 

steering and braking in a critical event when compared with younger drivers. Conversely, 
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regarding age, the opposite has been reported by other studies. For example,  the results 

of a meta-analysis study by Zhang et al. (2019) showed that age did not influence take-

over time. Other demographic characteristics such as experience, skill and style of manual 

driving may also be important. More research is required to explore these issues. 

Drivers’ readiness has been found to be significantly related to the performance of take-

over from automated vehicles. Drivers’ readiness includes sitting position, engaging in 

non-driving related activities, drowsiness, situation awareness and lack of attention. A 

simulator study by Yang, Gerlicher and Bengler (2018) tested the impact of sitting posture 

on take-over performance in an automated vehicle. The authors reported that the larger 

torso angle (reclined posture) was found to be a significant influencing factor for poor 

take-over performance. It was suggested that when the driver sits backwards, there is a 

large space between the driver and the system controls (e.g. the steering wheel), and it 

may require more time for the driver to return to the appropriate driving posture (Zhang 

et al., 2019).  

In higher level automated driving, drivers are allowed to engage in a non-driving related 

task (NDRT) such as reading a message and interacting with a smartphone. Much 

research has investigated the impact of non-driving related tasks on drivers’ take-over 

performance. For example, Dogan et al. (2017) conducted a driving simulator study to 

determine the effects of non-driving related tasks (reading a magazine and interacting 

with a smartphone) on take-over time and vehicle control performance after taking over 

control from a partially automated vehicle (a Traffic Jam Assist). The results indicated 

that performing a non-driving related task could lead to a longer reaction time, but it did 

not affect the lateral control (standard deviation of lateral position (SDLP)). However, a 

study by Gold et al. (2018) reported that non-driving related tasks could explain a minor 

portion of the variance of the take-over performances if compared with other factors such 

as time-budget and traffic density. Furthermore, a meta-analysis study by Zhang et al. 

(2019) revealed that a visual non-driving task slightly increased the mean take-over time 

(TOT) compared to not performing a non-driving task.  

Prolonged engagement in an autonomous vehicle has been reported as leading to lack of 

mental alertness, drowsiness and vigilance degradation (Körber, Cingel, Zimmermann, & 

Bengler, 2015).  Some studies have reported that drowsiness could negatively affect take-

over performance. For example, Gonçalves, Happee and Bengler (2016) conducted 

driving simulator research to investigate the impact of drowsiness on drivers’ take over 

performance from autonomous vehicles. The authors reported that drowsiness was related 
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to a deterioration in vehicle lateral control during the take-over request. However, no 

significant negative effects from drowsiness were found that influenced driver take-over 

performance from automated driving  (Weinbeer et al., 2017). Findings of a driving 

simulator study by Naujoks, Höfling, Purucker and Zeeb (2018) revealed that drivers’ 

drowsiness and non-driving related tasks could influence take-over performance in 

partially automated driving but not in highly automated driving.  

Mind wandering (thinking about issues unrelated to the driving task) might shift a driver’s 

attention to another non-driving task. This lack of attention might negatively affect take-

over performance. In a driving simulator experiment, Martens and Brouwer (2013) tested 

the impact of distraction tasks, both internal (performing a reasoning task) and external 

(a listening and remembering task) on driving performance, attention in driving task and 

eye behaviour. The authors highlighted that both internal and external distractions could 

adversely affect driving performance and decrease drivers’ attention on the roadway. 

As described above, situation awareness is one of important issues that has been 

investigated in human factors automated driving. Understanding the traffic situation and 

road environment can influence take-over performance. Insufficient situation awareness 

could lead to delays in the take-over time.  

Not only internal factors are important components affecting take-over performance. 

Moreover, external factors also play a key role in take-over quality. 

External factors that influence take-over performance 

There are many external factors that affect a driver’s takeover performance. In this 

section, three external factors are examined: traffic density; human machine interface 

design; and time budget. 

First of all, complex traffic density has been found in several studies to degrade driver 

take-over performance, For example, Gold, Körber, Lechner and Bengler (2016) 

investigated this issue. In their driving simulator study, the participants were assigned to 

take over manual control from highly automated driving with different traffic densities 

(zero, 10 and 20 vehicles per kilometre). The authors concluded that high traffic density 

impaired take-over performance (longer take-over time and shorter time to collision). 

This is in line with Radlmayr, Gold, Lorenz, Farid and Bengler's (2013) study. The 

researchers tested the effect of varied traffic situations and non-driving related tasks on 

drivers’ take-over quality. Results indicated a strong influence of the high density traffic 

situation (the obstacle appears in the middle lane, while the right and left lanes are blocked 
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by vehicles at the time of the take-over request) on take-over time (longer take-over time) 

and quality (shorter time to collision). It should be noted that high complex traffic density 

can degrade drivers’ take-over performance. 

Secondly, human machine interfaces may influence a driver’s take over performance. 

Several studies have investigated the impact of in-vehicle human machine interface 

design and a driver’s take over performance. Some studies have reported that multimodal 

signals (visual and auditory warning) were more effective than unimodal signals, and 

linguistic cues were more advantageous than abstract cues in critical situations (Politis, 

Brewster, & Pollick, 2015); beeps with shorter inter-pulse intervals were perceived in 

urgent situations (Bazilinskyy et al., 2018) regarding take-over. Clearly, an appropriate 

in-vehicle design can improve the quality of take-over control from automated driving. 

Finally, Time Budget (the time period between take over request and system limitation) 

has been found to strongly influence the performance of taking over control from 

automated driving (Gold et al, 2018). It is expected that the level of take-over urgency 

can be affected by Time Budget. This issue is examined in a driving simulator study 

(Chapter 7). 

3.7.3 Driver Take-Over Performance Measures 

In the field of autonomous vehicles, driver take-over performance can be indicated by the 

response time and quality (Gold et al., 2018; Naujoks et al., 2018). A broad range of 

techniques can be used to measure human performance in takeover situations such as 

Take-Over Time (TOT), Time to Collision (TTC) and subjective rating of criticality. The 

following sections discuss the Take-Over Time (TOT) in automated driving research. 
Time to Collision (TTC) and the subjective ratings are described in detail in Chapter 7. 

Take-Over Time (TOT) 

Take-over time (TOT) has been defined as time to first reaction, and start time to 

movement for first reaction (brake pedal or steering wheel) after a take-over request 

(TOR) (Naujoks et al., 2018). Hergeth, Lorenz and Krems (2017) defined take-over time 

as the first manual input by the driver either moving a steering wheel greater than |±2º| 

steering angle or a depression of the brake pedal more than 0.036%. Shorter take-over 

time indicates higher take-over quality, whereas longer take-over time represents lower 

take-over quality. This measure have been widely utilized to indicate driver take-over 

performance in many studies (Eriksson & Stanton, 2017; Hergeth et al., 2017; Merat et 
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al., 2014; Naujoks et al., 2018). Many factors could influence take–over time. For 

example, Gold et al. (2018) found that traffic density strongly positively influences take-

over time. In addition, the authors also suggested that other factors such as time budget 

and age positively affect take-over time. Zhang et al. (2019) reported that, in higher 

urgency situations, not performing a visual non-driving task, having previous experience 

about a take-over situation and receiving an auditory or vibro-tactile take-over warning 

were associated with lower take-over time. It has been reported that the take-over time 

variable is the most frequently used measure in take-over studies (Zhang et al., 2019).  

3.8 Chapter Conclusions 

This chapter highlights the issues that are related to human factors of autonomous driving, 

but also several gaps remain in this field of research. For example, there is still relatively 

little research looking at the effects of switching control between automated and manual 

driving on driver mental workload and driving performance. Engaging in highly 

automated driving may need the driver to resume control occasionally due to the system 

limitations. There is a lack of research which determines the optimal take-over strategy 

after system failure. Moreover, the opinion of users in different groups is still not clear, 

and what the main factors are that influence drivers’ acceptance of autonomous driving. 

The following chapters seek to address those research gaps.   
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CHAPTER 4 

Understanding Stakeholders’ Views, Preferences, Concerns and Future 

Development of Automated Driving Technology 

4.1 Chapter Summary 

As pointed out in Chapter 2, it is important to understand how people think about 

automated driving. The previous chapter identified the situation regarding research into 

public opinion of autonomous vehicles that most of the studies have focused on specific 

groups and not on others. In this study, a focus group was conducted to investigate the 

phenomenon in a number of different groups, namely younger drivers, middle-aged, older 

people and a mixed group. Furthermore, less previous research has ascertained 

consumers’ views about the future development of such technology. Thus, there is a need 

to explore this issue. The current study found that participants had mixed opinions about 

automated driving. Perhaps surprisingly, younger participants tended to emphasise the 

negative aspects of technology. Across all groups, amenity was the most cited advantage 

of the technology. However, the most cited concern about the technology was system 

reliability. These findings are discussed in comparison with previous studies. The novel 

results could help develop this technology, for example, with specific software for the 

disabled, or for older people, along with the need for anti-hacking software. 

4.2 Introduction 

In Chapter 2, highly and fully automated driving was introduced and it was stated that it 

is expected to replace manual driving in the near future. However, it is important to 

ascertain consumer opinion, how consumers perceive the benefits, the concerns they have 

about this novel form of transport, and their views on how to develop these kinds of 

intelligent vehicles. As mentioned previously, although various studies have been done 

in this research domain, several gaps remain in this field of research. There are still 

knowledge gaps in specific groups of the consumer. For example, studies with a focus on 

specific groups such as older and younger people are lacking. It is important to compare 

public opinion of automated driving between age spectrum rather than other factors such 

as driving experience. This is because the age difference has different physical and mental 

needs. They might provide a variety viewpoint based on their preferences in order to 

develop and improve such technology in the future.  The technology makers and car 

manufactures also can focus on age difference when designing automated vehicles. 
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Perception and acceptance of the technology are expected to be significant issues with 

the public. Considerable previous research in this area has focused on trust (Stanton & 

Young, 2000; Walker et al., 2016), acceptability and intention to use (Buckley, Kaye, & 

Pradhan, 2018; Madigan et al., 2017; Rödel, Stadler, Meschtscherjakov, & Tscheligi, 

2014; Xu et al., 2018). Although much research has been done already to explain a 

driver’s opinions of automated driving technologies, there have been inconsistent results. 

For example, findings from Becker, (2017) reported a range of positive opinions and 

intentions to use an automated vehicle from lower than twenty percent to almost seventy 

percent. Moreover, the literature identified up to 88% of respondents had fears about the 

technology. A large survey study by  Kyriakidis, Happee and De Winter (2015) found 

that only around thirty percent of respondents cited very positive opinions about 

autonomous and self-driving technologies. These findings need to be explored in relation 

to both people who cite positive and negative opinions on automated driving. Since there 

is a lack of previous research about consumers’ views on the way to develop such highly 

automated technology, more future research on this topic is needed.   

To understand the rationale for this study, the following summarises the previous 

empirical literature about general opinions, trust and acceptance, potential benefits and 

concerns, and the technology development. Then the gaps in knowledge regarding this 

research domain are highlighted. Next, research questions and objectives are raised. The 

research design used to answer the research questions is outlined. Finally, the findings 

are analysed and discussed. Some suggestions are provided for the technology 

developers. 

In order to gain the views of different groups of users, focus group discussions were held. 

As a general aim it was anticipated that the findings would support vehicle designers by 

improving their understanding of the customers’ concerns and the ways to develop this 

novel technology.  

4.3 Related Work 

As mentioned above, a variety of previous research has concentrated on consumers’ 

attitudes, opinions, acceptability and trust of autonomous and self-driving vehicles. 

Various methods have been used to investigate the issues including literature reviews, 

online surveys, driving simulator studies, field studies, and interview and focus group 

studies.  The following discussed the results of previous studies.  
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4.3.1 General Opinions Toward Automated Driving Technology 

Public opinion on automated driving has been investigated extensively over the past 

decade (Becker, 2017). For example Schoettle and Sivak (2014) conducted a large-scale 

online survey to explore public opinion of self-driving-vehicles within three English-

speaking countries (the U.S., the U.K. and Australia). Researchers found that respondents 

had positive views about autonomous technology and they reported high expectations 

about the advantages of this novel technology. Another online survey of Bazilinskyy, 

Kyriakidis, and De Winter (2015) classified 39% of respondents in their study as having 

positive attitudes, 23% as having negative attitudes towards fully automated driving and 

38% having neutral opinions. Additional online surveys in this research domain are 

Madigan et al., (2017); Payre, Cestac, and Delhomme, (2014); Rödel et al., (2014); and 

Trösterer, Wurhofer, Rödel, and Tscheligi, (2014). Nevertheless it is still not clear 

whether most people have positive or negative views of this technology. In a mixed 

methods study, Robertson, Meister, and Vanlaar (2017) administered an online survey 

and used focus groups to explore public opinion about knowledge, attitude, perceptions 

and behaviour in relation to self-driving vehicles (LSDVs) in Canada. Findings identified 

that Canadians had negative opinions toward driving automation technology. It is 

questionable as to why these studies produced conflicting results and whether different 

groups would have different opinions such as younger people, workers and older groups. 

This is the first study to have addressed these questions.  

4.3.2 Potential Benefits and Concerns  

Highly and fully automated driving has not been widely used on public roads as yet. 

However, in the US, some states such as Nevada and California have revised their 

legislation in order to prepare for it (Jardim, Quartulli, & Casley, 2013). In the U.K., a 

prototype of a driverless car was tested on the public roads in 2016. It has been predicted 

that driverless cars could be in full use on Britain's roads by 2021 (Kolirin, 2019). Thus, 

public perceptions of the advantages and drawbacks of the technology have become an 

issue of interest for researchers and technology developers. For example, in a focus group 

study, Turrentine, Sperling, and Hungerford (1991) focused on the consumer acceptance 

of adaptive cruise control (ACC) and collision avoidance systems (CAS). The authors 

found that most participants cited advantages of ACC as being able to relax and not 

needing to control speed on long journey and stretches. On the other hand, the participants 

cited a disadvantage of ACC in that it was difficult to use in local urban driving 
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conditions. The participants were also concerned that the driver might relax too much 

when engaging the ACC system. In addition, the respondents were concerned that CAS 

could not distinguish between dangerous and non-dangerous objects in the road. The 

authors also suggested that the designers of intelligent vehicle-highway system (IVHS) 

technology should be advised to focus more on safety benefits than on convenience 

benefits. Other concerns have been cited such as security issues, data privacy, interacting 

with the system, performance of the technology, and high cost of the technologies 

(Schoettle & Sivak, 2014), drivers’ inattention to the road environment while using highly 

automated driving (Robertson, Meister & Vanlaar, 2017).  

It can be noted that different groups might cite different views about the benefits and 

drawbacks of the technology. However, previous literature is limited in terms of exploring 

these issues in specific groups. More research is required to explore opinions and 

acceptance of automated driving technology in other specific groups such as elderly 

people. 

4.3.3 Technology developments 

There is no doubt that developing technology should respond to users’ needs. In the 

academic literature, studies which focus on public opinion towards technology 

developments are still limited. One study, however, is a mixed method study by Politis et 

al., (2018) who conducted a survey and focus groups to investigate the driving habits and 

attitudes towards autonomous cars of UK drivers. Ninety-seven respondents were 

involved in the questionnaire survey. Ten participants from the survey study were invited 

to take part in two focus group studies.  Findings highlighted that improving road safety 

was essential. The authors also suggested that autonomous vehicle designers could use 

findings from this research to design human-machine interactions (HMIs) such as 

accurate feedback. However, there is only a limit of studies on users’ opinions about 

technology development. More studies are needed to explore this paucity.   

4.4 Study Aim, Research Questions and Hypotheses 

The aim of the focus group study was to elicit individuals’ views and carry out a group 

discussion on automated driving. The current research is the first study to focus on the 

wide range of groups: younger people, middle-aged, older and mixed groups. 
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The research questions are:  

RQ1: What are the positive and negative opinions held with regard to automated driving? 

RQ2: What are the main potential benefits of automated driving? 

RQ3: What are the main potential concerns about automated driving? 

RQ4: What are the effective ways to develop automated driving? 

4.5 Method 

This study was designed to investigate user responses to automated driver support 

systems. In order to elicit more extended discussions on the topic of automated driving, 

focus groups were conducted in this study. This is because more contextualized data and 

information in relation to the personal circumstances and the motivation of the 

respondents, was needed in order to get closer to a real-world situation (Pauzie & Orfila, 

2016). 

4.5.1 Participants 

Twenty-four participants were recruited into this study. Four focus group discussions 

were conducted with; younger people, middle-aged, older people and a mixed-group. The 

younger group comprised people who were aged 18-25 years,  the middle-aged group 

involved people who were aged 26-64 years, and the older group included those who were 

aged 65 and above. To recruit the participants to the younger and middle-aged groups, a 

notice about the study was posted on Heriot-Watt University boards. Participants who 

were willing to take part in the study were invited to attend a focus group. For the older 

group, the participants were recruited via the older people’s community group in 

Edinburgh city namely “Health All Round” group. This is a registered charity which 

supports older people living in the surrounding areas of Edinburgh to live longer, healthier 

lives. The mixed-group combined equal numbers of younger people, middle-aged people 

and older people. The participants who volunteered for the mixed-group were invited to 

take part in the focus group session at Heriot-Watt University. The participants in each 

group were balanced by gender. Participant demographics are provided in Table 4.1.  
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Table 4. 1 The number of participants by group and gender 
 

Groups Male Female Total 

Younger people 3 3 6 

Middle-aged people 3 3 6 

Older people 3 3 6 

Mixed-group 3 3 6 

Total 12 12 24 

 

4.5.2 Measures 

The main aim of the focus group discussions was to investigate participants’ perspectives 

regarding automated driving including i) general opinions, ii) the potential benefits, iii) 

the potential concerns and iv) the ways to develop such automated driving technology. 

All four themes were divided into sub-themes (see Table 4.2). In addition, the frequencies 

in all sub-themes are presented and a comparison made between the different groups.  

4.5.3 Procedure  

After the initial introductions between members of the group, the researcher talked about 

the topic of automated driving in order to ensure participants had a clear understanding 

of automated driving technology. Before starting the session, the participants were 

required to read the definition of automated driver support systems. The text mentioned 

that “an automated vehicle is handled by a computer. It is able to master the speed, 

headways, breaking and manoeuvres of the vehicle. The examples of systems which were 

successfully developed such as adaptive cruise control (ACC ) - speeding and headway 

are controlled automatically and  Highly Automated Driving (HAD) mode, both 

longitudinal and lateral control loops are controlled by automatic systems. The HAD 

system provides a warning signal and can help drivers release their hands from the 

steering wheel, and it also no longer requires permanent monitoring of the vehicle”. In 

addition, to enhance understanding, the facilitator presented examples of this vehicle 

based on these links: 

 (https://youtu.be/38NIyk4JN-g,  https://youtu.be/bKvM69q-l2A).  

Then participants were asked to provide their general opinions regarding automated 

driver support systems by addressing the following questions: i) what overall opinions 

https://youtu.be/38NIyk4JN-g
https://youtu.be/bKvM69q-l2A
https://youtu.be/bKvM69q-l2A
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are held regarding automated vehicles? ii) what features will provide the greatest benefits 

of automatic vehicles? iii) what concerns are held regarding automated vehicles? iv) what 

functions which do not currently exist would the respondents like to see? v) what concerns 

do respondents have regarding the future development of automated vehicles? and vi) 

how would an ideal automatic vehicle of the future work?  The participants were informed 

that there were no right or wrong answers in the discussion. In focus group sessions, the 

researcher facilitated the discussion and took notes.  After asking all the questions and 

any final comments, the focus groups were concluded. Each focus group session took 

approximately one hour. 

4.5.4 Data capture and transcription 

Each focus group session was audio recorded. The verbatim audios were transcribed by 

a professional transcriber prior to analysis. Then all completed transcripts were verified 

by the researcher against the original recordings. The full transcriptions are provided in 

Appendix C.    

4.5.5 Data analysis 

Thematic analysis techniques (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2016) were used to 

synthesize the data from the focus groups. The results were categorized into four themes 

including: general opinions regarding automated driving, potential benefits, potential 

concerns and future developments. Table 4.2 shows themes and subthemes. The 

frequencies of all themes were recorded. 
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Table 4. 2 Summary of themes and sub-themes 
 

Theme Sub-theme 

1. General opinions 1.1 Positive opinions 

1.2 Negative opinions 

1.3 Neutral 

2. Potential benefits 2.1 Enhancing road safety 

2.2 Amenity, relaxation and reduced stress 

2.3 Decreasing traffic congestion 

2.4 Clean energy 

2.5 Travel cost savings 

2.6 Travel time savings 

2.7 Solving social problem  

2.8  Mobility for non-drivers 

3. Potential concerns 3.1 System ability/reliability 

3.2 Failure/error 

3.3 Hacking, social problems, and traffic 

congestion 

3.4 Effects of the long term using automated 

driving on drivers’ ability 

3.5 Inappropriate facilitating conditions and 

supporting service  

3.6 Ineffective interaction and communication 

systems 

3.7 Increasing costs 

3.8 Difficult to use 

3.9 Other such as legal, air pollution emission, 

technology development 

4. The ways to develop 4.1 System developments 

4.2 Effective interaction and communication 

4.3 Future investments in infrastructure 

4.4 Future research and training 

4.5 Environmental and community impact 

4.6 On-board comfort in automated vehicles 

4.7 Supporting service and assistance 
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4.5.6 Ethical considerations 

This study has been approved by the ethics committee, School of Social Science, Heriot-

Watt University. The Ethics number is 2018-010. Participants were informed about the 

possibility of withdrawing from the study at any time (without any consequences) if they 

did not feel comfortable during the focus group.  

4.6 Findings and Discussion 

The findings of the focus group were organized into four major themes including i) 

general opinions on automated driving; ii) potential benefits; iii) potential concerns and; 

iv) ways to develop. The comments of all four groups were aggregated. The results of the 

focus groups are presented and discussed as follows. 

4.6.1 General Opinions on Automated Driving 

The first question, “What overall opinions are held regarding automated vehicles?” was 

asked to enable the participants to express their views about highly automated driving 

technology. Figure 4.1 summarizes the number of general opinions in each group. 

  

Figure 4.1 The number of general opinions about automated driving 
 

Overall, many general opinions about automated driving were cited by the participants 

from the four groups (51 comments). The participants expressed more or less equal 

numbers of negative opinions (19 comments) about the technology as positive views (18 

comments). Both the younger and mixed group identified more drawbacks to the 

technology than positive benefits. On the other hand workers and the older groups gave 
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more positive views towards the technology. However, all groups also had neutral 

opinions (14/51 comments). The following describe these findings in more detail.  

While opinions varied, in the younger group, as shown in figure 4.1, almost half of the 

comments (7/15 comments) about the technology were negative. For example, they 

argued “that is always going to be a problem”, “there is no need for it”, “I don't like it”. 

Younger participants believe in their own driving, and that the driving task should be 

manually controlled by a human. For example, they mentioned that “the beauty of a car 

is that you get to drive it”, “I like the freedom of driving”, “If you had an automated car, 

you can't go and drive around”, “I like to have control”. In addition, many neutral opinions 

indicated that they might use automated driving, but not for the whole journey. It was 

thought that advanced driving automation technology might be valuable for “specific 

parts” such as town driving and “specific niche” markets such as for the elderly, disabled 

people, and for public transport such as a tram. It should be noted that they had more trust 

in their own driving than automated driving. It is plausible that young drivers who enjoy 

driving are less likely to use a self-driving car than others (Howard, Planning, & Planning, 

2014). In addition, they believed that automated driving has been developed for a specific 

niche market only, such as for older or disabled people. However, these findings are 

tentative and need to be confirmed in larger studies. 

In the middle-aged group, in contrast with younger people, most participants highlighted 

the positive attributes of automated driving. More than half (9/16 comments) of the 

positive statements were about the benefits of an automated technology. For example, 

they noted that “In principle it is great”, “awesome”, “cool idea”, “I love it”, “I am waiting 

for it”. The participants mentioned that although occasionally it does not work, they will 

trust and accept it. Amenity and relaxation are the main reasons given by this group 

regarding their preference for automated driving. They believed that it was possible to do 

other non-driving tasks while engaging an automated system. For example, they 

explained that “you can drive while you are tired”, “you can actually sleep” and “the 

driver is just a passenger”. However, some negative feedback (5/16 comments) was also 

reported. Some of the worker participants argued that “people like to have control”, “It 

would "take away” the joy of driving”, “Sometimes you need to see the wheel” and “I do 

not trust the system”. Additionally, they considered it to be very much “western-based”, 

and that it was not going to be available in developing countries. One of them expected 

that it would not happen in the near future.  
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In the older group, along with the worker group, most of the comments (5/7 comments) 

were positive opinions about automated driving. They noted that “overall automation is 

good”. One older participant mentioned: “I think it is really helpful”. Another participant 

supported that saying “it is good for “disabled” people, for independence. For example, 

it might be good for blind people”. One older participant said they would switch from a 

manual to an automated vehicle due to their health issues. However, some of them 

realised the problems of autonomous vehicles. For example, one participant argued that 

“automated vehicle might annoy me sometimes”. Another participant claimed that “I 

prefer the manual, but I will drive the automated”. “I am waiting to see what happens to 

that kind of technology”.  

In the mixed-group, the trend was similar to the younger group; just over half of 

comments in the mixed-group (7/13 comments) were negative about automated driving. 

It seems that both females who are older and are working were more negative towards 

the technology.  One older female argued: “I do not like them very much”, “at the moment 

I do not think that it is safe”. One middle-aged female claimed that “I do not think it 

would be good, that is my opinion”, “If I was a driver I would not want that”.  On the 

other hand, one older and one middle-aged male explained their positive opinions 

regarding automated vehicles. For example, they mentioned that “I totally trust automatic 

cars” and “I like automatic cars”. Interestingly, both younger males and females showed 

neutral opinions on automated vehicles. One younger male explained: “I do not like 

automated driving for the private car but for public transport it should be ok”. A younger 

female intended to use automated vehicles only after they had been used on the public 

roads for some time. This participant said: “I trust my driving more than these automated 

cars for now because I have not seen people using them. If it comes to my country in a 

year I’m not going to buy it immediately. I’m just going to wait for some people to buy 

and try to see the accident levels and the problem levels and then I’m going to buy after 

that”. 

In conclusion, almost the same total number of positive and negative opinions about 

automated vehicles were given (18 and 19 comments respectively). Moreover, the Chi-

square test revealed that there was a significant group difference in terms of the general 

opinions on automated driving (2 (3) = 9.286, p < .05). Specifically, younger participants 

were more likely to give negative opinions of driving automation (7/19 comments). Half 

of the opinions from middle-aged participants, on the other hand, were positive about 
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automated driving (9/18 comments). The main reasons given to accept the technology 

were that the technology could provide them relaxed driving, reduce the stress of driving 

and enable them to work while travelling. Similar opinions were described by the older 

group who expressed more positive views than negative (5 and 1 comments respectively) 

about the technology. This is because they believed that automated driving technology 

would be good for disabled people. Findings are supported by previous studies (e.g., 

Bazilinskyy, Kyriakidis, & De Winter, 2015; Kyriakidis et al., 2015; Schoettle Brandon, 

2014; Yim, 1997), which found that participants cited positive views about automated 

driving.  However, older and middle-aged females in the mixed-group did not trust the 

automated driving technology, because they did not have experience of the system. 

4.6.2 Potential Benefits of the Driving Automation System  

The second topic regarding the benefits of the technology was discussed in relation to the 

question: “Which features will provide the greatest benefits of automatic vehicles?” 

Figure 4.2 shows the results from each group: 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Comments regarding potential benefits of autonomous vehicles  

Overall, amenity, relaxation and reduction of stress were the most cited (15/31 comments) 

by the participants from all groups. As can be seen, the mixed-group provided the most 

comments about the benefits of automated driving (14/31 comments). The following 

discusses these findings. 
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In the mixed-group, a variety of benefits were expressed which appear to be related to 

their individual background. One older male mentioned that “electric cars are a wee bit 

more sedate”. One middle-aged female suggested that “it probably reduces stress if we 

are driving a long-distance, that would make life a lot better, a lot less stressful”. The 

participants also said: “I will not worry about the traffic anymore, I do not need to think 

of the people around me and other things”. A male younger valued automated vehicles 

saying it would reduce the stress of long drives. This participant noted that “it takes a bit 

of pressure off the driver”. A female younger cited that an advantage of automated 

vehicles was that they would enable the driver to do other non-driving tasks. This 

participant shared stories that “every time I drive, one of my concerns is that I cannot do 

anything while driving, but with these cars you can start reading or, for example, if it is 

before your test or exams you still have time to do things”.  

The older group also mentioned the amenity benefits of autonomous vehicles, but with 

this group only slightly more times than younger and middle-aged people (3 comments 

as opposed to 2 and 1). Older participants expected that an autonomous system could help 

them, especially when they manoeuvred speed and gear. For example, one older person 

mentioned that “it would feel more relaxing especially when changing gear”. The 

participants described that the automated vehicle would take away stress during driving. 

In addition, automated vehicles could help them to relax more while driving. In the 

younger group, the participants reported that automated vehicles could make them less 

tired when driving long journeys. In the middle-aged group, one participant explained the 

ability of the automatic parking system as a benefit of an automated vehicle. The 

participant explained that “it can park by itself” and “it can calculate to stop when too 

close to an object in front”.  

The second most cited benefits of automated driving were enhancing road safety (4/31 

comments). In the younger group, most of the participants specifically referenced 

“enhancing road safety” and “amenity, relaxation and reduction of stress” when referring 

to the potential benefits of driving automated systems. For example, they said that “it does 

help as well in term of controlling speed, especially in the city”. Also it was stated that it 

is beneficial for night workers such as truck drivers who have to “travel long distances”. 

This is because the driver cannot see as clearly as in the daytime; night driving is difficult. 
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The third most cited benefit of the technology was ensuring mobility for non-drivers. The 

mixed-group, older and worker females expressed the view that automated vehicles could 

help disabled and older people.  For example, one older female mentioned that “it would 

help everybody that has a disability because if the car is doing all the driving then they 

really have nothing to do”. This participant also suggested that “an automated car could 

be better for older people and take you further without having to stop because you 

definitely do get more tired”.  Moreover, older participants regarded the main benefits of 

automated driving as for disabled people such as blind or visually impaired and those 

with a severe disability.   

A few other benefits of the technology were also raised. For example, the participants in 

the middle-aged group mentioned the benefit of automated driving to reduce traffic jam 

problems. Interestingly, the participants in the younger group predicted that it might solve 

the problem of the train strikes if the train becomes automated. Moreover, energy savings, 

cost savings and time savings were mentioned as the benefits of driving autonomously. 

The participants predicted that the “hybrid” car system might be used instead of petrol or 

diesel powered cars, pointing out that “automatic vehicles do not need to use petrol”. One 

middle-aged male said: “I think it can be less expensive to drive and less insurance as 

well”. This participant also explained that it could save time. The participant provided the 

example that the driver drives themself to work, and the driverless car could drive itself 

back home safely. Older and worker males from the mixed-group especially valued 

environmentally friendly vehicles and reduced driving costs. For instance, one older male 

noted that “they are good for the environment because they use less petrol, so I think it is 

better for the environment and no pollution”.   

In summary, findings indicated that amenity, relaxation and the reduction of stress were 

the first cited benefits of automated vehicles (15/31 comments), but the second benefit 

was enhancing road safety (4/ 31 comments). The results of the Chi-square test 

demonstrated that the proportions of potential benefits between an enhanced road safety 

and an amenity did not reveal a significant difference (2 (3) = 5.463, p = 0.141). The 

results are similar to Howard et al., (2014) and Turrentine, Sperling and Hungerford 

(1991) who concluded that convenience, amenities and multitasking were a major benefit 

of the technology. Findings of the current study also produced results which conflicted 

with the public survey of Yim (1997) which reported that enhancing road safety was the 

most cited advantage of automated driving. This can be explained by the fact that the 
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number of road accidents in the U.K. is low (WHO, 2018). In this respect, it can be noted 

that the U.K has relatively high road safety. Therefore, participants might not believe that 

enhancing road safety is the first or main benefit of autonomous driving. That is why they 

valued the amenities, allowing relaxation and reduction of stress, more than enhancing 

road safety. On the other hand, the findings might find that enhancing road safety is the 

main benefit of autonomous vehicles in countries that have high rates of road accidents. 

However, future research is required to evaluate this issue in different countries.  

4.6.3 Potential Concerns about Automated Driving 

After eliciting views on the benefits of technology, the facilitator of the focus groups 

moved to the topic of potential concerns. The question was asked that “What concerns 

are held regarding automated vehicles?” A variety of points were raised about automated 

vehicles. Figure 4.3 summarizes the number and type of concerns from each group. 

 

Figure 4.3 The number of concerns about autonomous vehicles 

Overall, there were many concerns about the technology (58 issues) with the potential 

unreliability of the system as the main concern raised by the participants (21/58 

comments). The younger group in particular had many concerns about the ability of 

automated driving (10/21 comments). The following provides more details of these 

concerns. 

As mentioned above, the system’s unreliability was the major concern of participants. In 

the younger group, participants raised the questions about automated vehicles, asking “is 

it good enough to detect hazards correctly and rapidly and then make the appropriate 
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response in a quick enough time”. They argued that the system could not make “instant” 

decisions like a human. In particular, the participants focused on the technology of the 

“sensor” system. One student realised that “it could be under-sensitive or over-sensitive”. 

For example, one of them criticized the ability to “distinguish” between dangerous and 

non-dangerous objects such as rubbish and a live animal or a small child lying down on 

the ground. Thus, it could cause a collision. Another example was that the sensor system 

might not detect a bike on the road until it is too near to it. Moreover, the ability to detect 

hazards and the breaking systems were concerns as well.  One participant provided an 

example that “if someone quickly runs across the road while the autonomous vehicle is 

driving then how will the system react in a millisecond?”.   

In the mixed-group, the highest number of concerns were related to the ability of the 

system especially the inconsistency of the sensor system. One older female raised the 

issue that “you always have to look ahead when driving - would an automated car be able 

to do that? I do not know if an automated car would be able to sense that there was a 

danger coming”. One middle-aged female supported this argument saying “whereas a 

manual driver would maybe make an emergency stop because they see this coming 

through the lights or whatever, we don’t know how to make a car do that sort of thing” or 

“if a car was to cut in front of you would it be able to stop in time?” One younger male 

expressed the view that “it’s just a response to an environmental hazard if you are driving 

an automated car; I do not know if the car is programmed to pick up any object as 

hazardous”. In this group, participants were also aware of the ability of the automatic 

braking system. For example, one middle-aged female noted that “I would be frightened 

that it was not aware of somebody running out on the road and being able to stop in time”, 

“I certainly would not go in a car with no driver, I am afraid”. One younger male 

mentioned that “if the traffic lights are not working, sometimes you are driving and you 

get to a set of traffic lights and they are off because they are not working or maybe there 

was construction going on or whatever, I don’t know if the automated car would pick that 

up”. In the worker group, a small number of concerns were reported from this group. The 

participants were worried about the ability or the reliability of technology in case the 

technology was not good enough. For example, Wi-Fi, data, GPS might be disconnected 

in some areas or extreme conditions. 

The second most cited concern was “system failure and computer error” (13/58 

comments). Especially in the mixed-group (5/13 comments), one middle-aged male 
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mentioned that “it’s a bit of a worry in terms of if the system fails; the safety concern is 

a little high for private cars whereas when you are on a public transport it is low”. One 

younger male said that “lack of control is a safety concern”. Younger participants 

expressed the view that automated vehicles could lead to more accidents because the 

system might not respond quickly enough. They said that “sometimes the system will fail 

or it cannot respond”. In the middle-aged group, a small number of concerns were 

reported, with participants expressing computer error as the first consideration of the 

technology. They claimed that “there is always some failure”. One of them mentioned 

that “you still need a human to actually look at the road; I cannot exactly sit and read my 

book”. Moreover, they were concerned about what they would do if the system had an 

error.  In the older group, the second concern of this group was a system failure. One 

older member claimed that “sometimes faults might happen”. Another older member 

supported this saying “sometimes I need it to be going at 65 mph, but it drives at 45 mph 

for example. I cannot control the speed by myself - that’s a drawback”. 

The third most mentioned concerns were “social problems and hacking” (5/58 comments) 

and the effects of the long term use of technology (5/58 comments).  Participants from 

the younger group explained that “autonomous vehicles are going to take over the jobs 

such as taxi drivers” and they would reduce drivers’ jobs. One younger member argued 

that the system might be “hacked” easily by hackers. In the middle-aged group, a 

participant was concerned about data privacy. They were afraid that the automated 

systems could be hacked and the route direction easily changed. One of younger group 

noted that “it could make the driver less aware of the situation” because “the driver does 

not care about anything when engaging in fully automated driving”. In the older group, 

participants expressed concerns about the effects of long time use of automated driving 

on drivers’ ability. One of them mentioned that “it might make me lose the ability to 

drive”. Another claimed that “I would like to get it, but your brain might loss driving skill 

when you are using automated mode”. In addition, loss of “situation awareness” was 

mentioned by the older group participants as well. One person explained that “I need to 

look 500-600 yards ahead of myself when driving. If you sit in an automated car, you 

might not see the hazards”. 

A fourth concern was inappropriate facilitating conditions and supporting service (4/58 

comments). For example, in the younger group, one participant considered that other 

countries may have a lot of mountains. It may be that there was no sensor “signal” in 
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narrow areas. In the mixed-group, there were concerned over insufficient supporting 

services and facilities. For example, one older male mentioned that “the only negative 

thing I can say is, where you would get to plug in the car, because a highly automated 

electric car has to get plugged in somewhere and there may not be enough places to do 

that?” A younger female participant asked: “the insurance as well, what kind of insurance 

are you going to have and who is going to be covered?”. In the middle-aged group, the 

participants mentioned that “if an automated vehicle use electricity, it is going to be very 

hard to have charges everywhere”. One middle-aged participant claimed that it is not 

going to be available in developing countries. This is because there are many holes in the 

street, and there are more people than cars on the streets. 

A further concern was ineffective interaction and communication systems. For example, 

in the worker group, one participant raised the question: “how would this car interact with 

a policeman”. This participant felt that whilst the car could interact with a traffic signal it 

was not going to interact with a policeman. In the mixed-group, one older female 

complained: “I do not think it can work with manual drivers on the road because manual 

drivers are so inconsistent, for example, some drivers drive through red lights, so I don’t 

know how the automated car will cope with something like that”. 

Finally, the younger group participants were concerned about the high cost of technology. 

One such participant expected that automated driving technology would be too expensive. 

Another consideration of this group was that users might not understand the mechanism 

of driving automation system. A participant mentioned that “it is hard to even make older 

people understand how to use the completely automated car”. 

To sum up, the study found that participants were concerned mostly about the ability or 

reliability of the system (21/58 comments). The second most concern was a system’s 

failure (13/58 comments). The results of the Chi-square test demonstrated that the 

proportions of potential concerns between an unreliability problem and a system failure 

were not significantly different (2 (3) = 3.295, p = 0.348). 

The highest number of concerns about the system’s reliability were expressed by the 

younger participants (10/21 comments). The findings showed that system unreliability, 

especially ineffective sensor signals and hazard detection braking systems were the 

concerns of many participants. The present study is in line with previous research in this 
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respect. For example, Yim (1997) reported that most of their participants were concerned 

about the unreliability of an automated highway system. Howard et al. (2014) found that 

the majority of their participants were worried about  unreliability and system failure. In 

the present study, system failure, such as computer failure and software error was the 

second most cited concern of the participants as well. In relation to general opinions about 

technology, most younger participants cited negative opinions and were concerned about 

the technology. It is plausible that younger people might not trust the automated driving 

system as much as they do their own driving. However, no previous research studies have 

been identified that have specifically focused on this group.  Thus, future research is 

required to explore factors influencing users’ concern about automated driving.  

4.6.4 Technology Development 

Participants’ views about the way to develop such technology was an important focus of 

the present study. Three open-ended questions were asked to elicit their views on the 

issues: i)“What functions that currently do not exist would you like to see?”, ii) “What 

concerns do you have regarding the future development of automated vehicles?” and iii) 

“How would an ideal automatic vehicle of the future work?” Findings are summarized 

in Table 4.3. 
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Table 4. 3 The number of comments on autonomous vehicle development 
 

Technology 

Development 

Examples Younger 

group 

Middle- 

aged  

group 

Older 

group 

Mixed-

group 

Total 

1. System development 

 

1.1 Various 

options of 

autonomy  

1 2 0 0 3 

 

1.2 Specific 

software for 

disability or 

older people 

1 0 2 0 3 

1.3 Anti-

hacking 

software 

1 2 0 0 3 

1.4 Effective 

sensor 

2 0 0 0 2 

1.5 

Comprehensive 

system 

0 1 0 1 2 

1.6 Ease of use 0 2 0 3 5 

2. Effective interaction 

and communication 

2.1 Voice and 

gesture 

command  

2 0 0 1 3 

2.2 Accurate 

and updating 

feedback 

3 0 1 3 7 

2.3 Human-

Computer 

Interaction 

(HCI) 

2 0 0 1 3 

3. Future investments in 

infrastructure 

3.1 Specific 

lanes/routes for 

automated 

vehicles 

3 0 2 0 5 

3.2 Central 

traffic control 

for automated 

vehicles 

1 1 0 0 2 

3.3 Appropriate 

road conditions 

and specialized 

infrastructure 

for automated 

vehicles 

0 0 1 1 2 

4. Future research and 

training 

4.1 More 

research on 

electricity, 

battery power, 

GPS, Wi-Fi, 

2 0 0 1 3 
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sensor and 

navigator 

systems 

4.2 Future 

research in a 

real life setting 

0 0 0 2 2 

4.3 Automated 

driving training 

1 0 0 1 2 

5. Environmental and 

community impact 

5.1 No pollution 

and no emission 

electric energy 

0 3 0 1 4 

5.2 Automated 

for public 

transport such as 

driverless taxis 

1 1 0 1 3 

6. On-board comfort in 

automated vehicles 

6.1 Rotating 

seats massage 

chair 

0 2 0 1 3 

6.2 

Entertainment 

equipment 

0 1 1 0 2 

7. Supporting service 

and assistance 

7.1 Auto-

electrician 

(automated 

driving 

specialist) and 

service centre 

2 0 1 0 3 

8. Others such as road safety, updating map 

specific laws for automated driving. 

1 3 0 0 4 

Total 23 18 8 17 66 

Note: The numbers in the table are the number of comments. 

Overall, it is interesting to note that, if compared with other sections, participants 

discussed a great deal about the ways to develop such technology, and several new ideas 

were raised in this study. As can be seen, about a third of all ideas were cited by the 

younger group (23/66 comments). In order to interpret the results in greater detail, the 

ways suggested to develop the technology were grouped into eight categories. The 

following discusses the findings.  

The most comments were in the category of system (hardware and software) 

developments (18/66 comments). There were most comments about “ease of usage” (5/18 

comments) in technology development. For example, in the mixed-group, in terms of the 

command system, one younger female expressed the idea that “they should have some 
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strict programmes so that the car is smarter and can decide and change easier in different 

situations”. The participants from the middle-aged group preferred less complexity and 

ease of usage with automated driving. For example, one middle-aged participant claimed 

that “it should take two commands maximum to control the system”.   

Options related to autonomy were cited within system development (3/18 comments). For 

example, in the middle-aged group, participants mentioned that “it should have two 

options, automated and manual”. In the younger group, a participant suggested that 

various options of autonomy (semi, fully autonomous) should be installed in autonomous 

vehicles, and the user should be able choose to engage the systems. For example, with an 

autonomous truck or semi-autonomous truck, the truck drivers might drive manually for 

four hours then stop and drive autonomously for one or two hours. One younger person 

mentioned that “they need to take it off automatic to move it to manual in case they need 

human judgement, and need some human manoeuvres to start the automated car”. 

Moreover, “a specific software for specific people” was raised with two comments in the 

older group and one in the younger group. The participants in the older group 

recommended specific software for disabled people such as for blind people. One 

participant suggested that people need an automated car to support any problems they had 

when driving. In the younger group, they recommended that it should have the “specific 

software” for people such as those who are older, suffering from Alzheimer’s or other 

forms of dementia and disabled people. “Anti-hacking software” was also mentioned in 

relation to system development (3/18 comments). For example, one younger person 

mentioned that “the specific software should also include a hacking protection system”. 

One middle-aged participant noted that “the autonomous vehicle might be easily hacked 

by someone”. Another middle-aged person suggested that “anti-hacking software should 

be installed in every autonomous vehicle”. 

Other system developments included a “sensor” to detect hazards effectively (mentioned 

by a member of the younger group) and another member of that group  suggested a heat 

sensor to catch the heat of the body of an animal or human. One participant from the 

middle-aged group suggested that an automated driving system should be like a 

“comprehensive” system, and it could be linked with the street system. 

The second most cited category related to technology development was “the effective 

interaction and communication” between automated vehicles and users (13/66 
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comments). It is interesting that more than half of the comments mentioned “constant and 

updating feedback” (7/13 comments). In the younger group, for example, the comment 

was made that “people need to know what they are sitting in, so we need to know how it 

will react to a certain situation”. They described that they would like to communicate with 

the automated car. The participants also explained that car makers or designers could 

actually install a full screen, a system that can put up images of what is behind or at the 

side in the blind spots of the car. The automated cars should provide constant and updated 

feedback. In the mixed-group, participants expressed views about interaction and 

communication systems, especially the effective command and feedback systems. For 

example, one younger male suggested that “they should have more interaction between 

the human and the computer”.  To support this argument, one middle-aged male posited 

the theory of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) that “if you had the HCI platform 

maybe that could enhance trust in them”. This participant suggested that “it could reduce 

the anxiety in terms of a lack of control if the system is more interactive”. In terms of the 

HCI system, one older male mentioned that “people have more time to consider what they 

are doing”. One older female stated: “I would need to know that the car can sense danger 

and how can a computer sense danger”. One younger male predicted that “automatic cars 

would provide feedback to you when you use them”. In the older group, one participant 

would like to see “appropriate feedback” when they were engaging an automated vehicle. 

Another recommendation for the system’s interaction and communication was 

commanding. In the younger group, for example, a preference was expressed that 

automated vehicles should be controlled by voice and gesture inputs. In the middle-aged 

group, the participants discussed the role of automated vehicles. Some participants would 

like to see autonomous vehicles that could take the decision by themselves. However, 

some participants disagreed with that statement, suggesting that humans need to make a 

decision in the driving task. 

The third most raised comments in relation to technology development was to do with 

“future investments in infrastructure” (9/66 comments). Specific lanes/routes for 

automated vehicles issues were discussed under infrastructure development (5/9 

comments). For example, in the younger group, the participants mentioned that “we 

should have a specific lane for this car”. They explained that “it is fine if the automated 

vehicle is going through a track. There is less chance of errors”. In the older group, one 

of them suggested that automated cars should be driven in a specific area such as on the 

specific lanes. One person from the older group supported the idea that “they should have 
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specific lanes for automated cars”. In addition, one participant recommended developing 

appropriate road conditions for automated vehicles.  An idea was cited by the participant 

from the mixed-group that “maybe the cars that they are making for some specific 

countries are based on their characteristics and the way that they drive”. In relation to 

this, a middle-aged participant suggested that a “control centre” would be needed to 

manage where automated vehicles are going to. 

Future research and training was a fourth category with 7/66 comments relating to this. 

The participants focused on research on electricity, battery power, GPS, Wi-Fi, sensor 

and navigator systems. For example, one younger male from the mixed-group noted that 

“there is a lot of research being done on it to provide an evidence base for the capacity of 

the automated system, what it can do and what it cannot do”. This participant suggested 

that “if the research can extend to test or measure or do any research in a real-life setting 

that could be helpful as well”. A younger participant suggested that the driving school 

should include automated driving in their education system.  

The fifth technology development was the environmental and community impact of 

automated vehicles (7/66 comments). In the middle-aged group, comments include that 

automated driving would be good for the environment, reduce pollution and emissions. 

In the mixed-group, one older male suggested that “electric cars reduce the pollution and 

the power in the cars”. One younger female noted that “they were talking about making 

taxis like that”. 

The sixth category was on-board comfort in automated vehicles (5/66 comments).  

Participants wanted to see facilities installed in automated vehicles. In the middle-aged 

group, both work and entertainment spaces such as rotating seats and massage chairs were 

mentioned. For example, one middle-aged person noted that “perhaps you want to have 

a mini-conference with your colleagues before you arrive at work; you can have a Skype 

meeting or something like that”. One participant said that “it should be possible to sleep 

in it”. Participants suggested that “on-board entertainment” should be installed in 

automated cars. For example, one participant claimed that “we need some kind of 

entertainment such as television to make us more relaxed during the long journey”. 
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Lastly, other recommendations included one of the younger participants who said: “I 

guess it is going to be an “auto-electrician” in the future who is going to have to deal with 

problems”. One participant suggested that more service staff would be needed to help the 

users immediately when something happens. One younger female from the mixed-group 

noted: “I think what they can do is to do their best to reduce the error probability of these 

cars”. The participant explained that “they should try to reduce the mistake and error level 

as much as possible so that it’s safe for people to use”.  

In conclusion, as expected, the present study found that almost thirty-percent of 

participants expressed their views toward automated driving system development (18/66 

comments). This is more than other categories.  For example, automated vehicles should 

be easy to use and they should be designed with various options of autonomy (either full 

autonomy or no autonomy). There have been few studies of consumer views to develop 

the technology. One study, however, by Politis et al. (2018) did investigate participants’ 

views about designing autonomy in cars. Using focus groups they concluded that 

automated cars should provide a range of automation options, but this should be either 

full autonomy or no autonomy. Their findings also suggested that autonomous cars should 

be easy to use by simplifying human-machine interaction (HMI). These results are in line 

with the current study, in which participants expressed several ideas about system 

development (see table 4.3). Moreover, it is interesting to note that new insights were 

discovered by this study such as the recommendation for specific software to suit those 

with a disability and older people, specific lanes, specialized infrastructure and specific 

laws for automated vehicles. These findings could support vehicle designers by 

improving their understanding of stakeholders’views in order to develop this novel 

technology in the future. For instance, specific software for older and vulnerable people 

such as blind people should be installed in autonomous vehicles. However, there are 

relatively few studies that have tested this issue. A study by Bennett, Vijaygopal and 

Kottasz (2020) who examined willingness to travel in autonomous vehicles among blind 

people. The researchers reported that affordability, misgivings about safety and hope for 

future independence were the main factors influencing intention to travel in an 

autonomous vehicle of blind people.  The practical recommendations are provided in 

more detail in the following. 
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4.7 Recommendations for Future Work 

While efforts were made to ensure the data collection focused on key factors, there were 

some limitations in terms of the sample size. Though small samples are common when 

using focus groups (Saunders et al., 2016). The current study provides considerable detail 

that helps to shape the understanding of research that focuses on how the technology can 

be developed further. For example, there is a need to understand the factors that influence 

driver intention to use the technology especially by engaging in larger studies such as a 

questionnaire survey. The results of this study could be used to construct questions for 

such research. 

Participants had no experience in automated vehicles and most were unaware of this novel 

technology. Some had heard about these vehicles via the news or other channels such as 

social media. They were briefed at the beginning of the data collection and therefore were 

able to apply their own views about the technology, based on this information. It is 

possible that if the participants had directly experienced the automated driving mode, they 

may have responded differently. Some of the participants were cognisant of their lack of 

experience and said, for example, “that’s my opinion, I’ve never been in one so I couldn’t 

tell you for sure”. Thus, there is a need to explore these issues in other experimental 

settings such as driving simulator studies and field studies. 

 

This study categorized the focus groups based on age difference. The main benefit is that 

it can achieve deeply information in different groups of age.  However, there is a need to 

explore users’ opinion on autonomous driving in other different contexts such as driving 

experience. People who have different driving experience might provide different views 

about automated driving. Therefore, the future study might investigate users’ views about 

automated driving in people who have different driving experience.  

 

Finally, this study used single native speaker to transcript the recordings from the focus 

groups. The transcriptions also were checked an accuracy and coded by the researcher.  

Although some studies used single coder (Turrentine, Sperling, and Hungerford,1991), 

the transcriptions might be unreliable.  To improve credibility of qualitative findings, the 

next research should use two or more coders and test an inter-rater reliability.   
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4.8 Chapter Conclusions 

This chapter has reported the results of focus groups undertaken with varied age range 

groups. Participants discussed their positive and negative opinions toward automated 

driving and raised equal numbers of comments reflecting a similar split between positive 

and negative points (18 and 19 respectively). It can be concluded that most people tend 

to accept elements of autonomous vehicles to a lesser or greater extent. As mention above, 

there is a need for research to focus on the factors influencing users’ acceptance of the 

technology. It appears that the younger group expressed many negative views about the 

technology and this maybe as a result of young people trusting their own driving rather 

than wishing to engage with the technology. Most participants acknowledged the fact that 

technology could enhance amenity and reduce the stress of driving. This is because the 

U.K. is a country with high road safety. Thus, people might prefer automated driving for 

the amenities of life rather than to enhance road safety. Moreover, the majority of 

participants were concerned about system reliability, especially the inconsistent sensor 

signal system, hazard detecting, and braking systems. This may be due to people’s beliefs 

that sensor or hazard detecting systems are an important part of automated vehicles. The 

findings of the current study provide significant insights and it is evident that several new 

ideas were forthcoming regarding the way to develop such technology. For example, 

various options of autonomy, specific software for disabled or older people and anti-

hacking software were mentioned for installation in highly automated vehicles. 

Nevertheless, further research is needed using a representative larger sample to test out 

these findings. Moreover, this study did not explore the factors influencing driver’ s 

acceptance the technology. Thus, the next stage of the research was an online survey of a 

much larger number of respondents, with the results of the focus groups being used to 

create the questionnaire. This is presented and discussed in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Factors Associated With Behavioural Intention to Use Highly 

Automated Driving (HAD): A Survey of Public Opinion in the U.K. 

and Thailand 

5.1 Chapter Summary 

In the focus group study, the results revealed that the participants cited both positive and 

negative opinions toward highly automated driving. Many potential benefits of the 

driving automation systems were cited by the participants. However, participants were 

also concerned about system unreliability and system failure. In addition, how to develop 

such technology was discussed. Although the focus groups identified many new findings 

regarding advantages and concerns of the technology such as reduction of stress driving 

and concerns about system error, there is no clear evidence from these groups as to why 

people accept or reject automated driving. Thus, it is timely to explore factors influencing 

acceptance of this kind of novel transport. This is the key issue for developing such 

technology. Previous studies have applied several theories to predict a user’s acceptance 

of the technology. These studies have applied single theory to explain acceptance 

automated driving. However, it can be argued that an integrated model would better 

explain the intention to use a HAD than a single theory (Taherdoost, 2018). To enhance 

the power of a predictive model, therefore, the current study integrated three well known 

theories, that is Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), Theory of Planned Behaviour 

(TPB) and Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT), with two 

self-development factors, Perceived Benefits (PB) and Perceived Concerns (PC), to 

predict behavioural intention to use highly automated driving. It was anticipated that the 

models to explain intention to use a HAD between developed and developing countries 

would be different. In conclusion, as expected, the results revealed that the models for the 

two countries are different. Thailand’s model (Adj. R2 = .545) has a predictive power 

slightly higher than the U.K’s model (Adj. R2 = .504). In addition, the results of statistical 

tests demonstrated that the respondents from Thailand perceived benefits of usefulness 

and had a highly positive attitude towards the technology, more so than the respondents 

from the U.K. Indeed, it was found that the respondents from the U.K were more 

concerned about the technology than the respondents from Thailand.  The results are of 

relevance to scientific community, policy makers and technology designers to enhance 

drivers’ acceptance of such technology in specific context of countries.  
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5.2 Introduction 

As mentioned, in some countries such as the U.K, the first pilot models of the self-driving 

car have been tested on U.K roads already, and it has been projected that there will be 

fully self-driving vehicles on U.K. roads in the next few years (Kolirin, 2019). In other 

words, it can be said that manual driving will be largely replaced by fully autonomous in 

this generation. On the other hand, some developing countries such as Thailand are facing 

with traffic problems.  However, it is still unclear as to how people in cross culture and 

different traffic conditions would accept this kind of intelligent vehicle. Thus, there is a 

need to investigate the factors affecting driver acceptance and intention to use this kind 

of novel technology. 

Some previous studies have been done which draw upon psychosocial factors to predict 

the intended use of automated vehicles.  Payre et al. (2014), for example, conducted an 

online survey to investigate the factors that influence the intention to use fully automated 

driving (FAD) among 421 French drivers. The results revealed that these factors - attitude 

towards technology, acceptability, driving whilst impaired through drinking, sensation 

seeking and gender - could influence acceptance of FAD technology. In relation to 

theories of technology acceptance, various theoretical models have been applied to 

explain users’ acceptance of technology. The most widely cited, that is, the Theory of 

Planned Behaviour (TPB) (Ajzen, 1991)  and the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) 

(Davis & Davis, 1989), were used in Buckley et al., (2018) and  Rödel et al., (2014), and 

the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) (Venkatesh et al., 

2003) was used in Madigan et al., (2017). However, these studies are only based on single 

theories. A limited number of studies have combined TBP, TAM and UTAUT to model 

driver acceptance of automated driving technology.  Only one study by Rahman, Lesch, 

Horrey and Strawderman, (2017) has applied the integrated model of TAM, TPB and 

UTAUT to describe intention to use adaptive cruise control (ACC). However, the utility 

of the integrated model for modelling driver Behavioral Intention to use an highly 

automated driving (HAD) is still limited. There is a need to explore this in more advanced 

technologies such as highly or fully automated driving. In addition, it is expected that 

other potential factors such as perceived benefits and perceived concerns might influence 

the intention to use the technology. 

A clear understanding of the potential factors influencing behavioural intention to use the 

technology is essential because it can clarify how to design automated vehicles for users 
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in the future. In the present study, research questions have been posed as to which are the 

main potential factors that might influence the intention to use highly automated driving. 

It has been hypothesized in this study that not only TPB, TAM and UTAUT theories but 

also other factors such as Perceived Benefits (PB) and Perceived Concerns (PC) could 

play important roles to predict users’ intention to use the technology. As mentioned 

before, it is expected that an integrated model would improve the explanatory power of 

intention to use the technology better than a single model (Rahman et al., 2017; 

Taherdoost, 2018). To test the hypothesis, in this study, TPB, TAM, and UTAUT theories 

were applied alongside the adoption of self-developed models (Perceived Benefits and 

Perceived Concerns) to predict users’ intention to use highly automated driving (HAD).  

Moreover, it can be noted that cultural differences and travel behaviour such as congested 

traffic and the trip distance might influence intention to use automated driving. For 

example, a cross-countries survey by Brown et al., (2014) reported that the respondents 

from China (79%) rated automated driving’s usefulness more than the respondents from 

the U.S. (41%). The authors also reported that over half of the respondents (52%) 

preferred to use automated driving in a traffic jam. Nevertheless, comparisons of 

behavioural intention to use highly automated driving between developed and developing 

countries have been limited. It is evident that travel behaviours between the U.K. and 

Thailand are different. For example, Thailand had the most traffic congestion in the world 

in 2017, with drivers in Thailand spending approximately 56 hours a year caught in 

congested traffic (INRIX Global Traffic Scorecard, 2017). On the other hand, in the U.K., 

drivers have been estimated to spend approximately 31 hours a year in congestion. In 

addition, it has been reported that drivers in the U.K. mostly drive manual gearbox cars 

when compared to Thai drivers who tend to drive automatic gearbox cars (Rentalcars, 

2019). Moreover, Thailand had ten times the numbers of road traffic fatalities compared 

to the U.K (WHO, 2019). It is expected that people who live in the high rate of road traffic 

fatalities might prefer automated driving rather than people who live in a road safety 

country such as the U.K. For these reasons, Thailand has been chosen to compare 

intention to accept automated driving with the U.K. A research question has been posed 

as to the intention of people in Thailand to accept highly automated driving compared 

with people from the U.K. Thus, the hypothesis was anticipated that: 

H1: Participants from Thailand would have the intention to use highly automated driving 

(HAD) more than participants from the U.K. 
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The following sections review empirical theories to explain drivers’ acceptance of 

automated driving.  

5.2.1 Trust and Acceptance of the Technology 

Trust and acceptance are related to each other. Trust is defined as ‘the heart of user 

acceptance’ (Walker, Stanton & Salmon, 2016, p.3). In relation to automotive technology, 

acceptance is defined using multiple concepts and different aspects such as willingness 

to pay, intention to use and actual use (Adell et al., 2014). Acceptance of automated 

driving has been categorized into two sub-domains: passive acceptance such as general 

attitude and acceptance; and active acceptance such as willingness to pay, buy and use 

technology (Liu, Yang, & Xu, 2019). 

Studying trust and the acceptance of automated driving technology have been the interests 

of researchers from varied domains. For example, a study by Trösterer, Wurhofer, Rödel 

and Tscheligi (2014) followed up drivers’ experience and acceptance of a parking assist 

system in eleven newly bought cars, via an online-questionnaire, after the drivers had 

been using their new cars for eight weeks. Their findings showed that there was a 

significant increase in trust, performance expectancy and effort expectancy attitude in the 

technology over time. Driving simulator research by Gold, Körber, Hohenberger, Lechner 

and Bengler (2015) revealed that rating scores of trust after driving in a highly automated 

vehicle increased when compared with the situation before driving such vehicles. 

Additionally, this study found that older drivers rated driving in an automated vehicle 

more positively than younger drivers. This is supported by the previous chapter. The 

results of the focus groups reported that older participants cited more positive opinions 

toward autonomous vehicles than the younger group. There is reason to note that truth 

and acceptance of automated driving might be increased after they had experience with 

the technology.  

Several theories have been adopted to investigate the potential factors influencing public 

trust and acceptance of autonomous cars. For example, a literature review by Becker and 

Axhausen (2017) reported the effects of socio-demographic variables, attitudinal 

variables, current driving behaviour and trip characteristics (e.g. on highways and in 

congested traffic and trip distance) on the intention to use automated vehicles. Findings 

revealed several predictions.  For example, the authors concluded that men and younger 

people were less concerned about the system. People who were resident in urban areas 
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were more inclined to use self-driving vehicles. In other research, a driving simulator 

study by Buckley, Kaye and Pradhan (2018) reported that trust in automated technology 

was an additional predictor of intention to use an automated vehicle.  

5.2.2 Models to Explain the Acceptance of Automated Driving Technology 

Acceptance has been cited as a key factor for the intention to use new technology in the 

context of vehicles and other domains. With respect to acceptance of autonomous driving, 

research has studied driver acceptance of this technology (for example, Buckley et al., 

2018; Liu et al., 2019; Madigan et al., 2017; Park & Kim, 2014; Payre et al., 2014; 

Rahman et al., 2017; Rödel et al., 2014; Zmud et al., 2016). These studies have used 

several variables to model and explain users’ and drivers’ acceptance of autonomous 

vehicles including demographic factors and psycho-social variables. The following 

discusses these variables. 

5.2.2.1 Demographic factors 

With respect to demographic characteristics, various research has tested the relation 

between demographic factors and acceptance of autonomous vehicles. For example, 

Rödel et al., (2014) found that age positively influenced the intention to use autonomous 

cars. However, Payre et al. (2014)  reported no significant correlation between age and 

intention to use automated driving. In the issue of gender, a study of Schoettle and Sivak 

(2014) showed that males intention to use the technology than females. In contrast, 

Silberg et al. (2013) revealed that more females intended to use autonomous vehicle than 

males. Research by Bansal and Kockelman (2017) showed that income positively 

correlated with willingness to pay to own autonomous cars, but Schoettle and Sivak 

(2014) reported that income did not influence intention to use the technology. Moreover, 

Zmud et al. (2016) reported no significant correlation between education level and 

intention to use autonomous cars. However, a survey by Kyriakidis et al. (2015) reported 

that people who were still in education at age 20 felt more comfortable in an automated 

vehicle than people who had finished their education at age 15. Kyriakidis et al. (2015) 

also found that mileage positively correlated with willingness to pay to own an automated 

vehicle, but conversely Rödel et al. (2014) reported that mileage did not significantly 

influence intention to use the technology. It makes sense that people who are interested 

in technology such as mobile phones might be interested in automated driving technology 

(Continental, 2013).  
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5.2.2.2 Psycho-social factors  

There is a reason to note that psycho-social variables are more influential in explaining 

acceptance of automated driving technology than demographic variables. Across the 

psycho-social domain, numerous theoretical models have been developed to explain 

drivers’ acceptance of driving technology. One of the most widely cited in transport 

research is the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), introduced by Davis  (1989). TAM 

constructs two main components including i) Perceived Usefulness (PU) and ii) Perceived 

Ease of Use (PEU) (defined in Table 5.1). Both components are recognised to positively 

predict behavioural intention (BI) to use the technology. Figure 5.1 illustrates the 

structure of the TAM model. 

Perceived 

Usefulness

(PU)

Perceived 

Ease of Use

(PEU)

Behavioural

Intention

(BI)

Actual 

System Use

TAM (Davis, 1989)
 

Figure 5. 1 Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis, 1989) 

 

Another useful model, Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) (Ajzen, 1991), has been 

widely used in the field of technological acceptance. TPB was developed to explain 

human behaviour in general (Rahman et al., 2017) such as public attitudes to road-user 

safety (Jain, Calvert, Clayton, & Parkhust, 2017), and driver behaviour (Elliott, Armitage, 

& Baughan, 2007). TPB consists of three components of behavioural intention including 

i) Attitude; ii) Subjective Norms and iii) Perceived Behavioural Control (defined in Table 

5.1). Along with the TAM model, TPB has been integrated with other models to explain 

Behavioural Intention (BI). The structure of the TPM model is shown in Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5. 2 Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) (Ajzen, 1991). 

Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) was developed by 

Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, and Davis, (2003). The original version was used for 

information technology research. UTAUT involves four components of behavioural 

intention (BI) and actual behaviour including i) Performance Expectancy (PE); ii) Effort 

Expectancy (EE); iii) Social Influence (SI) and Facilitating Condition (FC) (defined in 

Table 5.1). UTAUT posits that Performance Expectancy (PE), Effort Expectancy (EE) 

and Social Influence (SI) positively influence behavioural (BI) and Facilitating Condition 

(FC) positively influences user behaviour. Moreover, UTAUT also proposes four 

moderating factors including age, gender, experience and voluntariness. The UTAUT 

model is illustrated in Figure 5.3. 
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Performance 

Expectancy
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Effort 

Expectancy

(EE)

Social 

Influence

(SI)

Facilitating 

Condition

(FC)

Behavioural 

Intention

(BI)

Use 

Behaviour

Gender Age Experience Voluntariness

UTAUT (Venkatesh et al., 2003)Figure 5. 3 Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) 

(Venkatesh et al., 2003) 
 

Table 5. 1 Summary of the theoretical models of technology acceptance 
 

Theory Components Definitions 

Technology Acceptance 

Model (TAM) 

Perceived 

Usefulness (PU) 

"The degree to which a person believes 

that using a particular system would 

enhance his or her job performance 

(Davis, 1989, p. 320). 

Perceived Ease of 

Use (PEU) 

“The degree to which a person believes 

that using a particular system would be 

free of effort” (Davis, 1989, p. 320). 

Theory of Planned 

Behaviour (TPB) 

Attitude Toward 

Behaviour (ATB) 

“An individual’s positive or negative 

feelings (evaluative affect) about 

performing the target behaviour” 

(Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975, p. 216). 

Subjective Norms 

(SN) 

“The person’s perception that most 

people who are important to him think he 

should or should not perform the 
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behaviour in question” (Fishbein and 

Ajzen, 1975, p. 302). 

Perceived 

Behavioural Control 

(PBC) 

“The perceived ease or difficulty of 

performing the behaviour” (Ajzen, 1991, 

p. 188). 

Unified Theory of 

Acceptance and Use of 

Technology (UTAUT) 

Performance 

Expectancy (PE) 

“The degree to which an individual 

believes that using the system will help 

him or her to attain gains in job 

performance” (Venkatesh et al., 2003, p. 

447). 

Effort Expectancy 

(EE) 

“The degree of ease associated with the 

use of the system” (Venkatesh et al., 

2003, p. 450). 

Social Influence (SI) “The degree to which an individual 

perceives that important others believe he 

or she should use the new system 

(Venkatesh et al., 2003, p. 451). 

Facilitating 

Condition (FC) 

“The degree to which an individual 

believes that an organizational and 

technical infrastructure exists to support 

the use of the system” (Venkatesh et al., 

2003, p. 453). 

 

5.2.3 Previous Studies on Automated Driving Acceptance 

As mentioned above technology acceptance is a key factor for using new technology.  A 

wide range of research on public acceptance of automated vehicles has already been 

explored, in particular regarding vehicle context. For example, Rödel et al. (2014) 

conducted an online survey to address the following  research questions: 1) How is user 

acceptance of autonomous vehicles?; 2) Does pre-experience with the Advanced Driver 

Assistance System (ADAS) lead to user acceptance?; and 3) Are their demographic 

factors (driving frequency, age and gender) influencing user acceptance? Unsurprisingly, 

results indicated that user acceptance scores were highest for autonomous technologies 

that have already been installed in modern cars. Moreover, the researchers found that 

perceived control and fun driving were decreased gradually with higher-level autonomy. 
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In addition, pre-experiences with Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS) and 

demographic factors (driving frequency, age and gender) positively influenced user 

acceptance of the technology. 

Another survey by Madigan et al. (2017) applied the Unified Theory of Acceptance and 

Use of Technology (UTAUT) to predict users’ acceptance of automated road transport 

systems (ARTS). The findings revealed that Hedonic Motivation (users’ enjoyment of the 

system) strongly affected the intentions to use ARTS. However, Effort Expectancy (the 

degree of ease to use ARTS) did not emerge from this study. A public road study by Xu 

et al. (2018) used four psychological models (trust, perceived usefulness (PU), perceived 

ease of use (PEU), and perceived safety (PS)) to predict public acceptance, behavioural 

intention (BI) to use and willingness to re-ride (WTR)) automated vehicles. The results 

from a structural equation model (SEM) and Partial Least Squares (PLS) demonstrated 

that trust, perceived usefulness (PU) and perceived safety (PS) directly predicted both 

acceptance measures (behavioural intention and willingness to re-ride). Thus, this led to 

the hypothesis that: 

H2: Perceived Usefulness (PU) would positively influence behaviour intention (BI) to 

use highly automated driving (HAD).  

H3: Perceived Ease of Use (PEU) would positively influence behaviour intention (BI) to 

use highly automated driving (HAD). 

H4: Social Influence (SI) would positively influence behaviour intention (BI) to use 

highly automated driving (HAD). 

H5: Attitude toward the technology (ATT) would positively influence behaviour 

intention to use highly automated driving (HAD). 

In the field of autonomy in vehicles, Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), Theory of 

Planned Behaviour (TPB) and Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology 

(UTAUT) have been accepted by the researchers to explain drivers’ acceptance of 

automated driving technology (Buckley et al., 2018; Rödel et al., 2014; Madigan et al., 

2017; Elliott, Armitage, & Baughan, 2007). However, as mentioned in introduction, most 

studies in this domain have used a single theory to explain acceptance of automated 

driving. This raises the question as to whether combined theories could explain the 

intention to use the technology better than a single theory. There are relatively few studies 

that have tested the integrated model to predict intention to use highly automated driving 
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(HAD). In a mixed driving simulator study and online survey, Rahman et al., (2017) 

adopted TAM, TPB and UTAUT models to predict behavioural intention to use advanced 

driver assistance systems (ADAS). The results revealed that TAM, TPB and UTAUT can 

explain the driver’s acceptance and intention to use the technology. In particular, TAM 

was found as the best model to predict driver’s acceptance of the technology (Adj. R2 = 

0.82) followed by TPB (Adj. R2 = 0.80) and UTAUT (Adj. R2 = 0.71). In an online survey 

of Park and Kim (2014), the authors modified six predictors: Perceived Usefulness (PU), 

Perceived Locational Accuracy (PLA), Perceived Processing Speed (PPS), Service and 

Display Quality, Satisfaction and Attitude Toward Technology to predict driver 

acceptance of car navigation systems. The results from the structural equation modelling 

analysis revealed that all predictors can predict intention to use car navigation systems. 

In particular, the results reported that perceived processing speed and locational accuracy 

of car navigation systems are the key psychological constructs and satisfaction plays a 

moderate role. Thus, it is expected that other factors such as Perceived Benefit (PB) and 

Perceived Concern (PC) might also play a key role in explaining the intention to use 

highly automated driving (HAD).  

To improve the explanatory power, in the present study, three major models (TAM, TPB 

and UTAUT) along with the self-developed model (Perceived Benefit and Perceived 

Concern) were adopted to predict intention to use HAD. Perceived Benefit (PB) and 

Perceived Concern (PC) factors have been developed from the results of the focus group 

study. These two factors are described in section 5.4.2 (constructs and measures).  It was 

hypothesized that: 

H6: Perceived Benefits (PB) would positively influence behaviour intention (BI) to use 

highly automated driving (HAD). 

H7: Perceived Concerns (PC) would negatively influence behaviour intention (BI) to use 

highly automated driving (HAD). 

 5.3 Study Aim, Research Questions and Hypotheses 

The aims of the survey were to: ii) compare behavioural intention (BI) to use highly 

automated driving (HAD) between in the U.K. and Thailand and ii) investigate the 

potential factors that would significantly influence behavioural intention (BI) to use 
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highly automated driving (HAD) in the U.K. and Thailand. The hypotheses were pointed 

out above. 

The research questions are:  

RQ1: Do people from Thailand intend to use highly automated driving (HAD) more than 

people who live in the U.K.? 

RQ2: Which of the following factors could influence behaviour intention to use highly 

automated driving (HAD): 1) individual factors (age, gender, employment status, 

education level, mileage, technology interest); 2) Perceived Usefulness (PU); 3) 

Perceived Ease of Use (PEU); 4) Perceived Benefits (PB); 5) Perceived Concerns (PC); 

6) Social Influence (SI) and 7) Attitude toward the technology (ATT)? 

5.4 Method 

5.4.1 The Survey 

An online survey was created in the Qualtrics (https://www.qualtrics.com) website and 

distributed using online applications such as Facebook, Instagram, Line, Whatsapp and 

E-mails. The survey instructions informed the respondents about the aim of research and 

what would happen after the respondents had agreed to take part in the survey. After 

reading the information sheet, the respondents were required to agree with the consent 

form before responding to the survey. In the survey, the respondents were provided with 

the definitions of highly automated driving (HAD) as “An automated driving vehicle is 

one where driving functions are handled by a computer. The vehicle is able to control the 

speed, distance and breaking of the vehicle. In a Highly Automated Driving (HAD) mode, 

both longitudinal (speed and headway) and lateral (lane keeping) are controlled by 

automatic systems. The HAD system can help drivers as they are no longer required 

constantly to monitor the vehicle. They may then choose to do other tasks, such as 

reading, working or relaxing”. Then, the respondents were asked to complete all parts of 

the survey. After completing all the questions, the respondents were thanked. The survey 

took approximately 15 minutes to complete. 

5.4.2 Participants 

A total of 336 respondents took part in the survey (159 from the U.K. and 177 from 

Thailand). Overall, most of the demographic data between the two countries were similar 

https://www.qualtrics.com/
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apart from the education data (Table 5.2). In the U.K., just over half of the respondents 

had a postgraduate degree (51.2%), whereas a lower proportion of the respondents from 

Thailand had such a degree as their highest qualification (44.6%). However the number 

(29) and percentage (18.2%) of respondents in the UK with an education that was less 

than a Bachelor’s degree was approximately twice that of the Thai respondents (17; 

9.6%). However, the education level between the two countries was not significantly 

different (Z = -.358, p = .72). 

Table 5. 2 Demographic characteristics 

Demographic data U.K. 

(159) 

Thailand 

(177) 

1. Holding a driving licence 

     Yes 

     No 

 

120 

39 

 

75.5 % 

24.5 % 

 

129 

48 

 

72.9 % 

27.1 % 

2. Years of holding a driving licence 

     Less than 1 year 

     1-5 years 

     6-10 years 

     More than 10 years 

 

6 

27 

27 

60 

 

5.0 % 

22.5 % 

22.5 %  

50.0 % 

 

9 

32 

35 

53 

 

7.0 % 

24.8 % 

27.1 % 

41.1 % 

3. Estimated annual mileage (in miles) 

      

Mean = 11,592.71 

S.D. = 20,919.76 

Max. = 200,000 

Min. = 0 

Mean = 11,069.80 

S.D. = 23,216.42 

Max. = 186,000 

Min. = 0 

4. Age Mean = 33.86 

S.D. = 10.98 

Max. = 72 

Min. = 18 

Mean = 32.82 

S.D. = 9.30 

Max. = 57 

Min. = 18 

5. Gender 

     Male   

     Female  

     Other   

     Prefer not to disclose 

 

 

70 

82 

- 

7 

 

44.0 % 

51.6 % 

- 

4.4 % 

 

62 

106 

2 

7 

 

35.0 % 

59.9 % 

1.1 % 

4.0 % 
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6. Highest education level 

     Less than a bachelor’s degree 

     Bachelor’s degree 

     Postgraduate degree 

 

29 

47 

83 

 

18.2 % 

29.6 % 

51.2 % 

 

17 

81 

79 

 

9.6 % 

45.8 % 

44.6 % 

7. Employment 

     Employed full-time  

     Employed part-time 

     Not currently employed   

     Retired 

     Full-time student    

     Part-time student 

 

77 

12 

6 

3 

61 

- 

 

48.4 % 

7.5 % 

3.8 % 

1.9 % 

38.4 % 

- 

 

131 

2 

5 

- 

39 

- 

 

74.0 % 

1.1 % 

2.8 % 

- 

22.0 % 

- 

8. Type/s of vehicle/s 

     Passenger car   

     Minivan/ van/ MPV 

     Lorry     

     SUV 

     Motorcycle/ scooter   

     Do not drive 

     Other 

 

109 

11 

1 

14 

5 

26 

5 

 

63.7 % 

6.4 % 

0.6 % 

8.2 % 

2.9 % 

15.3 % 

2.9 % 

 

121 

4 

3 

19 

54 

17 

4 

 

54.5 % 

1.8 % 

1.4 % 

8.5 % 

24.3 % 

7.4 % 

1.8 % 

9. Interested about car technology 

     Very disinterested     

     Disinterested       

     Neutral        

     Interested       

     Very interested 

 

- 

2 

25 

78 

54 

 

- 

1.3 % 

15.6 % 

49.1 % 

34.0 % 

 

- 

1 

11 

115 

50 

 

- 

0.6 % 

6.2 % 

65.1 % 

28.1 % 

10. Area of living 

     City centre    

     City suburb    

     Town or Village 

 

54 

58 

47 

 

34.0 % 

36.5 % 

29.5 % 

 

50 

81 

46 

 

28.2 % 

45.8 % 

26.0% 
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5.4.3 Constructs and Measures 

In order to investigate the behavioural intention to use highly automated driving, different 

constructs were used (Table 5.3). In this study, the importance of the following were 

examined: 1) individual factors (age, gender, mileage, education level, employment status 

and technology interest), 2) Perceived Usefulness (PU), 3) Perceived Ease of Use (PEU), 

4) Perceived Benefits (PB), 5) Perceived Concerns (PC), 6) Social Influence (SI), and 7) 

Attitude Toward the Technology (ATT) for modelling driver acceptance of HAD. In this 

study, behavioural intention (BI) was used as the measure of acceptance.  

Table 5. 3 Constructs, questionnaire items and sources 
 

Construct and item (the full questionnaire see 

Appendix A) 

Source 

Demographic Data (10 items)  Self-developed 

Perceived Usefulness (PU) (4 items) 

PU1: Using HAD can make driving tasks easier. 

PU2: Using HAD can improve driving safety. 

PU3: Using HAD can allow me to do other things whilst 

driving the vehicle. 

PU4: Overall, HAD is useful for me. 

Modified from Davis, 

(1989). The original 

version asked about the 

perceived usefulness of 

information technology. 

In the current study, this 

was modified to perceived 

usefulness of highly 

automated driving (HAD)  

 

Perceived Ease of Use (PEU) (4 items) 

PEU1: HAD might be easy to learn. 

PEU2: HAD might be easy to control. 

PEU3: HAD might be easy to understand. 

PEU4: Overall, HAD might be easy to use. 

Modified from Davis, 

(1989) in the same was as 

Perceived Usefulness 

(PU) 

Perceived Benefits (PB) (16 items) (see Appendix A 

for the questions) 

Self-developed 

Perceived Concerns (PC) (21 items) (see Appendix A 

for the questions) 

Self-developed 

Technology Development (23 items) (see Appendix A 

for the questions) 

Self-developed 
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Social Influence (SI) (3 items) 

SI1: People who are important to me think that I should 

use HAD. 

SI2: People who influence my behaviour think that I 

should use HAD. 

SI3: People whose opinions I value would like me to use 

HAD. 

Modified from Venkatesh 

et al., (2003). The original 

version asked about social 

influence (SI) to use 

information technology. 

In the current study, this 

was modified to social 

influence to use highly 

automated driving (HAD) 

 

Attitude Toward the Technology (ATT) (2 items) 

ATT1: General opinions (positive vs. negative) 

ATT2: Willing to see HAD on the roads. 

Self-developed 

Behavioural Intention (BI) (3 items) 

BI1: Intention to ride in a HAD in the future 

BI2: Intention to buy a HAD in the future 

BI3: Intention to recommend family member and friends 

to ride in a HAD. 

Modified from Xu et al., 

(2018). The original 

version asked about 

behavioural intention to 

use a self-driving vehicle 

(SDV). In the current 

study, this was modified 

from a self-driving vehicle 

(SDV) to intention to use 

highly automated driving 

(HAD) 
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Individual factors

Perceived Usefulness

 (PU)

Perceived Ease of Use 

(PEU)

Perceived Benefits 

(PB)

Perceived Concerns 

(PC)

Social Influence (SI)

Attitude toward the 

Technology (ATT)

Behaviour Intention (BI)

- Intention to ride in a HAD

- Intention to buy a HAD

- Intention to recommend 

family member and friends 

to ride in a HAD.

Figure 5. 4 Model to be investigated 

5.4.4 Questionnaire Development and Quality 

As mentioned earlier, the survey items were modified from previous studies (TAM, TPB 

and UTAUT) and self-developed items (PB and PC). The questionnaire involved eight 

parts including 1) characteristics, 2) general opinions toward driving automation, 3) 

perceived usefulness (PU) and perceived ease of use (PEU), 4) benefits, 5) concerns, 6) 

development of systems, 7) social influence and 8) intention to use HAD (see Appendix 

A for the questions).  

Internal consistency of the scale 

The internal consistency of each scale was tested with Cronbach’s alpha. The internal 

consistency of the scales was found to be high for all of the scales with a Cronbach’s 
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alpha (α) of 0.902: Perceived Usefulness (PU) α = 0.767; Perceived Ease of Use (PEU) α 

= 0.878; Perceived Benefits (PB) α= 0.904; Perceived Concerns (PC) α= 0.894; 

Technology Development α = 0.852; Social Influence (SI) α= 0.934; Attitude toward the 

Technology (ATT) α = 0.852; Behavioural Intention (BI) α= 0.890. 

The questionnaire in the Thai version was translated literally by the researcher. The 

translated version was edited by two editors who are fluent in English and Thai. One of 

them graduated with a Ph.D.in Linguistics from Bedfordshire University, U.K. Another 

editor graduated with a Master’s degree in English and Communication from Ubon 

Ratchathani University, Thailand. Both of them are native Thai people. 

5.4.5 Data analysis 

The datasets and statistical analyses were carried out using IBM SPSS (version 26). 

Descriptive statistics (Frequency, Mean, S.D., Min, Max) were used in the analysis of the 

demographic characteristics, predicted and dependent variables.  

An Independent-Samples T-test was conducted to compare the mean of Psycho-social 

variables (Perceived Usefulness (PU), Perceived Ease of Use (PEU), Perceived Benefits 

(PB), Perceived Concerns (PC), Social Influence (SI) and Attitude toward the technology 

(ATT)) and Behavioural Intention (BI) between two countries. 

A Stepwise Multiple Linear Regression was calculated to predict Behaviour Intention (BI) 

based on their: Demographic Variables (age, gender, mileage, education level, 

employment status, interest in technology (IT)); and Psycho-Social Variables 

(Perceived Usefulness (PU), Perceived Ease of Use (PEU), Perceived Benefits (PB), 

Perceived Concerns (PC), Social Influence (SI) and Attitude Toward Technology (ATT). 

Regarding the culture and different conditions about traffic, this study separately analysed 

the models to predict intention to use a HAD between the U.K. and Thailand. 

5.4.6 Ethics consideration 

The research was approved by the ethics committee, School of Social Science, Heriot-

Watt University. The Ethics number is 2019-035. 
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5.5 Results  

5.5.1  Psycho-Social Variables: Perceived Usefulness (PU), Perceived Ease of Use 

(PEU), Perceived Benefits (PB), Perceived Concerns (PC), Social Influence (SI) and 

Attitude Toward Technology (ATT) between two countries.  

Overall, the means of PU, PEU, PB, SI and ATT from Thailand were higher than the 

participants from the U.K. The exception to this was that the means of Perceived 

Concerns (PC) from the U.K participants were higher than those from Thailand. An 

Independent-Samples T-Test was conducted to compare the Psycho-Social Variables 

between the two countries (Table 5.4). The following sections report the results of these 

Independent-Samples T-Test. More detail of each item of Psycho-Social Variables is 

provided in Appendix B. 

Table 5. 4 Psycho-social variables 
 

 

Psycho-Social Variables 

Mean 

(S.D.) 

t df. p-value 

U.K. Thailand 

Perceived Usefulness (PU)  3.46 

(0.71) 

3.73 

(0.70) 

-3.48 334 *0.001 

Perceived Ease of Use (PEU) 

 

 

3.60 

(0.69) 

3.74 

(0.64) 

-1.88 334 0.061 

Perceived Benefits (PB) 3.42 

(0.60) 

3.67 

(0.56) 

-3.90 334 *0.000 

Perceived Concerns (PC) 3.73 

(0.56) 

3.68 

(0.52) 

0.81 334 *0.04 

Social Influence (SI) 2.90 

(0.89) 

3.43 

(0.73) 

-5.97 334 *0.000 

Attitude Toward the Technology 

(ATT) 

3.66 

(0.92) 

4.21 

(0.68) 

-6.21 334 *0.000 

Behavioural Intention (BI) 3.46 

(0.88) 

3.63 

(0.74) 

-1.98 334 *0.049 

Note: * Significant level at 0.05 
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Perceived Usefulness (PU)  

The results showed that the perceived usefulness (PU) scores from Thailand (Mean = 

3.73, S.D = 0.70) were significantly higher than the participants from the U.K. (Mean = 

3.46, S.D = 0.71); t(334) = -3.48, p < 0.05). 

Perceived Ease of Use (PEU) 

The results showed that there was not a significant difference in the scores for the 

participants from the U.K. (Mean = 3.60, S.D = 0.69) and Thailand (Mean = 3.74, S.D = 

0.64); t(334) = -1.88, p= 0.061). 

Perceived Benefits (PB) 

The results showed that the perceived benefits (PB) scores of Thai people (Mean = 3.67, 

S.D = 0.56) were significantly higher than British people (Mean = 3.42, S.D = 0.60; 

t(334)= -3.90, p < 0.01). 

Perceived Concerns (PC) 

The results showed that the perceived concerns (PC) from U.K. respondents (Mean = 

3.73, S.D = 0.56) were significantly higher than from Thai respondents (Mean = 3.68, 

S.D= 0.52; t(334) = 0.81, p < 0.05). 

Social Influence (SI) 

The results showed that social influence scores for the respondents from Thailand (Mean 

= 3.43, S.D = 0.73) were significantly higher than the U.K (Mean = 2.90, S.D. = 0.89; 

t(334) = -5.97, p < 0.01).  

Attitude Toward the Technology (ATT) 

The results showed that the attitude toward the technology from Thai participants (Mean 

= 4.21, S.D = 0.68) was significantly higher than the U.K (Mean = 3.66, S.D. = 0.92); 

t(334) = -6.21, p < 0.05).  

Behavioural Intention (BI) 

The results showed that participants from Thailand (Mean= 3.63, S.D. = 0.74) intended 

to use a HAD more than the participants from the U.K (Mean = 3.46, S.D. = 0.88); t(334) 

= -1.98, p < 0.05). 

In conclusion, the results from independent samples t-test demonstrated that the 

respondents from Thailand rated perceived usefulness and benefits of highly automated 
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driving significantly more highly than the respondents from the U.K. Moreover, Thai 

respondents had social influence scores, attitude toward the technology and behavioural 

intention to use the technology, higher than the respondents from the U.K. On the other 

hand, the respondents from the U.K. were significantly more concerned about the 

technology than the respondents from Thailand. However, the perceived ease of use 

between the two countries was not significantly different. These findings are discussed in 

the discussion section. 

5.5.2 Technology Development 

Overall, in the U.K., the majority of respondents would like to see a secure system and 

protection against hacking (Mean= 4.59). The second most common response was that 

automated vehicles should be designed to be environmentally friendly, with low pollution 

and low emissions. (Mean= 4.47). On the other hand, in Thailand, the respondents would 

like to see, firstly, environmentally friendly autonomous driving (Mean= 4.53), and 

secondly, security and protection against hacking (Mean= 4.46) (see Appendix B for more 

details). 

5.5.3 Factors Influencing Behaviour Intention (BI) 

5.5.3.1 The Model Predicting Behaviour Intention (BI) to Use a HAD 

As described in data analysis section, the models to predict intention to use HAD were 

separately analysed between the U.K. and Thailand. The results of multiple regression 

tests are explained in following. 

The model for the U.K. 

A significant regression equation was found (F(4, 127) = 33.231, p < 0.001), with an 

adjusted R2 of .504. Participants’ predicted Behaviour Intention (BI) to use a HAD is 

equal to -1.194 + .602 (PB) + .292 (PU) + .268 (IT) + .154 (SI) (Table 5.5). 

The model can be explained in that increasing each score for perceived benefit (PB) and 

Perceived Usefulness (PU) could enhance the behaviour intention (BI) to use a HAD by 

0.602 and 0.292 points, respectively. In addition, Interest in Technology (IT) and Social 

Influence (SI) also play a key role in the prediction of behaviour intention (BI) to use a 

HAD in the U.K. It means that increasing each score for Interest in Technology (IT) and 

Social Influence (SI) could increase the behaviour intention (BI) to use a HAD by 0.268 

and 0.154 points, respectively. 
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Table 5. 5 Predictors of Behaviour Intention (BI) to use a HAD (U.K.) 
 

Predictors Adj.R2 B SE B β p-value 

Integrated Model 

(Constant) .504 -1.194 .433  .007 

Perceived Benefits (PB) .602 .128 .400 .000 

Perceived Usefulness (PU) .292 .095 .230 .003 

Interest in Technology (IT) .268 .077 .221 .001 

Social Influence (SI)  .154 .076 .151 .043 

Single Model (TAM) 

(Constant) .373 1.371 .403  .001 

Perceived Usefulness (PU) .498 .087 .401 .000 

Interest in Technology (IT) .316 .079 .258 .000 

Perceived Ease of Use (PEU) .262 .091 .204 .005 

 

The model for Thailand 

A significant regression equation was found (F(4, 127) = 42.873, p < 0.001), with an 

adjusted R2 of .545. Participants’ predicted Behaviour Intention (BI) to use a HAD is 

equal to +.961 + .387 (SI)  + .371 (ATT) - .244 (PC) + .191 (PEU) (Table 5.6). 

The model can be explained in that increasing each score for Social Influence (SI) and 

Attitude Toward Technology (ATT) could enhance the behaviour intention (BI) to use a 

HAD by 0.387 and 0.371 points, respectively. Moreover, Perceived Concerns (PC) and 

Perceived Ease of Use (PEU) also play a key role in describing behaviour intention (BI) 

to use a HAD in Thailand. Perceived Concerns (PC) are a negative factor. This means 

that decreasing each score for Perceived Concerns (PC) could increase the behaviour 

intention (BI) to use a HAD by 0.244 points. Also, increasing each score for Perceived 

Ease of Use (PEU) could increase the behaviour intention (BI) to use a HAD by 0.191 

points. 
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Table 5. 6 Predictors of Behaviour Intention (BI) to use a HAD (Thailand) 

Predictors Adj.R2 B SE B β p-value 

Integrated Model 

(Constant) .545 .961 .408  .020 

Social Influence (SI)  .387 .062 .381 .000 

Attitude Toward Technology (ATT) .371 .070 .339 .000 

Perceived Concerns (PC) -.244 .078 -.170 .002 

Perceived Ease of Use (PEU) .191 .074 .164 .011 

Single Model (TAM) 

(Constant) .291 1.82 .353  .000 

Perceived Usefulness (PU) .327 .105 .309 .002 

Interest in Technology (IT) .207 .084 .159 .015 

Perceived Ease of Use (PEU) .256 .115 .221 .027 

 

5.6 Discussion 

5.6.1 Behavioural Intention (BI) to Use HAD between the U.K. and Thailand. 

It was hypothesized that H1: Participants from Thailand would have the intention to use 

highly automated driving (HAD) more than participants from the U.K. 

In summary (Table 5.4), the respondents from Thailand had a positive attitude toward the 

technology and intention to use a HAD more than the participants from the U.K. Many 

reasons could support this finding. For example, both countries have different traffic 

conditions, road traffic fatalities and driving behaviours. In Thailand, there is a great deal 

of congestion. As mentioned in introduction, it was reported that Thailand had the most 

congested traffic in the world in 2017; drivers in Thailand spent approximately 56 hours 

a year in congested traffic (INRIX Global Traffic Scorecard, 2017). If compared to the 

U.K., drivers spent approximately 31 hours a year in congestion. In particular, drivers in 

Bangkok spent approximately 64.1 hours a year in congested traffic (Bangkok Post, 

2017). Previous studies have found that congested traffic positively influences the 
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intention to use autonomous vehicles (Payre, Cestac, & Delhomme, 2014; Bansal, 

Kockelman & Singh, 2016). The results of Kyriakidis et al. (2015) also support the 

finding that drivers who spend more time driving might be more likely to buy a new 

automated vehicle. In terms of road traffic fatalities, based on evidence from the World 

Health Organization (WHO) (2019), Thailand is ninth out of 175 countries in the world 

for the highest number of road accident deaths. According to estimated road traffic death 

rate in 2016, Thailand (32.7 deaths/ 100,000 population) had ten times the numbers of 

road traffic fatalities compared to the U.K. (3.1 deaths/ 100,000 population) (WHO, 

2019). Moreover, drink-driving is the main cause of road accidents in Thailand 

(Department of Disease Control, 2020). Previous literature has reported that the 

autonomous car has been expected to improve road safety and help a driver in high-risk 

driving such as following drug-use and heavy consumption of alcohol (Kyriakidis et al., 

2015; Litman, 2017). Payre et al. (2014) also reported that 71% of the participants would 

like to use fully automated driving while impaired such as having been drinking and 

having a physical disability. It can be concluded from this that people in Thailand might 

benefit from autonomous vehicles more than people in the U.K.  

In contrast, the participants from the U.K. were more concerned about the technology 

than the participants from Thailand. This finding relates to the above arguments. This is 

also similar to the Kyriakidis et al's (2015) study which reported that people in the more 

developed countries (in terms of lower accident rates, higher education, and higher 

income) were concerned about the technology especially in respect of software hacking 

and safety. This was corroborated by Nordhoff et al. (2016) who reported that high-

income countries are less likely to accept and use driverless cars than low-income 

countries. This may be why people from the U.K. rated secure and anti-hacking software 

as the main topic for system development.  

Perceived ease of use (PEU) was not significantly different between the two countries. 

This is probably due to the fact that a highly autonomous vehicle has not been widely 

marketed in the U.K. and Thailand yet. The respondents had no experience with the 

technology. Thus, they might not know how easy it could be to use such technology. 

However, Buckley et al. (2018) suggested that the respondents would perceive ease of 

using the technology after they had used it. The results from their driving simulator study 

reported that perceived ease of use could predict intention to use a highly autonomous 

vehicle. This could suggest that investigating the influence of perceived ease of use on an 
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intention to use a highly automated driving should be undertaken after the participants 

had experience with the technology such as in a driving simulator or real-road setting. 

5.6.2 Factors Influencing Behavioural Intention to Use a Highly Automated Driving 

(HAD) between the U.K and Thailand 

In both countries, the demographic variables (age, gender, mileage, education and 

employment) could not predict behavioural intention to use a highly automated driving 

(HAD). This finding supports previous studies. For example, Payre, Cestac and 

Delhomme (2014) and Zmud, Sener and Wagner (2016) reported that age did not 

influence intention to use fully automated driving, Bansal and Kockelman (2017) reported 

no significant differences between gender and willingness to pay for ownership of 

automated vehicles, and Zmud et al. (2016) did not find education influenced intention to 

use automated vehicles. Another study by Rödel et al., (2014) found that mileage did not 

influence intention to use automated vehicles. Madigan et al. (2017) reported that none 

of the demographic variables (age, gender and driving experience) significantly predicted 

intention to use automated road transport systems. On the other hand, some studies have 

reported significant effects of these factors (Rödel et al., 2014; Schoettle Brandon, 2014; 

Zmud et al., 2016). This conclusion could mean that age, gender, mileage, education and 

employment may not be relevant in the context of this study. Indeed, this study found that 

only one demographic variable, interest in technology (IT), was perceived to positively 

impact intention to use a highly automated driving (HAD) in the U.K. The following 

discusses the predicted models between the U.K. and Thailand.  

For the U.K’s model, as described above, a set of predictors including Perceived Benefits 

(PB), Perceived Usefulness (PU), Interest in Technology (IT) and Social Influence (SI) 

this study could significantly explain public’s acceptance of a HAD. All predictors 

positively influenced behaviour intention to use this novel technology. The integrated 

model can explain public intention to use a HAD with these sets of factors accounting for 

50.4% of the variance (Adj. R2 = 0.504). This is a stronger model to predict public’s 

acceptance of a highly autonomous vehicle in the U.K if compare with a single model 

(TAM), 37.3% of the varience (Adj. R2 = 0.373).  Moreover, Perceived Benefits (PB) had 

the highest predictive power (β = 0.400) over other factors. It means that the benefits of 

a HAD are the most important factors that encourage people in the U.K to accept this 

technology. Along with PB, perceived usefulness (PU) is the second factor in the model. 

It can be assumed that the perceived usefulness (PU) and perceived benefits (PB) are 
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related to each other. This could support the previous research which found that PU could 

positively influence intention to use the technology (Buckley et al., 2018 and  Rödel et 

al., 2014). Other factors, such as Interest in Technology (IT) and Social Influence (SI), 

are also involved in the model. This concurs with previous research. For example, it is 

understandable that if people are interested in new technology, they might start to accept 

and use autonomous driving technology (Continental, 2013). U.K is a leading country in 

the scientific revolution with respect to people who are interested in new technology. 

Several novel technologies have originally been produced in the U.K. such as the steam 

engine, telephone and television. It makes sense, therefore, that Interest in Technology 

(IT) influenced intention to use a HAD in the U.K’ s model. With regard to a Social 

Influence (SI) factor, this implies that people in the U.K. still need social support such as 

that of family members before deciding to accept the technology. However, an important 

aspect of the TPB model is that Perceived Ease of Use (PEU) is not involved in the U.K’s 

model. It is possible that people from the U.K. believe that learning to drive a highly 

automated vehicle is easier than manual driving. Thus, PEU might not the main factor for 

accepting the technology.   

For Thailand’s model, four factors, namely Social Influence (SI); Attitude Toward 

Technology (ATT); Perceived Concerns (PC); and Perceived Ease of Use (PEU) together 

explain Behavioural Intention (BI) to use a HAD in Thailand. Most predictors positively 

influence behaviour intention to use a HAD, except that perceived concerns (PC) revealed 

a negative trend. Again, this is the high power model to predict public’s acceptance of a 

highly autonomous vehicle in Thailand, with these sets of factors accounting for 54.5% 

of the variance (Adj. R2 = 0.545). Again, if compare with a single model (TAM), 29.1% 

of the varience (Adj. R2 = 0.291),  this integrated model has a higher predictive power. In 

this model, Social Influence (SI) provided the highest predictive power (β = 0.381). It 

means that social influence factors (e.g. use by famous people, and views of friends and 

families) are the most powerful in influencing people from Thailand to accept the 

technology.  

Thailand can be described as a symbiotic society (Vaddhanaphuti, 2003).  The decision-

making of Thai people may depend on other people in the society. It is reasonable to 

assume that social norms play a significant role in accepting autonomous driving in 

Thailand. In addition, Attitude Toward Technology (ATT) is the second factor in this 

model. This is in line with Payre et al. (2014) and Ambak et al. (2016) who found that 

attitude was the main predictor of intention to use a fully automated car and electric cars. 
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It can be deduced that Thai people have a high positive attitude toward automated driving 

and they might intend to use the technology. It can be noted that Perceived Concerns (PC) 

play a negative role. To expand, participants from Thailand are mostly concerned about 

the expensive cost of a vehicle. According to The World Bank (2019), the Gross national 

income (GNI) per capita in Thailand is between $4,046 and $12,535 and lower than the 

U.K. Thus, this consideration could affect the willingness to buy a highly automated 

vehicle. Perceived Ease of Use (PEU) is the last factor in Thailand’s model. It is plausible 

that most Thai people might not want to learn the complex and difficult technology.  

Therefore, PEU also play a role in Thailand’s model. Nevertheless, Perceived Usefulness 

(PU) was failed to include in the model. The results were similar to the study by Buckley, 

Kaye and Pradhan (2018) which reported that perceived usefulness could not predict the 

intended use of an automated vehicle (SEA Level 3).  

In relation to other research, in general, the predictive power of both the U.K. and 

Thailand models are higher if compared to some previous studies. For example, a 

simulator study of Buckley et al., (2018) reported that the TPB model, including Attitude 

Toward Behaviour (ATB), Subjective Norms (SN) and Perceived Behavioural Controls 

(PBC), could predict intended autonomous vehicle (AV) use with Adj. R2 = 0.46, and the 

TAM (including Perceived Usefulness (PU) and Perceived Ease of Use (PEU)) could 

predict intention to use AV with Adj. R2 = 0.41. A study by Roberts, Ghazizadeh and Lee 

(2012) applied the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) theory to predict drivers’ 

intention to use a real-time (visual and auditory) warning and post-drive distraction 

mitigation system. The researchers reported that the results of Hierarchical Linear 

Regression analysis, Perceived Usefulness (PU) and perceived ease of use (PEU) could 

explain the dependent variable with  Adj. R2 = 0.50. The predictive power of Thai’s model 

is also higher than a study by Adell, (2010) who reported that two predictors, performance 

expectancy (PE) and Social Influence (SI), from the UTAUT model, could explain 

intention to use SASPENCE (assists in keeping safe speed and safe distance) with Adj. 

R2 = 0.524. 

When comparing the U.K and Thailand, as expected, the predictive models between the 

two countries are different. This may be because of the effects of cultural differences. In 

general, Thai’s model is more predictive than the U.K’s model. As described in the 

previous section, people in Thailand are willing to use highly automated driving more 

than people from the U.K. This might be the reason why the predictive power of Thai’s 

model is higher than the U.K. Social Influence (SI) can involve to both models. This 
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means that people from both countries prefer to be socially influenced before deciding to 

accept highly automated driving.   

5.7 Limitations and Future Work 

Much effort has been made to provide a clear definition of highly automated driving 

(HAD). However, due to highly automated driving is not widely used in normal roads 

yet, the participants had no real experience with the technology. Therefore, participants 

answered the questionnaire based on their beliefs and conceptions.  As a result, they may 

undervalue or overvalue new technologies. Thus there is a need to investigate this issue 

in other settings such as simulator and field studies which can provide some relevant 

experiences.   

The results reported that the participants from Thailand had a higher positive opinion and 

intention to accept highly automated driving (HAD) than the participants from the U.K. 

However, the current study did not focus on the reason for this discrepancy between 

participants from both countries. Thus, it is recommended that more research is needed 

to test out the findings of the current study. 

The predictors between the two models are different. Thus, the policymakers and 

psychologists in this field should consider these variables to enhance public acceptance 

and willingness to use the highly autonomous driving technology in different contexts. 

For example, in developed countries such as the U.K., perceived benefits (PB) is the 

strongest factor that influences the technology’s acceptance. Therefore, policymakers 

should promote and provide clear information about the benefits and usefulness of a 

highly automated driving. On the other hand, in developing countries such as Thailand, 

Social Influence plays a major role. Car sellers might use famous people to advertise and 

enhance willingness to accept this luxury vehicle. 

As the evidence shows that the self-developed factors, Perceived Concerns (PC) and 

Perceived Benefits (PB) significantly influence behavioural intention to use a HAD in 

both models. Thus, it is recommended that future research should posit these two 

predictors to the model for predicting users’ acceptance of automated driving and other 

technologies.  

Finally, this current study identified many useful factors that could influence technology 

development. For example, the participants from both countries strongly agreed that 

automated vehicles should be designed to be environmentally friendly, with low pollution 
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and low emissions. Another interesting recommendation was that autonomous driving 

software must be comprehensive, and it should be linked with road and traffic conditions. 

Thus, the vehicle makers and designers should design the technology regarding these 

findings. 

5.8 Conclusions 

In the previous chapter, the focus group study, it was not clear whether people accept or 

reject the technology. Also, it was unclear what was the main factor influencing intention 

to accept the technology between different high and low-income countries. The survey 

supports these findings in that it found that the participants from Thailand rated positive 

opinion regarding highly automated driving (Mean = 4.21, S.D.= 0.68) higher than the 

respondents from the U.K. (Mean = 3.66, S.D. = 0.92). The results also showed that 

participants from Thailand significantly intended to accept autonomous vehicles more 

than participants from the U.K. In the focus groups, the participants cited that amenity, 

relaxation and reduced stress were the topmost benefits of highly automated driving. 

These results are also supported by the survey. It was found that the respondents from 

both countries highly rated that HAD is beneficial for a long-distance journey. In terms 

of concerns about the technology, the results from the focus groups concluded that system 

unreliability was the greatest concern of participants. This conclusion relates to the 

finding from the survey which identified that the respondents from both countries were 

highly concerned about the unreliability of Wi-Fi and GPS signal. The survey also 

extends the findings from the focus group study since it modelled users’ acceptance of 

highly automated driving in different two countries. Both the U.K.’s and Thailand’s 

models can strongly predict intention to use highly automated driving with adjusted R2 

= .504 and R2 = .545, respectively. The models can specifically explain public’s 

acceptance of HAD in different countries. Finally, in terms of the future of HAD, the 

secured anti-hacking software and the environmentally friendly system were positively 

rated by the respondents from both countries along with the development of the 

technology itself. It can be concluded from this that technology developers should 

consider and make decisions on technology which support the users. The survey 

successfully provides a better understanding of how a society accepts this kind of novel 

transport. However, in human factors perspective, there is a need to understand how this 

modern technology impacts drivers’ performance. The next chapter in the thesis 

investigates this issue. 
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CHAPTER 6   

Moving Between Automated and Manual Driving: Mental Workload 

and Performance Implications 

6.1 Chapter Summary 

 

The literature review presented in Chapter 3 highlighted the pertinent human factors 

affecting automation. Also, the results of the focus group and survey reported that the 

participants were aware about the negative effects of the technology especially when a 

system failure. The conclusion was reached that more research is needed to better 

understand, in particular, whether the control transition between an autonomous vehicle 

and manual driving affects a driver’s mental workload and performance. In the current 

study, a driving simulator experiment was conducted to investigate this issue. Multiple 

dependent variables (primary task performance, secondary task performance, eye-

behaviour and subjective rating) were measured to indicate the levels of the drivers’ 

mental workload and driving performance while transitioning control between different 

levels of autonomous driving: i) take-over control (control transition from automated to 

manual driving; ii) handover control (control transition from manual to automated 

driving), and iii) switching control (control transition between adaptive cruise control 

(ACC) and highly automated driving (HAD)). The main findings revealed that take over 

control from HAD to manual driving and handover from manual driving to HAD 

increased subjective mental overload, delayed response to visual stimuli, longer eye blink 

rates on the road centre and impaired driving performance (driving across the road 

centre). However, these negative findings were not found when switching control 

between HAD and ACC. This might be because the control transition between automation 

and automation systems does not require more mental effort to deal with the transition 

process. The results and suggestions for the system designers are discussed in the 

following sections.  

6.2 Introduction 

Many studies have presented findings suggesting potentially adverse effects from 

automated driving systems, ‘out-of-loop problems’ e.g., complacency, degradation of 

skill, loss of situation awareness, and vigilance decrements (Brookhuis et al., 2009; De 

Winter et al., 2014; Kaber & Endsley, 2003; Kyriakidis et al., 2017; Lu et al., 2016; Lu 

& Winter, 2015; Young & Stanton, 2007). Suboptimal mental workload is also a key 
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issue of concern for researchers in this area (Brookhuis et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2016). As 

described in Chapter 3, suboptimal mental workload (underload and overload) has been 

shown to be associated with degraded driving performance. For example, Merat et al. 

(2012), based on Malleable Attentional Resource Theory (MART), suggested that 

automation can cause a temporary reduction in attentional resources as a result of task 

performance degradation. Mental underload is the result of high automation and it can 

degrade task performance (Young & Stanton, 2002). It is important to understand how 

driver mental workload is affected by the use of automation.  

In particular, a shift to (and from) highly automated driving will impose differing 

cognitive demands on the driver. For example, transition control from automated driving 

to manual driving in the case of autonomous failure, would reasonably be expected to 

cause the driver’s mental workload to change rapidly from low to high. The term 

‘transition driving control’ was defined as the process during which the driver and 

automation system change from one driving state to another driving state (Lu, 2015; Lu 

et al, 2016) (section 6.2.2 discusses this in more detail). Automation Initiates transition 

and Driver in Control after transition (AIDC) is an example where mental workload 

changes from low workload to high workload, and it should be considered as it is 

important in a safety situation (Lu et al., 2016). Rapid resumption of manual control from 

a highly automated observation role seems inevitable when there is equipment failure or 

adverse conditions (Lu et al., 2016). Consequently, how driving performance will be 

affected; how it affects the driver’s mental workload; and how to protect road users from 

such system failures, are questions of concern. To address these issues, the current study 

investigated the effects of transition control between different levels of automated driving 

(highly automated driving (HAD), adaptive cruise control (ACC) and manual driving) on 

driver mental workload and driving performance. It is anticipated that the findings could 

enhance understanding of how the transitional control between different levels of 

autonomous driving affects a driver’s mental workload and driving performance.  This is 

a challenge for technology designers to consider. In particular, it is important that the 

driver has appropriate levels of mental workload and is capable of regaining control of 

autonomous driving when necessary.  

The following sections describe the relationship between task demand, performance, 

effort and workload. Then, mental workload and driving performance measures are 

considered in relation to automated driving research. The research questions and 

hypotheses are specified which were addressed by the driving simulator study.  This 
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chapter then presents and discusses the results and the chapter finishes by highlighting 

the potential for further research. 

6.2.1 Task Demand, Performance, Effort and Mental Workload 

It is already known that a ‘human operator has a limited capacity for processing resources 

that may be allocated to task performance’ (Wickens, 1991, p.4). One of the reasons to 

measure human mental workload is to understand its relationship with operator 

performance. As previous literature has revealed that decreasing suboptimal mental 

workload can link to degradation of task performance (Young et al., 2015). Based on a 

theoretical model by de Waard (1996) was posited to understand the relationship between 

task demand, performance and mental workload (Figure 6.1). 

 
 

Figure 6. 1 The model of mental workload, task performance and demand  

(de Waard, 1996) 

The model is divided into six regions. D (deactivation) region is the high level of 

workload and low task performance in low task demand. Region A2 is called ‘Optimal 

performance’ in which the operator can easily manage the task demand and reaches an 

optimal level of performance. The workload level in this region is low. Regions A1 and 

A3 are defined as ‘State-related effort’ and ‘Task-related effort’, respectively. In these 

two regions, the operator has to exert more effort to deal with task demand for maintaining 

performance level. Task performance in these two regions (A1 and A3) still remains 

unaffected. In region B, task demand increases with an increase in workload and, as a 

result, task performance decreases. In region C, performance is at a low level and the 

operator has a higher workload.  
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More recently, Young et al. (2015) suggested a model of ‘supply-demand relationship 

associated with mental workload and performance’ (Figure 6.2). The model is divided 

into three regions. In the region on the left, the increasing workload can enhance task 

performance improvement and requires more resources to meet the increasing task 

demand. In the middle region, workload steadily increases, while performance is at the 

best level and constant. With a limited capacity or resource supply, when demand exceeds 

supply, no further resources can be supplied. In the region on the right, increasing 

workload influences performance degradation. Mental workload is required to perform 

task demands for achieving task performance. If an attention resource begins to exceed 

capacity by task demand, the operator may either adjust their strategy to compensate or 

task performance is degraded. So either task performance degradation or changing of 

operator behaviour can indicate an operator’s mental workload (Young & Stanton, 2002). 

 

 

Figure 6. 2 The model of supply-demand relationship associated with mental 

workload and performance (Young et al., 2015) 

Extreme mental workload, either overload or underload, is a result of a mismatch between 

task demand and capacity. Overload occurs if the task demands exceed the operator’s 

attentional capacity (Young & Stanton, 2002). In driving research, for example, Paxion, 

Galy and Berthelon (2014) described the effect of the complexity of a driving situation 

on mental workload and performance. The authors categorised driving complexity into 

three levels: i) simple situation (road design: motorway, road layout: straight road, traffic 

flow: low density); ii) moderately complex situation (road design: rural road, road layout: 

few curves, traffic flow: moderate density) and iii) very complex situation (road design: 

city road, road layout: many curves, traffic flow: high density). The authors also 
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suggested that situation complexity can enhance perceived subjective and physiological 

workload and driving performance is impaired as a result. 

It is not only overload that affects performance degradation but also the impact of 

underload of the autonomous system upon driving performance. This subject needs 

further research (Stanton & Young, 1998). Discussion of this issue follows.  

6.2.2 Effects of Automated Driving on Driver’s Mental Workload and Performances 

As described previously, prolonged use of autonomous driving could give rise to an 

erratic mental workload and lead to skill degradation. This section focuses on the impact 

of autonomous vehicles, particularly in the transition between different levels of 

automatic systems. Previous research has indicated that automation can resolve the 

inaccuracy and variability of human task performance, but it also yields new issues of 

safety concern (Casner, Hutchins, Norman, & Promise, 2016.; Lu et al., 2016). Human 

factors’ research into automated driving provides good evidence that although automatic 

systems and support functions in vehicles may help drivers in high demand driving 

environments, they could also turn a driving task into a decremented vigilant task (De 

Waard, 1996) and under mental workload (Young & Stanton, 2007). Moreover, 

automated systems are found to be the reasons for attentional loss and performance 

decrements (Körber, Cingel, Zimmermann, & Bengler, 2015).  

In highly automated driving, drivers might change from the role of an ‘active operator’ 

to a ‘passive observer or monitor’  (Banks & Stanton, 2019; Shen & Neyens, 2014). 

Consequently, a driver’s attention on driving tasks might decline, and their performance 

might decrease (Schömig, Hargutt, Neukum, & Petermann-stock, 2015). Human factors’ 

research on automated driving, the issues of immediate transitions from passive to active 

control or taking over control from automated driving to manual control have been of 

great interest to researchers in  this domain. However, there has been relatively little 

research looking at the effects of control in situations of changes of state (automated to 

manual driving or/and manual to automated driving) on driver mental workload and 

driving performance. It is likely that autonomous driving systems will probably not 

operate in all traffic conditions.  In some instances, the driver has to resume control to 

avoid crashing when automated driving systems occasionally fail (Lu et al., 2016).  

According to their study, Lu et al. (2016) found that road accidents and near-accidents 

have been reported to occur where drivers have suddenly to resume manual control from 

an automated driving system. For example, a driver takeover from adaptive cruise control 
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(ACC) system to manual driving has been shown to cause collisions in a driving simulator 

study (Nilsson, Falcone, & Vinter, 2014).  

By way of explanation, Lu et al. (2016) defined ‘transition driving control’ as a process 

during the driver and automation system change from one driving state to another driving 

state. The researchers classified the transition of control into four types: (1) ‘Driver 

Initiates transition, and Driver in Control after (DIDC)’, (2) ‘Driver Initiates transition, 

and Automation in Control after (DIAC)’, (3) ‘Automation Initiates transition, and Driver 

in Control after (AIDC)’ and (4) ‘Automation Initiates transition, and Automation in 

Control after (AIAC)’. These were presented using the classification tree of the transition 

of control (Figure 6.3).  

 

 

Figure 6. 3 Classification tree of the transition of control (Lu et al., 2016) 

When the autonomous car is approaching a limitation and the system requires the driver 

to take-over control, after a take over request, the driver is expected to be ready to 

physically and mentally return to the control loop (Petermeijer, Winter, & Bengler, 2016). 

A study by Eriksson, Banks, and Stanton (2017) investigated the effects of resuming 

control from the automation in both the simulator and on-road conditions. The authors 

reported that in the on-road driving condition, the drivers took approximately 3.08 ± 1.16 

seconds to resume control from the automation, and they took 4.56 ± 1.63 seconds to 

resume control in the simulated driving condition. Handover control from manual driving 

to the vehicle automation in the simulated road condition took drivers approximately 4.20 

± 1.96 seconds and 3.18 ± 2.83 seconds in the on-road condition. It is suggested that if 

the driver fails to get back to the control loop before the functional limitations of 

automation are reached, an accident is likely to occur (Petermeijer et al., 2016).  

With reference to Figure 6.3, in AIDC, for example, the transition might fail as a result 

of the limitations of automation or by system failure. If the driver cannot respond 

properly, the transition could lead to traffic accidents (Lu & Winter, 2015). According to 

the focus group study, it concluded that people mostly were concerned about the system’s 
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reliability and failure. This means that the drivers might be aware that they need to retake 

control from the automated system in the case of system error. To support this argument, 

Merat et al. (2012) tested the effects of resuming manual control from a highly automated 

vehicle while engaging with the secondary non-driving related task (Twenty Question 

Task) on drivers’ workload and driving performance. The findings demonstrated that the 

worst performance was observed when the driver resumed control from the automated 

driving mode while distracted by the secondary task. In another study, Larsson, Kircher, 

and Hultgren (2014) conducted a driving simulator study to test the effects of resuming 

control from adaptive cruise control (ACC) and ACC+AS (assisted steering) functions in 

a cut-in event (where another car cuts in the driver’s vehicle). The results found that the 

response time in system-supported driving was slower than in non-supported driving. 

That meant that the driver responded more slowly to the critical event while engaging 

with automated driving compared to manual driving. In a further study, Shen and Neyens 

(2014) conducted a driving simulator experiment to investigate the effects of automated 

system failure on driver performance. Findings demonstrated that a higher level of 

automation, ACC with lane-keeping (LK), resulted in significantly higher reaction time 

than a lower level of automation (LK only). Based on this evidence, it can be noted that 

longer response times have been reported as a result of cognitive underload which is 

influenced by switching from automated to manual control (Larsson et al., 2014; Shen & 

Neyens, 2014). 

In summary, an automated driving system poses potential problems for driver mental 

workload in terms of the consequences on driver performances. Moreover, different 

levels of automation may cause different degrees of problem, especially when drivers 

have rapidly to resume manual control from a highly automated system. Driver Initiates 

transition, and Automation in Control after (DIAC) and Automation Initiates transition, 

and Driver in Control (AIDC) are defined as a “passive transition” due to after control 

transitions being forced to take over control from the different agents. This is a concern 

in a safety situation in the case of the driver being unable to cope with this eventuality, 

meaning that a collision is an almost inevitable result. However, more research is needed 

to gain a clearer understanding of these issues. 
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6.2.3 Mental Workload and Driving Performance Measures in Driving Research 

As described in Chapter 3, there are several empirical techniques that could be used to 

indicate drivers’ mental workload and performance in driving research. In this chapter, 

the range of potential measures that could have been used in this study are presented. 

6.2.3.1 Primary Task Performance Measures  

There are several subtasks of driving. Walker, Stanton and Salmon (2017) defined the 

main basic subtasks of driving, including performing steering action, controlling vehicle 

speed, undertaking directional control, negotiating bends and gradients. In driving 

research, it has been suggested that speed (time) and accuracy (errors) during performing 

the primary task are the most frequently employed primary task measures for assessing 

workload (Piechullaa et al., 2003). Speed has been found to decrease as workload 

increases, and it is a sensitive measure of mental workload in driving tasks (Miller, 2001). 

According to previous findings, in driving simulator research by Cantin et al. (2009), 

speed (in km/h), a standard deviation of the lateral position (SDLP) and braking events 

were proposed to indicate the driver’s performance in this study.  Speed has been found 

to decrease in high workload situations. The authors described that these actions 

presumably served to reduce the mental workload. 

Primary task measures have been sub-divided into single primary task measures (number 

of errors and speed of performance) and multiple primary task measures (e.g., 

combinations of speed and accuracy measures) (O’Donnell & Eggemeier, 1986). The 

authors suggested that error and accuracy score measures are sensitive to workload 

manipulations in single primary task measures. Miller (2001) concluded that steering 

wheel movements (wheel reversals), lane-keeping behaviour and lateral deviation are 

sensitive to change of workload. Moreover, Paxion, Galy, and Berthelon (2014) reported 

that the standard deviations of the lateral position (SDLP) increased with the increase of 

situation complexity and workload. Thus, the current study uses the number of centreline 

crossings to reflect drivers’ performance. Section 6.4.3 (Dependent Variables Measures) 

describes this in more detail. 

6.2.3.2 Secondary Task Performance Measures 

As described in the literature review chapter, several methods can be used to represent 

secondary task performance to indicate drivers’ mental workload. Faure et al. (2016) 

described that peripheral detection task (PDT) has been used as a secondary subsidiary 
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task that requires a participant to respond to visual stimuli to measure driver’s mental 

workload level. The authors also suggested that route complexity, requiring high 

information processing and vehicle handing, induces increased reaction time (secondary 

subsidiary task). Other research conducted by Brookhuis and Waard (2009) used reaction 

time to PDT signals and the percentage of missed PDT signals to represent the secondary 

driving task in their experiment. Young and Stanton (2002) suggested that the 

correct/incorrect response, no response and time response to Artificial Visual Stimuli can 

use to indicate secondary task performance measures. In the current study, the researcher 

applied the reaction to Artificial Visual Stimuli (VS) as a secondary task performance 

measures of mental workload.   

6.2.3.3 Eye Behaviour Measures 

As described in Chapter 3, Eye behaviours measures have been widely accepted and 

frequently used to indicate drivers’ mental workload if compared with other physiological 

techniques. This is because eye behaviour measures provide accurate results, and are non-

obtrusive and non-distracting tools for assessing driver workload in both simulator and 

real road settings (Rehmann, 1995). Previous research has indicated that decreased eye 

blink rates and blinks’ duration relate to increasing visual workload  (Chen, Epps, Ruiz, 

& Chen, 2011; Miller, 2001). Miller (2001, p. 10) described “eye blink rate [as] the 

number of eye closures in a given amount of time”. Thus, in this study, eye blinks rates 

was used as the indicator of drivers’ mental workload.  

6.2.3.4 Subjective Ratings 

Subjective measures of mental workload are also acceptable to be used in driving 

research. The main reasons for using subjective measures is that they are easy to 

administer, fast and accurate at measuring overall workload. The results of subjective 

measures are based on an individual’s perception or experience of workload. Such 

techniques require the participants to judge the efforts that are associated with the 

performance of the particular task(s) (DiDomenico & Nussbaum, 2008). In driving 

research, subjective measures of mental workload are categorised into two sub-techniques 

(unidimensional and multidimensional scales). Multidimensional scales such as NASA-

Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) (Hart & Staveland, 1988) and Subjective Workload 

Assessment Technique (SWAT) (Reid & Nygren, 1988) require more time to complete 

if compared with unidimensional scales.  A unidimensional scale such as Rating Scale 

Mental Effort (RSME) (Zijlstra, 1993) is also widely used in driving research. The 
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method is simple, quick, and it has a good degree of sensitivity (Longo, 2014).  Such a 

unidimensional scale was also reported to be more appropriate when assessing overall 

mental workload (Longo, 2014). Thus in this study, the researcher uses a Rating Scale 

Mental Effort (RSME) to indicate drivers’ perception of mental workload.  

As described, all measures have their own advantages and disadvantages. Combined 

multiple methods are recommended to indicate driver’s mental workload (Cain, 2007; 

Longo, 2014). The mental workload and performance measures used in the current study 

are described in Section 6.4.3 (dependent variable measures). 

6.3 Study Aim, Research Questions and Hypotheses 

The aim of this study was to determine the effects of transitional control between different 

levels of automated driving on drivers’ mental workload and driving performance. In this 

study, the researcher categorised the transitional control into three components: i) take 

over from automated to manual driving; ii) handover control from manual to automated 

driving; and iii) switching control between highly automated driving (HAD) and adaptive 

cruise control (ACC).  

Research Questions are: 

RQ1: How does shift to (and from) automated driving and switching control between 

different levels of automated driving (between ACC and HAD system) affect drivers’ and 

mental workload? 

RQ2: How does shift to (and from) automated driving and switching control between 

different levels of automated driving (between ACC and HAD system) affect driving 

performance? 

Hypotheses: 

The effects of take-over control on drivers’ mental workload 

H1: Take-over control from automated to manual driving would increase drivers’ mental 

workload. 

The effects of handover control on drivers’ mental workload 

H2: Handover control from manual to automated driving would increase drivers’ mental 

workload. 
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The effects of Switching control between ACC and HAD on drivers’ mental 

workload 

H3: Switching control between ACC and HAD systems would increase drivers’ mental 

workload. 

The effects of take-over control on drivers’ driving performance 

H4: Take-over control from automated to manual driving would  impair driving 

performance. 

The effects of handover control on drivers’ driving performance 

H5: Handover control from manual to automated driving would impair driving 

performance. 

The effects of Switching control between ACC and HAD on drivers’ driving 

performance 

H6: Switching control between ACC and HAD systems would impair driving 

performance. 

 

6.4 Method 

A repeated measures design was used in this study to examine driving performance and 

mental workload in different scenarios switching control between different levels (manual 

driving, ACC and HAD) of autonomous driving. The following describes the research 

design and methodology. 

6.4.1 Participants 

A total of 22 participants volunteered for the study, 11 males and 11 females. The 

participants had to have eligibility to legally drive in the UK and more than one year's 

driving experience. The participants had the age range from 18 years to 46 years 

(Mean=31.23 years; S.D.= 6.95 years).  

Participants were recruited through the use of the Heriot-Watt University Student 

Research Participation (StReP) system, with advertisements being posted around the 

Heriot-Watt Edinburgh campus. All participants were voluntary, and their informed 

consent was obtained prior to participation.  
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6.4.2 Apparatus 

6.4.2.1 Driving Simulator 

The experiments were conducted in a fixed based driving simulator located at Heriot-

Watt University, a fixed base simulator with clutch, brake and accelerator pedals, 

steering, gear lever and manual controls (Figure 6.4a). A STISIM Drive Simulation 

Kernel-Build 2.10.09 software by Systems Technology Inc. was utilised to develop the 

driving scenarios and record the driver’s performance. A projector displays the visual 

information on a flat wall (126.5 cm. high × 170.5 cm. wide) located in front of the vehicle 

(Figure 6.4b). It provides a 210º horizontal × 40º vertical field of view from the steering. 

Both speedometer and odometer appeared on the middle-lower of the screen to display a 

real-time speed driving. An eye tracker camera, Tobii x50, was placed behind the steering 

wheel to record participants’ eye behaviour (Figure 6.4b).  

The participants sat in front of the eye tracker camera at an approximate distance of 60 

cm. The speakers were installed in the room to provide auditory messages in the form of 

a computer-generated voice stating ‘full control’, ‘no control at all’ or ‘control with 

steering wheel only’. The amplifiers also provided the simulated driving sound. The road 

segment was designed with a single carriageway rural road with standard white lane-

markings, some curves, oncoming traffic in the opposing lane and following other 

vehicles (Figure 6.4c). Figure 6.4 illustrates the driving simulator. 

 

 
(a) 
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(d) 

 

Figure 6. 4 The driving simulator (a) a modified car cabin (b) a projector screen (c) 

participant position (d) computer control and modified car cabin 
 

 

6.4.2.2 Course (driving scenarios) 

As shown in Table 6.1, seven different driving scenarios were generated to assess the 

effects of transition control from manual to automated driving, from automated to manual 

driving and between HAD and ACC in different transitional events. 

Table 6. 1 Driving scenarios 
 

Scenarios Transition controls Transitional events 

1 From Manual driving to HAD Sudden manoeuvre by another vehicle (SM) 

2 From HAD to Manual driving Car manoeuvre from behind building (MB) 

3 From Manual driving to ACC Construction work (CW) 

4 From ACC to Manual Driving Construction work (CW) 

5 From ACC to HAD  Sudden manoeuvre by another vehicle (SM) 

6 From HAD to ACC Car manoeuvre from behind building (MB) 

7 Control (Manual driving) No Transitional events 

 

Scenarios 1-6 required drivers to switch control between different stages of automation 

with different transitional events (SM= sudden manoeuvre by another vehicle, MB = 

manoeuvre from behind the building and CW = construction work) (for more detail, see 
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following sections). Scenario 7 was created as a control situation (manual driving) with 

no state changing. In scenario 7, the participants drove in manual mode only.  

In the experiments, all participants were asked to complete all seven scenarios. In order 

to control order bias, the sequences of scenarios were randomised before running the 

experiments. The participants were required to drive in the sequence of random scenarios. 

The experimental procedure and simulated roads are described in detail in section 6.4.4. 

After completion of each scenario, the simulator was paused for two minutes to allow the 

participants to administer the Rating Scale Mental Effort (RSME) subjective rating scale 

(for more detail, see the Dependent Variable Measures). Before running the conditions, 

during the warm-up period, the participants had a five-minute practice to familiarise 

themselves with the simulated driving environment. The experiment took approximately 

an hour.  

6.4.2.3 Driving Conditions 

1) Manual Driving  

In the manual driving condition, the participants were entirely responsible for the 

manipulation of longitudinal (accelerator and brake pedals) and lateral (steering wheel) 

controls. 

2) Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) 

In Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), longitudinal aspects (speed and headway) were 

controlled by the autonomous system. A set distance and speed to the vehicle in front was 

kept by increasing or decreasing the speed of the vehicle autonomously. The longitudinal 

control produced a default target speed of 50 mph and headway was fixed at 1.5 seconds 

and could not be adjusted by the driver. However, the participants were still required to 

maintain the lateral control such as to keep the vehicle in the centre of the current lane 

occupied. 

3) Highly Automated Driving (HAD) 

In Highly Automated Driving, both lateral and longitudinal processes were controlled by 

the autonomous system. The longitudinal control was the same as an ACC with a default 

target speed of 50 mph. The target headway was fixed at 1.5 seconds and could not be 

adjusted by the driver. The lateral controller was engaged by a Lane Keeping System 

(LKS). 
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6.4.2.4 Transitional Events 

Three varied situations were created that required the driver to transition control between 

different levels of autonomous driving including: 

 1) Sudden manoeuvre by another vehicle (SM), while the participant was driving 

in their lane, a vehicle in a lay-by suddenly indicated and cut in to the lane;  

2) Car manoeuvre from behind building (MB), while the participant was driving 

in their lane, a vehicle from behind a building suddenly indicated and cut in to the lane;  

3) Construction work (CW), while the participant was driving in their lane, the 

vehicle approached roadwork which were obstructing their lane.  

Transitions between different states were announced by auditory messages. 

Subsequently, the participant was required to engage in another driving stage. 

6.4.3 Dependent Variables Measures 

Primary Task Performance Measures 

To measure driving performance while transitioning control, the number of centreline 

crossings were captured by the simulator software in the transition period.  

 1) In the handover situation (transition control from manual to ACC or HAD), the 

driving performance was measured after the handover request until the handover to 

automated driving (Figure 6.5a). 

 2) In the takeover situation, (transition control from ACC or HAD to manual 

driving), the driving performance was measured after the takeover request until the 

takeover from automated to manual driving (Figure 6.5b). 

 3) In the transition control between ACC and HAD, the driving performance was 

measured after the transition warning until another autonomous stage was performed 

(Figure 6.5c) 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 
 

           (c) 

Figure 6. 5 The transitional process 
 

Secondary Task Performance Measures 

A visual-spatial additional task was used as a secondary subsidiary task to measure a 

driver’s cognitive load. This detection-response task (DRT) (Stapel, Mullakkal-Babu, & 

Happee, 2019) required the participants to respond to Visual Stimuli (VS) (the red 

diamonds) which appear on the top left/right of the projector screen as shown in Figure 

6.6. In this task, the participants were required to observe the changing of the red 

diamonds and to respond as soon as possible by pressing stalks on the steering column. 

The correct response, incorrect response, no response and time response were captured 

during the transition period.  

 

 
 

Figure 6. 6 The projector screen and visual stimuli (VS) 
 

 

Manual driving Transition
Automated 

driving

Automated driving Transition Manual driving

HAD Transition ACC

Visual stimuli (VS) 
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Eye Behaviours Measures 

Eye measurements (eye blink rate, blink duration) were equipped with ToBii × 50 Eye-

tracker, with its cameras mounted on the vehicle dashboard. ClearView 2.6.3 software 

was used to measure eye measurements. The eye behaviours (eye blink rate and blink 

duration) were captured during the transition period. 

Subjective Rating 

Rating Scale Mental Effort (RSME), developed by Zijlatra in 1993, was used to obtain a 

subjective mental workload score (Figure 6.7). The method is based on an individual’s 

personal feelings and perceptions, and requires the participant to make judgments of the 

level of their invested effort by marking on a continuous line that runs from 0 (absolutely 

no effort) to 150 (extreme effort). The participants were asked to complete the RSME 

rating scale after completing each driving scenario. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. 7 Rating Scale Mental Effort (RSME) (Zijlatra, 1993) 
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6.4.4 Procedure 

Upon arrival at the simulator, firstly, the participants were asked for demographical data 

and screened for simulator sickness by the Simulation Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) 

(Kennedy, Lane, Berbaum, & Lilienthal, 1993). The participants with signs of simulator 

sickness were excluded from this study. Afterward, the participants were asked to sign a 

consent form. Along with this, the participants were introduced to the objective of this 

study and the experiment procedures.   

Training task 

Participants were asked to seat themselves comfortably and appropriately in the 

simulator.  Before running the experiments, the participants had a five-minute practice 

before the results were collected. The participants learned how to familiarise themselves 

with the simulated environment. The experimenter then calibrated the ClearView eye-

tracker software, and started the video capture software to record video streams from the 

cameras inside the car.  

Experimental trial 

A within-subject design was used, meaning that each participant completed all seven 

scenarios (as described in section 6.4.2.2). The simulated roads were set as a single 

carriageway (two lanes) rural road. In manual driving, the speed limit was 50 mph as 

indicated by speed limit signs along the road. The automation (HAD and ACC) drove at 

a constant speed of 50 mph.  

In the experiment, the participants were asked to drive the simulator as they would their 

own vehicle. As the participants worked on this task, they were expected to immediately 

transitional control between different states of driving modes (HAD, ACC and manual). 

The transitional events, as described in the previous section, were random order sets of 

the scenarios and were generated beforehand. Transitions between system states were 

announced by auditory messages. At that time, participants were also required to respond 

to secondary subsidiary task stimuli (described in the Secondary Task Performance 

Measures section). After completing each scenario, the experiment was paused for two 

minutes to ask the participants to administer a Rating Scale Mental Effort (RSME) scale. 

In the control condition, the participants manually drove with no transitional event. Each 

scenario spent approximately 14 minutes (10.1 miles). Overall, each participant 

completed seven scenarios in about 98 minutes (Figure 6.8). 
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Figure 6. 8 Time and duration in experiment trial 

6.4.5 Data Analysis 

This repeated measures design, the dependent variables were tested for parametric 

assumptions. However, the data did not meet the assumptions of Repeated Measures 

ANOVA. Alternatively, non-parametric statistics, the Friedman test, was applied, to 

compare the dependent variables in different scenarios. A Wilcoxson Signed test was 

performed as a post-hoc test (Pohlert, 2014). The significance level was set at 0.05.  

6.4.6 Ethical Considerations 

This study has been approved by the ethics committee, School of Social Sciences, Heriot-

Watt University. The Ethics number is 2017-540. Participants were informed about the 

possibility of withdrawing from the experiment at any time (without any consequences) 

if they did not feel comfortable during the experiment.  

6.5 Results 

6.5.1 Demographic Data 

A total of 22 participants took part in this study (14 male, 8 female). Most of them were 

students (81.8 %) and the average age was 31.23 (S.D = 6.95) years. The driving 

experience, driving frequency and annual mileage is shown in Table 6.2. 
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Table 6. 2 Demographic data 
 

Demographic Data Mean 

(S.D) 

Max. Min. 

1. Age (years) 31.23 

(6.95) 

46 18 

2. Driving Experience (years) 10.61 

(7.01) 

30 1 

3. Driving Frequency 

(day(s)/week) 

5.59 

(1.82) 

7 2 

4. Estimated annual mileage (miles) 

 

17,454.09 

(36299.59) 

150,000 100 

 

6.5.2 Drivers’ Mental Workload in Different Scenarios 

Three variables were measured and compared to reflect the effects of different levels of 

automated driving on drivers’ mental workload using i) Subjective rating scores (RSME); 

ii) A reaction to artificial Visual Stimuli (VS); and iii) Mental Workload Measured as Eye 

Tracking Behaviour. 

6.5.2.1 Subjective Rating Scores of Mental Workload 

1) Take-Over Control from Automation to Manual Driving 

Overall, the highest score of RSME was rated by the participants who transitionally 

controlled from HAD to manual driving (Mean = 68.18, S.D. = 24.42), followed by the 

transition from ACC to manual driving (Mean = 60.91, S.D. = 23.89) and in the control 

scenario (Mean = 56.82, S.D. = 26.62) (Figure 6.9). 
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Figure 6. 9 Subjective rating scores of mental workload while take-over control 

from automation to manual driving 
 

Friedman’s test was used to compare the RSME scores between three different scenarios. 

The results revealed that there was a significant main effect between the different 

scenarios on the RSME scores (χ2 = 7.549, df = 2, p < 0.05). 

In a post-hoc test, the results of Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test showed that the participants 

rated the RSME scores significantly higher when they transitionally controlled from the 

HAD system to manual driving (Mean = 68.18; S.D. = 24.42) compared to the control 

scenario (Mean = 56.82; S.D. = 26.62; p < 0.05) and transitional control from ACC to 

manual driving (Mean = 60.91; S.D. = 23.87; p < 0.05). 

2) Handover Control from Manual Driving to Automated Driving  

Overall, the highest score of RSME was rated by the participants who transitionally 

controlled from manual driving to HAD system (Mean = 60.45, S.D. = 23.19), followed 

by the control condition (Mean = 56.82, S.D. = 26.62) and transitionally controlled from 

manual driving to ACC system (Mean = 45.91, S.D. = 24.62) (Figure 6.10). 
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Figure 6. 10 Subjective rating scores of mental workload while handover control 

from manual driving to automated driving 
 

Friedman’s test was used to compare the RSME scores between three different scenarios. 

The results revealed that there was a significant main effect between the different 

scenarios on the RSME scores (χ2 = 7.549, df = 2, p < 0.05). 

In a post-hoc test, the results of Wilcoxon Signed Ranks showed that the participants rated 

the RSME scores significantly higher when they transitionally controlled from manual to 

HAD system (Mean = 60.45; S.D. = 23.19) compared to transition control from manual 

to ACC system (Mean = 45.91; S.D. = 24.62; p < 0.05).  

3) The Transition Between HAD and ACC 

Overall, in the transition from HAD to ACC (Mean= 45.45, S.D. = 19.70) and ACC to 

HAD (Mean= 45.00, S.D. = 21.10), the participants rated the RSME scores lower than 

the control scenario (Mean= 56.82, S.D. = 26.62) (Figure 6.11).  
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Figure 6. 11 Subjective rating scores of mental workload during transitioning 

between HAD and ACC 

 

Friedman’s test was used to compare the RSME scores between three different scenarios. 

The results revealed that there was a significant main effect between the different 

scenarios on the RSME scores (χ2 = 8.96, df = 2, p < 0.05). 

In a post-hoc test, the results of Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test revealed that the participants 

rated the RSME scores significantly higher when they drove in the control scenario (Mean 

= 56.82; S.D. = 26.62) compared to transitioning from HAD to ACC (Mean = 45.45; S.D. 

= 19.70; p < 0.05) and transitioning from ACC to HAD (Mean = 45.00; S.D. = 21.10; p 

< 0.05). However, the RSME scores did not show a significant difference between 

transitioning from HAD to ACC and ACC to HAD. 

6.5.2.2 Time Response to Visual Stimuli (VS) 

As described, Time Response to Visual Stimuli (VS) can be utilised to reflect drivers’ 

mental workload. Longer time response to visual stimuli equates to high mental workload 

and demand (Young & Stanton, 2002).  

1) Take-Over Control from Automation to Manual Driving 

Overall, the participants spent time to response the Visual Stimuli (VS) the longest while 

they were resuming control from HAD to manual driving (Mean = 2.24 seconds; S.D. = 

0.59 seconds) (Figure 6.12). 
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Figure 6. 12 Time response to visual stimuli (VS) while take-over control from 

automation to manual driving 

 

Friedman’s test was used to compare Time Response to Visual Stimuli (VS) between 

three different scenarios. The results revealed that there was a significant main effect 

between the different scenarios on the Time Response to Visual Stimuli (χ2 = 7.66, df = 

2, p < 0.05). 

In a post-hoc test, the results of Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test demonstrated that time 

response to visual stimuli in resuming control from HAD to manual driving was 

significantly longer than in the control scenario (Mean = 1.69 seconds; S.D. = 0.81 

seconds; p < 0.05) and resuming control from ACC to manual driving (Mean = 1.83 

seconds; S.D. = 0.94 seconds; p < 0.05). 

2) Handover Control from Manual Driving to Automated Driving  

Overall, the participants spent time to response the Visual Stimuli (VS) the longest while 

they were relinquishing control from manual driving to HAD (Mean = 2.29 seconds; S.D. 

= 0.93 seconds) (Figure 6.13).  
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Figure 6. 13 Time response to visual stimuli (VS) while handover control from 

manual driving to automated driving 
 

Friedman’s test was used to compare Time Response to Visual Stimuli (VS) between 

three different scenarios. The results revealed that there was a significant main effect 

between the different scenarios on the Time Response to Visual Stimuli (χ2 = 8.27, df = 

2, p < 0.05). 

In a post-hoc test, the results of Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test showed that time response 

to visual stimuli when handover control from manual driving to HAD was significantly 

longer than in the control scenario (Mean = 1.69 seconds; S.D. = 0.81 seconds; p < 0.05) 

and relinquishing control from manual driving to ACC (Mean = 1.79 seconds; S.D. = 0.21 

seconds; p < 0.05). 

3) The Transition Between HAD and ACC 

Overall, time response to visual stimuli in the transition from HAD to ACC was (Mean = 

1.55, S.D. = 0.93), from ACC to HAD was (Mean = 1.48 seconds, S.D. = 0.82 seconds) 

and in the control scenario was (Mean = 1.69 seconds, S.D. = 0.81 seconds) (Figure 6.14).  
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Figure 6. 14 Time response to visual stimuli (VS) while transitioning between HAD 

and ACC 
 

Friedman’s test was used to compare Time Response to Visual Stimuli (VS) between 

three different scenarios. The results revealed that no significant difference was found 

between the different scenarios on the Time Response to Visual Stimuli (χ2 = 2.23, df = 

2, p = 0.328). 

6.5.2.3 Eye Blink Rate (times per a second) 

As discussed earlier, Eye Blink Rate can be used to indicate drivers’ mental workload. 

Low eye blink rate equates to high mental workload and demand (Chen, Epps, Ruiz, & 

Chen, 2011; Miller, 2001).  

1) Take-Over Control from Automation to Manual Driving 

Overall, the lowest eye blink rate was found in the scenario where the participant was 

resuming control from HAD to manual driving (Mean = 0.401; S.D. = 0.15). However, 

the highest eye blink rate was found in the control scenario (Mean = 0.505; S.D. = 0.18) 

(Figure 6.15). 
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Figure 6. 15 Eye blink rate while take-over control from automation to manual 

driving 
 

Friedman’s test was used to compare the eye blink rate between three different scenarios. 

The results revealed that there was a significant main effect between the different 

scenarios on the eye blink rate (χ2 = 6.62, df = 2, p < 0.05). 

 

In a post-hoc test, the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test was used to compare two different 

scenarios. The results showed that time eye blink rate in resuming control from HAD to 

manual driving was significantly slower than in the control scenario (p < 0.05).  

 

2) Handover Control from Manual Driving to Automated Driving  

Overall, the lowest eye blink rate was found in the scenario where the participant was 

relinquishing control from manual driving to HAD (Mean = 0.397; S.D. = 0.15). 

However, the highest eye blink rate was found in the control scenario (Mean = 0.462; 

S.D. = 0.15) (Figure 6.16).  
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Figure 6. 16 Eye blink rate while handover control from manual driving to 

automated driving 

 

Friedman’s test was used to compare the eye blink rate between three different scenarios. 

The results revealed that there was a significant main effect between the different 

scenarios on the eye blink rate (χ2 = 8.17, df = 2, p < 0.05). 

In a post-hoc test, the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test was used to compare two different 

scenarios. The results showed that eye blink rate when handover control from manual 

driving to HAD was significantly slower than in the control scenario (p < 0.05).  

3) The Transition Between HAD and ACC 

Overall, the highest eye blink rate was found in the control scenario (Mean = 0.464; S.D. 

= 0.15). In the transition from HAD to ACC the mean of eye blink rate was 0.349 (S.D. 

= 0.09) and the transition from ACC to HAD was 0.370 (S.D = 0.10) (Figure 6.17). 
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Figure 6. 17 Eye blink rate while transitioning between HAD and ACC 

 

Friedman’s test was used to compare Time Response to Visual Stimuli (VS) between 

three different scenarios. The results revealed that no significant difference was found 

between the different scenarios on the eye blink rate (χ2 = 3.167, df = 2, p = 0.205). 

Summary of Mental Workload Measures 

Three techniques (subjective rating scores, time response to Visual Stimuli and eye blink 

rates) were used to measure drivers’ mental workload with transitional control between 

different stages of autonomous driving (HAD, ACC and manual driving). Table 6.3 

summarises the main results. The findings are discussed comprehensively in the 

discussion section. 

In the subjective ratings, the results revealed that the participants rated the RSME score 

significantly higher while they were switching from/to manual driving and highly 

automated driving (HAD). However, in switching control between ACC and HAD, the 

participants rated the RSME score significantly lower than in the control scenario (manual 

driving).  

In time response to Visual Stimuli (VS), the results show that, during transitional control 

from/to manual driving and HAD, the participants responded to the visual stimuli longer 

than during transitional control from/to manual driving and ACC and the control 

condition. However, time response to the visual stimuli, in transitional control from/to 

ACC and HAD, did not show a significant difference. 
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In eye blink rate measure, the findings demonstrated that the eye blink rates in transitional 

control from/to manual and HAD was significantly slower than in the control scenario. 

Table 6. 3 Levels of mental workload measures in different transitional scenarios  
 

Variables Transitional Scenarios 

Handover Control 

from Manual 

Driving to 

Automated Driving 

Take over Control 

from Automation 

to Manual Driving 

The Transition 

Between HAD and 

ACC 

Subjective Rating 

Scores 

(Manual Driving to 

HAD) > (Manual 

Driving to ACC) 

- (HAD to Manual 

Driving) > Control 

- (HAD to Manual 

Driving) >  (ACC 

to Manual Driving) 

- Control > (HAD 

to ACC) 

- Control > (ACC to 

HAD) 

Response time to 

Visual Stimuli 

(VS) 

- (Manual Driving to 

HAD) > Control 

- (Manual Driving to 

HAD) > (Manual 

Driving to ACC) 

- (HAD to Manual 

Driving) > Control 

- (HAD to Manual 

Driving) >  (ACC 

to Manual Driving) 

No Significant 

Eye Blink Rate  (Manual Driving to 

HAD) < Control 

 (HAD to Manual 

Driving) < Control 

No Significant 

 

6.5.3 Driving Performance in Different Scenarios 

The previous section presented the results across the various different workload measures. 

This section presents the results of actual driving performance during the transition 

scenarios. The number of centreline crossings was measured to reflect driving 

performance during transition control between automated and manual driving. The high 

number of centreline crossings indicates a degradation of driving performance (Miller, 

2001; Paxion, Galy & Berthelon, 2014). 

1) Take-Over Control from Automation to Manual Driving  

Overall, the number of centreline crossings in takeover control from HAD to manual 

driving (Mean = 6.68; S.D. = 6.18) was higher than when resuming control from ACC to 
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manual driving (Mean = 5.95; S.D. = 5.23) and in the control scenario (Mean = 4.36; S.D. 

= 3.49) (Figure 6.18).  

 
 

Figure 6. 18 The number of centreline crossings while take-over control from 

manual driving to automated driving 

Friedman’s test was used to compare the number of centreline crossings between three 

different scenarios. The results revealed that there was a significant effect between the 

different scenarios on the number of centreline crossing (χ2 = 6.21, df = 2, p < 0.05). 

In a post-hoc test, the results of the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test revealed that the number 

of centreline crossings in take-over control from HAD to manual driving was significantly 

higher than in the control scenario (p < 0.05). However, the number of centreline 

crossings in take-over control from ACC to manual driving and control scenario was not 

significantly different (p = 0.874). 

 

2) Handover Control from Manual Driving to Automated Driving 

Overall, the number of centreline crossings in handover control from manual driving to 

HAD (Mean = 5.95; S.D. = 3.03) was higher than when handover control from manual 

driving to ACC (Mean = 5.32; S.D. = 2.68) and in the control scenario (Mean = 4.36; 

S.D. = 3.49) (Figure 6.19).  
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Figure 6. 19 The number of centreline crossings while handover control from 

manual driving to automated driving 
 

Friedman’s test was used to compare the number of centreline crossings between three 

different scenarios. The results revealed that there was a significant effect between the 

different scenarios on the number of centreline crossing (χ2 = 6.62, df = 2, p < 0.05). 

In a post-hoc test, the results of the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test revealed that the number 

of centreline crossings in handover control from manual driving to HAD was significantly 

higher than in the control scenario (p < 0.05). However, the number of centreline 

crossings in handover control from manual driving to ACC and control scenario was not 

significantly different (p = 0.23). 

3) The Transition Between HAD and ACC 

Overall, the number of centreline crossings in transitional control from HAD to ACC 

(Mean = 2.05; S.D. = 2.26) and ACC to HAD (Mean = 2.36; S.D. = 1.33) were lower 

than in the control scenario (Mean = 4.36; S.D. = 3.49) (Figure 6.20).  
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Figure 6. 20 The number of centreline crossings while transitioning between HAD 

and ACC 
 

Friedman’s test was used to compare the number of centreline crossings between three 

different scenarios. The results revealed that no significant difference was found between 

the different scenarios on the number of centreline crossings (χ2 = 4.127, df = 2, p = 

0.127). 

In conclusion, the number of centreline crossings was examined to indicate drivers’ 

performance during transitional control between different stages of autonomous driving 

(HAD, ACC and manual driving).  The main results found that the number of centreline 

crossings demonstrated during transitional control from/to highly automated driving 

(HAD) and manual driving was higher than in the control scenario. The findings are 

discussed in detail in the discussion section. 
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6.6 Discussion  

The main objective of this study was to investigate the effects of control transition 

between different levels of automated driving (highly automated driving (HAD), adaptive 

cruise control (ACC) and manual driving) on drivers’ mental workload and driving 

performances. A driving simulator was used to examine the issues. Several scenarios 

(takeover from autonomous vehicle, handover to autonomous vehicle and transition 

control between ACC and HAD) were administered to examine drivers’ mental workload 

and driving performance. The following discusses the findings and hypotheses.  

Hypothesis 1 states that ‘Take over control from automated to manual driving would 

increase drivers’ mental workload’.  The evidence rejects the null hypothesis. Firstly, the 

evidence of subjective rating scores revealed that the participants rated the mental 

workload score highest while they resumed control from highly automated driving to 

manual driving. One possible explanation is that resuming control from automated 

driving is a complex process and comprises several information-processing stages 

(Zhang, de Winter, Varotto, Happee, & Martens, 2019). The complex tasks require more 

cognitive workload (Wang et al., 2014). The driver is required to perceive the takeover 

request warning, analyse the critical situation, decide to take action and implement actions 

(Nees, 2017) such as decreasing speed, pressing the brake and steering the wheel. These 

actions require the driver to respond within a limited time. As a result, the drivers might 

perceive that they needed more mental effort to deal with these situations.  

Another reason might be that when resuming control from automated driving, the role of 

the driver rapidly shifts from passive monitoring to that of an active operator (Banks & 

Stanton, 2019; Nees, 2017). Therefore, the driver needs to exert more cognitive effort to 

deal with a wide range of traffic situations (Bueno et al., 2016). Consequently, 

considering this difficulty, the driver might perceive that they needed more mental effort 

when resuming control from automated driving. However, little previous research has 

investigated the impact of take-over control from automated driving on subjective mental 

workload.  One related study by Bueno et al. (2016) mentioned that if there is a failure in 

the automated system, the difficulty of the resuming control task can increase. A driving 

simulator study by Stapel et al. (2019) concluded that perceived and objective workload 

increased with traffic complexity.  

Secondly, there is clear evidence that the participants spent a longer time responding to 

the visual stimuli (secondary task performance measures) while they were resuming 
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manual control from highly automated driving when compared to resuming control from 

adaptive cruise control and control condition. A possible explanation is that while 

retaking manual control from highly automated driving, the driver is required to perform 

high levels of information processing and vehicle handing,  (e.g. controlling speed, 

headway and lane). Thus, the spare or reserve attention capacity for responding to the 

additional secondary task performance is decreased (de Waard, 1996; Longo, 2015). 

Consequently, this can lead to delayed response to the additional visual stimuli. This is in 

line with Faure et al. (2016) who suggested that driving complexity requires more 

information processing and induces a longer reaction time to respond to the secondary 

subsidiary task. Wang et al. (2014) reported that the operator can ignore irrelevant 

distractor stimuli when he or she is in situations of high perceptual load. Moreover, during 

driving in a highly autonomous vehicle, the driver may be distracted by other non-driving 

related activities (Lansdown, Brook-Carter & Kersloot, 2004; Naujoks, Höfling, Purucker 

& Zeeb, 2018). It might require more time to switch  their attention from non-driving 

related activities to executing the driving control tasks. As a result, the driver might spend 

more time responding to the additional visual stimuli.   

Lastly, the results of eye blink rates indicated that the eye blink rates decreased while the 

participants were resuming control from highly automated to manual driving. This is 

understandable in that taking over from a highly autonomous vehicle is a complex driving 

situation and this increases the demand for the monitoring task.  Such complexity requires 

more attention such as to respond to the take-over request, make decisions and select the 

appropriate manoeuvre. As a result, the eye blink rates might be decreased. There is some 

support for this notion; Faure et al. (2016) described that eye blinks decrease when a 

driving environment is more complex and demanding. Chen and Epps (2013) concluded 

that eye blink is reduced with increasing information content and task demands.  

Hypothesis 2 highlights that ‘Handover control from manual to automated driving would  

increase drivers’ mental workload’. Again, the null hypothesis is rejected. It seems that 

a similar trend is found as with hypothesis 1. The evidence of subjective rating score of 

mental workload, secondary task performance measure (response time to visual stimuli) 

and eye blink rates combines to reject the hypothesis. In particular, relinquishing control 

from manual driving to highly automated driving (HAD) leads to the highest perceived 

mental workload if compared to relinquishing control from manual driving to adaptive 

cruise control (ACC) and the control condition. An explanation, as provided by Lu et al. 

(2016), is that transitional control from manual driving to an autonomous system and vice 
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versa is a ‘passive transition’ (transition control between different driving states). The 

authors described a passive transition as the agent (e.g. manual driving) which initiates 

the transition being different from the agent who ends up with control (e.g. the 

autonomous system). This passive transition, may require more cognitive load to change 

between different states of driving. In consequence, the driver perceives a high level of 

mental effort. Lu et al. (2016) also suggested that a lack of preparation in a passive 

transition may lead to unsafe situations. Little previous research has investigated the 

impact on drivers’ mental workload of relinquishing control from manual to automated 

driving.  Further research is required to understand the mechanism of transition stages of 

driving on drivers’ cognitive load and performance.  

Hypothesis 3 states that ‘switching control between adaptive cruise control (ACC) and 

highly automated driving (HAD) would increase driver mental workload’. The test 

accepts the null hypothesis. According to the results of time response to visual stimuli 

and eye blink rates were not found to vary significantly between three scenarios 

(switching control from ACC to HAD, from HAD to ACC and control condition). This 

contradiction can be explained as due to transition control from automation  to automation 

being deemed  an ‘active transition’ (Lu et al., 2016). In contrast with a passive transition, 

such an active transition might not need more cognitive load to deal with the transition 

process. Thus, the driver might have enough spare attention to respond to the visual 

stimuli.  

The result of eye blink rates revealed that there were not different in switching control 

from ACC to HAD, switching control from HAD to ACC and control condition. It is 

reasonable to assume that the task complexity is not different in these scenarios. Also, the 

current study found that the participants rated the subjective rating score lower in the 

transition between ACC and HAD if compared to the control condition. This means that 

the drivers’ perceived workload was lower during transitional control between ACC and 

HAD systems compared to manual driving (control condition). It is already known from 

the literature that using automated driving can decrease the perceived mental workload in 

a non-critical situation (Stapel et al., 2019). Thus, it can be deduced that the transition 

control between adaptive cruise control (ACC) and highly automated driving (HAD) is 

not a critical situation.  

In driving performance measures, hypothesis 4 states that ‘Take-over control from 

automated driving would  impair driving performance’. This study measured the number 
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of centreline crossings as the driving performance while taking over control from 

automated to manual driving. Related to mental workload measures, the evidence rejects 

the null hypothesis. The results reported that the participants drove across the centreline 

while transitioning control from highly automated driving (HAD) to manual driving more 

than they did in the control condition. This is in line with Strand, Nilsson, Karlsson and 

Nilsson (2014) who concluded that driving performance degrades when the driver is 

retaking control from highly automated driving.  This can be explained by the fact that 

engaging in highly automated driving takes the driver out-of-the-loop (OOTL) driving 

(Endsley & Kaber, 1999). As mentioned in the literature review, such out-of-the-loop 

driving can cause loss of hazard awareness, vigilance degradation, drowsiness and too 

high or too low mental workload. This could lead to errors when retaking the driving at a 

take-over situation. Much previous research has focused on the take-over time and quality 

when taking over from automated driving (Gold, Körber, Lechner & Bengler, 2016; 

Naujoks et al., 2018; Strand, Nilsson, Karlsson & Nilsson, 2014). For example, Naujoks 

et al. (2018) reported that the drivers’ reaction time to the critical hazard decreased during 

take-over control from automated driving.  

Another explanation, as has already been pointed out, is that resuming control from 

automated driving is a complex process and can increase drivers’ mental overload. 

Previous research suggests that mental overload links to performance degradation. For 

example, Paxion, Galy and Berthelon (2014) concluded that a complex situation can lead 

to an increase of workload and to performance impairments. Research by Yurko et al. 

(2010) found that increased workload was associated with poor task performance and a 

higher chance of errors in a laparoscopic task.  In a combat aircraft study, Svensson, 

Sjöberg and Olsson (1997) analysed the effects of information complexity on pilot mental 

workload and performance. They found that changes in information load influence flight 

performance. 

However, there is a lack of research which has measured the number of centreline 

crossings as an indicator of driving performance while taking over from an autonomous 

vehicle. Based on the evidence, it is reasonable to assume that the number of centreline 

crossings can be adopted to indicate the take over performance.  

Hypothesis 5 predicts that ‘Handover control from manual to automated driving would  

impair driving performance’. Again, the test rejects the null hypothesis. The results are 

similar to resuming control from automated to manual driving. The current study 
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demonstrated that handover control from manual driving to highly automated driving 

(HAD) could impair driving performance. The evidence of centreline crossing revealed 

that the participants drove across the centreline during transitional control from manual 

to autonomous. An explanation of this may be that, during the transitional period, the 

drivers need to get ready to change from manual driving to engage the autonomous 

system. Their attention on driving tasks (e.g. controlling the steering wheel) might shift 

to consider other non-driving tasks such as the warning messages, transitional events and 

the functions of the autonomous system. As a result, the performance regarding keeping 

lane control might degrade. Again, another reason could be that regarding the theory of 

transitions of control by Lu et al. (2016) (described in section 6.2.2), it is reasonable to 

assume that transition control between different driving states (e.g. from manual driving 

to automation in control) requires more cognitive load to deal with the situation. 

Cognitive overload could degrade driving performance (Young & Stanton, 2007). 

However, little previous research has examined driving performance during the driver 

handover control from manual control to autonomous control. Therefore, future research 

is needed to expand understanding of why transition control from manual control to 

autonomous in control affects drivers’ performance.  

Hypothesis 6 anticipates that ‘Switching control between ACC and HAD systems would  

impair driving performance’. The test supports null hypothesis. The current study found 

that transition control between ACC and HAD did not affect the driving performance (the 

number of centreline crossings). The reason, as pointed out earlier, is that an active 

transition (control transition between ‘Automation Initiates transition and Automation in 

Control’ after) (Lu et al, 2016) might not need more cognitive load to deal with the 

transition process. This in turn may not affect driving performance.   

Finally, based on the results of a subjective rating scale of mental workload, the mental 

workload levels in transition control between ACC and manual driving were lower than 

in transition control between HAD and manual driving. Moreover, in transition control 

between ACC and manual driving, the participants responded to the visual stimuli (VS) 

slightly faster when compared to transition control between HAD and manual driving. A 

possible explanation is that drivers of a highly automated car might be distracted by non-

related driving tasks and this can lead to out-of-the-loop driving. On the other hand, when 

driving in ACC, the driver still has to attend to the roadway and driving tasks. Another 

reason may be due to the ACC system having been available in the car market already 

and some participants might have experience with this system. This is why transition 
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control between HAD and manual driving deteriorates drivers’ workload compared to 

switching control between ACC and manual driving. 

6.7 Limitations and Future Research 

This study has successfully addressed the research question as to how transition between 

automated and manual driving affects drivers’ mental workload and performance. The 

implementation strategies for car manufactures, technology planners and system 

designers are highlighted. However, this study also has some limitations and suggestions 

for further study.  

Firstly, taking over control from automated to manual driving could increase drivers’ 

mental overload and impair driving performance. It is known that when engaging in 

highly automated driving, the driver will be distracted by non-related driving tasks. It is 

important to consider keeping the driver engaged while supervising automated driving so 

that the driver is able to avoid unpredictable events. Therefore, during transitions from 

automated driving to manual driving, auditory, haptic visual or other displays might be 

required to ensure that the driver is aware of the take over request warning. However, the 

current study does not investigate the impacts of take-over warning on take-over 

performance. So, more research is required to examine effective design of such displays 

to facilitate safe transition control from the autonomous vehicle to manual driving.   

Secondly, similar trends have been found in handover control from manual to automated 

driving, since this also increases drivers’ mental workload and can cause driving 

performance degradation. It can be assumed that this is the effect of passive transition and 

that more cognitive load is required to change between different states of driving. 

However, more research is needed to determine the mechanism for this process. In 

addition, drivers would need to monitor the driving tasks such as observing the road until 

they are confident that the handover is successfully completed. System designers and 

automotive engineers should consider this finding and explore how to design the 

appropriate displays to facilitate handover.  

Thirdly, nevertheless, the current study shows that transition control between adaptive 

cruise control (ACC) and highly automated driving (HAD) does not affect drivers’ mental 

workload and performance. It was assumed that transition between HAD and ACC 

systems might not require more cognitive load.  Therefore, more research is required to 
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confirm and quantify this finding as to why switching control between levels of 

autonomous driving is not a critical situation.  

Finally, there were some limitations in terms of the sample size. The participants of this 

study were small. Considerably, it might affect  unreliability of the data. Future research 

should investigate this issue in the larger sample size.  

6.8 Conclusions  

As mentioned earlier, a transition control between automated and manual driving will 

impose differing cognitive demands on the driver. Measuring cognitive load during 

transition control between driving an autonomous vehicle and manual driving can 

contribute to better understanding of drivers’ cognitive load, and can provide 

recommendations for the design of effective strategies to reduce driver errors. In this 

chapter, there is clear evidence that resuming control from automated driving impairs 

driving performance and might lead to a road accident. Therefore, important research 

questions are raised here regarding: should the driver be allowed to take-over control from 

automated driving in the case of system failure? Which situation should allow a driver to 

take-over control? and what is a preferable strategy after a system failure? The next 

chapter addresses these research questions.  
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CHAPTER 7   

Investigating Situation Criticality, Task Difficulty and Preferable  

Strategy After a Failure in Automated Driving 

7.1 Chapter Summary 

The previous chapter examined driver’s mental workload and performance whilst in 

transition control between automated and manual driving. The results of a driving 

simulator study revealed that resuming control from automated driving can increase 

mental overload and degrade drivers’ performance to control the vehicle. Moreover, the 

results of focus groups and survey found that the participants concerned about the system 

failure and how to deal with the system error. The question is raised as to whether a driver 

should be allowed to resume manual control from automated driving after a system 

failure. Thus, the focus of this study was to examine situation criticality and task difficulty 

in different take-over scenarios, and investigate an appropriate strategy after a failure in 

automated driving. In the current study, a driving simulator was conducted to investigate 

these issues. This was a mixed-design (with one-between factor and one-within factor). 

The independent variables were: between-subject factors, levels of automation (HAD and 

ACC) and within-subject factors, take-over scenarios (take-over high urgency, stop 

driving high urgency, take-over low urgency and stop driving low urgency). The 

dependent variables were: i) situation criticality (Time to Collision, subjective measures 

of criticality and perceived safety); ii) task difficulty (percentage of gazes to the road 

centre) and iii) appropriate strategy after a system failure. Overall 36 participants took 

part in this study. The participants were assigned to drive using Highly Automated 

Driving (HAD), and Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) equally. In both conditions the 

system was made to fail. This required the driver to take-over manual control or then the 

system brought the vehicle to a controlled stop and stop driving. Results suggest that 

taking over manually from the automated driving revealed a higher criticality (lower 

number of Time to Collision, higher perceived criticality and lower perceived safety) and 

more difficulty (longer eye blink rate to the road centre) than the stopping manoeuvre, 

especially in a high urgency situation. Moreover, as expected, taking over control in a 

high-urgency situation reported a higher criticality and more difficulty than in a low-

urgency situation. Therefore, it can be concluded that the system stopping driving and 

bringing the vehicle to an emergency stop may be a preferable strategy when compared 

to allowing the driver to resume control from the automated driving. The findings 
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contribute to knowledge for policy makers and road designers to design specific roads for 

autonomous vehicles and consider situations where there is system failure. 

7.2 Introduction 

It is known that, in partially and highly automated driving, the driver may occasionally 

be required to intervene (RtI) when the systems have some limitations or the system 

cannot handle the situation (SAE, 2016). Previously, a variety of take-over studies have 

been conducted. Considerable research has successfully investigated the driver’s take 

over time and quality of driving while resuming control of automated vehicles (Eriksson, 

Banks, & Stanton, 2017; Merat, Jamson, Lai, Daly, & Carsten, 2014; Nilsson, Falcone, 

& Vinter, 2015; Zeeb, Buchner, & Schrauf, 2015), effects of performing non-driving-

related tasks (NDRTs) on take-over performance (Dogan et al., 2017; Gold, Berisha & 

Bengler, 2015; Zeeb, Buchner & Schrauf, 2015) and design of vehicle driver interfaces 

(Flemisch, Kelsch, Löper, Schieben, & Schindler, 2008; Kim, Jeong, Yang, Oh, & Kim, 

2017; Petermeijer, Bazilinskyy, Bengler, & de Winter, 2017). The results of the driving 

simulator study, previous chapter, also demonstrated that control transition between 

automated and manual driving could increase drivers’ mental workload and impair 

driving performance.   

Studying drivers’ take-over performance has been interested in the field of autonomous 

vehicles. Gold, Happee and Bengler (2018), for example, investigated the factors to 

predict driver’s take-over performance (take-over time, time to collision, crash 

probability and brake probability) from highly automated driving. The authors concluded 

that the time budget (time between take-over request and the system limitation), traffic 

density and repetition (the number of times a driver had experienced a take-over situation) 

strongly affected drivers’ takeover performance. In addition, engaging in non-driving 

related tasks could also degrade drivers’ take-over performances. In a literature review 

by Zhang  et al. (2019) the average take-over times from partially automated driving (SAE 

level 2) and higher were investigated by reference to 129 studies. The results revealed 

that a shorter take-over time was associated with higher urgency in the situation, not 

performing a visual non-driving task such as looking at a text message, having had prior 

experience of another take-over scenario, and receiving an auditory or vibro-tactile take-

over warning. According to the above literature, it can be concluded that several factors 

can affect take-over performance. However, a potential question is raised regarding 
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whether take-over control from automated driving is an appropriate strategy to deal with 

system failure.  

Although previous research has focused on take-over performance with automated 

driving, there are limited studies which investigate a preferable strategy after a failure in 

automated driving. A study by Braunagel, Rosenstiel and Kasneci (2017) concluded that 

more than half of the drivers showed a low take-over readiness, particularly in an 

emergency such as an internal system failure when the system can no longer function. In 

this situation, the vehicle is expected to stop itself if the driver cannot or is not willing to 

take over control (McCall et al., 2019).  Also, Banks and Stanton (2019) mentioned that 

it cannot confirm that the driver prefers to resume control of the autonomous vehicle in 

some situations. It is open to question as to whether driver take-over manual control after 

a take-over request or activating another minimal risk manoeuvre whereby the system 

brings the vehicle to a controlled stop, is an optimal take-over mode after system failure. 

Which situation should require a driver retake control, which situation an autonomous 

system should stop manoeuvre? However, there has been a lack of previous research 

investigating this issue. In this respect, more studies should be conducted to compare a 

preferable strategy after a failure in automated driving between two take-over modes, that 

is a driver’s taking over manual control and the system stopping driving and bringing the 

vehicle to a controlled stop.  

Thus, in this study, two principal research questions were raised: 1) is taking-over control 

or stopping driving more critical and difficult after a failure in automated driving and 2) 

what is an appropriate strategy after a failure in automated driving between allowing the 

drivers resuming manual control from automated driving and the system bringing the 

vehicle to an emergency controlled stop and stop driving?  

It has been suggested that eye-behaviour measures, especially Percent Road Centre, is the 

most sensitive variable to indicate task difficulty (Victor, Harbluk and Engström, 2005). 

Thus, in the current study, percentages of gazes to the road centre were examined to 

indicate task difficulty as well as time to collision (TTC) (Gold, Damböck, Lorenz, & 

Bengler, 2013), and subjective perception of criticality and safety were tested to indicate 

situation criticality. The rationale for these measures is discussed in section 7.2.2. These 

variables were investigated and a comparison made between two take-over modes, 

namely that of drivers’ taking-over manual control and, alternatively, the system bringing 

the vehicle to a controlled stop. The findings could indicate which scenario would provide 

an optimal strategy after a take-over request from automated driving.  
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To better understand the background of this study, the following sections describe take-

over between high and low urgency situations. The literature reviewed also focuses on 

the selective measures to examine situation criticality and task difficulty during driver’s 

take-over control from automated driving. Then, the research questions and hypotheses 

are raised for investigation.  

7.2.1 Take-Over Between High and Low Urgency Situations 

The literature review, Chapter 3, described the factors that influence drivers’ take-over 

performance from automated driving. In this chapter, the current study focuses on 

situation criticality and task difficulty between high and low urgency take-over situation. 

In driving research, the level of urgency can be influenced by Time Budget. Time Budget 

(TB) is defined as “the time between the take-over request and system limit” (Figure 7.1) 

(Gold et al., 2018, p.3), Time Budget is a significant factor influencing drivers’ take-over 

performance. According to the results from a meta-analysis by Gold et al. (2018) 

concluded that time budget strongly affects the time to collision. This means that high 

urgent take-over situations (shorter time budget) lead to higher criticality. On the other 

hand, the authors also reported that time budget strongly negatively affects crash 

probability. It can be argued that a longer time budget could decrease the probability of a 

crash while resuming control from automated driving.  

 

 

Figure 7. 1 Time budget (Gold et al., 2018) 
 

In this study, Time Budget was used to catagorize the levels of take-over urgency. The 

research method is described in detail in section 7.4.2.2 (driving scenarios). The next 

section discusses the potential taxonomy to measure situation criticality and task 

difficulty in this study. 
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7.2.2 Measures of Situation Criticality and Task Difficulty  

Several variables have been used to measure the effects of situation criticality and task 

difficulty in human factors of automated driving reseach including Time to Collision 

(TTC),  Gaze Behaviour Measures and Subjective Rating. The rationale for these 

techniques is described in the following sections. 

Time to Collision (TTC) 

Time to Collision (TTC) is defined as the “time left until a collision occurs if vehicles 

continue on converging trajectories at their current speed” (Naujoks et al., 2018, p.33). A 

great deal of research has used Time to Collision (TTC) to indicate drivers’ take over 

quality in automated driving (Gold et al., 2018, 2016; Hergeth et al., 2017; Körber, Gold, 

Lechner, & Bengler, 2016). Furthermore, Minimum Time to Collision value has also been 

widely used as an indicator of safety analyses and critical situations in automated driving 

research (Minderhoud & Bovy, 2001; Strand, Nilsson, Karlsson, & Nilsson, 2014) and 

has been reported as a valid indicator of safety in driving research (Vogel, 2003). Vogel 

(2003) suggested that Time to Collision can be used to indicate dangerous situations of 

driving.  Many studies have found that small minimum TTCs could indicate critical 

situations (Hergeth et al., 2017; Naujoks et al., 2018) and higher accident risks (Vogel, 

2003). For example, Gold, Körber, Lechner and Bengler (2016) described that a zero of 

Time to Collision (TTC) indicates a collision with an obstacle or vehicles in the 

neighbouring lanes, or when the system limit has been reached, while higher TTC values 

represent a better handling of the situation (the distance to a collision is longer). Time to 

Collision (TTC) can be calculated by the following formula and TTC is calculated when 

the following vehicle has a higher speed than the lead vehicle only (Naujoks et al., 2018).  

        

(d = distance to vehicle in front, Vrel = different in velocity between vehicle in front and 

following vehicle). 

Therefore, in this study, Time to Collision (TTC) was measured to indicate situation 

criticality.  
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Gaze Behaviour Measures 

Driver’s gaze parameters have been suggested as suitable parameters for predicting take-

over readiness and quality (Berghöfer, Purucker, & Naujoks, 2018; Merat et al., 2014; 

Zeeb et al., 2015). The frequent glances at the centre of road and maximum eye-off-road 

time have been utilized in previous studies to indicate drivers’ take over performance and 

classify driver groups. A driving simulator study by Zeeb et al. (2015) used the number 

of glances towards the centre of the road and maximum eye-off road time to classify the 

drivers into three groups (high-risk, medium-risk and low-risk). The authors reported that, 

in the high-risk driver group, the drivers glanced less frequently at the centre of the road, 

but had longer maximum eye-off-road time than medium and low-risk drivers. Also, Eye-

movement measures such as Percent Road Centre and Standard Deviation of Gaze have 

been used to indicate task difficulty in driving research. For example, a simulator study 

by Victor, Harbluk and Engström (2005) found that gaze concentration on the road centre 

was related to increased driving task complexity. The authors also suggested that Percent 

Road Centre is the most sensitive variable  to indicate task difficulty.  

Based on above argument,  the current study used percentage of glances at the road centre 

to indicate task difficulty between different take-over scenarios.  

Subjective Rating 

The experience of situation criticality can be measured by using subjective ratings. 

Subjective criticality rating can be found by asking, for example,  “How critical did you 

perceive the takeover (Naujoks et al., 2018, p.33) 

This one-dimension scale (Figure 7.2), rated from 0 to 10, distinguishes between five 

sub-categories of criticality: “nothing noticed”, “harmless”, “unpleasant”, “dangerous”, 

and “uncontrollable”.  

 

 Figure 7. 2 Subjective rating of criticality (Naujoks et al., 2018) 
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The main benefits of this subjective measures are that they are easy to utilise and sensitive 

with situation difficulty. Previous research has widely used the criticality rating scale to 

investigate drivers’ take-over performance in automated driving. For example, Hergeth 

et al. (2017) investigated the effects of prior familiarization with takeover requests 

(TORs) on drivers’ takeover performance and automation trust. The results indicated that 

familiarity with takeover requests (TORs) was related to less critical evaluations of 

takeover situations. In a driving simulator study by Naujoks et al. (2018), the authors used 

the criticality rating scale to determine the relationship between non-driving related tasks 

(NDRT), drowsiness and take-over performance during resuming control from partially 

and highly automated driving to manual driving. The findings revealed that drowsiness 

and non-driving related tasks increased the level of situation criticality.   

Along with the objective measures, in this study, the subjective criticality was measured 

to compare the situation criticality between the driver resuming manual control and the 

automated vehicle self-driving to a controlled stop. Also, the subjective criticality was 

used to indicate situation difficulty between high and low urgency take-over situations. 

In conclusion, a wide range of measures have been used to indicate driver-take over 

performance in automated driving. Based on a review of the literature reported in the 

previous paragraphs, several empirical measures such as Time to Collision (TTC), the 

percentage of glances off/on the road and subjective ratings have been accepted to 

indicate drivers’ take over performance. In order to address the research questions 

(described in the following sections), in the current study, these variables were applied 

and measured to compare different scenarios. 

7.3 Study Aims, Research Questions and Hypotheses 

Study Aims  

The aims of this study were to: i) investigate the effect of take-over scenarios on situation 

criticality and task difficulty among HAD and ACC systems; and ii) examine a preferred 

strategy after a failure in automated driving. This was a Two-way Mixed Design, one 

between-subjects independent variable with two levels of automated driving (HAD and 

ACC) and one within-subjects independent variables with four take-over scenarios (take-

over high urgency, stop driving high urgency, take-over low urgency and stop driving 

low urgency). Dependent variables were: i) situation criticality (Time to Collision (TTC), 

subjective perception of criticality and perceived safety) and; ii) task difficulty 
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(percentage of gazes to the road centre). The situation criticality and task difficulty were 

used to justify the appropriate strategy. Figure 7.3 illustrates a research framework. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.3 A research framework 

Research Questions are:  

RQ1: Do different take-over scenarios affect situation criticality?  

RQ2: Do different levels of automated driving affect situation criticality?  

RQ3: Do different take-over scenarios affect task difficulty?  

RQ4: Do different levels of automated driving affect task difficulty? 

RQ5: Which is the most preferable strategy after a failure in automated driving?  

Hypotheses: 

Effect of take-over scenarios (take-over high urgency, stop driving high urgency, 

take-over low urgency and stop driving low urgency) on situation criticality 

H1: Different take-over scenarios would have a significant effect on situation criticality.  

Effect of levels of automated driving (HAD and ACC) on situation criticality 

H2: Different levels of automated driving would have a significant effect on situation 

criticality. 
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Take-Over Control 
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Effect of take-over scenarios (take-over high urgency, stop driving high urgency, 

take-over low urgency and stop driving low urgency) on task difficulty 

H3: Different take-over scenarios would have a significant effect on task difficulty. 

Effect of levels of automated driving (HAD and ACC) on task difficulty 

H4: Different levels of automated driving would have a significant effect on task 

difficulty. 

7.4 Method 

7.4.1 Participants 

Participants were recruited through the use of the Heriot-Watt University Student 

Research Participation (StReP) system (4 participants), and by advertisements posted 

around the Heriot-Watt Edinburgh campus (32 participants).  For the inclusion criteria, 

the participants must have been able to legally drive in the UK and have more than one 

year's driving experience.  

A total of 36 participants were recruited for the study, 18 (9 males and 9 females) for 

ACC, and 18 (9 males and 9 females) for HAD.  Table 7.1 illustrates the demographic 

data by age, driving experience, annual mileage and driving frequency of both groups. 

Table 7. 1 Demographic data 
 

Demographic data Highly Automated Driving 

(18) 

Adaptive Cruise Control  

(18) 

Mean 

(S.D) 

Max. Min. Mean 

(S.D) 

Max. Min. 

1. Age 27.83 

(6.10) 

40 18 28.44 

(4.64) 

40 21 

2. Driving Experience 

(years) 

6.76 

(3.27) 

11 1 6.67 

(2.38) 

12 3 

3. Estimated annual 

mileage (miles) 

5,976.94 

(6,482.20) 

19,000 200 3,242.83 

(2,718.29) 

10,000 500 

4. Driving Frequency 

(day(s)/week) 

4.82 

(2.07) 

7 1 5.17 

(1.72) 

7 1 
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7.4.2 Apparatus 

7.4.2.1 Driving Simulator 

The experiments were conducted in a fixed based driving simulator located at Heriot-

Watt University (as used in the research reported in Chapter 6). 

7.4.2.2 Driving Scenarios 

The experiments have been designed to vary the scenarios (Table 7.2) that the drivers are 

required to engage with the HAD and ACC systems. During engagement in the HAD or 

ACC system, the autonomous car was going through adverse weather conditions (that is, 

heavy fog) and then the system failed. After the system failure, the system requested the 

driver to take-over manual control or the vehicle pulled over to the side of road and 

stopped. In this study, there was a test in both high (time budget 5 seconds) and low (time 

budget 15 seconds) urgency situations with control condition (manual driving). Thus, 

each participant took part in five scenarios. The participants from both HAD and ACC 

systems were tested in the same scenarios as shown in table 7.2. The participants were 

randomized to take part in HAD or ACC. The experimental procedure and simulated 

roads are described in section 7.4.4. 

 

Table 7. 2 Driving scenarios 
 

Driving scenarios 

1 2 3 4 5 (Control) 

Warm up driving (5 minutes) 

Highly Automated Driving (HAD) or Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)   Manual Driving 

Take-Over Request 1: low urgent 

(time budget 15 seconds) 

Take-Over Request 2: high urgent 

(time budget 5 seconds) 

No Take-Over 

Take-Over Warning (auditory warning) 

Driver taking 

over control 

The vehicle pulls 

over to the side of 

road and stops 

Driver taking 

over control 

The vehicle pulls 

over to the side of 

road and stops 

 

Dependent Variables Measures (for more details see section 7.4.4) 

- Time to Collision (TTC) 

- Drivers’ gazes behaviour 

- Subjective rating of task difficulty 

- Subjective rating of perceived safety 
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1) Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) 

In Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), longitudinal aspects (speed and headway) were 

controlled by the autonomous system. A set distance and speed to the vehicle in front was 

kept by increasing or decreasing the speed of the vehicle autonomously. The longitudinal 

control produced a default target speed of 50 mph and headway was fixed at 1.5 seconds 

and could not be adjusted by the driver. However, the participants were still required to 

maintain the lateral control such as keeping the vehicle in the centre of the current lane 

occupied. 

2) Highly Automated Driving (HAD) 

In Highly Automated Driving, both lateral and longitudinal aspects were controlled by 

the autonomous system. The longitudinal control was the same as an ACC with a default 

target speed of 50 mph. The target headway was fixed at 1.5 seconds and could not be 

adjusted by the driver. The lateral controller was engaged by a Lane Keeping System 

(LKS). 

3) Control 

In control condition, the drivers were asked to drive manually. No take-over situation 

occurred. 

 4) Take-over requests 

Take-over requests were created when the automated vehicle was approaching adverse 

weather conditions (fog). This study used time budget (the period of time from take-over 

request to system limitation) (Gold et al., 2018) to distinguish the level of urgency. There 

were two levels of urgency of take-over situation.  

 - High urgency situation (time budget = 5 seconds) 

 - Low urgency situation (time budget = 15 seconds) 

7.4.3 Dependent Variables  

7.4.3.1 Time to Collision (TTC) 

As mentioned, TTC is a valid indicator of safety in driving research (Hergeth et al., 2017; 

Naujoks et al., 2018). Therefore, in the current study, TTC was measured during take-

over control from the automated vehicle. In this transition period, the vehicle appeared in 

front of the participants’ vehicle. The participants were required to take action to avoid 
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the incident such as by decreasing speed. The distance between the two vehicles (d) and 

the difference in velocity between vehicles (Vrel) were calculated to indicate the TTC 

value. TTC value was compared between take-over manual controls in high and low 

urgency situations. It was expected that TTC would be shorter in a high-urgent situation 

than in a low-urgent situation.   

7.4.3.2 Percentage of Gazes at the Centre Road 

An eye- tracking software, Smart Eye Pro 8.4 was used to capture driver’s eye behaviour. 

Three eye-tracking cameras were situated in front of the car seat to record the participants’ 

eye movements (Figure 7.4). Glances were defined as consecutive fixations specifically 

on an area of interest (i.e. in the vehicle or on the road). Glances were measured in terms 

of the gazes at a Region of Interest (ROI).  Regions of Interest were defined as four areas: 

1) Central display, 2) Rear-view mirror, 3) Instrument cluster and 4) Out of road-way 

(Figure 7.5). In the current study, the region of interest (ROI) was captured during the 

transition period.  

 

Figure 7. 4 Recording cameras 
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Figure 7. 5 Example Regions of interest output (ROI) 

7.4.3.3 Subjective Criticality Rating  

As described in section 7.2.2, subjective measure of criticality are also sensitive with 

situation criticality and easy to measure. This study, the subjective criticality was applied 

from Naujoks et al. (2018) to compare the perception of criticality between different 

scenarios. After completing each scenario, the experiment was paused for 2 minutes, and 

the participants were asked to rate the criticality ratings (Figure 7.6). 

Harmless

      Unpleasant

Dangerous

Uncontrollable

Nothing 

noticed
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

How critical did you perceive the takeover ?

 

Figure 7. 6 Subjective criticality rating scale 
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7.4.3.4 Self-Rating of Perceived Safety 

In this study, the perceived safety scale (Figure 7.7) was created by the researcher to 

measure perceived safety in different scenarios. Along with the subjective criticality 

measure, the participants were asked to complete the rating scale after completing each 

scenario. 

Please indicate, how you perceive with the previous driving? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Very 

Unsafe 

Unsafe Neutral Safe Very 

Safe 
 

Figure 7. 7 Self-rating of perceived safety scales 

7.4.4 Procedure 

As in the previous driving simulator study, firstly, the participants were asked for 

demographical data and screened for simulator sickness by Simulation Sickness 

Questionnaire (SSQ) (Kennedy, Lane, Berbaum, & Lilienthal, 1993). The participants 

with signs of simulator sickness were excluded from this study. Afterward, the 

participants were asked to sign a consent form. Along with this, the participants were 

introduced to the objective of this study and the experimental procedures.   

Training task 

Participants were asked to seat themselves comfortably and appropriately in the 

simulator.  Before running the experiments, the participants had a five-minute practice 

before the results were collected. The participants learned how to familiarise themselves 

with the simulated environment. The experimenter then calibrated the Smart Eye eye-

tracker software, and started the video capture software to record video streams from the 

cameras inside the car.  

Experimental trial 

In the experiment, the participants were asked to drive the simulator as they would their 

own vehicle. The simulated roads were set as a single carriageway (two lanes) rural road. 

Random oncoming vehicles (car, truck and van) were present during the driving 

scenarios. While engaging in HAD or ACC, the systems drove through fog and then the 

sensor systems were failed. The systems then notified the driver to intervene via an 

auditory message. As described above, this study tested two different kinds of urgency 
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(low and high urgency). In low urgency, the audio message notified that “the automated 

system is failing, please (resume control/ the system is going to stop) in 15 seconds” In 

high urgency, the audio message notified that “the automated system is failing, please 

(resume control/ the system is going to stop) in 5 seconds”. After a request to intervene, 

the participants were asked to intervene in two scenarios; 1) taking over manual control 

and 2) the vehicle pulled over to the hard shoulder and stopped. In the control condition, 

it was manual driving with no take-over situation. To control order bias, the random order 

sets of scenarios were generated beforehand. The participants were required to drive in 

the sequence of random scenarios. Eye tracking and driving performance measures were 

recorded whilst running the experiments. After completing each scenario, the experiment 

was paused for two minutes to ask the participants to administer a criticality rating scales. 

Each scenario spent approximately 12.05 or 12.15 minutes (8.4 miles) for high and low 

urgency take-over scenarios. For stop driving scenarios, each scenario spent 

approximately 7.05 or 7.15 minutes (4.2 miles) for high and low urgency. Overall, each 

participant completed the four scenarios (38.4 mins/ 25.2 miles) with control (7 mins/ 4.2 

miles) in fifty minutes (Figure 7.8).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. 8 Time and duration in each experiment trial 

7.4.5 Data Analysis 

The dependent variables were compared  within-group (take-over in high urgency, stop 

driving in high-urgency, take-over in low-urgency, stop driving in low-urgency and 

control) and between-groups (HAD and ACC). Thus, a Two-way Mixed-design ANOVA 

test was used in this study. In addition, a Bonferroni test was performed as a post-hoc test. 

The alpha level was set at 0.05. 

7.4.6 Ethics Consideration 

This study has been approved by the ethics committee, School of Social Science, Heriot-

Watt University. The Ethics number is 2019-129. Participants were informed about the 

Engaging in 

HAD/ACC 

(5 mins/ 4.2 miles) 

Take-over 

Warning 

(5/15 seconds) 

Take-over 

Control 

(5 mins/ 4.2 miles) 

 

Stop Driving 

Pause 

(2 mins) 
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possibility of withdrawing from the experiment at any time (without any consequences) 

if they did not feel comfortable during the experiment.  

7.5 Results 

7.5.1 Situation Criticality 

As hypothesis 1 anticipated that take-over secnarios do not have a significant effect on 

situation criticality, and hypothesis 2 expected that levels of automated driving do not 

have a significant effect on situation criticality. In this study, Time to Collision (TTC), 

Subjective Criticality Rating and Self-rating of Perceived Safety were measured to 

examine situation criticality. The results of these variables are reported in the following. 

Time to Collision (TTC) 

A Two-Way Mixed ANOVA was conducted to investigate the impact of take-over 

scenarios (take-over in low-urgency, take-over in high-urgency and control) and levels of 

automated driving (HAD and ACC) on Time to Collision (TTC). Figure 7.9 illustrates 

the results. 

 
 

Figure 7. 9 Time to Collision (TTC) 
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The analysis revealed that there was a significant main effect of take-over scenarios on 

Time to Collision (TTC), F(1.421, 48.316) = 70.574, p < 0.01, ƞ2 = 0.675.  

In a post-hoc test, in HAD, the mean of Time to Collision in high urgency take-over 

scenario (Mean = 3.378 seconds, S.D = 0.82 seconds) was significantly shorter than low 

urgency take-over scenario (Mean= 5.709 seconds, S.D. = 2.07 seconds, p < 0.001). 

Moreover, the mean of Time to Collision in high urgency take-over (Mean = 3.378 

seconds, S.D. = 0.82 seconds) and low urgency take-over (Mean= 5.709 seconds, S.D. = 

2.07 seconds) scenarios were significantly shorter than control (Mean= 9.541 seconds, 

S.D. = 3.43 seconds, p < 0.001). Similarly, in ACC, the results of a post-hoc test showed 

that in  high urgency take-over scenario, the mean of Time to Collision (Mean = 3.277 

seconds, S.D. = 0.66 seconds) was significantly shorter than low urgency take-over 

scenario (Mean= 6.139 seconds, S.D. = 1.49 seconds, p < 0.001). In addition, the mean 

of Time to Collision in both high urgency take-over (Mean = 3.277 seconds, S.D. = 0.66 

seconds) and low urgency take-over scenarios (Mean= 6.139 seconds, S.D. = 1.49 

seconds) were significantly shorter than control scenario (Mean= 9.484 seconds, S.D. = 

3.32 seconds, p < 0.001). 

However, there was not a significant main effect of levels of automated driving on Time 

to Collision, F(1, 34) = 0.000, p = 1.000, ƞ2 = 0.000. Also, there was not a significant 

main effect of interaction between take-over modes and levels of automated driving on 

Time to Collision, F(1.421, 48.316) = 0.309, p = 0.660, ƞ2 = 0.009. 

Subjective Criticality Rating 

A Two-Way Mixed ANOVA was conducted to investigate the impact of take-over modes 

(take-over in low-urgency, stop driving in low-urgency, take-over in high-urgency, stop 

driving in high urgency and control) and levels of automated driving (HAD and ACC) on 

subjective criticality rating scores.  Figure 7.10 demonstrates the results. 
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Figure 7. 10 Subjective criticality rating 

There was a significant main effect of take-over scenarios, F(2.554, 79.161) = 9.182, p < 

0.00, ƞ2 = 0.229 on subjective criticality rating score.  

In a post-hoc test, in HAD, the critical rating score in high urgency take-over scenario 

(Mean = 5.471, S.D. = 2.16) was significantly higher than with stop driving (Mean = 3.00, 

S.D. = 2.19, p < 0.001). Moreover, the critical rating score in the high urgency take-over 

scenario was also significantly higher than take-over in low urgency (Mean = 3.235, S.D. 

= 1.67, p < 0.001) and control (Mean = 2.882, S.D. = 2.13, p < 0.05).  

Similarly, in ACC, the critical rating score in high urgency take-over scenario (Mean = 

4.222, S.D. = 1.70) was significantly higher than with stop driving (Mean= 3.111, S.D. = 

1.46, p < 0.001). Moreover, the critical rating score in the high urgency take-over scenario 

was also significantly higher than in take-over in low urgency (Mean = 2.611, S.D. = 

1.13, p < 0.001 and control (Mean = 2.778, S.D. = 1.60, p < 0.05).  

However, there was not a significant main effect of levels of automated driving on critical 

rating score, F(1, 31) = 0.92, p = 0.345, ƞ2 = 0.029. Also, there was not a significant main 

effect of interaction between take-over modes and levels of automated driving on critical 

rating score, F(2.554, 79.161) = 1.083, p = 0.355, ƞ2 = 0.034. 
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Self-rating of Perceived Safety 

 A Two-Way Mixed ANOVA was conducted to investigate the impact of take-over 

modes (take-over in low-urgency, stop driving in low-urgency, take-over in high-

urgency, stop driving in high urgency and control) and levels of automated driving (HAD 

and ACC) on subjective criticality rating scores (Figure 7.11).  

 

Figure 7. 11 Self-rating of perceived safety 

There was a significant main effect of take-over modes on perceived safety score, 

F(2.919, 93.420) = 11.238, p < 0.001, ƞ2 = 0.26.  

A Post-hoc test revealed that, in HAD, the perceived safety score in high urgency take-

over scenario (Mean = 2.412, S.D. = 0.80) was significantly lower than for stop driving 

(Mean= 3.235, S.D. = 1.09, p < 0.001). Also, the perceived safety in the high urgency 

take-over scenario was also significantly lower than for take-over in low urgency (Mean 

= 3.412, S.D. = 0.87, p < 0.001) and control (Mean = 3.353, S.D. = 0.70, p < 0.001).  

A similar trend was found in ACC, where the perceived safety score in high urgency take-

over scenario (Mean = 2.529, S.D. = 0.62) was significantly lower than for stop driving 

(Mean= 3.353, S.D. = 0.86, p < 0.05). Moreover, the perceived safety in the high urgency 

take-over scenario was also significantly lower than in take-over in low urgency (Mean 

= 3.588, S.D. = 0.71, p < 0.05) and control (Mean = 3.647, S.D. = 0.61, p < 0.001). 
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However, there was not a significant main effect of levels of automated driving on 

perceived safety score, F(1, 32) = 0.511, p = 0.480, ƞ2 = 0.016. Also, there was not a 

significant main effect of interaction between take-over modes and levels of automated 

driving on critical rating score, F(2.919, 93.420) = 0.229, p = 0.871, ƞ2 = 0.007.  

7.5.2 Task Difficulty 

Hypothesis 3 aspected that take-over secnarios do not have a significant effect on task 

difficulty, and hypothesis 4 predicted that levels of automated driving do not have a 

significant effect on task difficulty. In this study, Percentage of Gazes to Road Centre was 

explored to indicate task difficulty. The following reports the results of the statistic tests. 

Percentage of Gazes to Road Centre 

A Two-Way Mixed ANOVA was conducted to investigate the impact of take-over 

scenarios (take-over in low-urgency, stop driving in low-urgency, take-over in high-

urgency, stop driving in high urgency and control) and levels of automated driving (HAD 

and ACC) on percentage of gazes to the road centre. Figure 7.12 demonstrats the findings. 

 

Figure 7. 12 Percentage of gazes to road centre 
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There was a significant main effect of take-over modes on Percentage of Gazes to Road 

Centre, F(2.551, 40.810) = 7.951, p < 0.05 ƞ2 = 0.332.  

In a post-hoc test, in HAD, in high urgency situations, the percentage of gazes to road 

centre in the take-over scenario (Mean = 87.00%, S.D = 7.86%) was significantly higher 

than with stop driving (Mean= 66.667%, S.D = 12.48%, p < 0.05). Also, in low urgency 

situations, the percentage of gazes to road centre in the take-over scenario (Mean = 

80.111%, S.D. = 9.829%) was significantly higher than with stop driving (Mean= 

62.889%, S.D. = 17.186%, p < 0.05).  

In ACC, in high urgency situations, the percentage of gazes to road centre in the take-

over scenario (Mean = 88.333%, S.D = 13.191%) was significantly higher than with stop 

driving (Mean= 78.667%, S.D = 26.63%, p < 0.05). However, in low urgency situations, 

the percentage of gazes to road centre in the take-over scenario (Mean = 84.778%, S.D. 

= 14.790%) was not significantly different with stop driving (Mean= 77.556%, S.D. = 

26.632%, p = 0.48).  

However, there was not a significant main effect of levels of automated driving on 

Percentage of Gazes to Road Centre, F(1, 16) = 1.586, p = 0.226, ƞ2
 = 0.090. Also, there 

was not a significant main effect of interaction between take-over modes and levels of 

automated driving on Percentage of Gazes to Road Centre, F(2.551, 40.810) = 1.314, p = 

0.282, ƞ2 = 0.076. 

7.6 Discussion 

The main objectives of this study were: i) to examine the effect of take-over situations on 

situation criticality and task difficulty among HAD and ACC systems; and ii) to explore 

an appropriate strategy after a failure in automated driving. In the current study, situation 

criticality and task difficulty were examined to define whether drivers’ take-over manual 

control or the system bringing the vehicle to a controlled stop and stopping driving was 

an appropriate strategy after a failure of automated driving. The hypotheses were tested 

and discussed in the following sections. 

7.6.1 Effect of take-over scenarios on situation criticality 

Hypothesis 1: Different take-over scenarios (take-over high urgency, stop driving high 

urgency, take-over low urgency and stop driving low urgency) would have a significant 

effect on situation criticality.  
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The evidence rejects the null hypothesis. Firstly, the subjective rating of criticality was 

measured to compare drivers’ perception of criticality in different take-over scenarios. It 

was found that, in high urgency situations, the criticality rating scores in take-over from 

both HAD and ACC were significantly higher than stopping manoeuvre. This can be 

explained because, as described in chapter 6, the driver needs to exert more cognitive 

effort to deal with a wide range of traffic situations during taking-over control from 

automated driving (Bueno et al., 2016). Consequently, considering this difficulty, the 

driver might perceive the higher mental effort and criticality when resuming control from 

an autonomous vehicle especially in high-urgency situations. Thus, it is reasonable to 

assume that taking over control from automated driving within a limited time, drivers 

perceive high criticality and lack of safety. There is some support for this notion. A 

driving simulator study by Siebert, Oehl and Pfister (2014), for example, examined the 

relationship between time headway (the distance to a lead vehicle by the speed of the 

following vehicle) and the task criticality rating. The results revealed that in the shortest 

time headway (0.5 seconds), the participants rated criticality highest. This is 

understandable in that, as expected, in a high-urgency situation, the drivers perceived 

unsafe driving. A research by Naujoks et al., (2018) investigated the effects of engaging 

in non-driving related tasks and drowsiness on drivers’ take-over performance and 

criticality rating. The authors concluded that the participants rated the criticality situation 

higher with take-over control from partially automated driving when engaging with non-

driving related tasks. Another study by Hergeth et al. (2017) reported that the criticality 

scores were significantly decreased when the drivers had previous experience with take-

over situations. Nevertheless, the picture is not clear in low urgency situations. The results 

revealed that, in a low urgency situation, the rating scores of criticality between take-over 

control and stopping manoeuvre were not significantly different. The reason for this 

might be that the driver has enough time to take over from automated driving, for decision 

making, braking and changing lane. As a result, they might not be concerned that taking 

over control from automated driving is more critical than stop driving. 

Secondly, the rating scores of perceived safety supports these findings. The results have 

shown that, in a high urgency situation, the participants perceived it to be unsafe when 

they resumed control from the automated system compared to the system stopping.  

Again, the picture is not clear in low urgency situations. This study did not find a 

significant difference in perceived safety ratings between drivers’ take-over control and  

the system stopping in low urgency situation. The reason for this finding can be explained 

in the same way as the critical rating score.  
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Finally, based on the evidence of Time to Collision (TTC), it was found that Time to 

Collision in high urgency take-over scenario was significantly shorter if compared to low 

urgency take-over scenario. That potentially means that taking over in a high urgency 

situation has a greater chance of resulting in a collision than taking over in low 

urgency. This indicates that the high urgency take-over situation revealed a higher critical 

situation when compared with low urgency take-over situation. This means that taking-

over manual control in a short time budget raises the chance of colliding more than taking-

over manual control in a longer time budget.  This can be explained by the fact that in 

high urgency the driver needs to make a decision more quickly in a limit of time. The 

driver does not have enough time to make correct decisions, performing braking and 

changing lane. As a result, it can lead to performance degradation and a critical situation. 

This is in line with Gold et al. (2018) who concluded that time budget strongly positively 

affects time to collision. In other words, in a shorter time budget the take-over quality can 

be compromised, with a lower time to collision. Moreover, Time to Collision in both (low 

and high) take-over control scenarios was significantly lower than control (manual 

driving).   

It is clear that high urgency take-over situation is a critical situation. The drivers perceive 

high criticality and danger if they have to resume manual control from automated driving. 

It is plausible that the driver might require the system activating another minimal risk 

manoeuvre such as stopping manoeuvre.  

Effect of levels of automated driving on situation criticality 

Hypothesis 2: Different levels of automated driving (HAD and ACC) would have a 

significant effect on situation criticality. 

The evidence accepts null hypothesis. The results found that situation criticality was not 

a significant difference between highly automated driving (HAD) and adaptive cruise 

control (ACC). This means that taking over control in high urgency situations from either 

HAD or ACC can increase a criticality. These findings seemingly contradict Naujoks et 

al., (2018) study who tested the effects of non-driving related tasks (NDRTs) and 

drowsiness on drivers’ take-over performance. The authors reported that taking-over from 

partially automated driving was more critical than resuming control from highly 

automated driving. However, the authors pointed out some limitations regarding to 

sample size and the statistical test on their study.      
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7.6.2 Effect of take-over scenarios on task difficulty 

Hypothesis 3: Different take-over scenarios (take-over high urgency, stop driving high 

urgency, take-over low urgency and stop driving low urgency) would have a significant 

effect on task difficulty. 

The evidence rejects null hypothesis. According to percentage of gazes to road centre, 

during take-over control from the automated system (both HAD and ACC) in both high 

and low urgency, the drivers looked at the centre of the road for longer than with the 

stopping manoeuvre scenario. As mentioned earlier, none of the studies have investigated 

situation criticality and task difficulty between taking over manual control and stopping 

manoeuvre. Several studies have focused on driver behaviour when taking over control 

from a highly automated driving. A study by  Merat et al. (2014), for example, reported 

that eye fixation on the road centre was longer when resuming control from the automated 

system than with manual driving. As previous research reported that longer eye fixation 

on the road centre is linked to hazard perception and task difficulty (Merat et al., 2014; 

Victor et al., 2005). Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that take-over manual control 

from automated driving is more difficult than stopping manoeuvre.  

In addition, the percentage of gazes to the centre of the road was used to indicate task 

difficulty between high and low urgency take-over situations. It was found that a higher 

percentage of gazes towards the road was linked to a high urgency take-over scenario if 

compared to low urgency take-over scenario. It has a reason to note that taking-over 

control in high urgency is more difficult than taking-over control in low urgency. An 

explanation, provided by Victor et al. (2005), is that increased gazes on the road centre 

could indicate increasing task complexity. Regarding the theory of attention and 

perception, in difficult situations, the driver perceives a hazard and therefore gives more 

attention to the centre of the road (Hills, Thompson & Pake, 2018). There is some support 

for this notion. A driving simulator study by Senders et al. (1967) reported that drivers 

look more frequently and for a longer period at the road when the driving task becomes 

more difficult. On the other hand, Morando, Victor and Dozza (2016) suggested that 

drivers take their eyes off the road when there is not a critical situation.  

Effect of levels of automated driving on task difficulty 

Hypothesis 4: Different levels of automated driving (HAD and ACC) would have a 

significant effect on task difficulty. 
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The evidence accepts null hypothesis. The statistical test demonstrated that percentage of 

gazes to road centre were not significantly different between highly automated driving 

(HAD) and adaptive cruise control (ACC). It can be concluded that either taking-over 

control from HAD or ACC can increase difficulty. The findings contradict some previous 

works. For example, a meta-analysis by De Winter, et al. (2014), concluded that, engaging 

in HAD, drivers were less likely to gaze at the road centre than in manual driving. 

However, eye movement differences between ACC and manual driving were not clear. 

Llaneras, Salinger, and Green (2013) found that drivers decreased the proportion of time 

looking at the road centre during HAD by 33% if compared to ACC driving. However, 

these studies did not investigate a take-over situation.  

7.6.3 A preferable  strategy after a failure in automated driving 

As mentioned earlier, in the current study, situation criticality and  task difficulty were 

applied to indicate the appropriate strategy after a failure of automated driving. It is 

expected that “the automated vehicle self-driving to a controlled stop would be a 

preferable strategy rather than the driver resuming manual control after a failure in 

automated driving”. The evidence of situation criticality and task difficulty supports this 

arguments. According to the evidence of percentage of gazes towards the centre of the 

road, subjective rating of criticality and safety, it can be concluded that resuming manual 

control is a highly critical situation, a difficult task and unsafe if comparing stopping 

manoeuvre especially in high urgency situations or short time budget. Therefore, it is 

reasonable to assume that the autonomous system stop manoeuvre and bringing the 

vehicle to a controlled stop is an appropriate strategy after a failure in automated driving. 

Previously, none of the studies have investigated this issue. Only one study suggested 

that, in a non-scheduled system initiated emergency take-over, “the vehicle at least has 

the ability to stop itself in a safe manner if the driver cannot take-over control” (McCall 

et al., 2019, p. 197). The practical applications for the technology designers, planners and 

car manufactures are summarised in the next sections.  

7.7 Limitations and Future Research 

The study had some limitations. Firstly, the study has been successfully undertaken using 

a driving simulator setting. The main benefits of using a driving simulator setting are that 

the researchers can design and control the environment of the simulator. However, a 

simulator setting is different from a real road setting. Consequently, the results from a 

simulator study might differ from a real world situation. Therefore, more research is still 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1369847814000904?casa_token=spj8d-2o1mUAAAAA:5bW52oDilLb37KvVh2exdJM108YuQjxqdbUqMlNfvsq27iHGeBjwkwmyiBeYUL_hrVGvjep4zQ#b0455
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needed to investigate this issue in other settings such as a real road setting. Moreover, in 

this study, the driving scenarios used a rural road with low traffic density. It is also 

important to examine this phenomenon in other roads such as in an urban area with a high 

traffic density.  

Secondly, this study used adverse weather conditions (i.e. heavy fog) as a main cause of 

a system failure. However, as described in Chapter 3, there are other situations that can 

cause a system error such as a sudden change in road conditions and internal system 

failure.  Different situations might require a different way to deal with a system failure. 

Thus, there is a need to explore this issue in other settings. 

Thirdly, this study successfully used percentage of gazes to road centre to indicate task 

difficulty. As described earlier, this measure is sensitive, reliable, non-obtrusive and easy 

to calculate. However, other physiological measures such as an Electrocardiogram (EKG) 

and Electroencephalogram (EEG) might be applied to reflect task difficulty in future 

research. However, these measures might be obtrusive and require special equipment and 

training especially in a driving research.. 

Forthly, this study provided a great deal of evidence to support that taking-over control 

from automated driving in high-urgency situation was a critical and difficult situation  and 

suggested a system stop driving as a preferable strategy after a system failure. However, 

as pointed out in chapters 4 and 5, users’ opinions are important for technology 

development.  Therefore, a public survey also should be conducted to investigate the issue 

of driver’s preferences to take action after an autonomous system failure. 

Finally, same as previous chapter,  this study has some limitations in terms of the small 

sample size. Considerably, this might affect unreliability of the data. Future research 

should investigate this issue in a larger sample size. 

7.8 Conclusions 

This study addressed the principal research questions as to whether drivers’ take-over 

control from automated driving or the system stopping manoeuvre is more critical and 

difficult,  as well as what is an appropriate strategy after a system failure.  It can be 

concluded that resuming manual control is a higher critical situation, more difficult and 

less safe when compared to the stopping manoeuvre, especially in a high-urgency 

situation. For the practical strategy, it may be possible for technology designers and traffic 

safety engineers to design the system to apply a stopping manoeuvre in an appropriate 

way rather than requiring the driver to take over control following the system failure, 
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especially in emergency situations. Moreover, appropriated infrastructures and roads 

should be considered specifically in the case of a system failure. However, in a low-

urgency situation, it is assumed that the driver has enough time to take-over control from 

automated driving. It is reasonable to suggest that the driver might be allowed to take-

over control in low-urgency situations. 
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CHAPTER 8   

FINAL DISCUSSION and CONCLUSIONS 

8.1 Chapter Summary 

As vehicle automation continues to develop, there are several empirical questions which 

have been considered by human factors’ researchers regarding the impact of the 

development of these intelligent vehicles on people and society. For example, what are 

people’s expectations and acceptance of this novel of transport? Further, what kind of 

vehicle would yield a negative effect on drivers’ performance? What is the best way to 

deal with this in the case of a system failure? Nevertheless, gaps remain in this field of 

research. For instance, little research has explored opinions about the autonomous 

vehicles in specific groups of users. It was not clear what were the main factors that 

influence people’s acceptance of highly automated driving. Another gap was that it had 

no clear evidence to support that transition control between automated and manual driving 

could affect drivers’ mental workload. Moreover, there has been a lack of empirical study 

to examine an optimal strategy to respond in the case of autonomous error. To fill those 

gaps, this thesis focuses on four important aspects of human factors in automated driving: 

i) exploring public opinions; ii) potential factors influencing acceptance of automated 

driving technology, specifically between high and low-income countries; iii) examining 

the impact of the control transition between different levels of automated driving on 

drivers’ mental workload and driving performance; and iv) investigating an appropriate 

take-over mode after failure of the autonomous driving. In respect of the current research, 

extensive literature on human factors and automated driving has been reviewed and a 

series of studies has been done. Many recommendations for further research and for the 

system designers and practitioners have been made. This chapter draws conclusions from 

the studies, indicates the contribution to knowledge and provides directions for future 

research. 

8.2 Summary of Research  

As mentioned above, this thesis successfully examines four main human factors issues 

surrounding automated driving. The conclusions reached from the findings are discussed 

in the following sections. 
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8.2.1 General Opinions on Automated Driving 

The focus group study was conducted to explore public opinion regarding highly 

automated driving. The study explored four groups: younger people, middle-aged people, 

older people and a mixed-group. The main topics for the groups were i) the general 

opinions on automated driving; ii) potential benefits; iii) potential concerns and iv) the 

ways to develop the technology. In general, it can be noted that the participants cited 

almost equal numbers of positive and negative opinions. In addition, most participants 

provided neutral opinions as well. This might because people are still waiting to decide 

whether they accept or reject automated driving technology.  Policymakers and designers 

should consider how this novel technology can be made acceptable in the future. In 

particular, the findings reported that younger people cited more negative opinions than 

other groups due to their belief in their own driving ability and therefore mistrust of an 

autonomous system. Thus, an important question that should be considered is how to 

persuade younger people to trust the ability of the technology? On the other hand, older 

people favoured automated driving technology more than others because they expected 

that the technology could support their driving performance. Middle-aged people 

preferred entertainment on board along with security and privacy. The question for 

designers is how to design technology that appeals to the specific groups? 

In terms of the potential benefits, the results indicated that the participants were most 

positive about the amenity, the opportunity for relaxation and the reduction of stress as 

the main benefits of an autonomous vehicle. For example, participants considered that 

autonomous vehicles probably reduce stress when driving on a long journey. Some 

participants also explained that it would make their life better if drivers were able, safely, 

to do other non-driving tasks such as reading. Clearly, drivers prefer an enjoyment and 

relaxation while driving in automated driving. However, this result conflicts with a 

previous study by Yim (1997) who found that participants considered enhancing road 

safety to be the most important benefit of automated driving. It could be assumed that, 

the U.K. is a road safety country.  Thus, drivers in the U.K might prefer the amenity of 

automated driving more than increasing road safety. This is in line with Howard et al. 

(2014), who reported that convenience, amenities and multitasking were major benefits 

of the technology. The recommendation for practitioners is that automated driving needs 

to be enjoyable and comfortable to be accepted by drivers. However, it is expected that 

some dangerous driving countries might cite enhancing road safety as the main benefit of 
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this technology. More research is needed to investigate this issue in the countries which 

have a high rate of road incident.  

In regard to potential concerns, the main concern about autonomous driving was the 

system ability and reliability and the next most cited concern was the system failure and 

error. The results are similar for Howard et al. (2014) study who reported that the majority 

of their participants considered system failure and unreliability of an autonomous vehicle 

to be negative factors. The current study has successfully investigated potential concerns 

in varied groups of people. The concerns were cited based on their background. For 

example, younger people worried about the ability of the system more than other groups. 

Middle-aged people cited other concerns such as legal issues and air pollution emission. 

Older people were most concerned about the effects in the long term of using automated 

driving on drivers’ ability and skill. These findings could have important implications for 

encouraging people in different groups to accept this novel form of transport. 

Regarding technology development, it is interesting to note that varied new ideas were 

put forward and discussed as to how to develop such technology. This is the first study to 

investigate this issue in different groups of users. The study provided several ways to 

develop autonomous driving technology (see Chapter 4 for further detail) such as: 

1) System development such as various options (semi and fully autonomous) of 

autonomy in a vehicle, specific software for people with a disability or older people and 

ease of use. This is the main points from users for developing the technology. 

2) Effective driver-autonomous interaction and communication such as voice and 

gesture command and updating feedback. As described in the literature review chapter, 

an effective design can maintain a driver in the loop of driving and prevent human factors 

problem such as loss of situation awareness and vigilance. 

3) Future investments in infrastructure such as specific lanes/routes, central traffic 

control, appropriate road conditions and specialized infrastructure for autonomous 

vehicles. These could decrease the level of severity when the system fails or reaches a 

limitation. However, it might require a substantial investment for infrastructure 

development. 

These are important implications for consideration by the technology makers, 

governments, car manufactures and designers when designing automated vehicles. 
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8.2.2 Factors Influencing Acceptance of Automated Driving 

Along with the technology development, there is a need to understand what is a key factor 

that  influences users’ acceptance of automated driving. It was expected that an integrated 

model could efficiently explain drivers’ acceptance of the technology. Therefore, in the 

online survey, an integrated model was proposed to predict drivers’ intention to use an 

autonomous vehicle with a cross-cultural comparison being made between a high-income 

country (U.K.) and a low-income country (Thailand). The integrated models were 

described intensively in chapter 5.  

It can be concluded that both of the models in the U.K. and Thailand can strongly explain 

behavioural intention to use HAD. Indeed, it should be noted that the models in the current 

research reported a higher power to predict intention to use highly automated driving 

(HAD) than did some previous studies that have used Theory of Planned Behaviour 

(TPB), Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and Unified Theory of Acceptance and 

Use of Technology (UTAUT) in their models such as the studies by Buckley, Kaye, and 

Pradhan (2018) and Roberts, Ghazizadeh and Lee (2012). This is possible that, in this 

study, the self-development factors (Perceived Benefits (PB) and Perceived Concerns 

(PC)) play an important role to enhance the power of the integrared model. Based on the 

evidence, in the U.K’s model, it was found that Perceived Benefits (PB) can predict 

intention to use HAD more strongly than Perceived Usefulness (PU). Regarding 

Thailand’s model, Social Influence (SI) plays a major role, and Perceived Concern (PC) 

has a predictive power stronger than Perceived Ease of Use (PEU). This provides a 

rationale for suggesting that further research should adopt PC and PB variables into a 

model along with TPB, TAM and UTAUT to predict the public’s acceptance and 

intention to use the technology. To promote use, technology planners should consider the 

different contexts of countries. For example, in high-income countries, such as the U.K, 

the policymakers should enhance the perception of benefits and usefulness of a highly 

autonomous vehicle. In low-income countries, such as Thailand, it should promote social 

norms and positive attitudes regarding the technology.  

The mains findings of the current study also indicated that the respondents from Thailand 

had more positive attitude towards a HAD and intention to use the technology than the 

participants from the U.K. As pointed out in Chapter 5, this could be explained by the 

fact that both countries have different traffic conditions, road traffic fatalities and driving 

behaviour. Traffic congestion problems may play an important role due to Thailand 
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having a greater traffic congestion problem than the U.K.  Automated driving might be 

expected to support drivers in a situation where there is traffic congestion. Another reason 

is that, according to statistics from 2018, Thailand had ten times the number of road traffic 

fatalities when compared with the U.K. (WHO, 2018). In addition, drink-driving is a main 

cause of road accidents in Thailand (Department of Disease Control, 2020). Autonomous 

driving has been projected to deal with these problems. This provides reasons why people 

in Thailand might prefer autonomous vehicles more than people in the U.K. These 

findings could have important implications for the automotive industry in promoting the 

acceptance of autonomous technology in different countries and traffic conditions.  

8.2.3 Effects of Transition Control Between Automated and Manual Driving on 

Drivers’ Mental Workload and Driving Performance 

Evaluating drivers’ mental workload and driving performance while driving in an 

autonomous vehicle has been a concern of human factors’ researchers in this domain. 

However, little prior research has focused on this issue in the case of transition of control 

between automated and manual driving. In a driving simulator study Chapter 6 was 

successfully conducted to explore this issue. Many interesting findings emerged.  

Firstly, switching control between automated and manual driving could increase drivers’ 

mental overload and degrade driving performance. A possible explanation is that control 

transition between automated and manual driving is a complex process and requires 

several information-processing stages (Zhang et al., 2019). Such complex tasks require 

more cognitive workload (Wang et al., 2014). Consequently, the level of mental workload 

is increased. Another explanation for this is that control transition from (to) manual and 

automated driving can be considered to be a ‘passive transition’ (Lu & Winter, 2015). 

Such a passive transition may require more cognitive load to change to different states of 

driving. As a result, in regards to the issue of driving performance, this research revealed 

that the participants crossed over the centreline in the transition of control from highly 

automated driving (HAD) to manual and vice versa. Moreover, engaging  in a highly 

autonomous vehicle can lead to the driver inattention in driving tasks and can cause loss 

of situation awareness and vigilance degradation (Greenlee, DeLucia, & Newton, 2018). 

Consequently, this could lead to errors when resuming the driving in a takeover situation.  

Secondly, as is evident from the literature, under and over mental workload can impair 

task performance (de Waard, 1996). Thus, it could be that keeping the driver engaged in 

driving tasks when using automated driving is important in order to protect the driver 
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from unanticipated situations in the case of autonomous failure. For example, the design 

of displays is required to facilitate safe transition control between an autonomous vehicle 

and manual driving. Another solution might be to design the system so that it has ability 

to bring the vehicle to the controlled stop. It should be the optimal choice when the system 

fails. Therefore, another driving simulator study (Chapter 7) investigate this issue. The 

significant findings are concluded in the next section. 

Lastly, the current study found that drivers’ mental workload and driving performance 

were not affected while the driver was in control transition between adaptive cruise 

control (ACC) and highly automated driving (HAD) and vice versa. It can be assumed 

that transition control between autonomous systems is an active transition (Lu et al, 2016). 

This might not need a greater cognitive load to deal with the transition process. Again, no 

prior research has been found that has examined this issue, and thus more is needed to 

test out this finding. 

8.2.4 An Appropriate Strategy after Automated Driving Failure 

As interesting research question is raised as to the preferred strategy in the case of an 

autonomous system failure. A second driving simulator study (Chapter 7) was conducted 

to address this research question. The key finding has been reported that taking-over 

control from an autonomous vehicle in a high-urgency situation is more critical and 

difficult than the system stop manoeuvre. Therefore, it can be assumed that a driver 

taking-over control from an automated vehicle in a high urgency situation may not be an 

appropriate strategy. Alternatively, the system stopping driving and bringing the vehicle 

to the controlled stop should be a better strategy after a failure in autonomous vehicles. 

System designers should design the system to apply a stopping manoeuvre in an 

appropriate way rather than require the driver to take over control following the system 

failure, especially in emergency situations.  For example, designing “the stop and pull 

over” system might be a practical way after a system failure in high-urgency situation. 

In addition, when comparison is made between high (lower time budget) and low (higher 

time budget) urgency take-over situation, it was found that taking-over in a high-urgency 

is a more critical, more difficult and adversely affects safety when compared to a low-

urgency situation. Thus, car manufacturers should design the system to avoid the driver 

having to take over manual control in a limited and short time period. This means that it 

might allow drivers to resume control from automated driving in the case of low-urgency 

or having enough time budget.  
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8.3 Contribution to Knowledge and Practical Implication 

The research outlined in this thesis contributes to knowledge by providing a number of 

new insights into the understanding of human factors in automated driving. The four 

studies, which together form the research, help to fill the gaps in this research area. In 

particular, it is believed that this thesis contributes to knowledge within the field of human 

factors and autonomy in vehicles. Indeed, the contribution to knowledge, theory and 

practice are provided based on the results from these studies. 

First, in studies of public opinions towards automated driving, little previous research has 

examined these issues across different groups. The current research addressed this deficit 

by recruiting participants from several groups (younger people, middle-aged people, older 

people and a mixed-group). Thus, this inclusion of different groups has generated deeper 

knowledge about the common and disparate views across the age spectrum as to how to 

develop autonomous driving technology, and the potential benefits and key concerns. 

Along with the findings of an online survey, these assist technology planners to have a 

better understanding of customer response to future developments. The technology 

designers should design the system regarding the variety of users. For example, for older 

and disable people, the system should support their physical and mental limitations. 

Designing for younger people should provide choices of the systems (no autonomous, 

semi-automated and fully automated driving). Designing for the middle-aged group 

should consider about safety, data privacy and entertainment. Public education is also an 

important component to mitigate and prevent the unsafe use of automated driving 

technology. 

Secondly, by investigating the models to predict intention to use automated driving, the 

integrated models were developed from previous literature with the self-developed 

variables to describe acceptance of this novel technology. These new models effectively 

explain acceptance of the technology better than some other studies that have used a 

single theoretical model. The novel aspect of this study provides specific models to 

explain acceptance of highly automated driving between developed and developing 

countries. To invest the technology in low-income country, the technology planners 

should consider about Social Influence, Attitude Toward Technology, Perceived 

Concerns, and Perceived Ease of Use. However, for the high-income countries, the 

planners should concern about Perceived Benefits, Perceived Usefulness, Interest in 

Technology and Social Influence. This is contribution to theory within the field of 
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technology acceptance and autonomous driving. Moreover the models could also be 

applicable to research domains outside the field of automated driving or other novel 

technologies.  

Thirdly, there is limited research surrounding the impact of control transition between 

automated and manual driving on drivers’ mental workload and driving performance.  

The study reported in Chapter 6 attempted to close these gaps by examining the levels of 

cognitive workload and ability to control a vehicle during transition of control from  

autonomous driving to manual driving and vice versa. The key findings indicate that 

control transition between autonomous and manual driving in urgency situations is 

dangerous and complex. The contribution to practice is that these findings will assist 

technology designers for design to aid drivers during transitional control. For example, 

an adequate warning and feedback system might be installed in autonomous vehicles to 

enhance drivers’ understanding of take-over processes. Also, designing systems to 

monitor drivers’ mental workload during driving in automated driving could be a practical 

strategy to maintain an optimal driver workload and driving performance. 

Finally, reviews of previous research indicate that there is no clear evidence about an 

appropriate guideline when the autonomous system fails. A second simulator study helps 

to fill the research gap by identifying the optimal take-over mode after the autonomous 

vehicle has reached its limitation. Thus, the system of stop driving and bring the vehicle 

to a controlled stop is suggested as an appropriate way when the autonomous system fails 

in an urgent situation. This new finding has important implications for real world driving 

scenarios. For example, the road designers should design specific roads suitable for 

autonomous vehicles and consider situations where there is system failure. The 

governments and policymakers might set the future plans to invest in automated driving 

system. 

8.4 Limitations and Directions for Future Research 

The results of four studies have led to a better understanding of stakeholders’ views, 

acceptance, impacts of transition control between automated and manual driving and 

effective guidelines to deal with a system failure. However, there are still challenging 

issues for the researchers in this area. The conclusions and discussion presented in this 

thesis have raised many additional areas for research and potential research questions.  
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8.4.1 Public Opinion and Factors Influencing Acceptance of Technology 

Public opinion and acceptance are important factors for the adoption and deployment of 

automated driving. In the focus group study (chapter 4), different groups were included. 

In this way, there is good coverage across these groups and this provides useful 

information for developing autonomous driving technology such as that which is easy to 

understand and employs straightforward software. However, some participants lacked 

experience of automated driving and therefore their views were based on opinions and 

may have been speculative. For example, they said “that’s my opinion, I’ve never been in 

one so I couldn’t tell you for sure”. Thus, there is a need to explore these issues in other 

experimental settings such as driving simulator studies. Other vulnerable groups such as 

disabled people might have different views because of their physical limitations. Future 

research should be conducted with these groups. Moreover, as some automated driving 

systems such as ACC system are available in the car markets already, some might have 

had experience with autonomous vehicles and they might provide different perspectives 

from unexperienced people. Future study could focus on this group as well. Another 

limitation in terms of the sample size, small samples are common when using focus 

groups. Future research might be conducted with the larger groups. 

In relation to factors influencing intention to use autonomous vehicles, the study 

presented in chapter 5 adopted an integrated model to explain drivers’ acceptance of 

automated driving. The models demonstrated a good predictive beta coefficient. This 

study also revealed that perceived concerns (PC) and perceived benefits (PB) strongly 

influence behavioural intention to use HAD in both the U.K. and Thailand’s models. 

Thus, it is recommended that future research should apply these two predictors to the 

model for predicting drivers’ acceptance of automated driving technology and in other 

domains of technology acceptance. In addition, the findings demonstrated that the 

participants from Thailand had more positive opinions and were more willing to accept 

highly automated driving (HAD) than the participants from the U.K. Nevertheless, this 

study did not directly investigate the reason for this discrepancy. Therefore, another 

recommendation is that more research is needed to test why participants from a low-

income country tend to accept automated driving more readily than the participants from 

a high-income country. For example, other culturally different factors such as life-style, 

road conditions and driving behaviours might be involved in the study. 
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8.4.2 The Impact of Control Transition Between Automated and Manual Driving on 

Drivers’ Mental Workload and Driving Performance 

The driving simulator study (Chapter 6) reported that take-over from automated to manual 

driving and handover from manual to automated driving increased drivers’ mental 

overload and impaired driving performance. The findings from this study suggest that 

technology designers and developers should design the systems with cognizance of the 

event that need a driver transition control between an autonomous vehicle and manual 

driving. In addition, display warnings might be required when the system and driver need 

to exchange control. However, control transitions from autonomous to manual and from 

manual to autonomous have different mechanisms. Therefore, further research is required 

to explore how to design multimodal displays to facilitate takeover and handover 

situations. For instance, this could include studying the modality (auditory, visual, and 

tactile), types of format (text and/or voice message), location of display (concentration 

and distribution, and head-up or head-down), time and frequency of warning on transition 

control. More research into human-automation interaction is also needed to understand 

the relationship between autonomous driving and drivers. 

Also the findings indicated concerns that take-over manual control from automated 

driving causes deterioration of driving performance and can lead to a risk of road incident. 

Thus, an empirical research question is posed relating to the appropriate strategy to deal 

with system failure, such as how an autonomous vehicle communicates with other road 

users or other vehicles in the case of system error to mitigate a risk of incident. Further 

research is required to evaluate this issue.   

8.4.3 An Appropriate Strategy after Autonomous System Failure 

The second driving simulator study (Chapter 7) was undertaken to explore an appropriate 

strategy after automated driving failure. The focus of this study was to examine the 

differences between driver take-over and the system stopping driving and bringing the 

vehicle to a controlled stop. As described in the chapter, several techniques were carefully 

measured to indicate situation criticality and task difficulty between take-over modes. 

However, other objective measures such as an electrocardiogram (ECG) and an 

electroencephalogram (EEG) might be used to indicate task difficulty (Paxion, Galy & 

Berthelon, 2014). In addition, this study was successfully undertaken using a fix-based 

driving simulator setting. However, there is a reason to note that the results could differ 

from other settings such as motion-based driving simulator and real world situations. 
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Therefore, more research might require to investigate this issue in other settings such as 

a real road experiment. Also, a public survey could be conducted to investigate drivers’ 

preferences about the best action to take after an autonomous system failure. 

8.5 Thesis Conclusions 

The different research studies undertaken and presented in this thesis have addressed gaps 

in knowledge regarding human factors of automated driving. Firstly, with reference to 

opinions towards the technology, there is limited research about specific users and there 

are few previous studies which focus on consumer views about developing such 

automated driving technology. The focus groups were conducted to fill these research 

gaps. This study provides a range of opinions regarding the potential benefits, concerns 

and effective ways to develop automated technology. In general, people are still weighing 

up positive aspects and negative effects of the technology. Younger people were 

concerned about the technology more than other groups. The suggestions for technology 

development were based on the group differences. For example, older people prefer 

automated driving because it can accommodate their impairment.  Secondly, in terms of 

factors influencing users’ acceptance of automated driving, limited research has hitherto 

examined the relationship between psychological factors and the acceptance of highly 

automated driving (HAD). In the online survey (Chapter 5), the integrated model was 

proposed to predict public’s acceptance of autonomous driving technology. As expected, 

the comprehensive models to explain drivers’ acceptance of autonomous vehicle are 

different between high-income and low-income countries. Also, the findings indicated 

that participants in low-income countries with traffic problems such as Thailand tend to 

accept the use of autonomous vehicles more than participants in a high-income country 

such as the U.K. Thirdly, the impact of automated driving on drivers’ mental workload 

and driving has been investigated in this research domain. Chapter 6 was undertaken to 

explore this issue. As anticipated, the automation transition to manual and vice versa 

increased mental overload and degraded driving performance. Finally, it is known that 

partially and highly autonomous vehicles will not function at some point, and this requires 

the driver to potentially resume control. Important research questions are raised regarding 

whether driver take-over control after system failure or alternatively bringing the vehicle 

to a controlled stop, is the optimal strategy. The second simulator study (Chapter 7) 

addressed this research question by examining situation criticality and task difficulty. The 

findings suggested that take-over from automated driving in high-urgency scenarios is a 

critical and difficult situation, and, alternatively, automatic bringing of the vehicle to a 
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controlled stop could offer a more appropriate strategy. In conclusion, it cannot guarantee 

that automated driving does not reach a limitation and everyone prefers this intelligent 

transport. This thesis has provided a very clear steer  - that the human factors perspective 

should be the first priority to be considered when developing and implement this novel 

technology, especially the implementation strategies for handling systems failures. 
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APPENDIX A 

Online Survey Questionnaire  

 
Highly Automated Driving Systems: A Survey of Public Opinion  

 
Background 

You are being asked to contribute to a survey about your opinion on autonomous 

vehicles.  Questions are asked about: 

• your experience of driving 

• general opinions regarding highly automated driving systems 

• the potential benefits of highly automated driving systems 

• concerns about using highly automated driving systems 

• how to develop highly automated driving systems 

It is hoped that the results will provide opportunities for interventions to improve 

automated driving systems. 

Instructions 

If you are happy to contribute to the survey, please complete all sections. This should 

take between fifteen and twenty minutes.  There are no right or wrong answers.   

No data are collected that could identify you personally, so please be as honest as 

possible.  

The questionnaire has three sections; very few questions require more than a click to 

respond, and these are generally optional. 

If you would like further information about the project, please contact Mr. Totsapon 

Butmee on +44 (0) 77 197 22648, or email: tb19@hw.ac.uk 

Alternatively, you could contact my supervisor: Dr Terry C. Lansdown on +44 (0) 131 

451 8246, or email: t.lansdown@hw.ac.uk 

You are free to stop completing or withdraw from the survey at any time. If you feel 

you would like to contribute, please indicate your consent by clicking the 'Next' button 

to start the survey.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:t.lansdown@hw.ac.uk
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Section A: About You 

1. Do you have a driving licence? 

 □ Yes   □ No 

2. How long have you had it?  

 □ Less than 1 year 

 □ 1-5 years 

 □ 6-10 years 

 □ More than 10 years 

3. What is your estimated annual mileage? ...............miles 

4. How old are you? .............years 

5. What is your gender? 

□ Male  □ Female □ Other, please state………..  □ Prefer not to disclose 

6. Your highest education level: 

 □ Less than bachelor’s degree 

 □ Bachelor’s degree 

 □ Postgraduate degree 

7. About your employment: 

 □ Employed full-time   □ Employed part-time 

 □ Not currently employed  □ Retired 

 □ Full-time student   □ Part-time student 

8. Which type/s of vehicle/s do you drive? (Tick as many as apply) 

 □ Passenger car   □ Minivan/ van/ MPV 

 □ Lorry    □ SUV 

 □ Motorcycle/ scooter   □ Do not drive 

 □ Other, please state………………………………. 

9. How much interest do you have in ‘technology’? 

   □ Very disinterested    □ Disinterested       □ Neutral       □ Interested      □ Very 

interested 

10. Which type of area do you live in? 

□ City centre   □ City suburb   □ Town or Village 

 

Section B 
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Highly automated driving (HAD) 

“An automated driving vehicle is one where driving functions are handled by a computer. 

The vehicle is able to control the speed, distance and breaking of the vehicle. In a Highly 

Automated Driving (HAD) mode, both longitudinal (speed and headway) and lateral (lane 

keeping) are controlled by automatic systems. The HAD system can help drivers as they 

are no longer required to constantly to monitor the vehicle. They may then choose to do 

other tasks, such as reading, working or relaxing”.  

After reading the above text, please complete the following questions by selecting the 

appropriate option. 

Part 1: General Opinions Regarding on Driving Automation 

1. Have you ever heard of automated driving or self-driving vehicles before taking part 

in this survey? 

□ Yes   □ No 

2. What is your general opinion regarding highly automated driving or self-driving 

vehicles?  

□ Very positive □ Somewhat positive  □ Neutral  □ Somewhat negative  □ Very 

negative 

3. Would you like to see automated vehicles on our roads? 

□ Definitely Yes □ Possibly Yes     □ Not sure     □ Possibly No     □ Definitely 

No 

 

Part 2: Perceived Usefulness and Perceived Ease of Use 

I perceive that: 

Items Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

Agree 

Perceived Usefulness      

1. Using HAD can make driving 

tasks easier. 

     

2. Using HAD can improve driving 

safety. 

     

3. Using HAD can allow me to do 

other things whilst driving the 

vehicle. 

     

4. Overall, HAD is useful for me.      

Perceived Ease of Use      

1. HAD might be easy to learn.      

2. HAD might be easy to control.      

3. HAD might be easy to understand.      

4. Overall, HAD might be easy to 

use. 

     

Part 3: Benefits 
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I now feel my views on the following are: 

Items Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

Agree 

1. Highly automated driving is 

beneficial for “night workers” 

such as bus and truck drivers. 

     

2. Highly automated driving is 

beneficial for long distance 

travel. 

     

3. Highly automated driving 

might prevent fatigue on long 

journeys. 

     

4. Automated vehicles could 

solve the problem of strikes 

such as train union strikes. 

     

5. Highly automated driving 

could reduce traffic congestion 

problems.  

     

6. Highly automated driving 

could increase fuel efficiency. 

     

7. Highly automated driving 

could reduce pollution. 

     

8. Highly automated driving 

could reduce driving costs. 

     

9. Highly automated driving 

could reduce travel time. 

     

10. Highly automated driving 

could help the users control 

speed easily. 

     

11. Highly automated driving 

would relieve the stress of 

driving. 

     

12. Highly automated driving 

is helpful for elderly and 

disabled people. 

     

13. In highly automated 

driving, you can drive while 

you are tired.  

     

14. The main reasons to use 

highly automated driving are 

to be able to relax and to be 

comfortable. 

     

15. In highly automated 

driving, you can sleep, and the 

driver is just a passenger. 

     

 
 

 

 

Part 4: Concerns 
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I now feel my views on the following are: 

Items Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

Agree 

1. Highly automated vehicles 

might not be good enough to 

detect hazards correctly and 

quickly.  

     

2. Highly automated vehicles 

might not make an appropriate 

response in a fast-enough time.  

     

3. The sensor may be under 

sensitive or over sensitive. 

     

4. Highly automated vehicles 

are likely to create more 

accidents because the system 

does not respond quickly 

enough. 

     

5. Sometimes, the automated 

system may fail, and it could 

lead to more accidents. 

     

6. I might not know what I 

should do when there is an error 

in the automated system.  

     

7. Sometimes, there may be no 

sensor signal in poor conditions 

such as in fog and heavy rain.  

     

8. Wi-Fi and GPS signal might 

not be connected in some areas. 

     

9. Automated vehicles are 

going to take over the jobs of 

drivers such as taxi drivers. 

     

10. The driving automation 

system might be hacked easily 

by hackers. 

     

11. Highly automated vehicles 

will be too expensive. 

     

12. Highly automated vehicles 

will increase external costs such 

as services and maintenance. 

     

13. It is difficult to understand 

the mechanism of the driving 

automation systems. 

     

14. It is hard to get older people 

to understand how to use 

completely automated vehicles. 

     

15. Driving automation is very 

much western-based, and it is 

not going to be useful in 

developing countries. 
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16. Some areas, there might not 

be enough energy chargers to 

top up the vehicle. 

     

17. Long term use of highly 

automated driving might make 

drivers lose their driving skills. 

     

18. Highly automated driving 

might make driving boring and 

take away the joy of driving.   

     

19. Highly automated driving 

might make drivers lose 

perceptions of risks. 

     

20. If you sit in highly 

automated vehicles, you might 

not be aware of the hazards. 

     

21. Your brain might lose the 

ability to deal with driving 

problems if you are using 

automated driving for a long 

time. 

     

 

Part 5: Development of Systems 

I now feel my views on the following are: 

Items Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

Agree 

1. Car manufactories should 

provide a range of automation 

options. 

     

2. Users can choose to engage 

in either automated or manual 

systems. 

     

3. Automated vehicles should 

be started in the manual mode. 

     

4. Software should match users’ 

needs, such as the elderly, 

sufferers from dementia and 

disabled people. 

     

5. Software should be secure 

and protected against hacking.  

     

6. Software must be 

comprehensive, and it should 

be linked with the road and 

traffic conditions. 

     

7. The first priority is to 

develop sensor systems for 

detecting hazards effectively. 

     

8. Car manufacturers should 

install a full screen, or a system 

that can display images of what 
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is behind or at the side in the 

blind spots of the car. 

9. Automated vehicles should 

be capable of being controlled 

by voice and gesture 

commands. 

     

10. Automated vehicles should 

provide appropriate feedback 

when engaging or disengaging 

systems. 

     

11. Automated systems should 

require minimal user inputs. 

     

12. Roads/pathways/ designated 

lanes should be developed 

specifically for automated 

vehicles. 

     

13. Automated vehicles should 

be driven in specific areas such 

as on the highway and specific 

lanes only. 

     

14. The routes for automated 

vehicles should be planned by a 

central computer system. 

     

15. There should be “auto-

electricians” who can deal with 

system mode failure.  

     

16. There should be technicians 

who can help the users 

immediately when something 

goes wrong. 

     

17. Driving schools should 

include automated driving in 

their training of drivers 

     

18. There should be specific 

laws for automated driving. 

     

19. There should be both 

working and entertainment 

spaces such as rotating seats 

and/or a massage chair in 

automated vehicles. 

     

20. It should be possible to 

sleep in automated vehicles. 

     

21. Automated vehicles should 

take the decisions by 

themselves. 

     

22. Automated vehicles should 

have entertainment equipment 

such as a television to make 

users more relaxed during long 

journeys. 

     

23. Automated vehicles should 

be designed to be 
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environmentally friendly, with 

low pollution and low 

emissions. 

 

 

 

Part 6: Social Influence 

I think that: 

Items Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

Agree 

1. People who are important to 

me think that I should use 

HAD. 

     

2. People who influence my 

behaviour think that I should 

use HAD. 

     

3. People whose opinions I 

value would like me to use 

HAD. 

     

 

 

Section C: Intentions 

1. Would you like to ride in a Highly Automated Vehicle in the future? 

□ Definitely Yes □ Probably Yes     □ Not sure      □ Probably No     □ 

Definitely No 

2. Would you like to buy a Highly Automated Vehicle in the future? 

□Definitely Yes □Probably Yes      □ Not sure      □ Probably No    □ 

Definitely No 

3. Would you recommend family members and friends to ride in a Highly Automated 

Vehicle? 

□Definitely Yes □Probably Yes      □ Not sure      □Probably No    □ 

Definitely No 

 

Please add any further comments 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………… 

 

Thank you very much for taking part in this survey.
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APPENDIX B 

The Results of Online Survey 
Perceived Usefullness 

 

 

Items U.K (159) Thailand (177) 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strong 

Agree 

Mean 

(S.D.) 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

Agree 

Mean 

(S.D.) 

1. Using HAD can 

make driving tasks 

easier. 

5 

(3.1) 

6 

(3.8) 

41 

(25.8) 

87 

(54.7) 

20 

(12.6) 

3.70 

(0.86) 

(High) 

2 

(1.1) 

5 

(2.8) 

35 

(19.8) 

102 

(57.6) 

33 

(18.6) 

3.90 

(0.77) 

(High) 

2. Using HAD can 

improve driving safety. 

6 

(3.8) 

23 

(14.5) 

42 

(26.4) 

72 

(45.3) 

16 

(10.1) 

3.43 

(0.98) 

(Moderate) 

5 

(2.8) 

8 

(4.5) 

57 

(32.2) 

76 

(42.9) 

31 

(17.5) 

3.68 

(0.91) 

(High) 

3. Using HAD can 

allow me to do other 

things whilst driving 

the vehicle. 

10 

(6.3) 

25 

(15.7) 

38 

(23.9) 

66 

(41.5) 

20 

(12.6) 

3.38 

(1.09) 

(Moderate) 

4 

(2.3) 

22 

(12.4) 

32 

(18.1) 

96 

(54.2) 

23 

(13.0) 

3.63 

(0.94) 

(Moderate) 

4. Overall, HAD is 

useful for me. 

9 

(5.7) 

23 

(14.5) 

47 

(29.6) 

66 

(41.5) 

14 

(8.8) 

3.33 

(1.02) 

(Moderate) 

4 

(2.3) 

10 

(5.6) 

42 

(23.7) 

97 

(54.8) 

24 

(13.6) 

3.72 

(0.85) 

(High) 

 

Average 

3.46 

(0.71) 

(Moderate) 

 

Average 

3.73 

(0.70) 

(High) 
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Perceived Ease of Use (PEU) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Items U.K (159) Thailand (177) 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

Agree 

Mean 

(S.D.) 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

Agree 

Mean 

(S.D.) 

1. HAD might be easy to 

learn. 

4 

(2.5) 

6 

(3.8) 

48 

(30.2) 

87 

(54.7) 

14 

(8.8) 

3.64 

(0.80) 

(Moderate) 

2 

(1.1) 

5 

(2.8) 

40 

(22.6) 

109 

(61.6) 

21 

(11.9) 

3.80 

(0.72) 

(High) 

2. HAD might be easy to 

control. 

3 

(1.9) 

12 

(7.5) 

52 

(32.7) 

76 

(47.8) 

16 

(10.1) 

3.57 

(0.85) 

(Moderate) 

3 

(1.7) 

4 

(2.3) 

62 

(35.0) 

91 

(51.4) 

17 

(9.6) 

3.65 

(0.76) 

(Moderate) 

3. HAD might be easy to 

understand. 

4 

(2.5) 

14 

(8.8) 

51 

(32.1) 

76 

(47.8) 

14 

(8.8) 

3.52 

(0.87) 

(Moderate) 

3 

(1.7) 

4 

(2.3) 

54 

(30.5) 

99 

(55.9) 

17 

(9.6) 

3.69 

(0.74) 

(High) 

4. Overall, HAD might be 

easy to use. 

3 

(1.9) 

5 

(3.1) 

42 

(26.4) 

96 

(60.4) 

13 

(8.2) 

3.70 

(0.74) 

(High) 

3 

(1.7) 

4 

(2.3) 

38 

(21.5) 

110 

(62.1) 

22 

(12.4) 

3.81 

(0.74) 

(High) 

 

Average 

3.60 

(0.69) 

(Moderate) 

 

Average 

3.74 

(0.63) 

(High) 
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Perceived Benefits (PB) 
 

Items U.K (159) Thailand (177) 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

Agree 

Mean 

(S.D.) 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

Agree 

Mean 

(S.D.) 

1. Highly automated 

driving is beneficial 

for “night workers” 

such as bus and 

truck drivers. 

4 

(2.5) 

16 

(10.1) 

31 

(19.5) 

 

84 

(52.8) 

24 

(15.1) 

3.68 

(0.94) 

(High) 

3 

(1.7) 

13 

(7.3) 

25 

(14.1) 

91 

(51.4) 

45 

(25.4) 

3.92 

(0.92) 

(High) 

 

2. Highly automated 

driving is beneficial 

for long distance 

travel. 

1 

(0.6) 

9 

(5.7) 

20 

(12.6) 

86 

(54.1) 

43 

(27.0) 

4.01 

(0.83) 

(High) 

2 

(1.1) 

6 

(3.4) 

14 

(7.9) 

106 

(59.9) 

49 

(27.7) 

4.10 

(0.77) 

(High) 

3. Highly automated 

driving might 

prevent fatigue on 

long journeys. 

3 

(1.9) 

11 

(6.9) 

26 

(16.4) 

86 

(54.1) 

33 

(20.8) 

3.85 

(0.89) 

(High) 

3 

(1.7) 

2 

(1.1) 

17 

(9.6) 

109 

(61.6) 

46 

(26.0) 

4.09 

(0.74) 

(High) 

4. Automated 

vehicles could solve 

the problem of 

strikes such as train 

union strikes. 

14 

(8.8) 

29 

(18.2) 

52 

(32.7) 

57 

(35.8) 

7 

(4.4) 

3.09 

(1.03) 

(Moderate) 

 

4 

(2.3) 

21 

(11.9) 

87 

(49.2) 

48 

(27.1) 

17 

(9.6) 

3.30 

(0.88) 

(Moderate) 

 

 

5. Highly automated 

driving could reduce 

traffic congestion 

problems.  

7 

(4.4) 

32 

(20.1) 

56 

(35.2) 

53 

(33.3) 

11 

(6.9) 

3.18 

(0.98) 

(Moderate) 

5 

(2.8) 

29 

(16.4) 

80 

(45.2) 

50 

(28.2) 

13 

(7.3) 

3.21 

(0.90) 

(Moderate) 

 

6. Highly automated 

driving could 

2 

(1.3) 

15 

(9.4) 

51 

(32.1) 

73 

(45.9) 

18 

(11.3) 

3.57 

(0.86) 

2 

(1.1) 

12 

(6.8) 

62 

(35.0) 

78 

(44.1) 

23 

(13.0) 

3.61 

(0.84) 
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increase fuel 

efficiency. 

(Moderate) (Moderate) 

 

7. Highly automated 

driving could reduce 

pollution. 

15 

(9.4) 

20 

(12.6) 

57 

(35.8) 

53 

(33.3) 

14 

(8.8) 

3.19 

(1.08) 

(Moderate) 

2 

(1.1) 

10 

(5.6) 

86 

(48.6) 

66 

(37.3) 

13 

(7.3) 

3.44 

(0.76) 

(Moderate) 

 

8. Highly automated 

driving could reduce 

driving costs. 

13 

(8.2) 

36 

(22.6) 

53 

(33.3) 

47 

(29.6) 

10 

(6.3) 

3.03 

(1.05) 

(Moderate) 

4 

(2.3) 

19 

(10.7) 

81 

(45.8) 

62 

(35.0) 

11 

(6.2) 

3.32 

(0.84) 

(Moderate) 

 

9. Highly automated 

driving could reduce 

travel time. 

9 

(5.7) 

36 

(22.6) 

62 

(39.0) 

43 

(27.0) 

9 

(5.7) 

3.04 

(0.98) 

(Moderate) 

2 

(1.1) 

18 

(10.2) 

77 

(43.5) 

65 

(36.7) 

15 

(8.5) 

3.41 

(0.83) 

(Moderate) 

 

10. Highly 

automated driving 

could help the users 

control speed easily. 

4 

(2.5) 

9 

(5.7) 

31 

(19.5) 

98 

(61.6) 

17 

(10.7) 

3.72 

(0.83) 

(High) 

 

2 

(1.1) 

6 

(3.4) 

26 

(14.7) 

117 

(66.1) 

26 

(14.7) 

3.90 

(0.72) 

(High) 

 

 

11. Highly 

automated driving 

would relieve the 

stress of driving. 

4 

(2.5) 

18 

(11.3) 

35 

(22.0) 

83 

(52.2) 

19 

(11.9) 

3.60 

(0.93) 

(Moderate) 

4 

(2.3) 

4 

(2.3) 

31 

(17.5) 

111 

(62.7) 

27 

(15.3) 

3.86 

(0.78) 

(High) 

 

12. Highly 

automated driving is 

helpful for elderly 

and disabled people. 

2 

(1.3) 

9 

(5.7) 

19 

(11.9) 

84 

(52.8) 

45 

(28.3) 

4.01 

(0.86) 

(High) 

 

2 

(1.1) 

7 

(4.0) 

18 

(10.2) 

103 

(58.2) 

47 

(26.6) 

4.05 

(0.79) 

(High) 

 

13. In highly 

automated driving, 

18 

(11.3) 

29 

(18.2) 

34 

(21.4) 

63 

(39.6) 

15 

(9.4) 

3.18 

(1.18) 

(Moderate) 

8 

(4.5) 

13 

(7.3) 

27 

(15.3) 

102 

(57.6) 

27 

(15.3) 

3.72 

(0.97) 

(High) 
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you can drive while 

you are tired.  

 

14. The main 

reasons to use highly 

automated driving 

are to be able to 

relax and to be 

comfortable. 

8 

(5.0) 

27 

(17.0) 

43 

(27.0) 

70 

(44.0) 

11 

(6.9) 

3.31 

(1.00) 

(Moderate) 

4 

(2.3) 

10 

(5.6) 

23 

(13.0) 

109 

(61.6) 

31 

(17.5) 

3.86 

(0.85) 

(High) 

 

15. The main 

reasons to use highly 

automated driving 

are to be able to 

improve driving 

safety. 

6 

(3.8) 

11 

(6.9) 

38 

(23.9) 

81 

(50.9) 

23 

(14.5) 

3.65 

(0.94) 

(Moderate) 

3 

(1.7) 

11 

(6.2) 

40 

(22.6) 

96 

(54.2) 

27 

(15.3) 

3.75 

(0.85) 

(High) 

 

16. In highly 

automated driving, 

you can sleep, and 

the driver is just a 

passenger. 

38 

(23.9) 

32 

(20.1) 

40 

(25.2) 

41 

(25.8) 

8 

(5.0) 

2.68 

(1.23) 

(Moderate) 

15 

(8.5) 

27 

(15.3) 

57 

(32.2) 

62 

(35.0) 

16 

(9.0) 

3.21 

(1.08) 

(Moderate) 

 

Average 

3.42 

(0.60) 

(Moderate) 

 

Average 

3.67 

(0.56) 

(High) 
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Perceived Concerns (PC) 

 

Items U.K (159) Thailand (177) 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongl

y Agree 

Mean 

(S.D.) 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongl

y Agree 

Mean 

(S.D.) 

1. Highly 

automated 

vehicles might 

not be good 

enough to detect 

hazards correctly 

and quickly.  

1 

(0.6) 

9 

(5.7) 

34 

(21.4) 

85 

(53.5) 

30 

(18.9) 

3.84 

(0.82) 

(High) 

 

2 

(1.1) 

4 

(2.3) 

51 

(28.8) 

88 

(49.7) 

32 

(18.1) 

3.81 

(0.79) 

(High) 

2. Highly 

automated 

vehicles might 

not make an 

appropriate 

response in a fast 

enough time.  

4 

(2.5) 

11 

(6.9) 

37 

(23.3) 

81 

(50.9) 

26 

(16.4) 

3.72 

(0.91) 

(High) 

3 

(1.7) 

6 

(3.4) 

48 

(27.1) 

88 

(49.7) 

32 

(18.1) 

3.79 

(0.84) 

(High) 

3. The sensor may 

be under sensitive 

or over sensitive. 

1 

(0.6) 

11 

(6.9) 

30 

(18.9) 

88 

(55.3) 

29 

(18.2) 

3.84 

(0.83) 

(High) 

2 

(1.1) 

5 

(2.8) 

45 

(25.4) 

97 

(54.8) 

28 

(15.8) 

3.81 

(0.77) 

(High) 

4. Highly 

automated 

vehicles are likely 

to create more 

accidents because 

the system does 

9 

(5.7) 

26 

(16.4) 

55 

(34.6) 

53 

(33.3) 

16 

(10.1) 

3.26 

(1.03) 

(Moderate) 

 

2 

(1.1) 

14 

(7.9) 

72 

(40.7) 

67 

(37.9) 

22 

(12.4) 

3.53 

(0.85) 

(Moderate) 
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not respond 

quickly enough. 

5. Sometimes, the 

automated system 

may fail and it 

could lead to 

more accidents. 

5 

(3.1) 

7 

(4.4) 

23 

(14.5) 

88 

(55.3) 

36 

(22.6) 

3.90 

(0.91) 

(High) 

2 

(1.1) 

3 

(1.7) 

28 

(15.8) 

114 

(64.4) 

30 

(16.9) 

3.94 

(0.71) 

(High) 

6. I might not 

know what I 

should do when 

there is an error in 

the automated 

system.  

2 

(1.3) 

8 

(5.0) 

22 

(13.8) 

92 

(57.9) 

35 

(22.0) 

3.94 

(0.82) 

(High) 

3 

(1.7) 

6 

(3.4) 

29 

(16.4) 

103 

(58.2) 

36 

(20.3) 

3.92 

(0.81) 

(High) 

7. Sometimes, 

there may be no 

sensor signal in 

poor conditions 

such as in fog and 

heavy rain.  

2 

(1.3) 

10 

(6.3) 

37 

(23.3) 

79 

(49.7) 

31 

(19.5) 

3.80 

(0.87) 

(High) 

1 

(0.6) 

4 

(2.3) 

46 

(26.0) 

92 

(52.0) 

34 

(19.2) 

3.87 

(0.76) 

(High) 

8. Wi-Fi and GPS 

signal might not 

be connected in 

some areas. 

1 

(0.6) 

5 

(3.1) 

19 

(11.9) 

81 

(50.9) 

53 

(33.3) 

4.13 

(0.79) 

(High) 

2 

(1.1) 

6 

(3.4) 

22 

(12.4) 

94 

(53.1) 

53 

(29.9) 

4.07 

(0.81) 

(High) 

9. Automated 

vehicles are going 

to take over the 

jobs of drivers 

such as taxi 

drivers. 

12 

(7.5) 

35 

(22.0) 

42 

(26.4) 

51 

(32.1) 

19 

(11.9) 

3.19 

(1.14) 

(Moderate) 

 

 

4 

(2.3) 

23 

(13.0) 

73 

(41.2) 

64 

(36.2) 

13 

(7.3) 

3.33 

(0.88) 

(Moderate) 
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10. The driving 

automation 

system might be 

hacked easily by 

hackers. 

3 

(1.9) 

12 

(7.5) 

59 

(37.1) 

66 

(41.5) 

19 

(11.9) 

3.54 

(0.87) 

(Moderate) 

 

2 

(1.1) 

6 

(3.4) 

71 

(40.1) 

78 

(44.1) 

20 

(11.3) 

3.61 

(0.78) 

(Moderate) 

11. Highly 

automated 

vehicles will be 

too expensive. 

1 

(0.6) 

6 

(3.8) 

30 

(18.9) 

72 

(45.3) 

50 

(31.4) 

4.03 

(0.85) 

(High) 

1 

(0.6) 

4 

(2.3) 

35 

(19.8) 

75 

(42.4) 

62 

(35.0) 

4.09 

(0.83) 

(High) 

12. Highly 

automated 

vehicles will 

increase external 

costs such as 

services and 

maintenance. 

2 

(1.3) 

7 

(4.4) 

32 

(20.1) 

81 

(50.9) 

37 

(23.3) 

3.91 

(0.85) 

(High) 

4 

(2.3) 

1 

(0.6) 

35 

(19.8) 

96 

(54.2) 

41 

(23.2) 

3.95 

(0.81) 

(High) 

13. It is difficult 

to understand the 

mechanism of the 

driving 

automation 

systems. 

3 

(1.9) 

24 

(15.1) 

50 

(31.4) 

56 

(35.2) 

26 

(16.4) 

3.49 

(0.99) 

(Moderate) 

 

2 

(1.1) 

18 

(10.2) 

63 

(35.6) 

78 

(44.1) 

16 

(9.0) 

3.50 

(0.84) 

(Moderate) 

 

 

14. It is hard to 

get older people 

to understand 

how to use 

completely 

automated 

vehicles. 

3 

(1.9) 

14 

(8.8) 

31 

(19.5) 

80 

(50.3) 

31 

(19.5) 

3.77 

(0.93) 

(High) 

2 

(1.1) 

9 

(5.1) 

37 

(20.9) 

97 

(54.8) 

32 

(18.1) 

3.84 

(0.82) 

(High) 
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15. Driving 

automation is 

very much 

western-based, 

and it is not going 

to be useful in 

developing 

countries. 

8 

(5.0) 

22 

(13.8) 

52 

(32.7) 

57 

(35.8) 

20 

(12.6) 

3.37 

(1.04) 

(Moderate) 

 

6 

(3.4) 

30 

(16.9) 

54 

(30.5) 

60 

(33.9) 

27 

(15.3) 

3.41 

(1.05) 

(Moderate) 

 

 

16. Some areas, 

there might not be 

enough energy 

chargers to top up 

the vehicle. 

2 

(1.3) 

6 

(3.8) 

29 

(18.2) 

86 

(54.1) 

36 

(22.6) 

3.93 

(0.82) 

(High) 

1 

(0.6) 

6 

(3.4) 

30 

(16.9) 

106 

(59.9) 

34 

(19.2) 

3.94 

(0.74) 

(High) 

17. Long term use 

of highly 

automated driving 

might make 

drivers lose their 

driving skills. 

7 

(4.4) 

9 

(5.7) 

27 

(17.0) 

79 

(49.7) 

37 

(23.3) 

3.82 

(0.99) 

(High) 

3 

(1.7) 

28 

(15.8) 

44 

(24.9) 

74 

(41.8) 

28 

(15.8) 

3.54 

(0.99) 

(Moderate) 

 

18. Highly 

automated driving 

might make 

driving boring 

and take away the 

joy of driving.   

7 

(4.4) 

21 

(13.2) 

46 

(28.9) 

57 

(35.8) 

28 

(17.6) 

3.49 

(1.07) 

(Moderate) 

 

7 

(4.0) 

40 

(22.6) 

72 

(40.7) 

52 

(29.4) 

6 

(3.4) 

3.06 

(0.90) 

(Moderate) 

 

19. Highly 

automated driving 

might make 

drivers lose 

3 

(1.9) 

7 

(4.4) 

29 

(18.2) 

84 

(52.8) 

36 

(22.6) 

3.90 

(0.87) 

(High) 

3 

(1.7) 

23 

(13.0) 

57 

(32.2) 

74 

(41.8) 

20 

(11.3) 

3.48 

(0.92) 

(Moderate) 
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perceptions of 

risks. 

20. If you sit in 

highly automated 

vehicles, you 

might not be 

aware of the 

hazards. 

7 

(4.4) 

15 

(9.4) 

34 

(21.4) 

74 

(46.5) 

29 

(18.2) 

3.65 

(1.03) 

(Moderate) 

6 

(3.4) 

32 

(18.1) 

39 

(22.0) 

81 

(45.8) 

19 

(10.7) 

3.42 

(1.02) 

(Moderate) 

 

21. Your brain 

might lose the 

ability to deal 

with problems if 

you are using 

automated driving 

for a long time. 

3 

(1.9) 

11 

(6.9) 

36 

(22.6) 

75 

(47.2) 

34 

(21.4) 

3.79 

(0.92) 

(High) 

 

5 

(2.8) 

22 

(12.4) 

56 

(31.6) 

78 

(44.1) 

16 

(9.0) 

3.44 

(0.92) 

(Moderate) 

 

Average 3.73 

(High) 

Average 3.68 

(Moderate) 
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Technology Development 

Items U.K (159) Thailand (177) 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

Agree 

Mean 

(S.D.) 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

Agree 

Mean 

(S.D.) 

1. Car 

manufactories 

should provide a 

range of 

automation options. 

2 

(1.3) 

7 

(4.4) 

24 

(15.1) 

86 

(54.1) 

40 

(25.2) 

3.97 

(0.83) 

(High) 

 

3 

(1.7) 

2 

(1.1) 

17 

(9.6) 

82 

(46.3) 

73 

(41.2) 

4.24 

(0.81) 

(High) 

2. Users can choose 

to engage in either 

automated or 

manual systems. 

3 

(1.9) 

3 

(1.9) 

13 

(8.2) 

79 

(49.7) 

61 

(38.4) 

4.21 

(0.82) 

(High) 

 

2 

(1.1) 

0 

(0.0) 

11 

(6.2) 

86 

(48.6) 

78 

(44.1) 

4.34 

(0.70) 

(High) 

 

3. Automated 

vehicles should be 

started in the 

manual mode. 

5 

(3.1) 

10 

(6.3) 

46 

(28.9) 

61 

(38.4) 

37 

(23.3) 

3.72 

(0.99) 

(High) 

 

1 

(0.6) 

0 

(0.0) 

23 

(13.0) 

94 

(53.1) 

59 

(33.3) 

4.19 

(0.69) 

(High) 

 

4. Software should 

match users’ needs, 

such as the elderly, 

sufferers from 

dementia and 

disabled people. 

5 

(3.1) 

4 

(2.5) 

20 

(12.6) 

76 

(47.8) 

54 

(34.0) 

4.07 

(0.92) 

(High) 

 

4 

(2.3) 

6 

(3.4) 

24 

(13.6) 

84 

(47.5) 

59 

(33.3) 

4.06 

(0.90) 

(High) 

 

5. Software should 

be secure and 

protected against 

hacking.  

 

0 

(0.0) 

0 

(0.0) 

10 

(6.3) 

45 

(28.3) 

104 

(65.4) 

4.59 

(0.59) 

(High) 

1 

(0.6) 

2 

(1.1) 

4 

(2.3) 

77 

(43.5) 

93 

(52.5) 

4.46 

(0.66) 

(High) 
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6. Software must be 

comprehensive, and 

it should be linked 

with the road and 

traffic conditions. 

0 

(0.0) 

2 

(1.3) 

9 

(5.7) 

56 

(35.2) 

92 

(57.9) 

4.50 

(0.66) 

(High) 

 

1 

(0.6) 

0 

(0.6) 

8 

(4.5) 

78 

(44.1) 

90 

(50.8) 

4.45 

(0.64) 

(High) 

 

7. The first priority 

is to develop sensor 

systems for 

detecting hazards 

effectively. 

0 

(0.0) 

4 

(2.5) 

20 

(12.6) 

52 

(32.7) 

83 

(52.2) 

4.35 

(0.80) 

(High) 

 

1 

(0.6) 

0 

(0.0) 

8 

(4.5) 

77 

(43.5) 

91 

(51.4) 

4.45 

(0.64) 

(High) 

 

8. Automated 

vehicles should be 

capable of being 

controlled by voice 

and gesture 

commands. 

6 

(3.8) 

9 

(5.7) 

56 

(35.2) 

58 

(36.5) 

30 

(18.9) 

3.61 

(0.98) 

(High) 

 

2 

(1.1) 

6 

(3.4) 

39 

(22.0) 

89 

(50.3) 

41 

(23.2) 

3.91 

(0.83) 

(High) 

 

9. Automated 

vehicles should 

provide appropriate 

feedback when 

engaging or 

disengaging 

systems. 

1 

(0.6) 

0 

(0.0) 

24 

(15.1) 

80 

(50.3) 

54 

(34.0) 

4.17 

(0.72) 

(High) 

 

1 

(0.6) 

2 

(1.1) 

12 

(6.8) 

103 

(58.2) 

59 

(33.3) 

4.23 

(0.67) 

(High) 

 

10. Automated 

systems should 

require minimal 

user inputs. 

5 

(3.1) 

18 

(11.3) 

38 

(23.9) 

60 

(37.7) 

38 

(23.9) 

3.68 

(1.06) 

(High) 

1 

(0.6) 

0 

(0.0) 

8 

(4.5) 

103 

(58.2) 

65 

(36.7) 

4.31 

(0.61) 

(High) 

 

11. Roads/ 

pathways/ 

designated lanes 

8 

(5.0) 

15 

(9.4) 

43 

(27.0) 

54 

(34.0) 

39 

(24.5) 

3.64 

(1.11) 

(Moderate) 

7 

(4.0) 

16 

(9.0) 

40 

(22.6) 

72 

(40.7) 

42 

(23.7) 

3.71 

(1.05) 

(High) 
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should be 

developed 

specifically for 

automated vehicles. 

 

12. Automated 

vehicles should be 

driven in specific 

areas such as on the 

highway and 

specific lanes only. 

9 

(5.7) 

18 

(11.3) 

47 

(29.6) 

53 

(33.3) 

32 

(20.1) 

3.51 

(1.11) 

(Moderate) 

9 

(5.1) 

19 

(10.7) 

43 

(24.3) 

72 

(40.7) 

34 

(19.2) 

3.58 

(1.07) 

(Moderate) 

 

13. Automated 

vehicles should be 

operated in same 

lane as normal car. 

9 

(5.7) 

29 

(18.2) 

51 

(32.1) 

54 

(34.0) 

16 

(10.1) 

3.25 

(1.05) 

(Moderate) 

9 

(5.1) 

12 

(6.8) 

51 

(28.8) 

75 

(42.4) 

30 

(16.9) 

3.59 

(1.01) 

(Moderate) 

14. The routes for 

automated vehicles 

should be planned 

by a central 

computer system. 

9 

(5.7) 

19 

(11.9) 

61 

(38.4) 

57 

(35.8) 

13 

(8.2) 

3.29 

(0.98) 

(Moderate) 

7 

(4.0) 

18 

(10.2) 

62 

(35.0) 

66 

(37.3) 

24 

(13.6) 

3.46 

(0.98) 

(Moderate) 

15. There should be 

“auto-electricians” 

who can deal with 

system mode 

failure.  

1 

(0.6) 

1 

(0.6) 

30 

(18.9) 

85 

(53.5) 

42 

(26.4) 

4.04 

(0.73) 

(High) 

 

1 

(0.6) 

0 

(0.0) 

8 

(4.5) 

89 

(50.3) 

79 

(44.6) 

4.38 

(0.63) 

(High) 

 

16. There should be 

technicians who 

can help the users 

immediately when 

something goes 

wrong. 

1 

(0.6) 

4 

(2.5) 

15 

(9.4) 

76 

(47.8) 

63 

(39.6) 

4.23 

(0.77) 

(High) 

 

1 

(0.6) 

0 

(0.0) 

8 

(4.5) 

85 

(48.0) 

83 

(46.9) 

4.41 

(0.63) 

(High) 
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17. Driving schools 

should include 

automated driving 

in their training of 

drivers. 

3 

(1.9) 

9 

(5.7) 

22 

(13.8) 

74 

(46.5) 

51 

(32.1) 

4.01 

(0.93) 

(High) 

1 

(0.6) 

1 

(0.6) 

19 

(10.7) 

101 

(57.1) 

55 

(31.1) 

4.18 

(0.68) 

(High) 

18. There should be 

specific laws for 

automated driving. 

1 

(0.6) 

3 

(1.9) 

27 

(17.0) 

66 

(41.5) 

62 

(39.0) 

4.16 

(0.82) 

(High) 

1 

(0.6) 

5 

(2.8) 

22 

(12.4) 

85 

(48.0) 

64 

(36.2) 

4.16 

(0.79) 

(High) 

19. There should be 

both working and 

entertainment 

spaces such as 

rotating seats 

and/or a massage 

chair in automated 

vehicles. 

18 

(11.3) 

29 

(18.2) 

61 

(38.4) 

41 

(25.8) 

10 

(6.3) 

2.97 

(1.07) 

(Moderate) 

7 

(4.0) 

34 

(19.2) 

61 

(34.5) 

53 

(29.9) 

22 

(12.4) 

3.28 

(0.79) 

(Moderate) 

20. It should be 

possible to sleep in 

automated vehicles. 

35 

(22.0) 

28 

(17.6) 

47 

(29.6) 

36 

(22.6) 

13 

(8.2) 

2.77 

(1.25) 

(Moderate) 

24 

(13.6) 

42 

(23.7) 

42 

(23.7) 

47 

(26.6) 

22 

(12.4) 

3.01 

(1.25) 

(Moderate) 

21. Automated 

vehicles should 

take the decisions 

by themselves. 

19 

(11.9) 

25 

(15.7) 

60 

(37.7) 

41 

(25.8) 

14 

(8.8) 

3.04 

(1.12) 

(Moderate) 

11 

(6.2) 

19 

(10.7) 

47 

(26.6) 

72 

(40.7) 

28 

(15.8) 

3.49 

(1.08) 

(Moderate) 

22. Automated 

vehicles should 

have entertainment 

equipment such as 

a television to make 

users more relaxed 

22 

(13.8) 

18 

(11.3) 

52 

(32.7) 

56 

(35.2) 

11 

(6.9) 

3.10 

(1.14) 

(Moderate) 

8 

(4.5) 

17 

(9.6) 

27 

(15.3) 

94 

(53.1) 

31 

(17.5) 

3.69 

(1.02) 

(High) 
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during long 

journeys. 

23. Automated 

vehicles should be 

designed to be 

environmentally 

friendly, with low 

pollution and low 

emissions. 

4 

(2.5) 

0 

(0.0) 

8 

(5.0) 

52 

(32.7) 

95 

(59.7) 

4.47 

(0.81) 

(High) 

 

 

1 

(0.6) 

1 

(0.6) 

5 

(2.8) 

66 

(37.3) 

104 

(58.8) 

4.53 

(0.64) 

(High) 

 

 

Social Influence (SI) 

Items U.K Thailand 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

Agree 

Mean 

(S.D.) 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

Agree 

Mean 

(S.D.) 

1. People who are 

important to me 

think that I should 

use HAD. 

16 

(10.1) 

28 

(17.6) 

80 

(50.3) 

29 

(18.2) 

6 

(3.8) 

2.88 

(0.95) 

(Moderate) 

 

2 

(1.1) 

10 

(5.6) 

77 

(43.5) 

75 

(42.4) 

13 

(7.3) 

3.49 

(0.76) 

(Moderate) 

2. People who 

influence my 

behaviour think 

that I should use 

HAD. 

15 

(9.4) 

29 

(18.2) 

81 

(50.9) 

28 

(17.6) 

6 

(3.8) 

2.88 

(0.94) 

(Moderate) 

2 

(1.1) 

18 

(10.2) 

81 

(45.8) 

64 

(36.2) 

12 

(6.8) 

3.37 

(0.80) 

(Moderate) 

3. People whose 

opinions I value 

would like me to 

use HAD. 

16 

(10.1) 

23 

(14.5) 

82 

(51.6) 

31 

(19.5) 

7 

(4.4) 

2.94 

(0.96) 

(Moderate) 

3 

(1.7) 

14 

(7.9) 

78 

(44.1) 

69 

(39.0) 

13 

(7.3) 

3.42 

(0.81) 

(Moderate) 

 

Average 

2.90 

(0.89) 

 

Average 

3.43 

(0.73) 
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(Moderate) (Moderate) 

Behavioural Intention (BI) 

Items U.K Thailand 

Definitely 

No 

Probably 

No 

Not sure Probably 

Yes 

Definitely 

Yes 

Mean 

(S.D.) 

Definitely 

No 

Probably 

No 

Not sure Probably 

Yes 

Definitely 

Yes 

Mean 

(S.D.) 

1. Willing to ride in a 

Highly Automated 

Vehicle in the future. 

6 

(3.8) 

10 

(6.3) 

27 

(17.0) 

85 

(53.5) 

31 

(19.5) 

3.79 

(0.96) 

(High) 

 

2 

(1.1) 

8 

(4.5) 

40 

(22.6) 

100 

(56.5) 

27 

(15.3) 

3.80 

(0.79) 

(High) 

 

2. Willing to buy a 

Highly Automated 

Vehicle in the future. 

11 

(6.9) 

22 

(13.8) 

62 

(39.0) 

48 

(30.2) 

16 

(10.1) 

3.23 

(1.04) 

(Moderate) 

2 

(1.1) 

6 

(3.4) 

88 

(49.7) 

59 

(33.3) 

22 

(12.4) 

3.53 

(0.80) 

(Moderate) 

3. Willing to 

recommend family 

members and friends 

to ride in a Highly 

Automated Vehicle. 

8 

(5.0) 

16 

(10.1) 

63 

(39.6) 

55 

(34.6) 

17 

(10.7) 

3.36 

(0.98) 

(Moderate) 

3 

(1.7) 

8 

(4.5) 

72 

(40.7) 

73 

(41.2) 

21 

(11.9) 

3.57 

(0.82) 

(Moderate) 

 

Average 

 

3.46 

(Moderate) 

 

Average 

 

3.63 

(Moderate) 
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APPENDIX C 

Audio Transcriptions of Focus Group 

 
Younger group 

 

Facilitator: OK, let me talk about the first question. Uh, what do you think about the 

benefits of the automatic car system?  

 

M1: Ok, so do you want to specify, is it fully autonomous cars? I remember we discussed 

the driving simulator was semi-autonomous, so do you… I mean my opinion of the semi-

autonomous car is very different to my opinion of a fully autonomous car. Sorry I don’t 

mean to… it’s just good to clarify.  

 

Facilitator: When you read the definition of automatic car and when you see from the 

video what do you get, what do you imagine about the benefits of the automatic car?  

 

M1: OK.  

 

Facilitator: Yeah.  

 

F1: Um, we were saying about specially-abled people and some elderly people.  

 

M2: Yeah so, it would be useful for, you know, teenagers wanting to go to the, like, exams 

or something, or elderly people or specially-abled.   

 

Facilitator: Mmm?  

 

M2: for them, where they do not find taxis very easily. Such places for, so you know… 

that’s useful.  

 

Facilitator: You mean it’s useful for “special people”?  

 

M2: In one word I would say all “dependents”.  

 

M1: Yeah, dependents- it covers all the bases in one word, yeah.  

 

Facilitator: Mm.  

 

M1: What it gives, it would give them an independent way of getting around, which 

is…  

 

M2: Yeah so you know if somebody else has to take you out, you can go whenever you 

want.  

 

F2: I think it’s good for disabled people.   

 

Facilitator: Disabled people. Mmm.  

 

M1: Do you want us to write stuff down as well Totsapon? Or do you want us to just…  
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Facilitator: If you, yeah, yeah you can!  

 

F2: I think in terms of safety, it does help as well in terms of like, speed control especially 

in the city but I mean, it’s very like, it’s not applicable everywhere. It’s applicable in 

certain spaces like if you’re in the centre of Edinburgh where the speed limit is 20 and we 

don’t want to go over because the risk of killing somebody if you’re driving 20 and 30 is 

bigger, right? So, I think in that sense it’s beneficial as well, so, but I mean that, um, I 

mean to say like if you drive in for example the city centre then you turn the automatic 

mode on and then that, you know, like it’s very specific. It’s again, it goes back to people 

who are dependent so the concept applies to like, you know, to here.  

 

M1: I think it’s town driving.  

 

Facilitator: You mean it’s better…   

 

M1: it’s a more difficult place for you to think because you’ve got all these pedestrians, 

you’ve got traffic lights, different junctions and things to all think about so if there was 

an autonomous car in those kind of areas, it would probably…  

 

F2: It helps, yeah  

 

M1: take a lot of the burden off the person in the car.  

 

F2: true, yeah.  

 

Facilitator: Do you mean it’s better used in city centre?  

 

F2: Partly. For people who are dependent they can use it everywhere they need to go but 

for people who are say for example… for working class people right, if after work they 

get tired and don’t want to drive in bad traffic, that actually helps. But of course, it’s not 

for the whole journey, just for… specific parts.  

 

F1: Also, for like, night workers especially like truck drivers who have to go long, who 

have to travel long, long distances. So, if they’re travelling for about 36 hours and 

especially if it’s at night their judgement isn’t clear and if they’re going very long, long 

distances it would be better to have a system in place, or even the semi-autonomous 

system so that they do have some control over it because it is a big car, a big vehicle- 

sorry. And that will actually reduce accidents because most accidents do happen with 

trucks and lorries, because it doesn’t pick up on the small cars, the small people.  

 

Facilitator: Mmm.  

 

M1: It is good for trucks, especially because as you say the truck drivers on the road at 

the moment can only drive for four hours before they need to take a break of at least an 

hour. So, in terms of if you need to get products from one place to another, you need to 

account for the time of the driver who’s got to stop.  

 

F1: But that’s…  

 

M1:  so if you had that kind of thing like an autonomous truck or a semi-autonomous 

truck you could have the driver drive manually for four hours and then- or for three hours 
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say - and then stop and allow the truck to drive autonomously for an hour or two and then 

that way your cargo is still making distance.  

 

Facilitator: You mean the benefit for the long driving, for example a truck driver or 

something.  

 

F1: Yeah  

 

M1: Truck driver, yes.  

 

F1: But not only this, I think other countries where like you have like mountains and stuff 

where you have to go through. Be very careful when the automatic system is put in place- 

if they have a signal that basically says it’s coming to a narrow area they do need personal 

judgement to relieve some of the pressure from the drivers. But at the same time they 

have some control over the hard parts.  

 

Facilitator: so the automatic car can help for the long, long driving?  

 

M1: Yes.  

 

F1: Because your judgement. Like, when you first start driving you get tired very easily, 

especially if it’s at night time and anything you do if you do it for a long period, you’re 

sitting down, you do get exhausted, your hands start to clench up, your feet- you know- 

you’re on the pedal all the time. It hurts. I mean it’s just personal experience but when 

we’re driving on highways and the minimum you must drive is about 80 km per hour and 

you go up to 140 km per hour on the highway - back in Dubai - and you’re driving for 

like a good hour, two hours sometimes if you’re travelling from city to city and your foot 

is always on the pedal, which is ridiculous. Your feet get tired too. We always put on the 

cruise control, which has helped so much.  

 

Facilitator: yeah, so your feet can heal!  

 

F1: Exactly, but as soon as you press the brakes it then switches it off, which makes so 

much sense, and so if like an automatic system was in place especially for night drivers 

because you can’t see clearly no matter how good your vision is, it’s very hard to see 

clearly. So, especially at night-time if you’ve been driving for a long time or even during 

the day, your judgement is unclear because after a while no matter who you are, your 

cognitive functions reduce. So, it’s to take that load off. And people won’t feel as guilty 

as well, if someone does get into an accident but as it is an automated thing, you’d be able 

to decide whether it is human error or the car itself. Like, whose fault it was because 

there’s a lot of cases in which a lot of people feel guilty for the wrong reasons even if it 

was a faulty car. This could actually … distinguish between them.  

 

Facilitator: Hmm. How do you feel…  

 

M3: Again, it would be good for kids when it comes like, to send them to school. You 

know in this day when parents don’t have so much time for them, but you could do 

something like that - which is not recommended - but if there is no choice then it would 

be helpful, so. To just take the kids to school. But then again, automatic car - it can’t make 

instant decisions when it comes to close calls like, you know, I mean, it doesn’t know 

what’s going to come off the road like when you have like an animal just jump during 
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your driving. It can’t make instant decision like a human. So- open question for that, I 

think.  

 

M1: Yeah, well. Because I think driving here- we’re told we’ve got to stop for dogs but 

not for cats so anything smaller than a dog... Sometimes if you were to take evasive action 

for a dog- then it’s not your fault but if you took evasive action and crashed into something 

else like a cat that jumped out in front of you and it’s your fault and I don’t know how an 

automated car would be able to... I don’t know. Well, obviously it depends on how good 

the sensors on the car are. How quickly it would be able to make that decision as to 

whether it’s worthwhile to run over and potentially kill an animal or whether it’s 

worthwhile to risk the inhabitants of the vehicle.  

 

F1: Hmm.  

 

M1: Does that make any sense?  

 

F1: it’s the same argument for drones. Like especially in a war-torn area. Like how you 

need human judgement in that because some people may pick up, like the drone may pick 

up a bomb per say, but actually, it was a flower. There was a case, I can’t remember when, 

but a couple of years ago - luckily there was someone looking over the images where the 

drone was, so it could make a judgement call, but if it had been the drone automatically 

it would have taken it for a bomb where it was actually a flower. Same thing goes here- 

it’s that when you’re driving an automatic car, how will they be able to distinguish 

between garbage and a live animal or even a small child lying down on the ground, you 

know, accidentally fallen over. How would they know? The car won’t be able to 

distinguish it. Either it will be overly sensitive or underly sensitive. If they’re overly 

sensitive, they’ll stop at every piece of garbage on the road and if they’re underly sensitive 

they might run over even children. Forget animals!  

 

Facilitator: Yeah – I will discuss about that topic in the next question. About your concern 

about automatic car. But now, the benefits you see for automatic cars?  

 

M1: Uh productivity. You can maybe do some work or read some papers. Or whatever 

normal people do.  

 

F2: You can do your research!  

 

(general laughter)  

 

Facilitator: OK, let’s go to the second one. What the overall opinion about the automatic 

car? This question just only the benefit or the drawback, just only general opinion of 

automatic car.  

 

F1: I don’t like it.  

 

F3: Me too.  

 

Facilitator: OK.  

 

M2: Um, the target audience is not too big. The target audience wouldn’t be huge - it 

would be specific niche market.  
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F2: Very niche.  

 

Facilitator: OK, niche. So not for general people.  

 

M3: Yes.  

 

Facilitator: Especially specific. Can you give example? The elderly or disability?  

 

M3: I think instinctively they might like it but the workers like truck drivers wouldn’t like 

it because it kills the jobs. So, taxi drivers, all these drivers not going to like it because it 

going to kill their jobs.  

 

F1: It would reduce employment so much. In an economy like this, no matter where in 

the world you do need employment. And driving is such a huge thing. Especially in parts 

of Asia.  

 

M3: But in some cases, driverless car- let’s skip to the example of London Underground 

trains in which they’re going to have driverless -  I heard in the last couple of years. 

Maybe in the future in the next five years they would have it because they want to solve 

the problem of the unions- I mean the train union, you know. They’re always like every 

year- I’ve been living there for four years so- it happens every year. Every year on the 

first of January the price increases so then after that for a month or two month, then it 

goes back up because they want to get more money. And this happen every year so that’s 

why they’re trying to change the trains by having driverless trains or something, which 

makes sense.  

 

M1: I think I remember reading something about that. Maybe you’ve got the more up to 

date… I remember there was strikes and things.  

 

M3: Every year!  

 

M1: I think the compromise from the company was they would look towards installing 

automatic technology, but they would still have a fully qualified driver at the controls so 

that if anything went wrong there would still be somebody there. But then you have the 

cost of employing that person to sit there. To train them as well. And then obviously the 

cost of the technology as well so you’re not really saving any money if you’re still paying 

somebody’s wages.  

 

M3: That’s it, when they go on strike, they lose a lot of money including all the business 

in the area of London. Because when the train stops, everything shuts down, not just the 

train company. It effects everyone in the city- residents, whoever, their lives get impacted.  

 

F1: It’s weird because you’re looking at a completely manual system and changing it to 

a completely automatic system. In Dubai the metric system is completely automatic but 

it was created starting off automatic. Whereas if you’re looking at the London 

Underground and changing it from completely manual to completely automatic and the 

same with these cars - you’re going from completely manual to completely automatic - 

and not only that, even with semi automated ones you’re still automatic because you still 

don’t have control of the whole car. And if the technology has more of a judgement than 

you, then it’s overriding your control. And that’s a huge thing because humans in general 

like to feel like they are in control, no matter what the situation is. If there was no control 

in the first place it doesn’t matter because then we haven’t lost any control and we don’t 
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know what that control feels like. But if we had control that’s taken away from us, that 

would pose a huge…  

 

Facilitator: Maybe some situations be awkward like that.   

 

M1:  I guess if the automated technology obviously works in Dubai - the automated 

technology. The technology might be fine and releases public perception that’s resisting 

it here…say, as an example.  

 

F1: But the thing is that system was made to be automatic. It’s just one straight line above 

the ground. There’s no crossovers- it’s completely different. I can’t see it on the London 

Underground. I can’t see in a car where it doesn’t have just one road to go through. If it 

was just like a tram that was completely automatic- that would be fine. But the fact that 

you’re changing lanes, you’re parking, you have to look out for this, this and that. Like 

X,Y and Z always comes into play. Whereas if it’s just a strip which is only for automatic 

cars, then that’s actually fine. Because that way people know: watch out! Except for the 

poor animals.  

 

M1: I think that’s always going to be a problem.  

 

F1: Well, we are killing their homes, so…  

 

Facilitator: How did you feel when you heard about automatic car?  

 

F3: Two sided effects. Good benefits and bad benefits. So, like, is it going to take over 

the jobs? And I think it’s quite dangerous. It’s not going to fit in Thailand, I think. If it’s 

stop with everything - the car follow you. It creates more accidents.  

 

Facilitator: In your opinion, automatic car can give both positive and negative thing. 

You have more…  

 

F2: I think, yeah… it goes back to control, right? If we have control, like, if I am driving 

a fully manual car where I have to be very aware of everything, I am more alert because 

I know that I can’t miss anything. But if I am driving an automatic car where I don’t have 

the gear, I don’t have to press the clutch and everything, I can be more complacent- so I 

start to hold my phone, you know? So… which is actually more dangerous.  

 

M1: I would build on that. I agree completely with that and I think I have seen people 

with these adaptive cruise control systems on the motorway where they’re not really 

thinking about the traffic flow in front of them and yeah, the car has the radar but the 

radar has a certain range above which it can detect traffic and so you can see your traffic 

jam in advance. They’re not really paying attention. They don’t modulate the speed. 

They’re relying on the computer to modulate the speed. And then they - sorry - the car 

quickly detects the traffic and has to quickly go on the brakes and it causes quite a fast 

deceleration and then you have all these other cars who are maybe manual cars who 

maybe haven’t been able to see past. And then you all have to… well, then you get a lot 

of traffic.  

 

F2: And you’re bumper to bumper…  

 

Facilitator: You mean, it can make you less situation aware.  
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F2: Yes, at least based on my own personal experience. Because where you know you 

have to hand in everything, you are more alert. If you’re in holiday mode, you just don’t 

care about anything. If you’re in an exam you tend to be - as an analogy – you pay 

attention to things.   

 

F1: It’s the blue car syndrome actually. Because like you said if you’re… so the blue car 

syndrome. If you have a blue car you are more aware of how the blue car is, whereas 

when you’re driving then you’re actually going to be aware of other drivers, when you’re 

not, there’s no blue car because you’re not looking for one. But the thing is with the 

change from manual cars to automatic cars, it’s funny because it depends on the country 

you go to. Countries tend to be either all automatic or all manual. It’s very few countries 

that have both. So you don’t know about the control of manual cars, unless of course you 

travel there. So, if this were to be put in place it would work better in say the USA because 

they all of them drive automatic cars. It’s not like any of them drive manual cars, so 

everyone knows how to drive an automatic car. Maybe one in a hundred people know 

how to drive a manual car there. So, it’s really funny because automated systems could 

work there. But here in the UK, no way. Because everyone here is so used to driving a 

manual car, so an automatic car sounds very foreign to, even that concept, so going from 

completely manual to completely automatic wouldn’t work at all.   

 

M1: I think it largely depends on the roads you’re expecting the car to drive on as well. 

So, em, maybe some big American highways where it’s really open, the sensors can get 

a good range of perception in terms of what hazards are around the car, as opposed to 

maybe here where some of these, back roads, we call them, you know, between small 

villages and things where there’s, err, where it’s a two lane road, one lane each way and 

you have bushes or trees that are quite, very, very dense on both sides of the road and 

above the height of the car and when you’re turning round the corner you can’t really see 

what’s in front. So how… I don’t know how a… that’s the thing, it comes back to the 

technology - maybe more than a generic thing - but, how would an automatic car, an 

automated car -sorry- react to not being able to see or only being able to see maybe a few 

meters in front of it? Would it still be able to go around the corner at sixty miles an hour 

and still be ready to, you know, react correctly to whatever its sensors think it has seen or 

has actually seen? I don’t know- sorry. Maybe that’s …  

 

F1: I mean if someone didn’t want, I mean if they wanted the luxury of not driving, there 

are simple ways to get round it. Public transport, drivers, these all even increase 

employment and there are so many ways you can get around it. There is no need for it.  

 

Facilitator: Yeah, that is the general idea about the automatic car. OK, the third question. 

What your concern about automatic car in the future?  

 

M1: OK, so I am concerned about how they would interact with other non-automated 

cars.  

 

Facilitator: how to interact with them, because they could…  

 

M1: How they would react. Other bad, say, people that are bad drivers or even just other 

non-automated cars and whether they would respond in a way that would actually be safe 

for that particular situation. Like if it detects if something’s in front of it, is braking safe 

in that situation or is swerving round something a better alternative? You know, some of 

these are maybe quite specific scenarios but they are relevant and they are the ones that 

could kill somebody or not kill them.  
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F1: Because in the second video, any time anything’s going…  

 

Facilitator: You want to see it again?  

 

(sound of video clip starts)  

 

F1: It’s just like, when anything is going past it you can see that it stops immediately. 

That can’t happen on a highway or a motorway. If it stops, you would cause a collision.  

 

(sound of video clip ends)  

 

F2: which is why it’s more suitable for areas that has like very close spaces like in the 

city centre, you know, where…  

 

F1: This would be great in small villages or towns. Like small, tiny cities would benefit. 

This would not go well in London.  

 

F2: not in a busy city.  

 

Facilitator: why not for the big city?  

 

F1: because there’s so much traffic - one. Two: the laws of driving changes in every area, 

because like, you have, I don’t really know because I don’t drive here.  

 

Facilitator: You mean in the city there’s a lot of traffic. When the automatic car go in the 

city the system will fail or something like that?  

 

F1: Yeah, yeah. And they won’t be able to, like, people jaywalk a lot in London. That’s 

just how you do it. In any city you’re going to jaywalk and people tend to run or walk as 

slow as this.  

 

M1: Plus, you have cyclists who do very strange manoeuvres around cars and that can 

sometimes surprise very experienced drivers, never mind just a sensor system which 

might not detect a bike until it’s quite late.  

 

F1: Yeah, cyclists, motorbikes, how are you going to basically look out for them? I mean 

we as humans, when we’re driving a car we’re looking for other cars, it’s very rare we’re 

looking for a cyclist or motorbikes. But now it’s getting better, we’re always aware we 

need to look out for them but how are cars going to distinguish them? Are they going to 

stop every time they see a bike or a motorbike because if they do that’s stupid because 

they’re basically driving by their side.  

 

Facilitator: you have concern about automatic car?  

 

M2: Yeah like as she said, too over-sensitive and less sensitive so two extremes and if 

it’s not for difficult roads and the same thing we discussed before.  

 

M3: I think how they know if there is garbage or kids on the road. It’s like a heat sensor 

to catch the heat of the body of animal or …   
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M1: so really, it’s a technological question. Is the technology good enough to be able to 

detect these hazards correctly and quickly and then make the appropriate response in a 

quick enough time?  

 

Facilitator: You mean system reliability?  

 

M2: the only thing was if the technology was to be so good, that would be very 

expensive, so cost benefit ratio would then not…  

 

M3: At the early stage it would cost a lot of money but since they develop over time 

they going to become cheaper.  

 

M1: yeah maybe in twenty years time, this will be a dumb question and everyone will 

be in an automatic car.   

 

F1: Yeah but it’s just even until today in India it’s so hard to get an automatic car, not an 

automated one but just an automatic one. Manual is more prevalent because you do need 

to go slow, you do need to be aware of the road and you do need… because it’s highly 

populated and there are potholes everywhere, there are children on the street. There’s a 

lot of poverty - that does come into it- there’s a lot of food on the road as well. There are 

a lot of things to take into account. So, if they’re making them it’s clear they are only 

making them for certain western countries. And if that’s the case then it doesn’t benefit 

the whole world, so what’s the point, once again?  

 

M2: yeah so, the audience, not too many sales so then the technology expense won’t be 

distributed so it will be very expensive. And I think even for gearless cars the rules are 

not so strict, so it will take time for people to get used to automatic cars or to have that 

culture because even right now gearless cars are not many- I’d say 5 per cent or something 

in many countries. Most of them have those manual ones like to shift the gears. So first 

we need to shift from gears to gearless, then from gearless to automatic probably.  

 

F1: Yeah, there’s also a third one. I don’t know what it’s called. It’s not all cars but it’s 

in automatic sports cars where you have like the third generation gear shifts. I don’t know 

what they’re called. But it’s basically the in-between, kind of more advanced than 

automatic cars and they have to take into account for those as well.  

 

Faciliator: So, this answers the last question. How to develop the future? Do you have 

some concerns? Not concerns! Do you love automatic cars?  

 

M1: Hacking!  

 

F1: Oh yeah, you could easily manipulate the technology. Well, not easily but I mean it’s 

just technology and technology can be hacked. Humans can be hacked but that’s very, 

very hard. You do need to- I mean it’s like, you even have driverless Ubers and taxis and 

stuff like that. How do you know who’s going to enter it? How do you know if you’re 

picking up the right person? Are they going to have face recognition? And then that’s 

going to be more expensive. And if you can’t hack it, like, that’s not going to be possible. 

It’s really hard to say that it’s hackproof. Not only that. That laws will have to change 

completely. I mean it’s hard enough for the U.S to comprehend Facebook laws. What are 

they going to comprehend for an automated car that uses high advanced technology that 

they don’t even understand how it can comprehend it at a basic level?  
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M1: I guess there might be a problem with data protection. When you have high resolution 

cameras taking constant images around the car. People could technically hack that data, 

store it, access it or whatever and then you’ve got, it could be used to stalk people or… 

like children could have problems I guess in some way, you know. It’s a security issue.  

 

F1: Big Brother. It goes back to the whole Big Brother argument as well. It’s like…  

 

F3: Follow you to your home.  

 

(general laughter)  

 

F1: Yeah, I mean, a lot of – what’s it called? Human trafficking – a lot of it happens via, 

they can just switch on webcams and stuff like that so what’s going to stop it from finding 

people? Trafficking will go through the roof. Human trafficking, sex trafficking, child 

trafficking, it’s going to go through the roof because you’ll be able to detect where 

everyone is because obviously they will need to have face recognition to actually 

understand that there’s a person passing through or something. It poses a huge threat. I 

would not want it near my child.  

 

Facilitator: You have more concerns, Wahida?  

 

F2: Mine is more for safety. To go back to the lack of control. We are humans, we tend 

to be complacent. Automatic car is OK, but fully automated is… say for instance if there 

is an accident and the car or the system doesn’t respond quick enough and then we get 

panicked and then, what do we do in the car? You know, like, I can imagine what I’m 

going to do! So yeah, it can be more judgemental than safe. You know what I mean? I 

mean it can go to that way. Not necessarily but it could.  

 

F1: I mean, even if this is geared towards patients with dementia or like people who are 

disabled. I know we’re looking at an older generation. It’s hard to even make them 

understand how to use mobile phones, how are you going to teach them to use a 

completely automated car? You do need some intelligence of how technology works. Not 

only that, if we’re looking at patients with dementia or alzheimer’s and they cannot form 

new memories- unless they could form new semantic information- it’s going to be hard 

for them to understand. Then if they do understand they’re going to forget two weeks 

later.  

 

M3: But then you can just, like, write a programme for them instead of let them remember 

whatever, because instead of that you can write a program, specifically for these people. 

So, it’s just like, get into the car and then the car just drive home or to wherever they go. 

That’s something we could do for these people.  

 

F1: But the argument there could also be the fact that that would have to be a hefty manual 

system and every time they’ll be reading it day in day out. That’s a lot. So they’ll take a 

lot of time, where they could just call a taxi instead.  

 

M3: Well obviously, if they are these people with alzheimer’s or they’re older or retired 

then before they buy this car they know they have to know about it. If not, then there must 

be somebody else who buy the car for them because obviously maybe they shouldn’t, 

because they’re concerned about their safety. So instead of that, just having automated 

car instead of, let them drive themselves because it tends to be safer because they are old 
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and they don’t have full awareness like we do. We could program that and then just buy 

this for parents or the elders at home, which could happen.  

 

F1: Also you do need some human manoeuvres to start the automated car. If someone is 

blind or losing their eyesight, it would be hard for them to do that. If they’re looking at 

the car and they need to take if off automatic to move it to manual in case they need 

human judgement, how are they going to do that? That poses a huge threat because if they 

can’t see themselves, then the system can’t rely on them to shift it, to change it.  

 

Facilitator: OK, if you can choose, do you want to use the automatic car in the future?  

 

F3: No  

 

M2: Maybe more later  

 

M1: Maybe  

 

Facilitator: Maybe… no! No. Why no?  

 

F1. Because, one: if you are ever going to get a car, if I were ever to get a car for myself, 

I would love to drive it. The beauty of a car is that you get to drive it. Even if not, to 

increase employment. In my culture, everyone has a driver, that’s just normal.  

 

Facilitator: You mean you learn to drive… activity. You mean you want to manually 

control everything?  

 

F1: Yeah, well I mean I wouldn’t mind a manual or an automatic car, but driving is fun. 

I love to drive, personally. My mum doesn’t like to drive but she wouldn’t get it either, 

she can’t even handle her phone. She doesn’t like technology, she’s not going to get an 

automated car, she’d rather get a driver. My dad, like, he loves to drive. He will happily 

pick me up and drop me anywhere because I don’t have a licence, he loves to do that. So 

you’re kind of taking away- it’s kind of like a luxury to people.  

 

M1: I like the freedom of driving. The freedom- just being able to get in my car and go 

wherever I want. Even if there’s no purpose to the journey, just for the journey, just for 

the drive, for the sake of it. And things like, if you had an automated car, I couldn’t go to 

the track and not kill. I can’t go and drive round. I guess that’s a bit of a niche point.  

 

Facilitator: and you have some…why you don’t…  

 

F2: ninety per cent no. I mean because I like to have control. Why you drive is because 

you want to drive. I might be using it in a condition where I really, really need it, for 

example if I cannot drive. I mean if I am not physically able to drive, for example, but I 

need more mobility than… you know I can’t afford to wait for public transportation and 

stuff. So, in a very, very- can we say rare? Only in certain situations.  

 

F1: Not only that but we are trying to curb carbon emissions and in this day and age the 

pollution is through the roof. I think this is going to take away from public transportation 

and if you take away from public transportation there will be more cars on the road and 

we don’t want that. No one wants that, no one needs it at this point. If you need to get 

yourself around town, add in public transportation because one: it will reduce carbon 

emissions, two: if there’s a greener way of doing it, you might as well spend all the money 
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that you are on automatic cars on creating a cleaner car instead- not even electric cars, 

because …  

 

Facilitator: You mean, for transportation, OK? For individual it’s not OK?  

 

M3: In terms of public transportation she means - I think you mean - that having this kind 

of car is going to increase the number of vehicle on the road and it also lead to this kind 

of like global warming kind of thing, again. It goes back to, like, sustainability issue, 

which… is an issue.  

 

Facilitator: If they used automatic system in public transport, do you want to use the 

bus? Or the train, tram?  

 

M2: tram is fine  

 

Facilitator: taxi?  

 

M2: taxi and bus- I wouldn’t.  

 

F1: Bus, I wouldn’t  

 

F2: Yeah  

 

F1: But if they were- I don’t know if it was true or not-  you know how you get those 

Facebook, Youtube videos showing they’re creating this, that or the other? There was one 

where it was a kind of automated public transport, it was big bucks! But there was a rail 

just for them- so the bus can only use a certain kind of rail along a certain road strip. So 

obviously, if that’s automatic that’s fine because at least you’re going through a track. 

When it’s confined, there’s less chance of errors. And if a person goes right in front of it, 

well, it’s your fault.  

 

F2: Yeah, it’s applicable if they have their own system. They can’t mix with the normal, 

with the whole system, it’s going to be, could be risky.  

 

M3: so we should have specific road for this car. Just one specific road for the car.  

 

F2: that should be ok.  

 

F1: I would rather have flying cars.  

 

Facilitator: You mean if they have specific road so no one will worry about anything.  

 

M2: The mileage is poorer for driverless cars, so fuel cost is more and - as she said- 

more of fuel consumption.  

 

M1: You would have to generate electricity to power all these sub-systems and even if 

it’s an electric car then you need to have better batteries or…  

 

M2: The electric car’s problem is the batteries are not recyclable. I just read somewhere 

that- and this goes back more or less to square one- because, like, normal cars you need 

so much of a battery for example, but the electric car, you need twelve times the battery 

and batteries…  
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M3: They last for like three years, I think. Or five years…  

 

M2: So, it’s like, at the end of its time it will become junk which is harmful for the 

environment. Because even like gearless cars- the difference in mileage is… because if 

you drive below 45 Kph, then it’s not efficient. It’s between 45 and 75 fuel efficiency.  

 

F1: And these cars do not go above…  

 

Facilitator: Do you want to use automatic cars in the future?  

 

F3: No, as I still believe in human ability to respond. Because sometimes the system will 

fail or they cannot respond.  

 

M1: And also, may not respond in the way other road-users would expect. You know, if 

there’s other manual cars around and this is the only autonomous car in that region and it 

reacts to a particular hazard or something it perceives to be there, in a way that’s strange, 

then that can lead to other people… to maybe other accidents, or...  

 

Facilitator: OK, that is your concern about the limitation of the automatic car. Do you 

have some idea how to improve or how to develop that situation?  

 

F1: I feel like, if this were to actually happen, then, like, you would have to have a lot of 

cameras all around the city wherever it is. A lot more cameras to actually…  

 

Facilitator: You mean to have a lot of cameras or simple radar or something?  

 

M1: Something for the environment to communicate with the car so it’s not only the 

car’s sensors and things but also the… road. Yeah.  

 

M2: First of all, especially where the traffic sensors aren’t good, that should be developed. 

Especially in populated spaces where rushed driving exists, those things should be 

covered, then you will have market for such programs.  

 

F1: Yeah, you’d have to have communication with traffic systems. Because how would 

they know if it’s a red light or a green light? Not that the machine is colour blind, but it’s 

going to be hard to detect it.  

 

Facilitator: What your concerns about how automatic cars develop. How to…  

 

M3: I would say you need to ensure this car is very, very safe by maybe keeping 

information of a sensor that they have. People need to know what they are sitting in, so 

we need to know how it will react to certain situations, which, I mean. It could be a million 

situations which we need to…  

 

Facilitator: You mean, give the education of how to like…  

 

M3: How it would react if someone just jump across while you were driving then how 

you will react, like, in a millisecond. Would it just stop or would it hit that car? You just 

don’t know. You would just need to make sure it would be one hundred percent safe, 

which is going to take twenty years, I think.  
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Facilitator: Do you have some ideas about it? How to absorb the problem that you’re 

concerned about?  

 

F2: Continuation of technological… I mean, the research has to be continued. I mean it’s 

like if you’re using GPS we have to update the firm-ware all the time and of course that 

comes with- I mean I try not to criticise but- it’s like, I mean there are cost concerns, yeah.  

 

M1: with these complex electronic systems they’d have to be integrated to sense all these 

things around. I would hate to be a mechanic or- I guess it’s going to be an auto-electrician 

in the future- who’s going to have to deal with problems. And the cost which is probably 

then going to be passed on to the person who owns the car. It’s probably going to be more 

than just a bit of metalwork.  

 

F1: And who do you blame in that accident? If there’s an accident, who do you blame? 

Who is putting up the money? Who is going to be insured? Who is going to take the 

blame? Will it be the car? And if so the car will be the car-maker’s. They’ll want to not 

be liable for anything because they don’t want it to reflect poorly on them. It can’t be the 

driver…  

 

F2: Because they don’t have the control…  

 

M1: I would worry that then, it would be the car-maker that would be responsible. But 

then they would have to make people sign up probably to their own maintenance or 

warranty reviews which then locks the consumer in terms of the consumer rights. It would 

probably lock the consumer in some sort of warranty service package with the car maker. 

Which then, they could monopolise the cost. I guess it’s capitalism. Extreme version.  

 

Facilitator: You have some idea how to develop…  

 

F3: Maybe more staff, more people to help them immediately, when something 

happens.  

 

Facilitator: You mean in the situation where you have some accident, to come and help?  

 

F1: Driving schools will have to implement an education system in place for automated 

cars as well. So you’ll have manual, automatic and all the different vehicles and plus 

automatic vehicles with each one of those.  

 

Facilitator: OK, the last question. What do you want to see the automatic. What in 

automatic car?  

 

F3: Controlled by my voice.   

 

Facilitator: Controlled by voice. Why controlled by voice?  

 

F3: At least good for older people. People who don’t … very well.  

 

F1: If they’re blind or deaf it would work well. Obviously if you’re mute, that will…  

 

M1: Gesture commands… I think in order for these cars to reach the safety - 100 per cent 

safety, no death, nothing - I think really, you need to have no non-automated cars on the 

roads at all, as number one. Then have a way that the cars have like a hive-mind: routes 
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are planned by a central computer system, the cars know all about everything around it 

and the cars have a web between eachother so that there’s constant updating and feedback 

of what’s going on around. That way, if everything is automated, all these risk assessment 

algorithms will be processed in the same place rather than just small computers in 

individual cars. So, I think it has to be centralised.  

 

Facilitator: You think there should be a choice to have automatic or manual?  

 

M1: No, I think you shouldn’t have the choice. I think on the road if this is going to be a 

thing, everything should be automated. Maximum integration of all these electronic 

sensor systems all together. I wouldn’t personally… I think that’s the way to make it 

safest.  

 

F1: At this point, cars have hit a plateau in how much they can actually develop, in a 

sense. Rather than making it automated, rather remove some of the features that cause 

threats to the environment or to people or animals or such… instead of focussing on 

making it automatic, focus on other renovations, focus on the blind spots in the car. You 

could actually make a full screen, a system that can put up images of what’s behind or at 

the side or at the blind spots of the car. That would be helpful.  

 

Facilitator: Right. Any more ideas? OK. It should be OK for email for six questions. Got 

idea to what your concerns. Some ideas how to develop the automatic car in the future. 

Maybe your opinion may be different from another group. O,K thankyou very much for 

coming today and your opinion is very useful for my study.   

 

Worker Group 

 

Facilitator: OK, you see automatic cars will be used in the near future, but some scientists 

concerned about the effect of automatic car and we need to know what you think about 

the automatic car. It should be developed in the near future. This, I give you about the 

questions. There are six questions we will discuss today. Can I start with the first 

question? In your opinion, what do you think is the greater, the benefit of automatic car?  

 

F1: It’s easy. There’s no work. You can literally be able to do any type of work. You can 

drive while you’re tired. You can actually sleep…  

 

Facilitator: uh huh…  

 

F1: on the way to home or work or whatever. So yeah, just that.  

 

Facilitator: You mean when you want to sleep it can help you.  

 

F1: Yeah, exactly.  

 

Facilitator: Maybe!  

 

F1: Well you know how you always get signs that say “don’t drive while tired”, “If you’re 

tired, pull up”? With an automated car, that won’t be an issue because the car is driving- 

you’re just a passenger.  

 

Facilitator: You mean, automatic car can help you in some situation when you feel tired 

and then you are feel sleepy?  
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F1: Yeah!  

 

M1: It would not be any different from public transport. It’s a machine that takes you 

from A to B, in the meantime you can do whatever you want. There would be no road 

rage anymore because everyone would be driving- well they would not be driving, they 

would be transferred by car with more or less the same speed, under the same conditions, 

so it’s going to be just another mode of public transport but it’s not going to be public, 

it’s going to be private. Um, yeah. Of course this would take away the joy of driving.  

 

F1: It would, it really would.  

 

M2: Although, in city centres commuting is not particularly enjoyable! I did it.  

 

Facilitator: You mean you can enjoy entertainment in the car or enjoy something from 

the wheel.  

 

F2: Sometime you need to see the wheel. Like “Oh! That lavender field look very 

beautiful!” But you can’t focus on it! It really unfair! Next time!  

 

Facilitator: You mean automatic car can help you don’t want to concern too much on the 

driving, right?  

 

M2: I think it’s for like, for commuting would be the most appealing. Because if you’re 

driving as a commute- and I have done it in the past and you just drive the same… it’s 

just soul destroying and it’s a waste of time. There is, there are obviously times when you 

drive, which is, can be enjoyable. But that’s probably more on an open road in some nice 

countryside on a Saturday afternoon or a Sunday, not on a Tuesday morning in February, 

or whatever!  

 

F2: Yeah sometime when something distract me like phone or I want to change the radio 

station, I thought- just a few seconds, this might be OK – right? But when I look back in 

the mirror at the front, right? My car almost hit to the object… but it’s just a few seconds! 

One or two seconds! But in the real life when I come back: Ho! Stop! Brake! That’s 

why…  

 

Facilitator: automatic car can help you, when you on the phone or something?  

 

F2: Yeah.  

 

F3: I thought the technology wasn’t good enough yet, so that you could sleep. I thought 

that that was still dangerous at this point.  

 

F2: I’m saying in the future.  

 

F3: OK.  

 

F1: You know the whole focus of the automatic car is that you should be able to sleep in 

the car!  

 

F2: For the first question I like the idea that it can park by itself, it can calculate to stop 

when too close to the object at the front… um, yeah. Some people not born to drive 
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manual- like me! I’m trying to join the course so many times already. I pass, I done the 

course for the licence as well but until now I still cannot drive manual!  

 

Facilitator: Yeah?  

 

F1: Try automatic!  

 

F2: For my ID driving licence I pass in manual gear but now I cannot because I hate it! I 

don’t like it! I feel like my brain function not create for manual.  

 

Facilitator: What do you think?   

 

M3: Me?   

 

Facilitator: You think automatic car have benefits?  

 

M3: I don’t know what’s going to happen in the future because if you look at the history 

of technology, for example phones, they have now been upgraded fast. But with cars, if 

you compare our cars for example with cars in 1990, there’s not a big difference with the 

car.  

 

F2: I don’t know, I would disagree…  

 

M3: cars has not advance very much…  

 

F3: I’d agree with that, yeah.  

 

 M3: So I still think it’s not going to bring so much benefits in the near future.  

 

F3: I think one of the big benefits I’d see for somewhere like the United States is, I used 

to live right outside of Washington DC. Where I lived, I could get from my house to the 

other side of Washington DC in thirty minutes at four ‘o clock in the morning. Any other 

time of day, it would take four hours! So, automatic cars are supposed to fix that. They’re 

supposed to get rid of… um… the reason we have traffic jams is drivers: drivers being 

slow, drivers being careful, drivers not being careful. Automatic cars are supposed to get 

rid of that. It’s supposed to fix that situation. You won’t have traffic jams that are as bad 

anymore.  

 

F1: But at the same time, an automated car is run by a computer and computers do have 

a tendency… I mean, let’s face it, how many times do our phones need to be restarted or 

upgraded or installed or something or another? And there’s always some failure or 

something. As far as the phone technology has gone- and it’s gone very far - we still 

haven’t been able to get all the kinks out. You still need a human, you still need a human 

to actually look at the road.  

 

F3: Yeah, I guess what I was saying earlier, I don’t think you’ll ever be able to go to 

sleep. That would be ideal but I don’t think that that would be…  

 

Facilitator: Maybe this come in the third question, about your concern about automatic 

car, yeah.  
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M2: That’s what I found interesting when I was doing your tests about the amount of 

automation. I sort of thought, what’s the point? Either I switch off or I don’t. I don’t 

want… like… if I’m sitting on a train, I can totally relax, I can do what I want, I don’t 

have to care. If I’m driving, I’m driving and that’s it. It seems odd that at the moment it’s 

like we don’t think, we’ll… will we ever get to the point where it’s totally automatic?  

 

F1: I doubt it!  

 

M2: So I think I’m probably thinking like quite a few people- it’s like, if we can’t get to 

that point, then what’s the point at all, because it’s like…  

 

F2: I agree…  

 

M2: if I’m relaxed, I’m sort of half relaxed, because I still might need to…  

 

F1: override it…  

 

M2: so I can’t exactly sit and read my book.  

 

F2: About the law as well. If in the future when driving the same car I think the law might 

be weird for everyone. Now we have manual, automatic and I think different factors might 

be affect the law as well, like…  

 

Facilitator: Maybe we’ll cover this in the next question. About the law. OK?  

 

F2: Ah.   

 

Facilitator: OK, then we turn to the next question. When you heard about automatic car, 

what your opinion?   

 

F1: Cool idea.  

 

F2: I love it. I’m waiting for it!  

 

M2: In principle great! If it can be done, great!  

 

F1: It’s like you, like you said, if I can’t switch off completely, then what the hell is the 

point?   

 

M2: That would be the thing. If it can be done…  

 

F3: awesome…  

 

M2: yeah. What’s not to like?  

 

M3: I don’t trust them. Because the computer is doing some sums and equations and my 

brain is doing some equations for example, so if you see an object, the computer might 

think that it’s risky but your brain might not see it as risky. Could be that you think the 

best thing is to stop but the computer might say “no, go for it”. So, there is going to be a 

contradiction between your brain and the computer, so who’s going to prevale in time? Is 

it the computer? You might see that, but this is wrong what the computer say. You have 

to go this way?  
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Facilitator: OK another question about your concern and then…it have many idea about 

automatic car. Someone learn about, someone have a question?   

 

F2: I think we just want to see the innovation. New things develop. I hope that I will born 

in the era that I can see so many things change, not born and die and see something never 

change.  

 

Facilitator: You mean you… OK. Develop technology. You want to see how it would 

develop automatic cars and things?  

 

F2: Yeah. I’m forty-one in this year and I saw so many things that come and go, change, 

develop. And I hope that in my half-life left I want to see something change- big change- 

big jump! Uh huh, for the new world.  

 

F1: You know what I think they should be focussing on? Being able to fly.  

 

Facilitator: Mmm.  

 

F1: Like flying cars.   

 

F3: We can, they’re called aeroplanes!  

 

F1: Cars that can fly! That will sort out the traffic jams. I’m telling you!  

 

Facilitator: We need to develop that…  

 

M2: That’s actually not a bad point. What do you focus your efforts on? Do you like, 

focus your efforts on automatic cars or actually, yeah… why don’t you just dream big?  

 

F1: Exactly!  

 

M1: Invest this money in making flying cars.  

 

M2: Let’s fly, yeah!  

 

F1: I think it’s the future.  

 

M2: Yeah. I mean there’s drones.  

 

F1: Yeah but that’s not me flying, that’s a drone flying.  

 

F2: We saw some, like a sport in the water, like people would use a hydro- something 

that they can fly.  

 

M2: Yeah, I’ve seen that, yeah.  

 

F1: OK, so we’re getting close.  

 

Facilitator: Yeah, interesting point. Yeah. OK, about what your concerns?  
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F3: What runs them? Is it still gas- Petrol- sorry? Because my concern is that people will 

stop taking public trams because this does the same thing as public transportation and 

now our gas emissions are through the roof.  

 

F2: Yeah, this is not like a new innovation because they’re selling the car like this in 

Thailand.  

 

M1: There’s obviously... electric cars is another thing isn’t it?   

 

F3: If it’s electric, yeah!  

 

F2: You see it in Thailand. You set destination and you just sleep, do everything, the car 

will drive, take you home. Only the one concern is error. Computer error. And some area, 

data, miss, um… What you call it wi-fi, data, GPS? Some area disconnect…  

 

Facilitator: some areas don’t have…disconnect…  

 

F2: but just for energy, don’t worry because with hybrid car, when you driving, the wheel 

will make a power and save in the battery. Automatic-save, so you don’t need to use oil, 

you don’t need to charge electric because when the wheel running…  

 

F1: do you mean hybrid cars?  

 

F2: Yeah.  

 

F3: Yeah, but hybrids are here and they’re functional and they’re good but nobody’s using 

them. Hardly anybody is using them. I mean I wanted one, but it’s hard to get one.  

 

F2: But this area very, very. Sorry, back to the early question. This idea very make sense 

for Thai people. You should know Bangkok is the most top five for traffic jams in the 

world…  

 

Facilitator: you mean your concerns?  

 

F2: No, no. The benefits because a lot of people say they very tired on their legs. You had 

to stop on the road for four hours, three hours the way from home to the office, office to 

home. That’s why Thai people we love automatic car, very much.  

 

Facilitator: Because the traffic…  

 

F2: very big traffic jam.  

 

Facilitator: What… you told me you don’t like automatic car. What your main concern?  

 

M3: OK, the main concern, is it going to be available in developing countries? I mean 

here in the UK and Europe, you could have, yes. But in developing countries, do you 

think that in Africa they would be able to have this car?  

 

F1: No.  

 

Facilitator: Why? Why it cannot develop in a developing country?  
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M3: Many things. First of all, I think the development of automated car is based on the 

development of electric car and what kind of engine is it? I think it’s not going to be 

operational with petrol cars. This is my imagination. Plus, in developing countries- 

because I’m from developing country- so, you cannot imagine how the roads are in my 

country There are many holes in the street and you have to go through…  

 

Facilitator: so, concerned about the buildings ... infrastructure.  

 

M3: Yeah and it wouldn’t have traffic signals because they all have been destroyed in the 

war, so we depend sometimes on ourselves, or a policeman. So how would this car 

interact with a policeman? OK, this car could interact with a traffic signal, but it’s not 

going to interact with a policeman. So I think in developing countries…  

 

F2: they have a sensor, like two meter before object, whatever object, a human object 

or…  

 

M3: but the policeman is always…  

 

F2: jumping.. “stop”!  

 

M3: No, no. More than two meters, like, ten. So he’s organising the whole area. So I think 

in developing countries it’s not going to be…  

 

F3: I think they would have placement figured out.  

 

F1: I doubt it, because this is very much western-based.  

 

M3: Yeah, I’m from a developing country so I know how streets are. People are more 

than cars on the streets…  

 

F3: are you saying like a policeman standing in the street or a police-car?   

 

M3: Yeah, even people. They walk just near the cars, they jump over the cars and they 

come from here, from here. Mainly, there is no law on the streets. Bicycles…  

 

F1: where are you from?  

 

M3: Palestine. So…it’s not going to be the case.  

 

F3: OK.  

 

M3: Even for electric cars they are not going to be operational. Even for hybrid it’s going 

to be very hard to have chargers everywhere.  

 

F1: No, hybrid doesn’t need charger.   

 

F3: They’ve started developing self-charging ones now.  

 

F1: The one I have, you don’t need a charger for hybrid.  

 

M1: That’s great!  
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F1: You just put in petrol and then it charges itself while you’re driving.  

 

F3: But then with that you can’t go fully electric.  

 

F1: No, you can’t go fully electric, obviously.  

 

Facilitator: You have some concern about automatic car?  

 

M1: Oh no, absolutely not. I am absolutely confident it will just go ahead. AI -artificial 

intelligence -will develop just fine. Your concern about policeman, believe me, can 

manage just fine. The other day, I met a guy …he was creating his own A.I and he said 

he was creating holographic stuff. So, he couldn’t make the computer understand that 

when he does that, when he closes his fist that means he wants to grab something. The 

computer couldn’t get that. So, what the guy was he learned British sign language and 

then he taught his computer to understand his British Sign language. So, if the computer 

can understand British Sign language then I am sure he can understand simple gestures 

from the policeman like “stop”, “move” and so on and so forth. The only concern I have 

is the battery because as far as I know, the technology of the batteries has stalled a bit. I 

mean it seems to be like the more energy you want, the bigger the battery, therefore the 

more heavy it would be, which as far as I understand would be a vicious circle. Like the 

needs of the vehicle would require more power to move this heavier item inside the car. 

I’m not really an expert in technology of batteries but we didn’t see that with our mobile 

phones, no matter what, I mean- new smartphone, new technology and yet the battery 

cannot last more than a day. I may be wrong, maybe you guys know better when it comes 

to batteries, but it seems this could be a problem because the technology of batteries has 

not progressed as much as it should. But for the rest, I’m really looking forward to a 

mature product.  

 

M2: You sound very signed up to it. Are you involved in it?  

 

M1: No, no, not at all. Not at all.  

 

M3: Maybe this is leading me to a question. Why we in 2018 but we still have manual 

cars? This means that there are some benefits from manual cars, which don’t exist…  

 

M2: manual gearboxes?  

 

M3: Yeah, yeah. Manual gearbox, which do not exist in automatic cars.  

 

M2: People like manual gearboxes.  

 

F3: Yeah, I think that’s what it is!  

 

M2: People like to have control…  

 

F3: they’re better in snow, too.  

 

M3: Yeah, that’s it, yeah!  

 

F1: Actually no, actually the automatic- the hybrid - I have did amazing in the snow we 

had.  
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F3: No it’s… it’s a matter of not stepping on your brake. The only way you have to slow 

down is your brake. In a shift, I can slow down by just shifting down and never touch the 

brake. So, I’m not going to slide, the engine will slow itself automatically.  

 

M3: So yeah, you need to change the preferences of people. People like the manual 

gearbox…  

 

F1: plus it’s cheaper…  

 

M3: and how you going to change the preferences of people?  

 

F1: It’s cheaper. There’s just not that many automatic cars. Manual cars are cheaper and 

they are more readily available in the UK anyway.  

 

F3: Well they already have, they have cars that are both automatic and manual, you can 

switch back and forth between the two. I’m sure they can make an automated car that can 

do whatever it wants.  

 

F2: My car have two gears. It’s called semi-gear. My neighbour used a manual one.  

 

M3: It does not make so much sense. I had one.  

 

Facilitator: Yeah. If you can choose, in the future will you use the automatic car in the 

future?   

 

F1: I would only use it if I can fall asleep in it. If I can’t fall asleep in that car and I have 

to be switched on, I am not going to use it. I’m with you on that, I don’t see the point.  

 

F2: One hundred per cent.  

 

M2: Yeah, if I can’t relax, what’s the point?   

 

F2: I love to drink!  

 

F3: I would use the idealised version, yeah.  

 

M2: Yeah the ideal, the idealised…  

 

Facilitator: you told me your concern about…  

 

M3: yeah, but if it’s a hundred per cent automated and you will sleep in the car, so why 

not use it?  

 

F2: You continue life!  

 

M2: Exactly!  

 

M3: But the question is, if every car is going to be automated and no traffic and… why 

not to go for public transportation?  

 

F3: Yeah, yeah. The only thing this has over public transportation is you’re not stopping 

to pick up other people so therefore you will get there faster.  
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M1: And you don’t have to go all the way to the nearest train station. It’s maybe some 

miles away which means you have to take another public transport to go there…  

 

F3: yeah, you don’t have to transfer…  

 

M1: so - yeah. And I don’t know if you have taken the train recently but the price are 

going up and up and up and the value for money is not there. They take so much money, 

the offer nothing in exchange.  

 

F1: Plus you don’t have to deal with people.  

 

M1: Yeah, especially if you are antisocial. Yeah, absolutely!  

 

M2: Another interesting point is we’re assuming that people would own an automated car 

themselves or you’d have automated taxis so that you’d just order a car, a driverless taxi 

comes and you get in and you go and you say, you just type in where you want to go. The 

cars are just scattered about and they just come and they take you.  

 

F3: Yeah there’s already drive shares here in Edinburgh, so why not?  

 

Facilitator: If you can choose between driverless, automatic taxi and…  

 

M2: owning one?  

 

Facilitator: Yes- which one you choose?  

 

M2: Well, if I could afford it, I’d just own one.  

 

F3: But for the woman I would choose robot, because man can maybe rape me or rob me, 

something…  

 

M2: oh, you mean would I choose a driverless taxi against a standard taxi with a driver? 

Is that what you’re talking about? Which I’d prefer? Probably, I mean again if it was 

idealised. The idealised version of a robot is probably easier. I don’t have to speak to 

them…  

 

F1: exactly!  

 

F3: They can’t take you the extra long way…  

 

M2: you don’t have to answer their stupid questions!  

 

F2: Also you don’t tip to the robot. If you give a small tip to the driver to have the extra 

like “bye”, “have a nice day”. But robot: no need, yeah.  

 

Facilitator: OK. That your concern. And do you have some idea how to develop the 

automatic car in the near future?  

 

F1: No idea.  

 

Facilitator: What you want to see about automatic car?  
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F1: To be able to sleep in it.  

 

M1: As less interaction as possible. Less interaction with the car itself. So, if it is to go 

from A to B, the only thing we want to say is, “go to B” and that’s it. I don’t know, I don’t 

own any cars like this one, but I prefer something that it should be just one, maximum 

two commands, to take me from A to B. “Take me to work, avoid traffic” that’s it. And I 

will leave the decision to it. I don’t want decisions like, “Oh, there is another, better 

route”. Then “OK, just follow this route”. Half way there. “Oh this route is now too much 

follow traffic, do you want to follow another route?” “No!” Take the decision by yourself, 

this is why you are A.I- an advance A.I, you know.   

 

F3: See, I disagree with that, I want to make the decision.  

 

F2: I hope… I’m looking for the car that good for environment. No pollution and less 

criminal. I think this idea can answer what I want.  

 

M2: And road safety. Other pedestrians and cyclists…  

 

F2: more safe… good for social…   

 

M2: aren’t involved in accidents…  

 

F1: cyclists shouldn’t be on the road.  

 

M1: Also, I expect from future car like this, not to have the design that of today’s car: 

two seats at front, two or three seats at the back and more perhaps even further. I really 

have no idea what, but it should be something like - I don’t know - a space which is 

moving. So perhaps you want to have a mini conference with your colleagues before you 

arrive to work, you know? So you can have perhaps, a skype meeting or something like 

that. Or you may want to have it like an entertainment space…  

 

M3: rotating seats so you can just rotate and…  

 

M1: yes, or even a disco ball! I don’t know. I don’t care, it needs to be a space…  

 

F1: a relaxing one! Massage chair!  

 

M1: Yeah that would be very good indeed!  

 

M3: I think in Lexus cars, in many cars now they have massage chairs.  

 

Facilitator: What you want to have to develop, improve?  

 

M3: First of all, I think it must be like a comprehensive system so it’s linked with the 

street system. So this street is maximum 30, 40 miles. The car is not allowed this, so the 

car must link with the street. I don’t know, but the cars must be connected with the street 

and with the systems somehow.  

 

F3: Yeah, that’s going to be another concern, it’s like, updating maps is going to have to 

be constant and immediate.  
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M3: Or if there are some works in the street, how would the car know that? This needs to 

be updated, like daily.  

 

F1: Not even daily, I’d say by the minute.  

 

M2: But yeah, along with automatic cars, it needs a whole new way of managing our 

roads- so that there’s some kind of office control centre - to work. Because they can’t just 

be running on their own, individually, it actually needs a control centre to actually manage 

what, where they’re going.  

 

F2: You know, in the case of the accident, when the accident happen already. The driver 

maybe can lie to the police that they ask you. But, you know, some car brand like BMW, 

they have computer box at the front. The new era of the police, they just bring the laptop, 

plug in the computer. Computer won’t lie. Will tell everything what the driver done before 

that accident happen. My mum she have a high fever and she took the medicine and she 

fall asleep. Before the result come, they thought she might be drunk, she might be not 

sleep enough- bla, bla, bla, right? But I’m surprised that after the result come from the 

police we know all the detail. Some. He got fifty per cent from the computer and some 

from the evidence and some from the passenger that they alive from that accident. That’s 

why I said, this idea safe because people can lie. Computer don’t lie.  

 

Facilitator: OK, the last question. What your idea how to develop automatic car in the 

future. What do you want to see?  

 

M3: Video games. Like in the plane.  

 

Facilitator: Entertainment?  

 

M3: Yeah.  

 

F3: It would have to have no emissions. No pollution.  

 

M3: So you cannot go to this until you finish your development of new hybrid cars, 

environment-friendly.  

 

F2: Less pollution.  

 

M2: Another thing I’ve just thought about is. Would people even need to be able to drive? 

Like, if it’s a driverless, totally automated… would you even need to bother… so you 

don’t need to take a driving test, you’re just a passenger.  

 

M3: And what age? So, is it sixteen, eighteen?   

 

M2: I suppose ideally, anyone could just, drive. There’s no test…  

 

 F1: you could probably have like, ten-year-olds on the road.  

 

F3: Yeah, no. There’s got to be an age at which they’re not allowed to be in the car by 

themselves, there’s got to be… or something.  

 

F1: Why? You just input the destination.  
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F3: Safety!  

 

F1: But if it’s all safe, it’s all automated!  

 

F3: Well, you forget, I come from the U.S where people kidnap kids all the time. 

Somebody’s going to ram into the car and the kid’s gone!  

 

F1: That’s why you have locks. And a stranger danger thing on the car.  

 

M2: That’s a whole other…  

 

F3: no I don’t think it’s safe.  

 

M2: That’s a whole other debate, which…  

 

F3: yeah it is…  

 

M2: would vary depending on the country you’re in.  

 

F3: I think that cars should have two options. Automatic and manual. Like when I’m too 

drunk, I put automatic on.  

 

M2: I suppose there might well be a minimum age, a bit like we have a minimum age for 

drinking alcohol or whatever…  

 

F3: yeah.  

 

M2: There would be a legal minimum age to take a… maybe it’s going to be like sixteen 

or something?  

 

M3: Is it going to be a problem?  If you are drunk, you could drive. So, is it going to be a 

problem?   

 

F2: So many cases dead in the car because they sleep in the car… automatic will give me 

control of situation.  

 

F3: In the idealised version you should be able to be in the car and be drunk because you 

shouldn’t have to worry about anything.  

 

Facilitator: Do you have idea?  

 

M1: All these what they said - absolutely fine. Perhaps increase safety for passengers and 

other road users, that’s all. Other than that, all the rest. So, safety, more airbags, who 

knows?  

 

F2: Only one that still concern, you see this error - we have PC, high technology, 

computer, laptop: it’s still error! What about car if error when we driving? What shall we 

do? Maybe switch to manual, if it’s allow?  

 

M1: No that’s a good point, because you have to have the option somehow to take full 

control of the car. For instance if it has been hacked or something, you know.  
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F1: Like I-Robot.  

 

M1: Well it’s not actually happening even now. You can google it, find that people 

demonstrate how easy it is to tamper with a brakes system of cars that are not automatic- 

it’s just so many cell bits inside there.  

 

F2: Future kidnapper style. It can hack and change the direction to the…  

 

M3: so you, by yourself you would just go to them. They would just hack your computer, 

change your destination. You just go to them.  

 

Facilitator: What your idea how to avoid this tangle? How to develop?  

 

M3: Must be like anti-virus systems. The car must be fully protected from being hacked, 

or… and if it’s a virus that will just stop your computer…  

 

F3: if you don’t need to do anything and it just goes where it’s supposed to go. You 

could… like if you have a friend you need to drop somewhere, couldn’t you just send 

them in the car and then the friend tells the car to come back to you? That would be kind 

of nice. Can the car go empty?  

 

M3: Or on your phone you could just send your car to your wife, then she’s going to use 

the car and bring it back to you.  

 

M2: That’s another thing: delivery. That’s actually another kind of use, isn’t it? For 

delivering things.  

 

F3: You could send your car to pick up your pizza!  

 

M3: So, one family, they just need one car. Not one for the wife and one for the husband. 

One car.  

 

M2: So, you drive yourself to work and the car drives itself back home so it can…  

 

F2: that’s actually pretty brilliant if that can happen!  

 

F3: Even now, some of my friend, she put a GPS in husband’s car and she can check 

where he go. You lie to me or not? Are you honey or in a meeting? Or maybe direction 

not in the meeting.  

 

M2: I’m sure, like, a while ago now, people will have had a similar discussion like we’re 

having about Googlemaps, could be for Tomtom, that kind of thing, saying “Oh I don’t 

know if I’ll trust them” and now we all use them and we all trust them and it’s great. So, 

it’s just like, I just put my phone in, where do I want to go? It’s a similar kind of mindset. 

This is telling me where to go. Whereas previously I had to have a map and…you know, 

it’s terrible.  

 

F2: Googlemap doesn’t work somewhere like… festival. Because some road close and 

my googlemap, swing, swing, swing. A few error.  

 

M2: It has its limitations, I mean, we accept that. That ninety per cent -more than that - 

probably ninety five per cent of the time, it’s fine. Occasionally it doesn’t work, but we 
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all trust it. Probably before it was available if you said there’s going to be this machine to 

tell you where to go, which way to go, we’d probably say, “oh, I don’t know about that.”  

 

F2: I have one friend that he have the Wo Wo car. Only two things that he like that car. 

Two things that he decide to buy it. Just because when the car near to the object in the 

front, it stop immediately. And parking sensor, parking itself. Some area are: no, too 

narrow. But the car calculate that. The car can park.  

 

Facilitator: Where?  

 

F2: Bangkok. You can see on Youtube as well. One type hybrid. One girl she bought the 

Wo Wo and she show. just about for accident and for parking, that’s it.  

 

M2: I think another thing that would be important in this whole thing is the media sort of 

supporting it. Because the media can give a sort of perception about things, like, um, 

influencing the public’s view about things. And if people want it to happen and support 

it, then it can. But if people, for example, cars could be more controlled now than they 

are. I’m sure there’s the technology to put, say in the UK, no car can drive faster than 

seventy miles per hour. I’m sure that is possible to do. Or it should be a legal thing that 

you cannot sell a car in 2018 that… it would be a speed-limiter and it just sets it up. 

There’s no speed limit higher than seventy in this country, you cannot go faster. But for 

some reason, people say, “Oh no, it’s an outrage! I want to be able to drive seventy”. So 

it’s, it’s a perception. In this country unfortunately it sounds ridiculous if you explain it 

to people but it’s socially acceptable to break the speed limit.  

 

F3: I would say, in the U.S, it’s absolutely socially acceptable to do.  

 

M2: So, it seems ridiculous, it’s not really a speed limit at all. It’s a guide - like a 

guideline. I would say the speed limit is like an optional guideline in most people’s views.  

 

F2: You know the twenty speed limit here- it make me feel sleepy. I feel more dangerous 

for myself. So many times that I have to keep in my car- torturing me very much. Very 

torture when I saw bicycle chasing me: “cling, cling, cling cling!” Unbelievable!  

 

M2: Yeah I don’t think the twenty speed limit is working in Edinburgh.  

 

F2: And so many car angry on me when I’m on speed limit twenty. Like a taxi driver.  

 

M2: When it first came in, there were a few people who drove at twenty. Nobody drives 

at twenty now.  

 

F3: When somebody does, the cars behind start getting frustrated.  

 

M2: The only difference now to before. Like before if somebody drove twenty everyone 

would be beeping, like “get out the way!” Whereas now it would be like, “they’re driving 

at twenty. Get out the way… oh it’s the speed limit, I can’t beep them!” But I think most 

people think if it was thirty, they’ll be like, “that seems reasonable, I’ll stick with to it. 

But twenty is too slow. I’m not driving at twenty. So therefore I’ll drive whatever speed 

I like”. I’d be quite interested to see the comparative speeds and it probably does nothing. 

It’s a separate point.  
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F2: When I drive twenty, I don’t get people beep often but they beside me and open the 

window “Go back your country, Chinese woman!”  

 

M2: The worst bit is the bit in Holyrood Park which is twenty but it’s just grass on either 

side and that just seems the most ludicrous thing.  

 

F3: I think it’s twenty because of the bikers who don’t use the bike path and are on the 

road with you.  

 

M2: But that just seems totally ridiculous, but anyway.  

 

F2: A few drivers say to me, twenty-four is fine. But don’t go over twenty-five, otherwise 

you get caught on camera.  

 

F3: Sorry we got off topic.  

 

Facilitator: OK, every question has been covered by you. I get some ideas for my study 

to develop automatic car in near future. Yes, thankyou everyone very much to come in 

today. I really appreciate it of you very much. 

 

 

 




